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Abstract
This thesis explores the increasing popularity of fansubbing as a means to access
foreign media in mainland China. Fuelled by China’s extreme censorship laws and the
lack of access to officially translated foreign media, fansubbers have begun creating
fan-made translations of Western media. This study will explore the unique qualities
of Chinese fansubbing and argue that fansubbed media arguably achieves a greater
level of equivalence with the English-language Source Texts (STs) than professional
translation.
In order to establish Chinese fansubbing translation activity as a special event of
communication, Halliday’s concept of the context of situation is applied in the analysis
of Chinese fansubbing translation activity, and is also used to structure the research
aims in this thesis. This study aims to define the Source Text (ST) and Target Text
(TT) for a fansubbing work and to establish the contextual characteristics of both of
these texts (field); to explore audience satisfaction regarding fansubbing in China, in
order to identify the popularity of fansubbing translation (tenor); and to discuss and
evaluate specific fansubbing translation texts in order to explore the nature of
fansubbing as a translation style (mode).
Structured using Halliday’s context of situation as a theoretical backbone, this
study applies a mixed-method approach to achieve a set of research aims. A
questionnaire survey is conducted using Jenkins’s concept of fan culture and
supplemented by existing studies on surveying translation quality and audience
satisfaction in media studies. Biber’s sociolinguistics perspective of situational
characteristics and Hasan’s concept of contextual configuration are used to identify
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the ST and TT for a fansubbing translation work and to explore the unique contextual
characteristics of these texts; then Halliday’s Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) is
applied in the analysis of the text cases of the specific situations in the translation of
selected films and TV programmes.
What distinguishes this study from others is the application of SFG in studying
fansubbing translation, and the identification of Chinese fansubbing translation
activity as a special event that creates a new genre. The survey on audience satisfaction
also provides a unique understanding on the relationship between fansubbers and fans.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology, access to foreign films
and TV programmes has become simpler for Chinese audiences in recent years and
the Internet has played a crucial role in facilitating this greater level of accessibility
(Yan & Chen, 2015). Using this mainstream online platform, fansubbing has become
increasingly popular with Chinese audiences since 2000 (Huan, 2017). Fansubbing
groups translate foreign films and TV programmes, reproduce these films and TV
programmes with translated subtitles and share the videos online for free. It is reported
that their productions are well-liked not only for the wide choice of the films and TV
programmes they provide, but also because their translation style has attracted a large
number of fans (Hu, 2019). Fansubbing translation, however, underwent several stages
of change before it became popular, and the translation quality and style have
improved vastly over the last 20 years (Yan & Chen, 2015).
There are three main stages in the history of Chinese fansubbing since 2000 (Hu,
2019). According to Hu (2019), The first stage is around 2000 to 2003, when Chinese
fansubbing groups first emerged. They were translating a limited number of films and
TV programmes; the division of the responsibilities within the fansubbing groups were
well structured, but the reproducing process was fairly slow and both the translation
and subtitle quality were unpolished. For example, the film Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone (Columbus, 2001) was released on the Internet by fansubbers
three months earlier than the public cinema release in China. However, the translation
was not faithful to the original book, which was bemoaned by avid Harry Potter fans,
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and the subtitle quality was markedly inferior, which also proved to be a big
disappointment (Zhang, 2019). The second stage was from 2004 to 2009 when
fansubbing groups grew apace(Hu, 2019). The groups were well structured with clear
roles for each member and strict consistent norms for subtitling were created for all
productions; there were major improvements for both the quantity of films and TV
programmes and the quality of translation and subtitling; competition even emerged
among translators working with the same genre of films and TV programmes, which
also led to an overall increase in quality. The third period of fansubbing spanned from
2010 to the present, and during this period the quality and overall quantity of available
translations continued to improve steadily (Hu, 2019). Most fansubbing groups had
updated their technology tools and became more and more professional; an increasing
number of fansubbing groups emerged online and the competition started getting
fierce; the reproduction sources expanded from a limited selection of films and TV
series to most TV programmes, documentary films, news and online lectures.
Since the second stage of fansubbing’s development, as mentioned above, the
quality of fansubbing translation has improved greatly, with translation cases like
Prison Break (Scheuring, 2005-2009) and Gossip Girl (Schwartz & Savage, 20072012) demonstrating that subtitles featuring an abundance of colloquialism have now
become characteristic of fansubbing translation (Lin, 2016). The popularity of
American TV programmes in China has since been called “美剧热” (/měi jù rè /
American Drama Fever [my translation]) (Lin, 2016).
Despite its increasing popularity, however, Chinese fansubbing has not attracted
much attention from scholars thus far (Leonard, 2005; Tian, 2011; Wang, 2017), which
greatly contributes to the novelty of this project. After conducting research on
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fansubbing in China and in the Western world during my Masters dissertation (Yuan,
2014), I found that both fansubbing translation activity as a communication event and
the fansubbing translation texts themselves deserve further examination. Existing
studies on Chinese fansubbing translation focus mostly on its emergence and certain
translation features, rather than seeing it systematically as a special communication
event and exploring how the functional meanings are translated in the process. For
instance, Dingkun Wang’s (2017) study on the fansubbing group YYeTs focuses on
examining fansubbing as a social phenomenon in China and Xiaochun Zhang’s (2013)
research examines fansubbing as a global phenomenon and details the features of
Chinese fansubbing. This research is therefore contributing to the existing literature
by exploring the situational characteristics of fansubbing translation activity as a
communication event and evaluating its translation equivalence at the situational and
cultural level.
Before I explain the overall theoretical framework and hypotheses for this
research, it is important to clarify the working definition of the concept of ‘equivalence’
for this thesis, as the concept of equivalence shapes the epistemological approach
throughout the project. For this reason, a brief review of the literature concerning
‘equivalence’ will be useful here.
Translation equivalence, as a crucial concept in translation studies, has been
widely debated and defined by translation scholars. Roman Jakobson’s (1959, p.233)
definition of equivalence is brought up from the perspective of linguistic studies. He
believes that there is no full equivalence between the code-units, and that the
translators are making use of the synonyms in the target language (TL) for getting the
source text (ST) message across. He believes that “translation involves two equivalent
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messages in two different codes” (Jakobson, 1959, p.233). When it comes to the
grammatical point, the language differences may become a greater or lesser level. The
translation equivalence, then, may be achieved by using loanwords or loan translation,
neologisms or semantic shifts, or by circumlocutions. It is all depending on the
translator to choose the most suitable way to render the ST message in the TT.
Equivalence, as defined by Nida and Taber (1982, pp.200-225), concerns the different
methods of achieving equivalent meaning, which include formal equivalence and
dynamic equivalence. Here, ‘meaning’ consists of three components: linguistic
meaning, referential meaning, and emotive/connotative meaning. Nida and Taber’s
formal equivalence focuses on the form and content of the message, while the dynamic
equivalence focuses on the functional meaning of the ST and TT, which concerns how
the message has been understood by the readers in both the SL culture and the TL
culture.
Influenced by Nida, Koller (in Munday, 2016, pp.75-76) developed his concept
of equivalence which he relates to the concept of “correspondence”. “Correspondence”
focuses more on comparing the two language systems, and the knowledge of it, which
shows the ability in foreign language; and “equivalence” looks into the specific STTT items and the context, and the ability of reaching the equivalence indicates the
competence in translation (p.75). He proposes five types of equivalence relations,
which is more refined than Nida: denotative equivalence refers to the extralinguistic
meaning of a text; connotative equivalence particularly means the lexical choices; textnominative equivalence relates to different text type; pragmatic equivalence refers to
the functional meaning of the text, which is in effect the same concept as Nida’s
dynamic equivalence; and formal equivalence, which is different from Nida’s
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definition. Koller’s “formal equivalence” refers to both the form and aesthetic style of
the text, which considers more of the stylish features of the ST. Therefore, Koller’s
definition of equivalence can be said to be more fine-grained.
Koller’s pragmatic equivalence and Nida’s dynamic equivalence are also
similar to Newmark’s concept of communicative translation. Newmark (1981) argues
that equivalence between a ST and TT is “illusory” and that bias towards SL or TL is
the key issue that should be demonstrated in the translation practice. His concept of
communicative translation refers to the emphasis of the TL that “attempts to produce
on its readers an effect as close as possible to that obtained on the readers of the original”
(p.39), while the semantic translation strives to render both the denotative and
contextual meanings of the ST, maintaining the same syntactic structures.
Catford (1965) made an important distinction between two types of equivalence:
‘formal correspondence’ and ‘textual equivalence’. Formal correspondence
demonstrates the similarity of the text configuration of both the ST and the TT, as
Catford states, “any TL category (unit, class, element of structure, etc.) which can be
said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the ‘same’ place in the ‘economy’ of the TL as
the given SL category occupies in the SL” (Catford, 1965, p.27). On the other hand,
textual equivalence is “any TL text or portion of text which is observed on a particular
occasion … to be the equivalent of a given SL text or portion of text” (p.27) and helps
understand the TT as “observed on a particular occasion that is the equivalent to the
given ST”. Furthermore, Catford (1965, p.49) states that the TT is equivalent to the ST
if and only if it manages to convey the situational substance of the ST. In order to
achieve such equivalence, ‘translation shifts’ occur and this concept of ‘shifts’ is what
Catford introduced to translation studies expanding on the models of Firth and
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Halliday. Catford argued that the types of shifts can be categorised using three criteria:
1) the extent of translation (full or partial translation); 2) the grammatical rank at which
the translation equivalence is established (rank-bound or unbounded translation); and
3) the level of language involved in translation (total or restricted translation) (Catford,
1965, p.27). Translation shifts, he notes, occur most often in the second category.
Methodologically, the analysis of the formal correspondence and textual equivalence
helps to identify the translation shifts (Catford, 1965, p.80).
House (1977) believes that semantic and pragmatic equivalence is vital to the
translation process. She argues that the ST and TT should match one another in
function. She believes that the function of a text can be characterised by determining
the situational dimensions of the ST, and that each text possesses specific cultural
elements that have to be accurately identified and taken into consideration in the
translation process (House, 1977, p.49). House states that the ST and TT are not
functionally equivalent if the situational features in the TT are different from those in
the ST. House then introduces the concepts of overt and covert translation: overt
translation does not address the TL reader directly and so there is no recreation of the
situation in the TT. However, covert translation is meant to produce a text that is
functionally equivalent to the situation in the ST.
Baker (2018) has provided a detailed list of the qualities that define the concept
of equivalence. She studies equivalence at different levels relating to the translation
process and then combines these with linguistic and communicative approaches.
Equivalence at the word level is the smallest unit of translation one can take into
consideration in the translation process. However, because even a single word can bear
different meanings in one language and these may not correspond with the word’s
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associated meanings in other languages, several factors should be considered when
translating a single word, like number and tense (Baker, 2018, pp.11-12). Equivalence
at the sentence level refers to the diversity of grammatical rules across languages, and
the translator may use a different grammatical structure in the translation process.
Equivalence at the text level refers to a general view of equivalence between the SL
and TL texts in terms of the way in which information is organised within the sentence
and its overall cohesion. It is always the translator’s choice whether to maintain the
cohesive devices used in the ST, but the choice should be based upon three main
factors: the target audience, the translation purpose and the text type. Pragmatic
equivalence refers to the equivalence between the implicit meanings of the ST and the
TT.
As reviewed above, the concept of equivalence has been defined and categorised
by different scholars, and the difference often relates to the segment of observation (as
in Baker’s word-level or sentence-level equivalence), the target of observation (as in
House’s functional equivalence or Nida’s dynamic equivalence) or matters of
nomenclature. Nida’s formal equivalence, Nermark’s semantic translation, Catford’s
translation shifts at the grammatical rank and House’s overt translation all focus on the
similarity of form and content between the ST and the TT. When determining
equivalence goes beyond the realm of form and content, Baker defines it as pragmatic
equivalence, which resonates with Nida’s dynamic equivalence, Newmark’s
communicative translation, House’s covert translation, and Catford’s concept of
conveying the situational substance of the ST. This last definition of equivalence is the
one to be used throughout this doctoral thesis. In particular, it will explore the
situational features of the fansubbing ST and discuss whether the situational
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substances of the ST are successfully conveyed to the TT, which is in line with
Catford’s (1965) definition of textual equivalence (p.27). The choice of this working
definition of ‘equivalence’ comes from the assumption that fansubbers produce
translations that deliver situational elements that are functionally equivalent to those
found in the ST. This does not, however, eliminate the necessity that texts should be
observed at the word and sentence levels. This is because, in order to identify
translation shifts, it is necessary to compare the ST and the TT at an operationally
suitable level, which is either at the word or sentence level. What is of most importance
here is that, while observing translation shifts at those levels, the overall situation in
which the text is created must be observed too.
In sum, in this study, Catford’s (1965) concepts of equivalence and translation
shifts fit my research purpose. Catford argues the TT is equivalent to the ST if and
only if it manages to convey the situational substance of the ST (p.49). However, I
recognise that Catford’s theory has received some criticism. For example, Fawcett
(1997, p.56) argues that there are limitations of the concept of translation equivalence
at the sentence level because it does not explain clearly what the translator does in the
translation process. Also, Catford’s theory is taken from applied linguistics, which
primarily aims to explain how language works at the level of grammar. This attracted
criticism from translation scholars, such as Snell-Hornby (1988, pp.19-20), who
argues that the translation process cannot be defined as a linguistic excise, because she
believes other factors, such as situational and cultural elements should be taken into
consideration as well. Having recognised these criticisms, while in this research I
analyse the texts at the sentence level, I also look at the equivalence at other levels,
such as the textual, functional and situational levels.
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Catford’s (1965) theory is created based on Halliday’s (1989) concept of the
context of situation, which also serves as an important part of the central framework
of this study. Halliday’s model for the analysis of the context of situation focuses on
three features: field of discourse, tenor of discourse and mode of discourse. The “field”
relates what is going on in the situation, “tenor” refers to the relationship among the
participants who are taking part in the communication event, and “mode” is referring
to the part that language is playing.
The body and soul theme, also known as form and content (Riyeff, 2015) and
widely used in language and literature studies prior to Jakobson (1960), brings in the
concept of the functions of language. Jakobson argues that the meaning of language
depends on how language is being used in the particular situation. Halliday’s (1989)
concept is developed from his teacher Firth, who also inspired Catford (1965), and
proposes that equivalence in translation practice must be achieved at a situational level
rather than on a word level. Halliday (1989) proposes his theory which is concerned
with the context of situation, in which the analysis of language involves not only its
functions but also the use of lexis and grammar. In order to analyse the situations
involved in fansubbing translations and to build a framework for the analysis of
particular fansubbed productions, this research will utilise both Halliday’s concept of
context of situation and to build a systematic framework for the analysis particular
cases of selected fansubbed productions, and Biber’s (2009) sociolinguistic framework
of situational characteristics. Hasan’s (1989) framework of contextual configuration
is then used to discuss the obligatory and optional elements in the translations and is
used to further determine the genre of the communication event. Chatman’s (1978)
theory on story and discourse brings in the narrative structure of film, which
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contributes to our understanding of the STs involved in fansubbing translation, which
are examples of audiovisual texts. Fansubbing translation is a sub-genre of audiovisual
translation studies, and so, the definitions of the ST for an audiovisual production and
the translation constraints that have been adopted from the audiovisual translation
studies are being used in the text analysis as well.
Halliday’s framework of the context of situation is also used in structuring this
thesis. The research questions of this thesis fall under the three aspects of discourse
(field, tenor, mode), as was defined by Halliday:
Field

•

What is the ST for a fansubbing translation work? What are the
generic features of the ST for a fansubbing translation work?

•

What is the TT for a fansubbing translation work? Can we see
fansubbing translation activity as a communication event that has
resulted in the creation of a new genre? If yes, what conventions
have they developed for the production of fansubbing translation?

Tenor

•

How has fansubbing translation production been received by the
general public?

Mode

•

In comparison to traditional written text-based of translation, what
styles have fansubbers developed to improve the effectiveness of
their translations?

Four hypotheses (H1 to H4) are drawn from these questions: H1- The ST for a
fansubbing translation work is not limited to the verbal elements in the audiovisual
production, but other elements (such as non-verbal elements) must also be used in
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order to provide an effective translation1. The ST for fansubbing work, therefore, may
be described as having unique contextual characteristics. H2 - Fansubbing translation
activity can be seen as a new genre of communication event. H3 - Fansubbing
translation is very popular among Chinese audiences, despite China’s strict laws and
the illegality of the practice; H4 - Fansubbing translation practice tends to pursue
equivalence at the situational level rather than on the level of words and sentences.
Before moving on the thesis structure, it is necessary to explain a few concepts
that are mentioned in the hypotheses. The multimodal elements in the fansubbing
translation, or the audiovisual translation, is argued to be different from verbal
elements in written forms of translation. In order to examine multimodal elements, as
Halliday (2014, p.33) states, a variety of cultural elements determine meaning during
social interaction, including verbal text (language / verbal elements) and paralanguage
(gestures, facial expressions, intonations, voice quality, timbre, tempo and other
systems of meaning accompanying language and expressed through the human body,
such as dance, painting etc.). In fansubbing and audiovisual translation, not only the
verbal elements need to be translated, but also the non-verbal elements, the
paralanguage, have to be ‘translated’ too.
The differences between the ST elements for audiovisual/ fansubbing translation
and for the written form of translation are largely based on the differences in the
translation form. A written translation process is defined as a translation from one
written language to another, which involves “the changing of an original written text
(the source text or ST) in the original verbal language (the source language or SL) into
a written text (the target text or TT) in a different verbal language (the target language

1

The concept of an ‘effective translation’ will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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or TL)” (Munday, 2016, p.8). Audiovisual translation is defined as “multimedia
translation” and it is a branch of translation studies, which deals with the linguistic
and/or cultural transfer of a multimodal and multimedia system in the process of
language transmission (Pérez-González, 2009). The fansubbing translation is a
subgenre of audiovisual translation, which is the subtitling of television drama and
films by fans involved in collaborative co-creational practice as part of networked,
often-transnational collectives (Pérez-González, 2014, pp.78-79). The difference
between a written translation and audiovisual translation mainly lie in the mode
change. The written translation takes place in a process of translating the written form
of a ST to another written form of a TT. On the other hand, audiovisual translation is
the process of translating from a multimodal ST to another multimodal TT. As a subgenre of audiovisual translation, the fansubbing translation involves a specific process
of translating a multimodal ST into the written form of a TT. In this mode of translation,
some distinctive features play important roles, including the translation producers, fans,
and their internet collaborative activities. Here, ‘multimodal’ refers to a form that
combines multiple signifying means or forms, such as an image with a verbal text,
music with lyrics, gestures, body language with speech, into a whole (Pérez-González,
2020, p.346). A ST that contains these multimodal elements may combine any of the
forms together. Thus, audiovisual translators and/or fansubbers are naturally required
to take into consideration more elements than just the verbal written text in the process
of translation.
Addressing the topic from a linguistic studies perspective, Halliday (2014)
maintained that paralanguage, as a part of cultural elements, determines the meaning
in social situations. Similarly, many translation scholars believe that multiple elements
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should be considered in the process of audiovisual translation. Delabastita (1989)
divides the audiovisual translation ST into four fundamental factors: audio, visual,
verbal and nonverbal. He believes that audio-nonverbal and visual-nonvebal elements
should also be considered as the basic factors in the translation process. Gottlieb (1994,
p.103) states that the verbal intention and visual image are nothing less important than
the lexical items in the audiovisual translation. Considering more elements in the ST
of an audiovisual production in the translation process is to ensure that the meaning of
the ST is well received and understood by the reader or audience in this case. It can be
defined as an effective translation as long as the meaning in the multimodal ST is
properly delivered and the situational meaning of the TT is equivalent to that in the
ST.
In this thesis, there are no separate chapters for literature review and
methodology. These discussions are developed in the individual chapters where
specific research questions are raised and hypotheses are tested. Based on the research
questions that were raised under the framework of Halliday’s context of situation, I
have structured the thesis as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of how Chinese fansubbing translation
production is received by the Chinese audiences. A questionnaire survey that I
conducted in 2017 is explained and presented in this chapter in order to illustrate the
popularity of Chinese fansubbing translation production. The survey shows how
successful these texts have been in communicating their message and examines how
the audience access audiovisual materials. It also examines their understanding of
related legal issues. This survey provides background information for the genre and
style analysis in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3 offers an analysis of the STs used in fansubbing translation work. The
ST for a fansubbing translation practice is defined first. The STs of selected film and
TV programme cases are then discussed using Biber’s situational characteristics and
the generic features of the fansubbing translation ST are then summarised based on
this analysis. Biber’s theory of situational characteristics is then introduced as a
specific response to Halliday’s concept of the context of situation. Applying Biber’s
framework, I then explore the unique contextual characteristics of the ST for a
fansubbing translation work and I use it to then identify Chinese fansubbing as a new
genre in the following Chapter.
Chapter 4 is a general analysis of the TTs produced by fansubbing translation
work. The emergence and development of Chinese fansubbing as a phenomenon and
the generic features of these texts are explained. In order to identify whether we can
see fansubbing translation activity as a new genre, I compare the generic features of
fansubbing translation practice with those of professional translation work in order to
reach a more solid and convincing conclusion. Through the analysis, I find that
Chinese fansubbing translation has a set of unique contextual characteristics, including
the different relationship between the addresser and the addressee and different
production circumstances.
Chapter 5 is an analysis of specific translating situations. It discusses a series of
specific translation cases, based on a selected group of film and television
programmes. Specifically, it focuses on a series of scenes contained within these films
and TV programmes. The chapter also analyses the translation equivalence of different
levels (word, sentence, text) of these texts, and specifically on the level of functional
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meaning, and finally it determines if the ST and the TT in these cases have achieved
equivalence with regard to their representation of the situation being depicted.
Chapter 6 is a conclusion of the thesis. The questions that have been raised and
the answers for each of these questions are then summarised in this chapter. In addition,
contribution of this research, including possible application of the research outcomes,
and the limitations of this project are discussed.

Chapter 2: Audience Satisfaction of Chinese
Fansubbing Translation

Introduction:

This chapter explores audience satisfaction regarding Chinese fansubbing
translation productions. It is impossible to separate fans from fansubbers in a
fansubbing translation activity. Viewing translation activity as a communication event,
it is apparent that those producing these audiovisual materials are also fans of the
works being translated. Exploring the satisfaction level of fansubbing translation is
crucial to understand the recent development of fansubbing in China and also to
determine the reasons behind the development. Before the analysis of genre and style
of Chinese fansubbing translation, a questionnaire survey was conducted to discover
the audience perception about Chinese fansubbing translation. The questionnaire was
designed to find out: a) the popularity of Chinese fansubbing translation, particularly
when compared with that of professional translation; b) the purpose of watching
fansubbing; c) how audiences access fansubbing materials; d) how legal factors affect
the audience’s viewing behaviour and e) the audience’s opinions regarding the use of
fansubbing style subtitles in other areas. The findings will give background
information for the textual analysis to be carried out in the following chapters. The
first section of this chapter will review the key concepts relating to fan activity. The
second section will present the research questions for this chapter and discuss why
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those research questions are important for this study. The third section will explain the
methodology used in this chapter. The fourth section will present the findings, and the
final section will discuss the findings.

2.1 Fansubbing as fan activity
Fan culture consists of all kinds of fan activities in a set fan community. Fans
are enthusiastic and active audience members, who often demonstrate an intense
fondness for a particular media property. This can lead to the forming of a specific fan
group. Additionally, fans are not simply the addressees of the media that they consume,
but they can also be addressors involved in the creation of media content (Jenkins,
1992). When larger fan communities begin to form, individual fans connect with one
another through online resources and other large-scale creative activities, such as
comic conventions or the creation of amateur artwork/fiction. These communities are
held together and maintained through the creation of a shared fan culture. Jenkins
(2006) states that:
“fan culture is created by fans and other amateurs for
circulation through an underground economy and that draws
much of its content from the commercial culture and fan
culture generated texts that could be shared and exchanged and
created a social infrastructure that support such exchanges”
(p.285).
This definition of fan culture resonates with the concept of a ‘communication event’
that will be used as one of the theoretical frameworks in the following chapters. The
obligatory elements of the fan culture are (1) the shared communicative purpose of
“sharing”, (2) fans are simultaneously addressors and addressees, and (3) there are
frequent interactions between fans and those within the fandom who create new fan
generated texts.
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Fansubbing translation is a typical activity of fan culture. Fansubbers themselves
are fans of particular types of films or TV programmes. Their affection for the piece
of media in question is their biggest motivation for translating and sharing it among
other fans. Fan, here, refers to both fansubbers and the audience. Jenkins (2006) says
fans are:
the most active segment of the media audience, one that
refuses to simply accept what they are given, but rather insists
on the right to become full participants. None of this is new.
What has shifted is the visibility of fan culture (p.131).
Zhang and Mao (2013) argue that the Internet and social media has fuelled the
rise of Chinese funsubbing activity and helped to generate the fan culture which
supports it (p.45). The rapid growth of social media in China - such as the emergence
of BBS (Bulletin Board Systems), personal space, microblog (Weibo), and WeChat has offered various options and online platforms for Chinese netizens to participate in
the communication event of fan activity and to keep up with all sorts of fan projects.
Zhao and Mao use the Chinese fansubbing translation community as an example of
popular culture to support Jenkins’s (2006) argument, stating that “popular culture may
be preparing the way for a more meaningful public culture”. Their argument is that
fansubbing translation activity is a process that transforms one’s “personal interests”
into “a public good”. The culture behind it also goes through the change from a
“participatory media culture to a participatory civic culture”. Given the rising
popularity of these media resources in contemporary culture, many fan-creators are
now simultaneously producing their own independent translations of these works. In
order to stand out within this marketplace, therefore, these media producers must pay
more attention to the needs of their receivers. The participatory civic culture means the
participatory activity is built on civic goals. It includes sharing information and
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running campaigns within the fan community. The change to a “participatory media
culture to a participatory civic culture” (Jenkins, 2006) hereby means in the Chinese
fansubbing translation context that it is growing stronger and has become a nationwide interest.
This chapter explores the popularity of fansubbing amongst young Chinese
audience using a questionnaire survey as a method. The outcomes will give
background information for the textual analysis to be carried out in the later chapters.

2.2 Research questions
The questionnaire was designed to examine audience satisfaction regarding
Chinese fansubbing translation. The main question was, “How has fansubbing
translation production been received by the general public?” This main question was
examined using 6 sub-questions: 1) What are the biographical characteristics of
fansubbing viewers? 2) What is their level of English competence? 3) Why do they
want to watch fansubbed materials? 4) What do they think about the quality of
fansubbing and professional audiovisual translation? 5) What do they think about
fansubbing activities? 6) What do they think about the legal issues surrounding
fansubbing?
Surveying perception about translation quality
One of the questions concerns the audience’s perception about fansubbing
quality (sub-question 4). Recently, a body of research which examines audience
reception of audiovisual translation has begun to develop (e.g. Di Giovanni & Gambier,
2018), but no study has examined the Chinese fansubbing audience’s perception of
fansubbing translation using a survey method. Methodologically, and with regard to
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the research question, my survey is more similar to Farrell (n.d.), although this is a
survey conducted by a freelance translator. Farrell (n.d.) examined the levels of
satisfaction of translation buyers regarding freelance translators’ work. The survey
collected respondents’ biographical data, their general level of satisfaction with the
freelancers’ service and more specific elements of the freelancers’ performance (such
as their response time, price and the quality of the translation). His survey has provided
a useful model for my questionnaire study.
In collecting data about the respondents’ perception of translation quality, it is
necessary to understand who the respondents are. In this regard, the reader-response
approach is useful (Colina, 2014, p.101). The survey seeks to obtain the respondents’
evaluation of the fansub’s quality. This means that it also has to examine whether the
respondents are able to respond to the original ST (Nida & Taber, 1969). As such,
whether the participants can understand English dialogue in the original film or TV
programme is important for this survey. As such, their English level is one of the key
factors that determines their responses. The participants were asked to self-assess their
English ability in Section 2 of the questionnaire.
Audience’s English ability
In China, after graduating high school, the average student’s English is
commonly equivalent to China Standards of English (CSE) Level 4 or over. CSE Level
4 equates to IELTS 4.5. CSE Level 5 (IELTS 5.5) and 6 (IELTS 6) are the English
levels which undergraduate university students are expected to reach. CSE Level 7
(IELTS 7),8 (IELTS 8) and 9 (IELTS 8) are the advanced levels, at which people can
use English in professional situations (Xue, 2016; Meng & Gao, 2018). The
participants of this survey are university students of the age of 18 or above, including
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mature students. Therefore, the participants’ English levels are expected to be between
CSE Level 4 and CSE Level 6. This suggests that they have a reasonable command of
the language, which should allow them to understand the vast majority of the spoken
phrases in the original English audiovisual materials. However, the survey will also
ask the participants to self-report their English ability, in order to ensure that this
interpretation of their English ability (from the fact that they have passed stringent
university entrance examinations, which include English as a subject) is valid to
answer the questions about fansubbing quality.
Surveying audience satisfaction
The survey also examines other elements which may influence the audience’s
level of satisfaction, beyond the translation itself. As fansub is an audiovisual
production, involving works of film and television, the addressee may therefore be
drawn more to the overall quality of the audiovisual production than simply to its
subtitling.
Lin’s (1993) study on audiences’ gratification examines audience’s post-viewing
behaviour. She explains that audiences’ behaviour normally goes through three stages
when watching media content. Audiences must first select the kind of media content
which they want to watch. At this stage, they have begun to form a series of
expectations regarding what they will be watching (Lin, 1993, p.229). For example, if
a Portsmouth fan chose to watch a Portsmouth football game versus Southampton, he
or she may expect this to be a thrilling game and for Portsmouth to finally win. The
Portsmouth fan would then watch the game, becoming fully involved with the
proceedings, which represents the second stage: the involvement. After the game, the
Portsmouth fan might reflect on the match and consider the mistakes that may have
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led to his team losing the game. This is the third stage of the audience behaviour: the
post-viewing involvement. It is this post-viewing involvement that my survey aims to
examine.

2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Questionnaire study
A questionnaire is a research instrument which can be defined as “a list of
questions each with a range of answers; a format that enables standardized, relatively
structured, data to be gathered about each of a (usually) a large number of cases”
(Matthews & Ross, 2010, p.201). It is commonly used to collect the background
information of the research respondents as well as data on opinions, attitudes etc.
(Saldanha & O’Brien, 2014, p.152).
As with any research tool, the questionnaire has its advantages and
disadvantages. Compared to interviews, a questionnaire collects and structures data on
a large scale in a much shorter timeframe. The structure and nature of the data being
collected also make the collection and analysis simpler. It can also be easily applied to
research that targets a large population (Saldanha & O’Brien, 2014, p.152). However,
although the questionnaire is a useful tool for obtaining exploratory data, it is not a
perfect tool for collecting explanatory data, such as emotions and experiences (p.152).
Following Saldanha and O’Brien (2014, pp.152-158), the questionnaire is
designed while taking into consideration the following points: a) The questions answer
the research questions; b) The questionnaire was made as short as possible in order to
avoid non-completion; c) Biographical data was collected and the participants were
informed in advance that there were no sensitive questions; d) Clear language was used
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to avoid implicit assumptions in the questions (Chinese language was used in the
questionnaire, but English translation is used for reporting in this thesis); e) The
questionnaire included both closed and open questions in order to make the
questionnaire quick to answer (with closed questions) but at the same time to give the
participants opportunities to express their opinions (with open questions).
The data collection of questionnaires can be both online or offline, with the
researcher being present or not during the questionnaire completion (Saldanha &
O’Brien, 2014, p.163). The presence of the researcher may make respondents feel less
free, which may influence the nature of the answers being provided, however it may
also increase the data collection rate from the respondents. It is the opposite with the
absence of the researcher; respondents may feel freer, but the abandonment rate may
be higher. Considering these points, the questionnaire was collected offline.
It is usually not possible to include the entire targeted population when sampling,
so a decision on how to establish a suitably representative sample is important. Two
commonly used sampling methods are: 1) probability-based sampling, also known as
random sampling (“where the probability with which every member of the population
could have been selected and included in the sample is known”, p.164); and 2) nonprobability sampling, also known as convenience sampling (“when participants are
selected purely on the basis of easy accessibility to the researcher”, p.164). The latter
sampling method was the method that was used in this thesis, as it is impossible to
reach every fansub viewer in China for the purposes of any given study.
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2.3.2 Questionnaire design
Pilot study
After devising the first version of the questionnaire, a pilot study was conducted
in July 2015 with 100 respondents. After the pilot study, some questions were
rephrased in order to make the meaning of the questions clearer and some questions
were added in order to obtain certain missing pieces of data - Section 1, for instance,
now includes an additional question which asks whether the respondents have watched
Chinese fansub. Section 2 (about respondents’ English ability) was also added to the
questionnaire after the pilot study. Another amendment was the change to the wording
of the questions in Section 4, as more academic and precise vocabulary was included
to describe the quality of the given translations. This amendment, however, ultimately
created issues for the respondents and affected the data collection in the final
questionnaire survey (see section 2.4 The Findings). Another adjustment was the
adoption of a five-point Likert scale, as the scales have been shown to reduce
participants’ feelings of frustration and increase the patient response rate as well as the
quality of the responses (Sachdev & Verma, 2004, p.104). Also, two questions in
Section 3 were changed to ranking-format questions (but see below in The Findings
about its consequence for the outcomes).
The pilot study also asked which English TV programmes/films the respondents
like to watch. The findings were used to select cases to be used in the linguistic
analyses in the following chapters.
Eventually, the questionnaire contained 29 questions in 6 sections, using both
closed and open questions.
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Sampling of participants
University students were chosen as a sample, so that, firstly, the survey can reach
a population that is likely to watch fansubbing productions often, i.e., young people;
and secondly, so the survey can reach a population that has a certain level of English
ability.
Fansubbing appeared in China in around 2000 and became increasingly popular
from that time (Buhuifuyan, 2013). At the outset, most fansubbers were students
studying either in the United States or the United Kingdom. Therefore, it can
reasonably be assumed that university students are highly interested in fansubbing.
This sample includes students who study part-time (including master’s degree) and
have jobs.
With regard to their English ability, it was assumed that participants with a
reasonable level of English ability will be able to judge the quality of fansubbing as
they can compare the ST and TT. University students (including postgraduate students)
have passed the National College Entrance Examination, in which English is a core
test for everyone (see also above Section 2.2 Research questions about the reason for
including this criterion).
Five universities from different areas of China were chosen as the sites for survey
administration: Hunan First Normal University, Shandong Women’s University,
Suzhou University of Science and Technology, University of International Business
and Economics, and University of Jinan.
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Picture 2-1: Survey map

In China, most of the universities are located in the east, as shown in Picture 52 (Ma, 2019). The survey sites were selected so that they cover the distribution of the
university student population evenly. Within these universities, courses and faculties
found in most Chinese universities were chosen as the sites of the survey: arts,
humanities and social science/engineering/natural and formal science/ business.
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Picture 2-2: University geographic distribution in China (Ma, 2019)

Confidentiality and ethical consideration
This survey study received a favourable opinion from the Faculty Ethics
Committee (16/17:11). I contacted the universities via phone call and email to invite
their students to take part in the survey. I travelled to three of the universities to
administer the survey myself, and I asked two universities to administer it on my
behalf. At these two universities, university administration staff administered the
survey by reading out the information from the participant information sheet to the
participants, distributing the questionnaires, having it filled in and collecting the
competed response sheets. I sent a Chinese translation of the information sheet to the
universities to use in the survey session.
When I distributed the questionnaire, I explained the nature of the survey to the
participants and that the survey was completely voluntarily. They were also told that
no personal information that can identify them would be collected. The participants
filled in the consent form before beginning to answer the questionnaire. Since China
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does not have any data protection organisations, the data obtained from China was
managed according to the Data Protection Act 1988 of the UK.
Survey administration and data collected
Table 2-1 shows the survey administration dates and the number of participants.
Table 2-1: Questionnaire administration
Institution

Date

Number of participants

Hunan First Normal
University

13/01/2017

95

Shandong
University

Women

09/01/2017

171

Suzhou University of
Science
and
Technology

05/01/2017

133

University
of
International Business
and Economics

22/12/2016

197

University of Jinan

03/01/2017

189+161=350

11/01/2017

The questionnaire was administered after each group of students finished a class,
in that classroom. They had 15 to 20 minutes to complete it. In total 977 questionnaires
were returned.
The data collected in the questionnaire was input in Excel on January 20th and
21st, 2017 in the School of Electrical Engineering, University of Jinan. A group of
students, who are skilled Excel users, assisted with the data input. The data was input
in Chinese, because the questionnaire was carried out in the Chinese language and the
data input assistants were Chinese native speakers. The outcomes of the questionnaire
are reported in English here, with my translation.
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The questionnaire
Table 2-2 shows English translation of the questions that were asked in the
questionnaire (see Appendix 1 for the original Chinese version). Questions are
numbered from Q1 – Q29 here for ease of referencing.
Table 2-2: Questions of the Survey
Questionnaire
Q1: Age group
①Under 18 ②18-22 ③23-25 ④26-35 ⑤Over 35
Q2: Gender
①Male ②Female
Q3: Your subject area
①Art. Humanity and Social Science ②Engineering ③Natural and Formal Science
④Business ⑤Other___
Q4: Your occupation area
①Student ②Science ③Business and Finance ④IT ⑤Other ___
Q5: Have you ever watched English TV dramas?
①Yes ②No
Q6: Have you ever watched Chinese fansub?
①Yes ②No
Q7: Have you ever watched officially translated English TV dramas?
①Yes ②No
Q8: Have you ever watched English TV dramas without translation?
①Yes ②No
Q9: How do you like Chinese fansub?
①Like it very much ②③④ ⑤Dislike it very much

Section
1:
Biographical
information

Q10: How good is your English?
①Excellent ②Good ③Fair ④Poor ⑤Very poor
Q11: How well can you understand the English dialogues without the help of
Chinese subtitles?
①Excellent ②Good ③Fair ④Poor ⑤Very poor
Q12: How well can you understand the English dialogues with the help of
Chinese subtitles?
①Excellent ②Good ③Fair ④Poor ⑤Very poor

Section
2:
English
Skills Selfassessment

Q13 Among the online fansubbing groups, which of the followings do you prefer
the most? Please rank the answer from 1-5)
-The Big Bang Theory
-The Good Wife
-Downton Abbey
-Other (TV series) _______
-Other (Film) _______
Q14 Among the online fansubbing groups, which of the following do you like
the most? Please rank the answers form 1-5.
-ZiMuZu (YYETS)

Section
3:
Motivation
to
Watch
English TV
Dramas
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-YDY
-PLX
-FR
-Other _______
Q15: Your purpose of watching English TV dramas?
Entertainment/ Educational purpose/ Idolisation of celebrity/ Receiving Western
cultures/ Other
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q16: What is your purpose to watch English dramas that are translated by
fansubbers?
Entertainment/ Educational purpose/ Other
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q17: What is your purpose to watch English dramas that are translated by
official studios?
Entertainment/ Educational purpose/ Early release in the cinemas/ Other
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q18: Between fansubbing translation and official studio translation, which one
do you prefer?
①Fansubbing translation ②Official studio translation
Q19: How do you like the following stylistic features in the fansubbing subtitle
translation of English drama?
Using popular words on the Internet/ Adaptation to Chinese culture/ Adaptation to
English culture/ Bias toward target language (Chinese)/ Bias towards source
language culture (English)/ Flexible translation with colloquial/ Annotations of
source language culture/ Errors in subtitling editing/ Accurary/ Authority/ Dubbing/
Other____
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q20: How do you like the following stylistic features in the official studio
subtitle translation characteristics of English drama?
Using popular words on the Internet/ Adaptation to Chinese culture/ Adaptation to
English culture/ Bias toward target language (Chinese)/ Bias towards source
language culture (English)/ Flexible translation with colloquial/ Annotations of
source language culture/ Errors in subtitling editing/ Accuracy/ Authority/ Dubbing/
Other____
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree

Section
4:
Comparison
of
Fansubbing
and Official
Studio
Translation

Q21: What do you think fansubbers should do to improve their work?
To upload new videos more quickly/ To improve the efficiency of proofreading their
work/ To increase a number of TV programmes to be translated from more countries
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q22: How do you usually access the English drama videos?
Downloading online/ Purchasing legal DVDs/ Accessing the overseas public
channels/ Watching videos online from the websits
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q23: It is a good idea to show fansubbing translation in cinemas and public
channels.
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q24: It is a good idea to apply fansubbing translation styles to translating other
materials, such like book.
①Strongly agree ②Agree ③Neutral ④Disagree ⑤Strongly disagree
Q25: How well do you know about Chinese film and broadcasting censorship?

Section
5:
Other Issues
about
Chinese
Fansub
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①Very well ② ③ ④ ⑤Do not know at all
Q26: How well do you know about the classification system in film and
broadcasting censorship system?
①Very well ② ③ ④ ⑤Do not know at all
Q27: Did you know that China does not have a film and broadcast classification
system?
①Yes ②No
Q28: Did you know that fansubbing productions have copyright issues? (they
are in the grey area of Chinese censorship)
①Yes ②No

Section
6:
Legal Issues
surrounding
Chinese
Fansubbing

Q29: If you know fansubbing productions are illegal, will you still watch them?
①Yes ②No

2.4 The findings
In total, 977 questionnaires were collected. The key findings of the questionnaire
survey are summarised in this section. As the findings of Question 5 show, 30
participants had never watched English TV dramas. Therefore, the responses from the
remaining 947 participants are reported below.
Section 1: Biographical information
1) Age group:
Chart 1 shows that 88% of the 947 participants were within the age group 18
to 35, which is the target audience the survey sought to examine.

23-25
11%
18-22
73%

Over 35
2%

Other
6%
Under 18
10%

26-35
4%
Chart 1. Age
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2) Gender:
The groups of university students were selected by the universities upon my
request of choosing an approximately equal balance of male and female
students; I did not have a total control over this. However, gender is not a key
factor in the sample selection criteria and the resulting gender balance is
deemed acceptable.

Male
33%

Female
67%
Chart 2. Gender

3) Your subject area:
Chart 3 shows the participants’ areas of studies.

25%
15%

4%
21%

6%

50%
Art, Humanity, and Social Science
Natural and Formal Science
Other

Engineering
Business

Chart 3. Subject

4) Your occupation area:
Six percent of the participants were mature students studying part-time
working in the occupations shown in Chart 4.
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4%
94%

6%
1%
0.5%0.5%

Student

Science

Business and finance

IT

Other

Chart 4. Occupation

5) Have you ever watched English TV dramas?
Out of the 977 questionnaires returned, 30 participants (=3%) selected ‘No’
to this question. These participants were taken out of the total sample and the
total valid sample size is 947.
No
3% (30)

Yes
97% (947)

Chart 5. Experience of watching English TV drama

6) Have you ever watched Chinese fansub?
Among the 947 valid responses, 93% had watched Chinese fansubbing
translation productions; 7% had never watched before.
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No
7%

Yes
93%

Chart 6. Experience of watching fansub

7) Have you ever watched officially translated English TV dramas?
Eighty-seven percent of the participants stated that they had watched
professional translation productions.
No
13%

Yes
87%

Chart 7. Experience of watching professionally-translated English TV drama

8) Have you ever watched English TV dramas without translation?
Sixty percent of the participants had watched the original audiovisual
productions (film and TV programme) without any translation.
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No
40%
Yes
60%

Chart 8. Experience of watching English drama/film without translation

9) How do you like Chinese fansub?
As Chart 9 shows, the vast majority of the participants (1=like it very much;
2=like it; total 79%) liked Chinese fansubbing translation productions.

46%
33%
19%

1 Like it very
much

2

3

2%

0%

4

5 Dislike it
very much

Chart 9. Fansub like rate

Section 2: English skills self-assessment
10) How good is your English?
As shown in Chart 10, in total, 85% of the participants responded that their
general English skills are “fair”, “good” or “excellent”. On the other hand,
3% of the participants believed their English to be very poor, and 13% “poor”.
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Chart 10. English assessment 1

11) How well can you understand the English dialogues without the help of
Chinese subtitles?
In total, more than half of the participants responded that they can understand
English

dialogues

without

Chinese

subtitles

at

different

levels

(Excellent=10%, Good=9%, 45%=fair).

Chart 11. English assessment 2

12) How well can you understand the English dialogues with the help of
Chinese subtitles?
The questionnaire also asked how well the participants could understand
English dialogues with the help of Chinese subtitles. The percentage of
participants who said they could understand the English dialogues rose to 93%
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in total. Only 5% and 2% of the participants who answered this question said
their understanding of the English dialogue is “poor” or “very poor”
respectively.

Chart 12. English assessment 3

Considering the outcomes of Qs 10-12, the participants are deemed to have good
enough English levels to answer the questions about the quality of fansubbing
translation (Qs18-20). Without subtitles, 41% of the participants find it difficult to
understand the original English dialogues, the majority (85%) of them evaluate their
English level fair, good or excellent, and with Chinese subtitles, 93% of them say their
understanding of original English dialogues is fair, good or excellent.
Section 3: Motivation to watch English TV dramas
13) Among current popular English dramas, which of the followings do you
prefer the most?
14) Among the online fansubbing groups, which of the followings do you
prefer the most?
Q13 and Q14 were designed to find out which fansubbing programmes and
fansubbing groups are popular amongst the respondents. However, almost
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half of the responses left the answers blank. This was probably because the
questions (which required ranking of options) were too complicated for
participants to understand and answer. Therefore, unfortunately, these two
questions are deemed invalid.
15) Your purpose of watching English TV dramas?
o Entertainment
Chart 13 shows that nearly 90% (46+42=88%) of the participants who
responded to this question watch English TV dramas for entertainment
purposes.

50%
40%

46%

42%

30%
20%
10%

10%

1%

1%

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Chart 13. TV-Entertainment

o Educational purpose
Chart 14 shows that more than 60% of the participants (21+41=62) who
responded to this question watch English TV dramas for educational purposes.

50%
40%

44%

30%
20%

29%
21%

10%

3%

3%

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Chart 14. TV-Education
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o Idolisation of celebrity
Chart 15 shows that for more than 70% (43+19+10=72) of the participants
who responded to this question, who is featured in the drama is not a strong
reason for watching English TV dramas.

50%
40%

43%

30%
20%
10%

19%

20%

10%

8%

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Chart 15. TV-Idolisation

o Receiving Western cultures
Chart 16 shows that more respondents (13+36=49%) said they watch English
TV dramas to learn about Western cultures than those who said they do not
(7+3=10%).

50%
40%

41%
36%

30%
20%
10%

13%

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

7%

3%

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Chart 16. TV-Western culture

o Other (open answers)
To change their perspective on watching English-language media (1);
Personal interest (1);
Interested in film-making and the story (2);
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Interested in watching well reviewed films (1).
16) What is your purpose to watch English dramas that are translated by
fansubbers?
o Entertainment
Chart 17 shows that nearly 90% (44+40=88) of the participants who
responded to this question watch fansubbed TV dramas for entertainment
purposes.

50%
40%

44%

30%

40%

20%
10%

13%

2%

1%

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Chart 17. Fan-Entertainment

o Educational purpose
Chart 18 shows that 62% (20%+42%) of the participants who responded to
this question watch fansubbed English dramas for educational purposes.

50%
40%

42%

30%

31%

20%
10%

20%

4%

3%

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Chart 18. Fan-Education

o Other (open answers)
Better understanding of the dialogues (10);
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Interested in the translation style (2);
Easy to access (1);
Supporting HBO (1).
17) What is your purpose to watch English dramas that are translated by
official studios?
o Entertainment
Chart 19 shows that nearly 80% (40+39=79) of the respondents who answered
this question watch professionally translated films and TV programmes for
entertainment purposes.

50%
40%
30%

40%

39%

20%

19%

10%

2%

1%

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Chart 19. Pro-Entertainment

o Educational purpose
Chart 20 shows that more than 60% (23+41=64) of the respondents who
answered this question watch professionally translated English films and TV
programmes for educational purposes.
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50%
40%

41%

30%
20%

30%
23%

10%

4%

3%

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

0%
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Chart 20. Pro-Education

o Early release in the cinemas
Chart 21 shows that more than half of the respondents (23+33=55%) who
answered this question agree that they watch officially-translated English
films in the cinema because they can watch them as soon as they are released.

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

33%

32%

23%
8%

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

4%
Strongly
disagree

Chart 21. Pro-early release

o Other (open answers)
Faithful to the source text (2);
Post on social media (1);
Newly released films (2);
Professional authority (1).
Section 4: Translation quality evaluation
18) Between Fansubbing subtitle translation and official studio subtitle
translation, which one do you prefer?
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Chart 22 shows that, amongst the respondents who answered this question, 68%
of them prefer fansubbing translation production to professional translation.

Professional
translation
32%

Fansubbing
translation
68%
Chart 22. Fan vs. Pro

19) How do you like the following stylistic features in the fansubbing subtitle
translation of English drama?
20) How do you like the following stylistic features in the official studio
subtitle translation characteristics of English drama?
Q19 and Q20 were designed to obtain the participants’ opinions on the
translation styles of both fansubbing and professional translations. However,
approximately 70% of the participants who answered these questions chose
the same choice out of the 5 scales for 12 sub-questions for both Q19 and Q20
(total of 24 sub-questions). This is a phenomenon called ‘satisficing’
(Krosnick, 1991), where respondents make the minimum effort in answering
survey questions. Satisficing probably occurred here because of the rather
academic expressions used in the choices of answers; the participants perhaps
found it difficult to understand the meaning of the answer choices and so
chose their answers at random in order to proceed with the survey. Therefore,
these responses are considered invalid in this study (but see the discussion
below).
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Section 5: Other issues of fansub
21) What do you think fansubbers should do to improve their work?
This question was asked to find out how the viewers think fansubbing work
can be improved. Fansubbing groups normally have an online function on
their websites where viewers can send comments about the fansubbing work.
Through this function, fansubbing viewers have opportunities to
communicate with the fansubbing groups about the quality of the fansubbing
work. As a result, the participants are deemed to have specific opinions about
how fansubbing work can be improved.
Charts 23-25 indicate that the participants desire fansubbing materials to be
produced with greater speed following the programme’s official broadcast
and with fewer errors.
o To upload new videos more quickly

Strongly disagree

0%
2%

Disagree
Neutral

21%

Agree

43%

Strongly agree

33%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 23. Fan improvement
1

o To improve the efficiency of proofreading their work
According to the results in Chart 24, 39% of the participants strongly agreed
and 46% agreed that fansubbers should improve the efficiency of their
proofreading. 1% of the participants disagree with this opinion, and 13% of
the participants neither agreed nor disagreed with the opinion.
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0%

Strongly disagree

1%

Disagree
Neutral

13%

Agree

46%

Strongly agree

39%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 24. Fan improvement 2

o To increase the number of TV programmes being translated from other
countries
As shown in Chart 25, we can see that 38% of the participants would very
much like to see fansubbing groups translating more TV programmes from
different countries. Another 38% of the participants agreed with this opinion.
21% of the respondents remained “neutral”. 2% of the sample chose “disagree”
and 1% went for “strongly disagree”.

1%

Strongly disagree

2%

Disagree
Neutral

21%

Agree

38%

Strongly agree

38%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 25. Fan improvement 3

o Other (free answers)
Keep up with the development of technology (1);
Enlarge fansubbing group size, get more people involved (1);
Have more consideration for the story/characters in the translation (1);
Translating entertainment programmes from other countries (2);
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Make it even more interesting, adding more notes (1).

22) How do you usually access the English dramas?
o Downloading online
Chart 26 shows that downloading online and watching on websites are the
most popular method of watching English dramas at present, particularly
when compared to purchasing DVDs or watching overseas public channels.

Strongly disagree

1%

Disagree

1%

Neutral

11%

Agree

42%

Strongly agree

46%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 26. Production accessibility 1

o Purchasing legal DVDs

11%

Strongly disagree

16%

Disagree
Neutral

44%

Agree

20%

Strongly agree

8%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 27. Production accessibility 2

o Accessing the overseas public channels
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10%

Strongly disagree

13%

Disagree
Neutral

38%

Agree

27%

Strongly agree

13%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 28. Production accessibility 3

o Watching videos from website

2%

Strongly disagree

3%

Disagree
Neutral

18%

Agree

41%

Strongly agree

36%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart 29. Production accessibility 4

o Other
Watching on AcFun (2);
Watching as a public event at the university (Movie Nights) (1).
23) It is a good idea to show fansubbing translation in cinemas and public
channels.
Chart 30 shows that half of the participants who answered this question
(22+38=50%) think it is a good idea to show fansubbing translation in
cinemas and on public channels.
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38%

40%

33%

30%
22%
20%
10%

5%

2%

0%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Chart 30. Fansubbing translation in cinemas and public channels

24) It is a good idea to apply fansubbing translation styles to translating
other materials, such as books.
Chart 31 shows that more than half of the participants who answered this
question (20+35=55%) think it is a good idea to apply fansubbing translation
styles to translating other materials, such as books.

40%

35%

34%

30%
20%
20%
7%

10%

4%

0%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Chart 31. Fansubbing translation in translating other materials

Section 6: Legal issues
25) How well do you know about Chinese film and broadcasting censorship?
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Chart 32 shows that less than a third of the participants who answered this
question (7+22=29%) are confident that they know about Chinese film and
broadcasting censorship.

40%

35%

30%

22%

21%
16%

20%
10%

7%

0%
1 Very well

2

3

4

5 Do not know at all

Chart 32. Chinese film censorship

26) How well do you know about the classification system in film and
broadcasting censorship system?
Chart 33 shows that only about a quarter of the participants who answered
this question (6+18=24%) are confident that they know about Chinese film
and broadcasting censorship.
37%

40%
30%

10%

22%

18%

20%

17%

6%

0%
1 Very well

2

3

4

5 Do not know at all

Chart 33. Film & TV programme classification system

The outcomes of the following three questions suggest that, amongst the
participants who answered these questions, the majority do not know that
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China has no film and broadcast classification system (58%), and most are
also aware that fansubbing is an illegal act (64%). Furthermore, the majority
of respondents were willing to watch fansubbed dramas and films even if they
are illegal (63%).
27) Did you know that China does not have a film and broadcast
classification system?

No
58%

Yes
42%

Chart 34. The awareness of China do not have classification system

28) Did you know that fansubbing productions have copyright issues (they
are in the grey area of Chinese censorship)?

No
36%

Yes
64%
Chart 35. Fansub’s copyright issue

29) If you knew fansubbing productions are illegal, would you still watch
them?
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No
37%

Yes
63%

Chart 36. Who will take the risk?

2.5 Discussion
The survey outcomes presented above suggest the following points:
Chinese fansubbing translation production is popular with audiences
Table 2-3: Popularity of Fansubbing Translation Production
Questions

Answers

Q9: How do you like Chines fansub?

79% said like it
very much of like it

Q18: Between Fansubbing subtitle translation and official
studio subtitle translation, which one do you prefer?

68%
fansubbing

Q29: If you knew fansubbing productions are illegal, would
you still watch them?

63% said yes.

chose

Outcomes to the three questions confirm that fansubbing is popular amongst
young people in China with a high level of English ability. It is also considerably more
popular than professional audiovisual translation. The questionnaire responses do not
explain the reasons behind this finding. I will explore potential reasons for this
outcome in the following chapters from a linguistic investigation.
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Motivations for watching fansubbing
Table 2-4: Reasons for watching fansubbing
Questions

Positive
answers

Negative
answers

Entertainment

88%

2%

Educational purpose (to learn English)

65%

6%

Idolization of celebrity

28%

29%

Receiving Western cultures

49%

10%

Q16: Purpose of watching
English dramas that are
translated by fansubbers

Entertainment

84%

3%

Educational purpose (to learn English)

62%

7%

Q17: Purpose of watching
English dramas translated by
official studios

Entertainment

79%

3%

Educational purpose (to learn English)

64%

7%

Early release in the cinemas

55%

12%

Q15: Purpose of watching
English TV dramas

In the table 2-4, ‘positive answers’ include “strongly agree” and “agree”, while
‘negative answers’ include “strongly disagree” and “disagree”. Answers for ‘neutral’
are eliminated.
The results show that the distribution of the figures is similar between those three
questions. It is not possible to deduce from these findings that the participants who
answered these questions have different reasons for watching English dramas, English
dramas with fansubs and those with official studio translation. Therefore, the question
about motivation of watching audiovisual materials with subtitles (with fansubbing
and official translation) will be examined further from a different approach (a linguistic
approach) in the following chapters.
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Dependency on online resources
Because of the strict Chinese film and TV programme censorship, only a very
limited number of films and TV programmes are imported into China every year. At
the same time, due to the lack of a classification system, foreign films shown in
cinemas have to be suitable for all age groups, which restricts many Hollywood films
from being shown in Chinese cinemas. Fansubbing is the main option for an audience
seeking to watch a wide selection of foreign films and TV programmes.
Table 2-5: Access for Fansubbing Translation Production
Questions

Positive
answers

Negative
answers

Downloading online

88%

2%

Purchasing legal DVDs

28%

27%

Accessing the overseas public channels (e.g, BBC or HBO, etc.)

40%

23%

Watching videos from website (e.g, Souhu and Thunder etc.)

77%

5%

The results show that the majority of the participants access Western audiovisual
materials via internet-based access methods. It suggests that young people use the
internet to access Western audiovisual materials within the strict censorship system
(which will be further examined in Chapter 4). In addition, it suggests that, despite the
restriction on the access to Western social media imposed by the Chinese government,
young people in China are managing to access those internet-based foreign audiovisual
materials. In relation to Jenkin’s (2006) theory, this is a typical case that shows the
fans fully participate in the communication activity of the fansubbing translation rather
than being satisfied by passively consuming what they have been given. In this regard,
China’s incomplete Internet monitoring system could be described as unintentionally
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fuelling the growth of fan-produced media. This point is related to the next point about
legal issues surrounding fansubbing.
Unawareness of legal issues
When the dissemination of translated materials becomes functionally limitless
due to the lax restrictions placed on the internet, it is easy for users to forget about
legal implications.
Table 2-6: Legal Issues in Fansubbing Translation Activity
Questions

Positive
answers

Negative
answers

How well do you know Chinese film and
broadcasting censorship?

29%

37%

How well do you know about the
classification
system
in
film
and
broadcasting censorship system?

24%

39%

Did you know that China do not have a film
and broadcast classification system? (yes or
no)

42%

58%

Did you know that fansubbing productions
have copyright issues? (yes or no)

64%

36%

In the first two questions, the positive answers are “know it very well” and
“know it well”, the negative answers are “I don’t know it well” and “I don't know it at
all”. The answers for ‘neutral’ are eliminated. The last two questions are yes-no
questions. “Yes” is therefore the positive answer and “no” the negative answer.
The findings show that in most questions, the negative answers are more frequent
than the positive answers, apart from the last question. This could mean that the
participants generally do not know a great deal about Chinese film and TV censorship.
Most people know that fansubbing translation production has copyright issues mainly
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because most fansubbing productions include a message at the beginning of the video
to clarify that “this film (or TV programme) is for English learning only”. This is an
attempt for fansubbers to convince the authorities that their translation productions
have no commercial aims. This unawareness about legal issues surrounding
fansubbing may be encouraging young viewers’ dependency on internet access to
fansubbed materials.
Recognition of fansubbing translation styles
Q 19 and Q20 asked the participants what textual features they like about
fansubbing translation. As was explained above, these questions caused satisficing
effect to the participants, and I consider the remaining 30% of the responses may not
be trustworthy. For this reason, unfortunately, the answers cannot be used for their
original purpose, i.e., to identify what textual features of fansubbing is popular
amongst the young audience. However, this outcome suggests one thing; the audience
of fansubbing like fansubbed audiovisual materials (as was found above), but they
cannot pinpoint the reasons for that themselves. The detailed and academic
metalanguage used in the answer choices in the questionnaire seem to have confused
the participants, which led them choose answers randomly. Admittedly, this is a flaw
of the questionnaire design. However, instead of finding out which aspects of the
fansubbing style the audience likes, the question about the fansubbing translation style
will be explored using a linguistic approach in later chapters.
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Table 2-7: The Use of Fansubbing Translation Style
Questions

Positive
answers

Negative
answers

To upload new videos more
quickly

76%

2%

To improve the efficiency of
proofreading their work

85%

2%

To increase the number of TV
programmes being translated
from other countries

76%

3%

Q23: It is a good idea to show fansubbing translation in
cinemas and public channels.

60%

7%

Q24: It is a good idea to apply fansubbing translation
style in translating other materials, such like books.

55%

11%

Q21: What do you think
fansubbers should do to
improve their work?

Although fansubbing is very popular amongst the participants, fansubbing
groups are amateur groups and it is understandable that there may be some
shortcomings in their organisation or operations. The outcomes show that participants
want to see improvements in fansubbing work, with regard to the speed of upload,
efficiency regarding their proofreading, and the variety of mediums being translated.
In addition, the majority of them recognise the utility of the fansubbing styles in other
forms of translation, such as official productions of audiovisual materials.
What is of interest here is the finding that 85% of the participants said they want
to see improvement to the efficiency of proofreading. Comparing this finding with
other outcomes from this survey (satisfaction and preference between fansubbing and
professional translation), my understanding is that the high percentage (85%) does not
mean that they do not like fansubbing or are not satisfied with the quality. Instead, this
means that they are more involved in the process of improving the quality through the
online commenting functions on their websites.
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In summary, the findings show that fans in China have great passion for
fansubbing translation production, which means that fansubbing translation production
has a stable and perhaps even growing audiences. These findings confirm the third
hypothesis of this research: H3 - fansubbing translation is very popular among Chinese
audiences, despite China’s strict laws and the illegality of the practice. In order to
explore the reasons behind this popularity, the following chapters examine some
particular fansubbing translation cases from linguistic points of view. As potential
reasons of the popularity of Chinese fansub, the genre and style of Chinese fansubbing
translation are examined through the specific cases in the following chapters of the
thesis, and further explore what are unique generic features of Chinese fansubbing
translation, and what styles have fansubbers developed to improve the effectiveness of
their translations.

Chapter 3: An Analysis of the Fansubbing
Source Texts

Introduction

This chapter sets out to analyse the Source Texts (ST) that have generated
fansubbing translations. In order to do this, it is necessary to define the types of ST
that have been fansubbed and to examine the common features that define these texts.
For a translation work, in general, the ST is “the original written text in the original
language” (Munday, 2016, p.8); however, the ST for an audiovisual translation
production may go beyond that definition because of the additional contextual
elements surrounding audiovisual texts. My first hypothesis of this thesis is that H1 the ST for a fansubbing translation work is not limited to the verbal elements in the
film or TV programme itself, as there are more contextual elements involved in the
translation process of an ST. Viewing film and television as a general category, I aim
to establish the common features of fansubbing translation STs, which will provide a
clear and solid case for the analysis of the equivalence between STs and TTs that is
discussed in the next chapter.
Chinese fansubbing groups and their translations have attracted a great deal of
attention in recent years. In order to establish why this form of translation has become
so popular, I focus on two key reasons: the flexible language use in the subtitling
translation activity, and the lack of access to foreign films and television in mainland
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China. This latter reason will be addressed further in the next chapter, “The Analysis
of the TT for a Fansubbing Work”, while part of this chapter will discuss the former
reason. The flexible use of language relates to the interpretation of the target language
(TL). In comparison with other works of translation, fansubs can be comparatively
freer in their translation of the source text (Zhang, 2013). Those who have participated
in these translation activities have contributed to the creation of a new genre and style
of translation. This new translation practice has prompted a new set of questions: How
do people understand this translation activity? How can we define the new style of
fansubbing translation? And finally, how can translated texts in fansubs be evaluated?
In the attempt to answer these questions, this chapter explores a preparatory question:
how can the STs of fansubbing works be defined and what are the characteristics of an
ST.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first sets out to review the existing
scholarship regarding audiovisual translation. Specifically, it examines how previous
studies have defined STs within the context of audiovisual translation, before then
going on to introduce the concept of “contextual configuration” and exploring the
theoretical framework which surrounds this concept. The second section will then
apply these concepts to a series of specific source texts. This will include a selection
of films and televisions programmes, all of which have received popular fansubbed
translations. These include: The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994), Night at
the Museum (Levy, 2014) and Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013), The Good Wife (Rodriguez
& Robinson, 2009-2016), The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007-2019) and Downton
Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015). By using these case studies, this section aims to explore
the contextual characteristics of the ST. The third section defines the ST of a
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fansubbing translation work and the contextual configuration of STs is summarised.
Additionally, having established the concept of contextual configuration, the
constraints surrounding the translation of the STs will be discussed.

3.1 Literature Review- Key theoretical concepts and assumptions on
audiovisual translation ST and the study of genre analysis

This section provides an overview of the discussion surrounding four separate
but related areas of theory. Firstly (Section 3.1.1), it reviews a series of studies relating
to audiovisual translation and discusses the way that STs are defined by the authors of
audiovisual translation studies. Main theoretical concepts relating to the audiovisual
translation of STs, such as Gottlieb’s concept of the ‘diagonal translation’,
Delabastita’s fundamental elements of audiovisual texts and Zabalbeascoa’s definition
of audiovisual translation STs are included in this section. Secondly (Section 3.1.2),
the ST of a fansubbing translation work is defined using the literature reviewed in the
first section. Thirdly (Section 3.1.3), key theoretical concepts that help to formulate
the research question regarding context, the context of situation and the contextual
configuration are reviewed in this section. Jakobson’s theory of functions of language,
Halliday’s concept of the context of situation, Biber and Conrad’s framework of the
situational characteristics and other theoretical frameworks for genre analysis will also
be introduced in this section. Finally, based on Hasan’s theory of the contextual
configuration, the method for the analysis of the ST for a fansubbing translation work
will be outlined in detail.
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3.1.1 Different modes of translation
3.1.1.1 Written translation, audiovisual translation and fansubbing translation:
similarities and dissimilarities
In order to define the ST for a fansubbing translation work, it is crucial to firstly
understand the differences between the three types of translation: written translation,
audiovisual translation and fansubbing translation.
Translation is “a restatement of the forms of one language in another: the chief
means of exchanging information between different language communities.”
(McArthur & McArthur, 1992, p.1052). Written translation is defined separately from
oral translation/ interpreting. Written translation normally allows time for translators
to reflect and redraft, which interpreting does not (p. 1052). Halliday states that the
term translation refers to the process and relationship of equivalence between two
languages, and from there we can then distinguish translating (written translation) and
interpreting (oral translation) (Manfredi, 2008, p.26). The general definition of
translation, according to McArthur and Halliday, firstly distinguishes translation
(written translation) from interpreting (oral translation); then secondly, identifies it as
a process of text reproduction from one language to another.
What is to be concerned, in this thesis, is the written translation, which is
referred to as translation in the following chapters of the thesis. Catford believes that
translation is a process that involves the replacement of s textual material in a source
language with an equivalent textual material in a target language (Catford, 1965, p.20).
According to Munday (2016, p.8), translation is a process from one written language
to another that involves:
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[t]he changing of an original written text (the source text or
ST) in the original verbal language (the source language or SL)
into a written text (the target text or TT) in a different verbal
language (the target language or TL).
Translation, therefore, can be defined to have the following features: firstly, it involves
the text reproduction from one language (ST) to another (TT); secondly, it realises the
equivalence between the ST and TT; thirdly, the ST and TT are in written forms.
The definitions of audiovisual translation can differ slightly, depending on the
interpretations of researchers. According to Matkivska (2014, p.38), audiovisual
translation involves the translation of cinematographical products and can also be
called film translation, TV translation, screen translation along with other terms. Díaz
Cintas and Remael (2014, p.38) state that audiovisual translation is “the transfer from
one language into another for the verbal components contained in audiovisual works
and products”. Audiovisual translation, also referred to as ‘multimedia translation’, is
a branch of translation studies. It deals with the linguistic and/or cultural transfer of
multimodal and multimedia texts (Pérez-González, 2009), which includes the use of a
multimedia system in the process of language transmission. In order to convey the
information contained in a given programme, two types of audiovisual translation are
commonly employed: interlingual and intralingual audiovisual translation. Intralingual
audiovisual translation in rendered in the same language used in both the ST and the
TT. Examples include the provision of subtitles for the hearing impaired, audio
description for the blind and live subtitles and surtitles for the opera and theatre.
Interlingual audiovisual translation refers to the translation of foreign language TV
programmes and films. This can involve creating subtitles or re-dubbing (Reich, 2006,
p.8-11) the text into a different language. This research focuses on interlingual
audiovisual translation.
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Pérez-González (2014, p.15-26) identifies three types of audiovisual translation:
subtitling, revoicing, and assistive forms of audiovisual translation. ‘Subtitling’ refers
to a piece of written text imposed on visual footage that conveys the information
featured in the ST by reproducing it in the target language (p.15-16). It is also defined
as a “diasemiotic” or “intermodal” form of communication in audio-visual translation
studies (Gottlieb, 1997, p.95) as it involves a shift from spoken to written language.
This research focuses on subtitling. Revoicing is a generic term referring to spoken
translation methods, such as spoken narration and free commentary. The mode of
revoicing also involves types of voiceover and dubbing which are often understood
separately. Lip-synchronised dubbing is regarded as “the replacement of the original
speech by a voice track which attempts to follow as closely as possible the timing,
phrasing, and lip movement of the original dialogue” (Pérez-González, 2014, p.21).
Voiceover is regarded as “a cheap alternative to dubbing” as it normally keeps the
original spoken dialogue and simply overlays the newly recorded translated material
on top of the existing audio (O’Connel, 2007, p.124). Assistive forms of audiovisual
translation refer to audiovisual translation as a form of intersemiotic assistive
mediation (Pérez-González, 2014, p.24). For example, this includes subtitling that
provides the hard of hearing with additional contextual information that will heighten
their enjoyment of media – for instance, by describing the sequences taking place on
the screen.
The definition and the scope of audiovisual translation helps to narrow down the
research area for this study and provides questions for my analysis of Chinese
fansubbing translation. Both the professional translations and the examples of
fansubbing studied in my research provide the audience with interlingual translations
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that aim to increase the audience’s understanding. Within interlingual audiovisual
translations, Chinese fansubbing mainly uses subtitling rather than other modes of
audiovisual translation.
3.1.1.2 Mode of discourse
Having established different modes of translation, including audiovisual
translation, I will now introduce the concept of mode of discourse before moving on
to the audiovisual text.
The mode of discourse is one of the three features of the context of situation (see
Section 3.1.3). According to Halliday and Hasan (1989), it refers to the part that
language is playing – namely, what the participants expect the language to do in the
particular situation. Halliday and Hassan (1989, p.12) define it as:
The symbolic organisation of the text, the status that it has, and
its function in the context, including the channel (is it spoken
or written or some combination of the two?) and the rhetorical
mode, what is being achieved by the text in terms of such
categories as persuasive, expository, didactic, and the like.
Halliday (2014, pp.33-34) also specifies that the mode of discourse should be
broken down into six aspects: 1) the division of labour between semiotic activity and
social activity, 2) the division of labour between linguistic activity and other social
activities, 3) rhetorical mode, 4) turn: dialogic or monologic, 5) medium: written or
spoken, and 6) channel: phonic or graphic. The two concepts that are of most
importance to this study are medium and channel. Medium refers to the form of the
language. This can include the spoken form, the written form or the two combined.
Channel refers to the carrier of the language. It can relate to the phonic, the graphic or
the two combined as well. For example, an instruction manual is normally created
using written language and presented in a graphic written form text. A conversation
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between two close friends over coffee employs spoken language and takes place using
face-to-face phonic conversation. A political speech, meanwhile, may be scripted
using written language but then carried out using the spoken word, and so on. The
terms medium and channel are central to this thesis and their use will always
correspond to Halliday’s definition.
The subject matter of the study is fansubbing. Fansubbing translation is a subcategory of subtitling, which is one of the types of audiovisual translation. The
definition of fansubbing that is being used in this thesis is,
the subtitling of television drama and films by fans involved in
collaborative co- creational practices as part of network, oftentransnational collectivities (Pérez-González, 2014, pp.78-79).
If fansubbing translation is to be categorised based on the types and modals that
are discussed above, it is an example of interlingual subtitling. As was noted above,
language systems may operate in different modes (spoken or written). A source
language text may operate in a different mode than the target language text.
Fansubbing translation represents a language transfer from the spoken mode to the
written mode. When translation involves a transfer of contents from one mode (or one
set of modes) to another mode (or another set of modes), the translation is understood
as multimodal translation. Intersemiotic translation, according to Jakobson’s (1960)
concept of types of translation, is the interpretation of “verbal signs by means of signs
of non-verbal sign system”, which also describes fansubbing translation. Gottlieb
(1994) states that interlingual subtitling is a form of ‘diagonal translation’; it is not
only the transfer of languages from SL to TL, but also includes the transfer of the
language from one channel to another (from speech to graphic text). In fansubbing
translation, subtitle translators add subtitle segments to the original media platform
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rather than replacing or deleting any elements that are already exist (p.105). It therefore
represents the transfer of language from one channel to another.
Translation

Audiovisual Translation

Fansubbing Translation

Text reproduction from SL Text reproduction from SL Text reproduction from SL
to TL
to TL
to TL
ST and TT equivalence

ST and TT equivalence

ST and TT equivalence

ST – written text

ST – audiovisual text

ST – audiovisual text

TT – written text

TT – written text

TT – written text

By comparing translation, audiovisual translation and fansubbing translation, we
may see that they both involve text reproduction from one language to another and
involve a degree of equivalence between the ST and the TT. What distinguishes them
is that the ST for a translation work in general is a written text; however, the ST for an
audiovisual translation and fansubbing translation work is multimedia (audiovisual)
text.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, in order to explore whether the
STs used in works of written translation are radically different from audiovisual
translation STs, in contrast to the translation of written texts, audiovisual translation
operates in a media platform which brings additional elements (such as body gestures,
facial expressions, background music and setting). The translation of an audiovisual
ST involves the changing of channels from one mode to another, which is the main
factor that causes translation constraints.
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3.1.1.3 ST of an audiovisual translation work
Studies of fansubbing translation, as studies of a sub-genre of audiovisual
translation studies, borrow many theoretical concepts from audiovisual translation
studies. In order to define the ST of a fansubbing translation work, it is necessary to
understand what the ST of an audiovisual translation work is.
Before attempting to define ST for an audiovisual translation, it is necessary to
separate the two elements that are involved in a work of translation: the spoken
dialogue which is to be translated and the contextual elements which inform the
translation. The former refers to the elements that are translated into the TL subtitle
segments; the latter is more about the whole context in the translation events, or any
contextual or situational elements that may need to be taken into consideration by the
translators/fansubbers. Both are important for the study of fansubbing translation.
Audiovisual translation contains both the audio and visual channels of a
communication event along with the verbal and nonverbal dimensions, which results
in the diversity of the audiovisual text (Chiaro, Heiss, & Buca, 2008, p.3). Delabastita
(1989) believes that there are four fundamental elements contained within an
audiovisual text: dialogues, monologues, songs and voice-over are the audio-verbal
element; musical score, sound effects and noises are the audio-nonverbal element;
image, gesture and photography are the visual-nonverbal element; and the inserts,
banners, letters, messages on screens and featured newspapers represent the visualverbal element (pp.196-205). Gottlieb (1994, p.103) states that subtitling translation is
not different from literary translation, but rather that the diverse audiovisual channels
and discourse types simply create different constraints for the translators. He believes
that the verbal intention and visual image are more important than the lexical items
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themselves, which to some extent, gives translators freedom in the translation
process(p.104). This point needs to be discussed critically, since subtitling translation
is different from literary translation, mainly as translated audiovisual texts contain a
variety of elements. As the translated material is being changed from spoken words to
written words, it involves a change in both the channel and the medium. Additionally,
audiovisual texts contain visual and auditory elements (e.g. music) which convey
additional information to the viewer. This will be discussed further in the next chapter,
which is specifically concerned with TT analysis. In Gottlieb’s (1998) later work on
audiovisual translation texts, he proposes four types of audiovisual production that
must be taken into account during the translation process: verbal-auditory (dialogues,
background voices, lyrics), nonverbal-auditory (music, natural sounds, sound effects),
verbal-visual (superimposed titles, written signs on the screens), and nonverbal-visual
(picture compositions and flow) (p.245). The medium (spoken/written language) is not
clearly defined within the four types, but in terms of the channel, and the list
encompasses both audio and visual forms of communication. Zabalbeascoa (2008)
defines an audiovisual text as being conducted by “two types of signs and two different
channels of communication” (p.24), which is similar to Delabastita’s categorisation of
audio/visual and verbal/nonverbal. Zabalbeascoa identifies four types of signs
contained within audiovisual media: words uttered are the audio-verbal sign, all other
sounds are the audio-nonverbal sign, writing is the visual-verbal sign, and all other
visual signs are visual nonverbal sign (p.24).
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Table 3-1: Elements in Audiovisual Text
Medium

Verbal (Medium: Non-verbal
spoken/written)

Channel

Audio (phonic)

Audio-verbal

Audio-nonverbal

Visual (graphic)

Visual-verbal

Visual-nonverbal

Table 3-2: Theories of Audiovisual Translation ST
Zabalbeascoa
(2008)

Gottlieb (1998)

Delabastita (1989)

Audio-verbal

Words uttered

Dialogues, background dialogues,
voices, lyrics
monologues, songs and
voice-over

Audio-nonverbal

All other sounds

Music, natural sounds, musical score, sound
sound effects
effects and noises

Visual-verbal

Writing

Superimposed titles, inserts,banners, letters,
written signs on the messages on screens,
screens
newspaper
contents
and headlines

Visualnonverbal

All other visual Picture compositions image, gesture
signs
and flow
photography

and

Delabastita’s (1989, p.196) categorisation was based on the question “what is
the relationship between a source text and the translated end product”. In order to
answer the question, he establishes four basic elements: verbal/nonverbal and
audio/visual. Gottlieb’s (1998, p.245) categorisation was built based on the assumption
that a translated text has to be functional in a particular communicative situation, and
that the channel may produce certain constraints for the translator. His categorisation
outlines the four simultaneous channels that shoud be taken into consideration when
translating an audiovsual text. Zabalbeascoa’s (2008) work then expands on the
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prevous categorisations by further dicussing the components that make up an
audiovisual text, specifically by defining what an audiovisual text is (p.24). Gottlieb
proposes the conventions for producing an audiovisual translation text, and
Zabalbeascoa summarises all the audio and visual elements through the verbal and
nonverbal signs. While these categorisations seem to have comprehensively covered
every aspect of an audiovisual text, one element is missing from all three: verbal
intention, as Gottlieb mentioned in 1994 (p.104). This refers specifically to the
character’s mental processes, the feelings and reactions which can obviously have an
impact on the meaning of a particular speech act.
In her study of the transfer of cultural signs in both subtitled and dubbed media,
Pettit (2009, p.44) says an audiovisual text presents the SL culture using both the
channel of language and through visual images. She believes that, when translating an
audiovisual text, the translator should also consider: the type of film and TV
programme being considered (film, TV news, or documentary etc.), the potential
receiver of the media in question (what their age grouping might be), the distribution
channel (DVD or online video etc.), and other specific requirements relating to the
film or TV programme’s genre (comedy or historical drama etc.). Díaz-Cintas and
Remael (2014, p.32) suggest that actors’ dialogues are the main part of an audiovisual
text but that there are also other audio and visual elements that should be translated –
for example, the lyrics of songs, newspaper headlines, or the voices featured on a radio,
telephone or television. Translators should also be thinking about the visual framing
of a particular scene and the actions taking place on the screen, which may add to the
context of the dialogue.
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From the existing studies that were introduced above, we can conclude that there
are many elements that have to be taken into consideration when translating an
audiovisual production. According to the categorisations offered by Delabastita
(1989), Gottlieb (1998) and Zabalbeascoa (2008), we can say that the linguistic or
verbal elements conveyed through both the audio and visual channels have to be
translated into the TT. In addition, other elements, such as the wider scope of the
cultural context and the mental processes of the characters, should also be considered
by translators in order for the translation to provide a fuller picture of the ST. Further
to this, there are also some elements that are in-between, which can either be translated
or not, that will add meaning to a translation, which include gestures and facial
expressions.
3.1.2 The ST analysis of the case studies
Based on the literature discussed above, we now have a clearer understanding
about what the ST of a translation work is in general, what audiovisual translation is,
what the ST of an audiovisual translation work is, and what the elements that should
be taken into consideration in the audiovisual translation process are. As the previous
section established that fansubbing translation is a sub-genre of audiovisual
translation, it must be questioned whether the ST for a fansubbing translation work
shares the same definition as that of an audiovisual translation work, and how should
we define the ST for a fansubbing translation work exactly.
As fansubbers are not professional translators (subtitlers), their translations
normally do not follow the same protocols (Wan & Geng, 2017). For example, when
a professional translates an audiovisual text, they start by identifying the channels of
particular elements, translate the ST into a TT using particular translation strategies,
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and then think about the timing and duration of each segment. Their goal is to ensure
that the TT is functionally equivalent to the ST (Gottlieb, 1998). The detailed protocols
of professional subtitling translation are specifically introduced in Chapter 4.
Fansubbers tend to practice a comparatively “free style” of translation. They do not
have a script that shows them the exact ST, they obtain the ST by watching the
audiovisual production itself and from this produce a TT in the form of subtitle
segments. It may be reasonable to assert that, for fansubbers, the ST is the whole film
or TV programme in question, including not only the verbal elements but also other
visual elements. However, for the operationality of research, it is not practical to
consider that every element of a given media product should be considered as the ST.
For example, a film may start with a tracking shot of a character waking up in the
morning and making himself a cup of coffee. The motion picture shows the setting of
the room and the appearance of the character in order to implicitly convey the
character’s personality to the audience and to give details of his life. This would not
be translated into the TT either by professional translators or fansubbers, but should
be taken into consideration when translating other verbal elements.
The essential elements involved in the translation of an audiovisual ST, that is
all of the verbal elements featured in the production, seem to be the same elements
required in a fansubbing translations. The contextual elements that can be taken into
consideration when translating a text, but that do not commonly feature in professional
translations, will be used to define the fansubbing process in both this chapter and the
one that follows. Fansubbing, as the following chapter will go on to describe in detail,
relies heavily on context.
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Apart from the verbal/nonverbal and audio/visual elements, there are also mental
factors that are noteworthy. These factors are nonverbal and are represented as a visual
sign. Every spoken interaction takes place within a set of particular cultural contexts.
Meaning is conveyed using generally understood forms of communication, including
both words and gestures that are familiar to the parties involved. Halliday describes
this as the ‘contextual potential’ that exists within a given community. The contextual
potential is the culture and the context of culture (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014,
pp.32-33). A variety of cultural elements determine meaning during social interaction,
including verbal text (language) and paralanguage (gestures, facial expressions,
intonations, voice quality, timbre, tempo and other systems of meaning accompanying
language and expressed through the human body, such as dance, painting etc.) (p.33).
These elements are sometimes translated into verbal elements in fansubbing works as
well.
For example, in the case that is shown below:

Picture. 3-1 The Big Bang Theory Season 2 Episode 2 00:04:31
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There is neither a verbal-audio element nor a verbal-visual element in this
sequence. It does not even contain a nonverbal-audio element. The subtitle segment
fansubbers provided on the bottom of the screen translates Sheldon’s facial expression
into verbal signs and, at the same time, creates a dramatic effect in order to attract the
audience’s attention. The Chinese character “囧” is a pictographic character which has
been used commonly online since 2008 (Zheng, 2009). With the cue from the actor’s
facial expressions, the Chinese audience can easily understand that “囧” refers to the
mixed feeling of being depressed, sad, helpless, awkward and embarrassed
(XinhuaDictionary, n.d.). It illustrates complex negative feelings expressed in an
informal and hilarious way. The Chinese character “囧” has now become one of the
most frequently used characters on the online platforms in China and it is recognised
as the most popular single Chinese character that has been used in the 21 st century
(2008 年十大网络流行语, 2009).

This paralanguage – made up of non-verbal elements, as in the ST featured above
– is also known as paratext, or the elements that surround the text (Batchelor, 2019,
p.401). Paratext is defined as the elements that “enables a text to become a book
(Genette, 1997)”. It includes the binding, cover page, notes, and information relating
to the publisher and author etc. It is suggested by Genette (1997) that paratext is a
message rather than a physical thing, and some paratextual elements are invisible, such
as the gender of the author and the background information of the book. The notion of
paratext has been used in translation studies over different domains (Batchelor, 2019,
p.402), and there is a body of studies that has started to use paratext in audiovisual
translation studies (Batchelor, 2018, p.26). For example, Bucaria’s (2014) study
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examines how paratexual elements in audiovidual translation influence audience
consumption, and Matamala’s (2011) research analyses the paratextual elements in
dubbing. In this thesis, the term paralanguage will be used to refer to the non-verbal
elements in the ST of the audiovisual materials, which is similar to the concept of
paratextual elements in Genette’s term.
To summarise, the ST for a fansubbing translation work to be examined here
includes all the verbal elements - the actors’ dialogues along with other audio and
textual elements (audio from the video such as songs, voices from the radio or
television, on-screen texts such as newspapers, text messages or labels) - and
paralanguage (gestures, facial expressions, intonations, voice quality, timbre, tempo
and other systems of meaning accompanying language and expressed through the
human body, such as dance, painting etc.). This clarification of the definition of the
STs used for fansubbing work will help to inform the following analysis of the
fansubbing translation text.
3.1.3 The context, the context of situation, and genre analysis
In establishing the qualities of STs used in fansubbing translation work, I have
established the verbal and noverbal elements and channels that need to be considered
in the translation process. Some of these elements, mostly non-verbal elements, are
translated by fansubbers when they are creating the translation work. They may be
found within the context of the situation, or in the context of culture. These non-verbal
elements, for example, the facial expressions or body language, may not be entirely
translatable, but they can be taken into account during the translation process in order
to shape the meaning of a speech act. This section aims to find out the theoretical
framework for the genre analysis of fansubbing translation STs, and to explore what
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are the generic features of a text. In order to do that, we have to understand the concept
of context, and the context of situation which is built on Halliday’s systemic functional
grammar (SFG).
SFG, as a fundamental theory of applied linguistics, can be applied widely to
translation studies. Translation, audio-visual translation and fansubbing translation are
practices performed using languages and can be defined as the “processes of
substituting a text in one language for a text in another”. As such, “any theory of them
must draw upon a theory of language - a general linguistic theory” (Catford, 1965,
p.1). In translation studies, the application of general linguistic theories and its
categories which go beyond both fall under the category of applied linguistics. This
includes the illustration of how language works and the description of a particular
language or languages for its/their own sake. Translation theories are literally a part of
the theory of applied linguistics (p. 19). Therefore, it is important to introduce
linguistic theories before proceeding to translation theory itself. Halliday’s SFG will
serve as the theoretical framework that underpins this entire thesis, as it provides a
framework for the analysis of particular kinds of language and discourse in the set
context of certain situations. The method for genre and style analysis can also be
adapted to study both STs and TTs, and can further be applied to fansubbing translation
studies within this study.
3.1.3.1 Jakobson’s functions of language & Halliday’s systemic functional
grammar
Context is one of the factors featured in Jakobson’s model of the functions of
language. He identifies six elements that are necessary for communication to happen:
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A communication event is an interaction between people, involving a speaker/author
(the sender) and a listener/reader (the receiver). Information (the message) is coded
within a verbal element (language) and delivered from the sender to the receiver in
different ways (channels) - for example, through face-to-face verbal expression, a
phone call, a text message, or a song. Within Jakobson’s theory, the information that
is being delivered is related to the channels (audio or visual) and verbal/ nonverbal
elements, refers to the substantial environment which is the context.
Context
Addresser

Message

Addressee

Contact
Code

To distinguish between context and the context of situation, and functions of
language and language metafunctions, we have to understand both Jakobson’s and
Halliday’s theories. Jakobson’s theory on the functions of language seeks to explore
the relationship between poetics and linguistics. Jakobson focuses on the question
“what makes a verbal message a work of art?” in order to explain the poetic function
of language. Jakobson started by proposing the factors for a successful communication
and then introduced the language function that each factor performs. The factors that
Jakobson

identifies

are

context,

addresser

(sender/producer),

addressee

(receiver/reader/audience), contact (channel), common code (language) and message
(Jakobson, 1960, p.353). Each factor in the process of communication is linked to a
language function. Context refers to the referential (or denotative/cognitive) function,
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it indicates the leading information among numerous messages and it includes the
elements that explain other functions. The addresser, in a communication event,
determines the emotive or expressive function, focuses on the direct expression of the
producer toward what he/she is talking about and produces the impression of a
particular emotion or content. The emotive function is different from the referential
function because of its sound pattern and syntactic role in a communication event.
Conative function is oriented by addressee, the vocative and imperative expression,
which “syntactically, morphologically, and often even phonemically deviate from
other nominal and verbal categories (Jakobson, 1960, p.357)”. Contact refers to the
phatic function, which builds a channel to check whether the communication is still
ongoing, in order to further attract/confirm the attention of the participants.
Metalingual function distinguishes “object language” from “metalanguage”, it is
oriented by the common code (language), when the addresser/addressee need to ensure
that they are using the same code in order to communicate effectively. Message
focuses on its own content and meaning, and requires a thorough consideration of the
poetic aesthetic value, which determines the poetic function (pp. 353-355). In order to
communicate successfully, each factor has to be present and working concordantly,
but there are different criteria used to establish hierarchy specifying the degree of the
language functions (Hébert, 2011). Intention-based criteria indicates the function that
answers the question is the domain function, and the functions that support the answer
are the secondary functions. However, a message is built on the addresser’s intention
to communicate something specific. In addition, to distinguish the cause and effect is
also important to deciding the domain function in a communication event (Hébert,
2011). Jakobson’s theory aims to further explain the poetic function; however, for my
study, it also helps to outline the concept of context. Context, according to Jakobson,
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has a referential function, it is the most important and leading task of the functions in
a communication event, and it also explains other functions of language in the
interaction. For example, the context of a conversation in a tutorial meeting involves
a tutor helping a student with his/her study; based on the context, we can see that the
addresser and addressee are the tutor and student, the channel is face-to-face verbal
conversation, the message is about delivering knowledge and exchanging ideas and
the code is the language they share. The context of situation refers to a different
concept. It refers to the meaning system of a text, which can be specified from the field
of discourse (referential meaning), tenor of discourse (interpersonal meaning) and
mode of discourse (textual meaning). A certain context of situation would expect
certain situational characteristics in a text in return; and certain text, at the same time,
creates its certain context.

Figure 3-1: Context and context of situation

Among the functions of language, metalingual function helps to build the mutual
recognition of the common code (language) that has been used, where language has
been used as a semiotic system. In order to further understand how language has been
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used in the social semiotic system, we have to go back to the context of situation where
we find the meaning system of text. Halliday’s metafunctions of language provides a
more detailed explanation. Thus, to establish the boundary between language
metafunction and the functions of language is crucial. Language metafunction explains
the metalingual function of a communication event, it helps understand how meaning
is encoded and decoded, and how the common code performs the metafunction as one
of the language functions.
Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) is the basic theory of genre analysis as it
describes why and how language is functional within a network of systems. It was
originally created by Halliday (2014) as a form of grammatical description. In SFG, S
(systemic) refers to the overview of language as a network of social systems. A
language is an interrelated set of options designed for creating meaning, while meaning
is retained in the systemic patterns of choice (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.23).
This is a notion Halliday originally took from his teacher Firth, who proposed the
notion of “language as a system” under “the context of situation” (Halliday & Hassan,
1989). “Functional” is the general view of Hallidays’ theory on language
metafunctions apart from the functions of language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014,
p.29). We also can say that Halliday’s SFG explains how language is used in a
particular context of situation, or the language choice in a particular context of
situation.
Halliday’s (2014) three language metafunctions in his systemic functional
linguistics are ideational metafunction, interpersonal metafunction, and textual
metafunction. Ideational metafunction (also known as experiential metafunction)
refers to what the language represents in an action or a communication event: who is
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doing what, to whom, when, and where. It includes the transitivity analysis, which is
a way to distinguish between verbs according to whether they have an object or not,
and further deals with a system for describing the whole clause. Interpersonal
metafunction describes the interactions between participants (such as asking and
answering questions, greetings, giving suggestions, or discussing particular topics etc.)
at the linguistic level. The analysis of mood type, modality, appraisal and interaction
as negotiation falls within the scope of interpersonal metafunction analysis. Textual
metafunction explains the information within a text and between texts, it describes how
texts are organised and structured, what is made explicit or implicit, what is assumed
to be background information, how the known and the new are related and how to
predict a potential response, and how coherence and cohesion are achieved. Textual
metafunction includes the analysis of theme and rheme, cohesion and coherence of the
text.
SFG explains that language should be analysed using four strata. The first
stratum is context (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.25). SFG refers to two levels of
context: the context of situation (the immediate environment of a communication
event) and the context of culture. The context of situation and the context of culture
help to explain the genre and register of texts. Three aspects related to language
metafunctions must also be taken into account when analysing discourse. The second
stratum is semantics (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.25). Semantics can be divided
into three aspects according to the language metafunctions: 1) Ideational semantics,
which is the propositional content explaining what the text is about; 2) interpersonal
semantics, which refers to the speech function, exchange structure and expression of
attitude, and also describes the relationship between the reader and author; and 3)
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textual semantics, which is the way the text is structured as a message and explains
how the language is being used (ISFLA, 2011). Lexico-grammar is the next stratum
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.25). It helps to understand and analyse discourse by
focusing on the syntactic organisation of the words presented, such as the frequency
of using particular words and the choice of words. The last stratum is phonologygraphology (p.25). Phonology concerns the variation of how the constituency is
organised in the discourse (p.6), and the graphology considers how to represent the
constituent structure through the combination of spelling and punctiation (p.7).
The four strata above describe Halliday’s system for analysing language. As a
central tenet of SFG, the context and co-text of the communication is vitally important.
Lexical items are the ones that structure the system of signs and organise the
vocabulary of language and grammar into text. The lexical items are not different in
nature; they form a unified stratum in the language, which is the lexico-grammar. The
lexical items and grammar in a particular communication cannot be explained without
considering its context and co-text. This means the language system is continually
interacting with different types of communication events and their context (the context
of situation and the context of culture), and at the same time, the language system is
being shaped and organised by the choices of lexis (Gledhill, 2011, p.73). Fansubbing
translation does not simply involve translating the ST into the TT; more elements are
involved, including the context of situation and the context of culture, which also have
to be taken into consideration during the translation process. Thus, understanding the
lexico-grammar is necessary. Within the four strata of language, lexico-grammar is
recognised as a separate stratum but it is not a separate system apart from the
semantics; it is more like the components that conduct the meaning of language.
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Therefore, semantics can be recognised as a medium for participants using language
while they communicate in their particular social and cultural context. As a result, the
language, or the lexico-grammar that organises signs into text, is structured by the
expressive and communicative functions which language has evolved to convey.
Another way of explaining this is that every text that is conducted using lexis and
grammar expresses very specific discourse functions in the form of its “register” and
genre, for example, a conversation in an interview or between doctor and patient, an
academic presentation in a conference etc. (Gledhill, 2011, p.73). Fansubbing
production, as we have defined as a communication event, is also structured by these
expressive and communicative functions. The lexis and grammar decide the register
and genre in specific narrative situations.
The following sections will further elaborate on the topic of how the systemic
functional approach is being used in translation studies.
3.1.3.2 The context of situation
The concept of the context of situation is the main theoretical framework that
structures this thesis. The notion of “context”, also “con-text”, originally referred to
the words and sentences that come before and after the particular sentence that was
being examined (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.6). But the context of situation refers to
a wider range than Halliday and Hasan’s “context”.
The notion of the context of situation and the context of culture was first
introduced by Malinowski (1923) in the early 1920s. He was an anthropologist rather
than a linguist, studying primitive mentality, culture and language, and looking to
explain meaning through an ethnographic account of the sociology, culture and
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tradition within native communities. His research was mainly based on a group of
islands – the Trobriand Islands – in the South Pacific, where native people fished and
gardened for a living. Their relatively uncontaminated native environment, community
and language helped him to explore and answer his research questions. Malinowski
(1923) tried both free translation and literal translation in his attempts to translate the
local language, called Kiriwinian. These attempts either delivered nothing of the
Kiriwinian language itself, and correspondingly did not expand his understanding of
the culture of the native community, or proved unintelligible to English readers.
Therefore, what Malinowski provided in his attempts to translate the language was
more like a commentary on the situation that placed the text in the living environment.
This goes far beyond the traditional definition of context described above. As such,
Malinowski began looking for a term that includes the total environment, the verbal
environment and the situation in which the sentence was spoken. Therefore, the notion
of “context of situation” was introduced, in which he meant the environment of the
text. Malinowski also found that it is necessary to provide information on more than
the immediate environment, accounting not only for what was happening at the time
but also factoring in the total cultural background of the tribe. Both the context of
situation and the context of culture, his findings teach us, are necessary for the proper
and sufficient understanding of a text. When Malinowski first developed the notions,
he thought the concept of the context of situation only applied to the study of primitive
languages; however, he clarified later that he was mistaken (Malinowski, 1935, p.58),
as the notion is necessary for understanding any major language.
Firth (1950) also addressed the notion of the context of situation. Different from
Malinowski, Firth was an English linguist. His description of the context of situation
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is derived from a perspective based on language and linguistics. His theory mainly
concentrates on the following aspects: the participation in the situation (persons or
personalities that may be described as participants within a given scene); the action of
the participants (what the participants are doing); other relevant features of the
situation (the surrounding objects); and the effects of the verbal action (the changes
that are brought by what the participants in the situation had to say). Hymes (1974) as
a linguist, sociolinguist and also an anthropologist, identified the context of situation
as: message form, message content, the setting, scene, speaker or sender, addresser,
hearer/receiver/or audience, addressee, purpose-outcomes, purpose-goals, key,
channels, forms of speech, norms of interaction, and norms of interpretation, genre.
His description is similar to Firth’s, to some extent:
Table 3-3: Firth, Hyms, Bauman and Sherzer’s Theories of the Context of Situation
Firth

Hymes

the participation in speaker or sender,
the situation
hearer/receiver/or
addressee

Bauman and Sherzer
addresser, social
roles
and
audience, communicative competence

the action of the message form, message content,
participants
other
features
situation

speech events

relevant the setting, scene, purpose-outcomes, speech community
of
the purpose-goals, key, channels

the effects of the forms of speech, norms
verbal action
interaction,
and
norms
interpretation, genre

of means of speaking
of

Hymes’s description of the context of situation is developed from Firth’s notion,
but it renews interest in the concept by applying it to different cultures. Based on
Hymes’ theory, Bauman and Sherzer developed the principles that should be applied
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to the ethnography of speaking practice: means of speaking, social roles and
communicative competence, speech events, speech community.
Based on Malinowski, Firth, and Hymes, Halliday proposed “the most
appropriate model” of the context of situation. Halliday (1989, p.9) suggested that a
successful communication must include predictable elements that help the participants
understand what to expect during an ongoing communication event. Even if a
conversation deviates from these expected patterns, we still make general predictions
in order to successfully communicate. We make predictions about what our
conversational partner is going to say, and this in turn shapes our responses. Following
Halliday’s analysis of text and the context of situation, what needs to be established
first is that a text is a semantic unit that has meanings. A text, as a product and process
in a social situation, involves the social exchange of meanings, and both “text” and
“context” are models of meaning that allow readers to get from one to the other in a
revealing way while they are in a particular context of situation. The three features of
the context of situation, according to Halliday (1989, p.12), include the field of
discourse, the tenor of discourse and the mode of discourse. The field of discourse
indicates what is happening in the situation that particular in which social action is
taking place, what it is that the participants are getting involved in and also which
language is being used by the participants. The tenor of discourse refers to the people
who are participating in the particular situation, their status and roles and the
relationship between them. The mode of discourse is referring to the the part that
langauge is playing, what kind of language is being used, and what conversational
conventions the participants are expecting to use in this particular situation.
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As interactions contain these particular features, it helps to understand the
context of these particular situations. Languages have different functions in different
situations, which is the principle of langugage. Responding to the three features of the
context of situation, there are four functional meanings of the language:
Table 3-4: Halliday’s Context of Situation and the Functional Meaning
Context of Situation

Text

field of discourse

experiential/ideational meaning

tenor of discourse

interpersonal meaning

mode of discourse

textual meaning

logical
meaning

Halliday’s definition of the features of the context of situation helped to build
the theoretical framework which will be used in the future analysis of the situational
features of the STs and TTs used in fansubbing translation works. However, Halliday’s
concept is built from the perspective of language use; it does not particularly define
the type of situation in which language is being used. This provides a wider range for
the analysis of language and discourse, but in this thesis, the focus will be limited to
the importance of culture and situation to the fansubbing translation process. Thus,
Chatman’s (1978) theory regarding story and discourse would help to limit the scope
of situation and make a connection between the context of situation and the narratology
of particular situations in fiction and film. The framework for analysis of specific
situational characteristics in film and TV series is discussed in the next chapter. Before
I get to the topic of the discourse analysis for specific situations, the connection
between SFG and genre analysis has to be established first.
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3.1.3.4 SFG & Genre and register analysis
According to Halliday’s (2014, p.29) concept of SFG, languages have three
metafunctions: ideational metafunction, interpersonal metafunction, and textual
metafunction. The meanings that each metafunction delivers can be transferable within
the parameters of the discourse/text register: field of discourse, tenor of discourse, and
mode of discourse. Ideational meaning indicates the field of discourse in register. It
explains what the specific topic of discussion is and what is the specific purpose of the
discussion within a given scene, thoughts in participants’ mind, and opinions related
to the participants’ lives or other information in the immediate context (Biber &
Conrad, 2009, p.7). In short, field of discourse discusses what is going on in the
context. Interpersonal meaning refers to the tenor of the discourse, it describes the
relationship between the participants, which may influence the linguistic features and
the language choices (p.7) used during the interaction. In other words, it describes the
relationship between the people who are taking part in the discourse. Textual meaning
explains the mode of discourse, which is the particular linguistic features of the
communication event. In order to analyse mode, we have to consider the different texts
from the target register in order to explore the language features that are being
frequently used across all of the texts (p.7). Mode of discourse is an abstract for the
role that the language is playing and for its medium of transmission, in short, it
discusses how the language is being used in the communication event.
When describing and explaining the meaning-making resources of modern
English or other languages, understanding the context of situation is crucial for the
analysis of the texts. The situations can be political, academic, instructive or legal etc.
In all these situations, the text or discourse may be explained as a sample (sample of a
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text for a particular purpose, or register) or as an artefact, or both (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p.5). By studying different texts, it shows that texts have identified
and shared particular patterns, and the patterns or features made the texts a particular
text type, which is the contextual configuration (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.55). There
are numerous different examples of texts which all have different ways of using
language within the context of particular situations. For instance: a cooking recipe, a
news report, a travel guide, an instruction, an academic journal article, a poem and all
other innumerable text types we have in life. The different uses of language, or the
language choices that are relevant to a particular situation, can be interpreted as
register. Register is “a functional variety of language, a form of instantiation of the
overall system associated with a given type of context, a situation type” (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p.27). As a crucial consisting part of the analysis of discourse,
Halliday’s SFG and the concept of the context of situation have provided a basic
framework for later research and theories on genre and register analysis.
Biber and Conrad’s theory of genre and register analysis
Biber and Conrad’s (2009, p.22) theory on genre and register analysis is
essentially derived from Halliday’s SFG. The way Biber and Conrad establish the
boundary between genre and register shares the same characteristics with the use of
SFG, especially with regard to highlighting the conventional features of genre, and the
various uses of linguistic features from a register perspective.
Genre, as mentioned above, is more like a type instead of a form. In the studies
of literature, how do we distinguish genre from other analysis perspectives? Biber and
Conrad state that genre, register and style are recognised as different perspectives for
analysing text variety, and the characteristics of genre, register and style (2009, p.15).
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Genre focuses on complete texts, while register and style concentrates on sample of
text excerpts. Genre is more focused on specialised expressions, rhetorical
organisation, and formatting; but register and style pay more attention to lexicogrammatical features. When the analysis gets deeper to the interpretation, text features
would conventionally associate with the genre (the expected format, but often not
functional), but would serve important communicative functions in the register, and
are not directly functional in style (they are preferred because they are aesthetically
valued).
According to Biber and Conrad (2009, pp.6-7), the analysis of register should
consider three factors: situation, linguistic features and function. In a register analysis,
it is important to understand the situational characteristics of the conversational
environment before distinguishing these characteristics from other situations. Then,
one must provide a description of the linguistic features of the texts based on the
register and identify the common linguistic features that appear across the texts. It is
also crucial to explain the relationship between the situational characteristics and the
linguistic features. In the process of register analysis, the functional basis always
comes first, which makes the situational characteristics more important than the
linguistic features. The linguistic features must occur repeatedly in the conversation,
instead of the single occurrence of one particular feature. Register analysis also
requires the analysis of both situation and linguistic features in order to explore
whether the language performs functionally in the situation (pp.9-10).
Genre and register are similar in many aspects but also different from one
another in certain ways. Genre is decided by specific conventions; however, register
is governed by situational characteristics and linguistic features. Sometimes a
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conversation can be discussed from the view of register but it may not represent a
defined genre (Biber & Conrad, 2009, p.34). The communicative purpose is also a key
difference between register and genre. Generally speaking, genre analysis mainly
focuses on five aspects. The text type of the source and target texts, the social group
of people who produce and read the texts, the purpose for producing the texts, the
format of the text presented, and the place or occasion in which the text is presented
or published (pp.69-71). These five aspects were then expanded into seven
characteristics in Biber and Conrad’s framework of situational characteristics (p.40).
These seven characteristics are closely related to, or almost exactly mirror, the
framework Biber proposed in 1994: the situational parameters of variation. Seven
aspects are proposed in both frameworks, with very minor differences. I use the new
framework of the situational characteristics because it is more clearly structured, but I
choose to use the definitions of each sub-factors in the framework because they are
more specific.
o Participants
“Participants” refers to the same objects in both theoretical frameworks.
The addresser is the one that produces the communication event. It may be the
author, writer, speaker or text producer etc. The addressee is the reader, listener
or receiver etc. The “audience” or the “on-looker” are different terms that are
being used to refer to exactly the same object, which is someone who is taking
part in the communication event but is neither the addressee or the addresser.
The term “on-looker” is being used to refer to exactly the same object, which
is someone who is taking part in the communication event but is neither the
addressee or the addresser. The addresser(s) can be identified as one person or
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several persons, an anonymous person, a team or an institution etc. The
addressee(s) also can be one or more person(s), and they can be enumerated or
unenumerated based on the context of the communication event (Biber &
Conrad, 2009, p.41; Biber, 1994, p.42).
o Participants relations
Participants relations refers to the same concept in both frameworks,
which is the relationship between the addresser and the addressee. It includes
their relative status, the knowledge they are sharing and the particular
interaction between them. The relative status reflects the social positions of the
participants. The professions, age or the social or cultural background would
be the potential factors that affect the interaction between the participants. The
shared knowledge would refer to the specific knowledge of the topic held by
the participants or their cultural/social backgrounds. Interactiveness in a
communication event can vary depending on the situation. For example, there
may be no interaction during a diving lesson because the receiver is being given
information. Interactiveness may be fierce if the situation is a group debate,
however.
o Mode (Channel)
In both of Biber’s original frameworks, this factor is named “channel”.
In order to fill in Halliday’s context of situation, I have renamed it as “mode”
for a better and easier understanding of the mode of discourse. Also,
corresponding to Halliday’s theory, I have renamed “mode” as “medium”, and
“medium” as “channel”. The mode, it should be noted, refers to slightly
different objects in Biber’s frameworks. In his earlier work, whether the text is
permanent or transient, and whether it is embedded in a larger register, are
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listed separately form the medium and the channel. Even though these two
factors are not featured in his new framework, it is still necessary for this
section to address them.
Medium
Medium refers to the language used in the communication event, and
usually indicates whether it is spoken (informal) or written (formal). Based on
the situation of the communication, the medium can be spoken, written, or
mixed-medium.
Channel
Channel is the carrier of the language. For example, the language may be
recorded, broadcast live in a podcast or presented as a graphic text in a
guidebook etc. A radio programme is transient, while a novel is permanent.
o Production circumstances
The production circumstances relating to the situational parameters of
variation and the situational characteristics have different scopes. In the new
framework, the production circumstances mean the situation in which the
communication process takes place, so it can be either real-time, edited,
improved or planned.
In the framework of situational parameters of variation, apart from the
pure production circumstance, the factor refers to a more detailed concept –the
“relation of participants to the text”. Thus, there are more aspects included: the
circumstances for the addressee to understand the communication, the
addresser and addressee’s evaluation of the communication, the addresser’s
attitude when producing the text, and how the addressee understands the text.
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These factors are not removed from the new framework and are placed under
the factor of communicative purpose as “the expression of stance”.
o Setting
Setting is the same concept in both Biber’s frameworks. It relates to the
location and time in which the communication event takes place. The location
and the time period, or the ‘domain’, can alter the language which is used
during the communication. For example, legal terms will be used in a
courtroom, and extracts from the Bible will be read in a Cathedral. Biber
identifies six primary domains in his earlier work: “business and workplace,
education and academic, government and legal, religious, art and
entertainment, and domestic/personal” (Biber, 1994, p.43). We can assume that
the six domains may all be extended to an online platform in the present-day,
which can create an extra later of distance between the addresser and the
addressee
o Communicative purpose
As mentioned earlier in the section relating to Production Circumstances,
the “expression of stance” is an umbrella term for communicative purpose.
Apart from the expression of stance, the main aim of communicative purpose
is to figure out both the general and specific purposes of the communication
event. For example, a lecture’s general purpose is to deliver knowledge, while
the specific purpose may be helping students to understand Biber’s framework
of situational characteristics. In addition, whether the purpose is a fact or an
imaginary purpose need to be discussed.
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o Topic
The identification of the general topic and specific topic are included in
both frameworks and refer to the same objects. A new element is added in the
new framework: social status. Biber (2009, p.46) considers that it would affect
the vocabulary choice.
Biber and Conrad’s framework for the situational characteristics of registers and
genres is developed from Biber’s (1991) theory regarding the major theoretical
parameters between speaking and writing (p.39), Hymes’s (1974) theory of the context
of situation from the perspective of ethnography, and Halliday’s (1978) concept of the
context of situation. The terminology used in Biber and Conrad’s framework would
also remind people of Jakobsons’s concept of language functions. Table 3-5 shows the
corespondence between Halliday and Biber’s frameworks for studing the context of
situation.
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Table 3-5: Context of Situation, Functional Meaning, Parameters of Variation, and Situational Characteristics
Halliday’s
the Context
of Situation

Field
of
discourse

Tenor
of
discourse

Mode
of
discourse

Halliday’s
Functional
Meaning

Experiential/
ideational
meaning

Interpersonal
meaning

Textual
meaning

Biber’s Situational Parameters of Variation (1994)

Biber & Conrad’s Situational Characteristics (2009)

Topic/Subject

Topic

Level of discussion/ Specific subject

General/ Specific/ Social status

Purpose. Intents. And Goals

Communicative purpose

Factuality/ Purpose

General/ Specific/ Factuality/ Expression of stance

Setting

Setting

Characteristics of the place of communication/ Extend to which
place is shared by participants/ Extend to which time is shared by
participants/ Specific places and time for communication

How time and location relate to participants/ Where/ When

Relation of Participants to the Text

Production circumstances

Addresser: production circumstances/ Addressee: comprehension
circumstances/ Addresser’s and addressee’s personal evaluation of
text/ Addresser’s attitudinal stance toward the text/ Addresser’s
epistemological stance toward the text

Live/ recorded etc.

Communicative Characteristics of Participants

Participants

Addresser/ Addressee/ Audience

Addresser/ Addressee/ On-lookers

Relations Between Addresser and Addressee

Participants relations

Social role relations/ Extend of shared knowledge/ Interactiveness/
Personal relationship

Their interaction/ Their social roles/ Their relationships/
The knowledge they share

Mode

Mode

Medium/ Channel/ Permanence/ Embedded in a larger text from a
different register

Medium/ Channel
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Some terms are used in both Biber and Conrad’s situational characteristics and
Jakobson’s factors of communication. While some still have the same meaning, others
do not - for example, the participants. Both Biber and Conrad and Jakobson use
“addresser” to refer to the producer of the conversation or the communication act, and
“addressee” to refer to the receiver. The terms indicate the exactly same object either
in a situation or in a communicative event. However, another category of participant
is added in, on-lookers, beacause Biber and Conrad’s theory is aiming to describe a
situation rather than focusing on a successful conversation. For the same reason, other
different terms can be explained and connected as well. “Context” has referiential
function in a communication act. It includes the elements in the communication act
that help understand the conversation. Thus in a situational setting, the term “context”
contains the relationship between the participants, the production circumstances, the
setting and the communicative purpose. The topic of the situation is refering to the
message that is being delivered in the communication act. The same term “channel” is
being used in both frameworks, however, it refers to different objects within the two
theories. “Channel” in Jakobson’s theory is being built to check if the communication
is continuing. It refers to the channel that carries the conversation, for example, a letter,
a phone call, a message in the voicemail etc. The “channel” in Biber and Conrad’s
theory is further divided into mode and medium: mode refers to the form of language
(spoken/ written/ sign), and medium refers to the carriers (hardcopy document/ phone/
email etc.). In order to avoid confusion, this thesis will utilise Halliday’s definitions of
“channel and medium. “Channel”, in this thesis, will therefore refer to the carrier of
language, and “medium” refers to the form of language.
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The situational characteristics outlined above have contributed to this study of
fansubbing by providing a way to compare and analyse different translation genres.
This provides the framework for the genre analysis which will be utilised throughout
this thesis, which focuses specifically on the genre analysis of Chinese fansubbing
translation.
Other research on genre analysis in translation studies
SFG explains genre as a “staged, goal-oriented and purposeful social activity
that people engage in as members of their culture”, where genre is described as a
communicative purpose of the text and expressed through the text’s structure and
situational characteristics (Fakhruddin & Hassan, 2015, p.57). Swale’s (1990, p.18)
study on genre analysis has been influenced by Halliday’s theory on sociolinguistics,
but developed for the analysis of English for a specific purpose (ESP). The concept of
discourse community is described as “a group of people who share certain languageusing practices” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.29).

For example, the legal

community makes use of a type of legal language, legal discourse, which uses
language specific to the profession. In Swales’s framework of genre analysis, six
factors are defined in a discourse community: the common purpose, the interaction
among participants, participation in the exchange of information, one or more genres
of texts are included in a discourse community, specific lexis, and a particular
requirement of the relevant knowledge for the participants (Swales, 1993). One of the
features of a discourse community is the use of certain genres, and the participants will
have specific knowledge of the social conventions of these genres. For example, in
fansubbing translation, the language used for subtitles is shared by fans of English TV
programmes and received by them as well. These producers and receivers will also
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know the features of characters in the show and the content of their dialogues. Swales
(1993, p.58) states that genre is “a class of communicative events, the members of
which share some set of communicative purposes”. The generic features of a text are
determined by the conventions that are attached to its particular genre. Works of a
similar type share the same communicative purposes, and so readers know what to
expect from a specific kind of communication event. Swales believes that some genres
are structured in such a rigid way so that the genre itself will influence the choice of
style on the part of the users. Therefore, in the case of the genres that are used for
scientific purposes, the certain structure helps readers and writers to work under
specific predictions and assumptions, and finally facilitates their reading and writing.
In translation studies, genre is studied mainly in three approaches (Biel, 2017,
p.157). First one is what was discussed above: Swales’ English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) and Bhatia’s theory on it as well. Swales’ research on genre studies mainly
draws on academic genres and is informed by Bhatia (1993, 2004), who focuses more
on the business genre (Paltridge, 2011). They both believe that communicative purpose
is the key for genre analysis. The second approach is the Sydney School of genre
analysis. The analysis builds upon Halliday’s (1978; 2014) SFG, Bernstein’s (1990,
2000) sociological theory and a set of studies on literacy education (Rose, 2011,
p.209). The New Rhetoric is the third approach which was originally developed from
the interests of native writing that focuses on social purposes (Flowerdew & Wan,
2010).
Pezzini’s research on the genre analysis of research article abstracts aims to
verify whether the rhetorical patterns that tend to appear in abstracts happen to
coincide with the idea proposed by Swales, which is that “the article’s abstract serves
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as one further step in turning the article into an object, for the abstract considers the
article as a whole and then makes a representation of it (Swales, 1993, p.179)”. The
research proves that these common rhetorical patterns are present in the abstracts, as
Swales’ hypothesised. Chatterjee’s (2009) genre analysis in the book Translation
Reconsidered: Culture, Genre and the “Colonial Encounter” in Nineteenth Century
Bengal takes a different approach to genre studies, one focusing on the modality of
the texts – whether they are in the oral or printed mode – or based on the subjectivity
of translation. Modality shift in the translation is an important element in my research,
as audio-visual translation, especially subtitling, is a translation process that goes from
the spoken language to the written language.
Bassnett and Lefevere (1990) are the first scholars who built the concept of
culture manipulation theory in translation studies. They believe that the study of
translation is the study of cultural interaction and that the translation process is
manipulated at different levels (Pishkar & Zeinadiny, 2018). James (1989) suggests
that genre analysis provides a better context for the systematisation of translation
studies in a broader sense, which leads to the potential improvement of translation
quality.
Swales’ (1990) study on genre analysis derived from Halliday’s (1978) work and
shares a similar objective, which is to study language choice in certain types of texts.
However, Swales’ framework is mainly based on studies of the purpose of EAP
teaching and writing, which is a very different domain from audiovisual translation.
Pezzini’s (2008) work derives from Swales (1993) , which also focuses on a particular
textual genre, academic journal abstracts. Chatterjee’s (2009) study made the
connection with the modality of the text, which is a key point in my analysis of the
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genre of audiovisual texts. But the framework is not a perfect choice for my study
because there are more aspects beyond the modality that have been discussed in this
thesis. For the same reason, Bassnett and Lefevere’s (1990) concept of culture
manipulation theory in translation studies is not selected either. This thesis, then, uses
Halliday’s (2014) SFG in the genre analysis, because it explains the situation of the
audiovisual text as well as the social setting and language choices.
3.1.4 Methodology for the analysis of the contextual configuration and the
contextual characteristics
From the sections above, I have summarised the theoretical concept of
Jakobson’s functions of language, Halliday’s SFG and his discussion of the context of
situation, Biber and Conrad’s framework of situational characteristics for genre
analysis, and the constraints of audiovisual and fansubbing texts in the translation
process. Having established these theories, they will now be used to create a
framework for the analysis of the contextual configuration of the fansubbing ST.
What is the contextual configuration?
Halliday’s concept of the context of situation proposed three aspects to access
and analyse particular social situations: field of discourse, tenor of discourse, and mode
of discourse. Each aspect has a value which helps to understand and predict the
language choice (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.55). Within a specific cultural
environment, a similar situation may repeatedly occur within the limits of the same
value of field, tenor and mode, which establishes a set framework for a certain type of
situation (p.56). The unified features of this certain type of situation is referred to as
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the contextual configuration. It summarises instances of a similar type and synthesises
the values and features of a certain category of situations for a specific purpose (p.105).
The contextual configuration is set up to understand particular phenomenon
within a communication event (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.105). In order to
understand the STs for audiovisual translation productions and fansubbing translation
works, explaining the ST contextual configuration is crucial. What is the contextual
configuration of the fansubbing ST? Does the fansubbing ST derive its uniqueness
from its contextual configuration?
The framework for the analysis of the contextual configuration?
Text is “the actual words of a book, poem etc., in their original form or any form
they have been transmitted in or transmuted into” (Macdonald, 1972, p.1396). Based
on this definition of text, Hassan (1989) believes that unity of text is the most essential
characteristic for understanding a text. The unity of text has two essential types: the
unity of structure and the unity of texture (p.52). The unity of texture is decided by the
cohesion and coherence in a text. The unity of structure is crucial for the analysis of
contextual configuration. When describing a text structure, we have to take three
elements into account: the precipitative event (an event that develops from one stage
to another), the consequential event (a consequence is arises from the precipitative
event), and the revelation event (some hidden facts are revealed from the consequential
event) (p.53).
The contextual configuration is the description of a particular type of situation.
The contextual configuration is the key for stating the structural unity of a text. Thus,
understanding the contextual configuration and its features would help greatly with
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predicting the text structure (p.56). Hassan proposes five features for the text’s
contextual configuration:
Table 3-6: Hassan’s Contextual Configuration
1) the must-occur elements

Obligatory elements

2) the can-occur elements

Optional elements

3) where the elements must occur
4) where the elements can occur
5) the frequency that the elements can
occur

Sequence
Iteration

Hassan’s framework for the analysis of contextual configuration is the umbrella
framework in my thesis for discovering the text structure and the contextual
characteristics, especially for the analysis of the STs and TTs involved in a fansubbing
work. However, under this umbrella framework, how do we analyse the specific
elements in the situation? To complete the framework and build the methodology, we
have to bring Biber and Conrad’s concept of situational characteristics into the
research method. Since I have defined the ST of the fansubbing translation work, the
steps required for the analysis of ST contextual configuration and characteristics in the
following section are outlined below:
Step 1- introduce the selected cases briefly: identify what the cases are, establish
what film/TV genres they belong to and outline why they were selected for this
research;
Step 2- identify the film elements, and contextual configuration of the ST for a
fansubbing translation work;
Step 3- follow Biber’s framework regarding the situational characteristics of
register and genre analysis and describe the characteristics of each selected case: the
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participant (group), the participants relations, the mode, the production circumstances,
the setting, the communicative purpose, and the topic;
Step 4- from the analysis of the situational characteristics of all the selected
cases, I will establish the contextual characteristics that must-occur-same and those are
can-occur-same, identifying where particular characteristics must-occur and where
they can-occur;
Step 5- conclude the contextual characteristics of the ST of the fansubbing
translation work.

3.2 Case Study

In this section, I want to consider the situational characteristics of the source
texts that I have selected for analysis. This involves three film cases and three TV
series cases chosen from different genres of film and television, so that a wider range
of receivers, topics and language features etc. can be included. Considering the
situational characteristics of the source texts is one of the most important steps in the
analysis of the generic features for a fansubbing ST. As stated, the first hypothesis of
this study is H1- the ST for a fansubbing translation work is not limited to the verbal
text of the film or TV programme itself, but rather that there are more elements
involved in the ST translation process. This aims to explore the generic features of a
fansubbing ST. In order to ensure that the findings cover different kinds of fansubbing
translation STs, the study includes films and TV series from various genres and that
were made in different years.
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The cases that are selected for this study are listed in the table below, along with
their genre and rating classification:
Table 3-7: Film and TV Programme Cases: Genre and Rating
Case

Film and TV Genre

The
Shawshank Drama (IMDb, n.d.-g)
Redemption
Fiction (BFI, n.d.-e)
(Darabont, 1994)

Classification
UK

US

15

R

12

TV-14

Drama/ Fiction/ Crime (Douban, n.d.-f)
The
Good
(Rodriguez
Robinson,
2016)

Wife Crime/ Drama/ Mystery (IMDb, n.d.-f)
&
2009- Drama/ Mystery/ Crime (Douban, n.d.-a)

Night at the Museum: Adventure/ Comedy/ Family (IMDb, n.d.-d)
PG
Secret of the Tomb
Comedy/ Fantasy/ Action and adventure (BFI,
(Levy, 2014)
n.d.-c)

PG

Comedy/ Fantasy/ Adventure (Douban, n.d.-c)
The Big Bang Theory Comedy/ Romance (IMDb, n.d.-e)
(Prady, 2007-2019)
Comedy (BFI, n.d.-d)
Comedy (Douban, n.d.-e)

U

TV-14

PG
12

Frozen (Buck & Lee, Animation/ Adventure/ Comedy (IMDb, n.d.-b) PG
2013)
Musical/ Fantasy/ Action and adventure (BFI,
n.d.-b)

PG

Comedy/ Animation/ Musical/ Fantasy (Douban,
n.d.-b)
Downton
(Fellowes,
2015)

Abbey Drama/ Romance (IMDb, n.d.-a)
2010Drama (BFI, n.d.-a)

U

Drama (Douban, n.d.-d)

12

PG

PG

The cases have been selected based on their genres and the year of production.
Chinese fansubbers have translated a wide range of sources over the last 10 years,
including posters of film stars and television series from a variety of countries. In this
thesis, however, I am only focusing on English-language films and TV series that have
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been translated by Chinese fansubbers. Thus, among the six cases, there are three films
and three TV series.
Table 3-8: Film Cases and TV Programme Cases
Film cases

TV series cases

The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson,
1994)
2009-2016)
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007(Levy, 2014)
2019)
Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013)

Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015)

Additionally, the six cases cover a relatively wide range of genres: drama,
fiction, crime, mystery, adventure, comedy, family, action, fantasy, romance, musical,
animation, history. In addition, the films and TV series are made in different years,
specifically in a period spanning from 1994 to 2014. The selection of the various film
and TV genres and the different production times aimed to make sure the data from
the analysis are honoured and responsive.

Figure 3-2: Film and TV programmes production time

The genre definitions of the film and TV programme cases are mainly collected
from three sources: the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), an online database of films
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and TV programmes, which looks at media from global perspective; the British Film
Institute (BFI), which reflects the perspective of the UK and Douban, a Chinese social
network service for films, TV programmes, books and music, which helps to
understand the perspective of the target-language audience. Since China does not hold
a film/TV classification system at the moment, I have collected the classification
ratings from both the UK and the US, where all of the selected cases originated. The
UK and the US have different classification systems with different abbreviations for
each band of ratings.
The genre and rating provide a guideline for analysing the situational
characteristics. They provide a sense of what the STs are about (topic) and identify the
target receiver group (addressee) directly. They also help to understand the medium
and channel (mode) by defining the genres. The following sections focus on each of
the cases individually and aim to explore their contextual characteristics.
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Table 3-9: Classification System in the UK and US
UK (film & TV)

US (Film)

US (TV)
TV-Y: Programmes aimed at a very young audience, including children from
ages 2-6.
TV-Y7: Programmes most appropriate for children age 7 and up.
TV-Y7-FV: Programming with fantasy violence that may be more intense or
more combative than other programming in the TV-Y7 category.
TV-G: Programmes suitable for all ages; these are not necessarily children's
shows.

U: Universal, suitable for all age groups

G: General audiences

PG: Parental Guidance

PG: Parental Guidance TV-PG: parental guidance is recommended; these programs may be unsuitable
Suggested
for younger children.

12/12A: Suitable for 12 years old and PG-13:
Parents TV-14: these shows may be unsuitable for children under 14.
over
strongly cautioned
15: Suitable for 15 years old and over

R: Restricted

18: Only suitable for adults

NC-17: No-one 17 and
under admitted

R18: To be shown only in specially
licensed cinemas, or supplied only in
licensed sex shops, and to adults only

TV-MA: these programs are intended to be viewed by mature, adult audiences
and may be unsuitable for children under 17.
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3.2.1 The Contextual configuration of fansubbing STs
As audiovisual productions, the selected films and TV programmes all contain
the following five elements: literary design, visual design, cinematography, editing
and sound design (Bordwell, 2017). Each one of them can be further specified as
follows:
Table 3-10: Film Elements
Translate
TT

Film elements
Literary design

Story
ideas

Script
Visual design

Character

+

Actions

-

Story setting

-

Dialogues

+

Broad actions

-

Performance: actors’ facial expression and +/movement etc.
Blocking: actors’ moves in the scene

-

Lighting: the amount of light and in specific area
Hair and makeup: adding more storytelling to the actors
Costume: creating the looks for the story

+/-

Set design: designing the room or space for the scene
Cinematography

Editing

Placement of camera

-

Camera angle

-

Lens choice

-

Camera movement

-

Arranging the sequencing of shots in terms of how the audience receive the film
Controlling the film pace that helps establish the overall feeling and mood

Sound design

Dialogue editing

-

Sound effects

-

Music contribute

Music with lyric

+/-

Music without lyric

+/-

to
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Table 3-10 is a list of the specific elements in an audiovisual production. The
elements that must be translated in to TT are marked with “+”; the elements that can
be translated in to TT is marked with “+/-”; and the “-” refers to the elements that must
not be translated into a TT. Characters are the central focus of an audiovisual
production, and so they are normally translated as soon as they show up on the screen.
Dialogues are the main body of the verbal elements of an audiovisual production,
which must be translated into the TT. Applying Hasan’s framework on contextual
configuration, we can say that the character and dialogues are the must-occur elements
in a ST for a fansubbing translation work. The film elements like the performance, the
brief note introducing costumes and music, and the translation of lyrics, are can-occur
elements in a piece of audiovisual material. The cinematography, editing and lighting
are part of visual texts, but they are considered not directly relevant in this research as
they do not have a significant effect on translation.
Contextual configuration describes a type of situation. In this case, the situation
refers to the audiovisual productions. Within the situation, the audiovisual texts all
have their specific characteristics. Biber’s (2009) sociolinguistic framework on
situational characteristics is applied to each film and TV programme case in the next
section, and helps identify the contextual characteristics of the STs for fansubbing
translation work.
3.2.2 Situational Characteristics of the selected cases
Most audiovisual productions, including the cases that are to be examined in this
research, share particular situational characteristics are the same: general
communicative purpose, direct setting, production circumstances, relations between
participants and the mode (both channel and medium) of communication event.
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General communicative purpose

Film and TV programmes are a kind of motion-picture-based communication event designed to spread ideas and feelings, and to further
culture and promote certain aesthetic visions. As a communication event, film has two basic purposes for an audience: discovery and communication
(Mercer, 1953). Discovery relates to the spreading new ideas and concepts, and to the learning of things that we do not know. For example, a
documentary presents the audience with a well-researched insight into a particular topic and seeks to educate them on a subject that they likely had
little understanding of before. Communication is for sharing feelings, stories and perspectives. Nowadays, film and TV programmes value other
elements more than discovery and communication. They intend principally to entertain the audience and serve the commercial purpose of making
a profit (Vlad D, 2011). To summarise, therefore, the general communicative purpose of film and TV programmes are:
1) Discovery: spreading and sharing ideas (knowledge, conventions, art etc.),
2) Communication: sharing feeling, stories and perspectives,
3) Entertainment: enriching and delighting receivers’ spiritual lives

Production circumstances

setting

Direct

4) Commerce: making profits
In the communication events of film and TV programmes, the addresser (production group) and addressee (audience) do not share place and
time.
A film is made from a written screenplay that may be adapted from an event, a story or a published novel. The addressers involved in creating
the film – the director, the editor, the actors and actresses – all have a sufficient amount of time improve and amend the final product. Actors can
hone their performances and the director and editor can alter the structure and appearance of the film. For example, in the case The Shawshank
Redemption (Darabont, 1994), the original story was featured in a horror novella written by Stephen King, before then being adapted by Darabont
into the screenplay for the film. Both the original short story and the adapted screenplay were presented in a revised and edited written form. The
ST from this film not only includes the verbal text of the screenplay, but also the added elements of the actors’ performances and the story’s setting.
However, these non-verbal elements were also pre-planned and were improved many times before the final product was received by the public
addressees. For example, when shooting The Shawshank Redemption, Frank Darabont watched the film Goodfellas (Scorsese, 1990) every Sunday.
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The film inspired him to use voice-over narration in order to highlight the timeline of the story(Burke, 2017). The voice-over was not a part of the
scrip before the shooting started, but rather it was added to the film while the shooting was ongoing. However, when it was released to the audience,

Relations
among
participant
s

The level of interactiveness between the addresser (production team) and the addressee (audience) in film and TV programme productions

Mode

every detail of the film was well-designed and edited.

Channel: an audiovisual production has multiple channels in the discourse. In films and TV programmes, most of the communication is

is almost equivalent to zero, as it is difficult to identify the individual participants. Multiple people are involved in the filming, casting and
production of a work of film or television, and they are commonly listed in the production’s credits.

delivered by verbal speech, for example, in the case of The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007) the conversations between Sheldon and Leonard or the
lectures that are given by the various characters. Nevertheless, there is also verbal text within the motion pictures that helps greatly with the
discourse and narrative in the TV series. For instance, the production team introduction at the beginning of the film, the written text on a comic
book, a subject showing on the newspaper etc..
Medium: in most film and TV programmes, both spoken (informal) and written (formal) language are included. For example, in The Good
Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009), all legal arguments, testimony and statements presented with in the courtroom are made in formal language
through verbal speech. When Alicia talks to her children at home, however, they mainly use informal language via face-to-face conversation.
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The Shawshank Redemption
•

Topic

The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994) is a crime drama directed by
Frank Darabont in 1994. Darabont is also the screenplay writer for the film, having
adapted the story from Stephen King’s (1982) collection of short stories Different
Seasons (King, 2012). It tells a story of a young and successful banker named Andy
Dufresne, who is sentenced to life in prison for the murder of his wife and her lover,
despite his claims of being not guilty. During the 20 years he is imprisoned in the
Shawshank State Penitentiary, he makes friends with other prisoners and becomes a
part of the prison warden’s money laundering scheme. Even though he has been given
a life sentence, he never gives up his belief in the justice system. He believes the
system will finally give back his freedom because he is innocent. When he realises that
the warden will never let him out of the prison because of his essential role in the
money laundering scheme, Andy plans his own prison break and finally gains the
freedom he deserves.
•

Specific Communicative purpose

Films have different communicative purposes, depending on their genre and
their intended audience. For example, a comedy is primarily made to entertain people,
though at the same time it may promote certain underlying moral messages and
inspiring stories. The film The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994), despite being
an entertaining drama, also shares and strengthens the concepts of hope and liberty
(WenXinTan, 2018).
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The expression of stance of a film or TV programme mainly depends on its topic
and content- its field of discourse. In the film The Shawshank Redemption, the
expression of stance is based on the story. The script is adapted from the novella Rita
Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption (King, 1982). Though it keeps many elements
from the original story, it has been altered by Darabont to better work as a film
narrative.
•

Specific Setting

Time: the story was originally created in 1982 by Stephen King, but was later
adapted into a screenplay and made into a film in 1994, before then being released on
14th October 1994 in the US, on 17th February 1995 in the UK and 26th October 1995
in Hong Kong (BBFC, n.d.).
Place of communication: The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994) was
designed to appeal to a popular audience. It could initially be watched by the public in
cinemas upon its wide release in 1994. Now, the film can be found and watched
through public channels (CCTV-6), online platforms (such as YouTube, Netflix,
Youku) and on home media (DVD and Blu Ray).
Time of communication: The film has been available to public audiences since
its general release in 1994/1995, depending on one’s region. There is no indication that
the film will be banned or have any limitations for the target viewers in the future.
•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of the film is a production team which includes: the
production company, the distribution company, the director and writer and the casting
team. In this case, the production company is Castle Rock Entertainment, the
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distribution company is Columbia Pictures, the film is directed by Frank Darabont,
and the screenplay is created to Stephen King and Frank Darabont (IMDb, n.d.-g).
Addressee: the target audience group of the film is 15 years old and over (BBFC,
2005) according to the British Board of Film Classification.
The Good Wife
•

Topic

The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016) is an American legal and
political drama series that aired on CBS between 2009 to 2016 (Mitovich, 2009). This
television programme has 6 seasons and 156 episodes in total. It tells the story of a
female lawyer named Alicia Florrick and follows the progress of her career after her
husband, a State’s Attorney, is involved in a high-level corruption scandal (TV-Guide,
n.d.-b). Each episode depicts Alicia handling one or two legal cases. It not only shows
the life of an independent working woman, but also depicts the lives of those working
within the legal system.
•

Specific Communicative purpose

The Good Wife follows Alicia’s story as she attempts to rebuild her life and
career following her husband’s scandal. The show is inspired by the real scandal
involving Eliot Spitzer that took place in 2008 and other similar stories, including that
of US former president Bill Clinton (Cheng, 2016). The purpose of the show is to
attract the audience’s attention to the women behind powerful males, rather than
focusing on the men themselves. The show promotes women’s independence and
argues for equality between men and women. It also reflects many on-going social and
political problems – for example, racism, terrorism etc. (Cheng, 2016).
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The expression of stance: The script for each episode is created separately. They
may be adapted from current news events or from events taking place within people’s
private lives; however, the scripts have an overt expression of stance that stands for
the show itself. In this case, the TV series is inspired by the real scandal of Eliot Spitzer
in 2008. The creator, however, deliberately focuses more on the women behind the
scandal rather than the man who initiated it in order to further the programme’s
message of gender equality.
•

Specific Setting

Time: the very first episode of The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009)
aired on CBS on the 22nd September, 2009; the finale aired on the 8th May, 2016
(Mitovich, 2009). The show was broadcast on CBS during that time. Each episode is
between 40-46 minutes long, each season regularly contains 22-23 episodes and each
episode aired on CBS every week from late September to the May of the following
year. The first two seasons were broadcast on Tuesday nights, before the transmission
was moved to Sundays during the 3rd season.
Place of communication: films and TV programmes are made for the general
public, and so is The Good Wife. The show can be watched on public channels (CBS),
social media (YouTube, Amazon Prime, Sohu etc.) and on DVD.
Time of communication: the show has been available to public audiences since
its general release on 22nd September 2009. Even though the show ended in 2016, it
can still be found on various platforms. There is no indication that the show will be
banned or that there will be viewing limitations for the intended target audience in the
near future (Mitovich, 2009).
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•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of a film or a TV series is a production team which
mainly includes the production company, distribution company, director and writer,
and casting team. The Good Wife is a collaborative production that is produced by
King Size Productions, Small Wishes Productions (season 1), CBS Television Studios
(seasons 4–7), and CBS Productions (seasons 1–3). The distribution company is the
CBS Television Distribution. Each episode of this TV series is directed by different
directors that are led by Robert King and Michael King.
Addressee: the target audience group of The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson,
2009-2016) is those of 14 years old and over according to the rating from the Motion
Picture Association of America Film Rating System (MPAA). In the UK, the show is
suggested for audience who are over 15 years old.
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb
•

Topic

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy, 2014) is a comedy and fantasy
adventure film. It is the sequel film to Night at the Museum (Levy, 2006) and Night at
the Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian (Levy, 2009). The film tells the story of New
York museum security guard Larry Daley and depicts his journey to London in order
to return a sacred Egyptian relic – named the Ahkmenrah – before it loses its magical
powers. Along the way, he is assisted by the exhibits from his own museum in New
York, who have all been brought to life by the magical tablet. These living exhibits
include the giant skeleton of a triceratops, former US president Theodore Roosevelt,
American cowboy Jedediah Strong Smith, the Roman Emperor Octavius, Xiangliu and
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several ancient wild animals. Many of the characters are therefore existing outside of
their own time periods, which brings dramatic conflict to the story. This clash between
magic and the real world contributes to an element of fantasy and is used to comedic
effect throughout the film (IMDb, n.d.-d).
•

Specific Communicative purpose

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb is a comedy and so its main
communicative purpose is to entertain. It is also a fantasy adventure film, being
creative and presenting a different world from real life. The main character of the film,
Larry, is a very ordinary man who is living a tough life. He is lazy, his guard job in the
museum is not stable and he does not have a settled place to live. He seems like a
person that is failing in all regards. However, the story of the film, recovering and
returning the tablet of Ahkmenrah, is full of determination, hope and justice. Its
purpose is to deliver the message to the audience that great things can be done by
ordinary people and that everyone has the capability to make miracles. At the same
time, the story also employs the themes of love, friendship and justice (Matrix, 2010).
The expression of stance of a film or TV programme mainly depends on its topic
and content – its field of discourse. In the film Night at the Museum: Secret of the
Tomb (Levy, 2014), the expression of stance is based on the story which is written by
Mark Friedman, David Guion and Michael Handelman. The script has the expression
of stance, that conducting film script that conveys the ideology from the original story
to film narrative.
•

Specific Setting
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Time: the film Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb started shooting on 27th
January, 2014. It then premiered on the 11th December, 2014 in New York city. The
film was released to general audiences in the US and the UK on the 19th of December,
2014. It then did not reach mainland China until the 4th of January, 2015 (IMDb, n.d.c).
Place of communication: films and TV programmes are made for the public
audience, so is Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb. The film could be watched
in cinemas following its release in late 2014 and early 2015. Nowadays, the film can
be viewed on public film channels (CCTV-6), online platforms (YouTube, Netflix,
Amzon Prime etc.) and on DVD.
Time of communication: The film has been available to public audiences since
its general release in 2014. There are no indications that the film will be banned or that
there will be viewing limitations for the intended target audience in the near future.
•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of a film or a TV series is a production team which
mainly structured by the production company, distribution company, director and
writer, and casting team. Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy, 2014) was
produced by 1492 Pictures and TSG Entertainment and distributed by 20th Century
Fox. The film, and the film series, is directed by Shawn Levy. The story on which it
was based was written by Mark Friedman, David Guion and Michael Handelman, and
adapted for the screen by David Guion and Michael Handelman.
Addressee: the target audience group of the film is people of all age groups in both the
UK and the US, according to the rating from the Motion Picture Association of
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America Film Rating System (MPAA) and the BBFC. However, parental guidance is
suggested for children watching the film.
The Big Bang Theory
•

Topic

The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007-2019) is an American television sitcom that
premiered on CBS in 2007 (TV-Guide, n.d.-a). It lasted for 281 episodes and spanned
over 12 seasons (CBS, 2017). The show focuses on five main characters – four
scientists and a beautiful waitress – who gradually develop an unlikely friendship. As
the waitress lives in the same apartment building as two of the scientists, she comes to
know them personally and eventually forms an attachment to them and their extended
friendship group. It tells stories of their daily lives and the funny clash of cultures that
occurs between the scientists and the waitress (Strauss, 2008). As the show charts the
changing lives of the characters, the main cast is gradually expanded from five to
eleven. However, the show still continues to focus on the comedic clash between the
geeky scientists’ intellect and the waitress Penny’s social skills and common sense
(Pierce, 2007). The word ‘sitcom’ is an abbreviation for “situation comedy”, which is
a sub-genre of comedy that usually centres on a specific set of characters and depicts
their lives over a series of episodes (Nierenberg, 2011).
•

Specific Communicative purpose

The sitcom focuses on the interactions between a group of nerdy scientists and a
sociable waitress. This clash of personalities creates a natural dramatic contradiction.
Every episode is around 20 minutes long, and so the stories usually address one
specific conflict which is often addressed within the space of one episode. One of the
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purposes of The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007-2019) is to show the audience the life
of scientists: to gently highlight their occasional lack of social skills and to depict how
they live their lives. Also, the show demonstrates the beauty of friendship. Even though
there is a big difference between the characters’ education, careers and personalities,
they are still good friends and they support and encourage each other (生活大爆炸评

价为什么这么高, 2019).

The expression of stance: The script for each episode is created individually.
They may be adapted from actual events or news that are happened in our real lives.
However, the scripts have the expression of stance that stands for the show itself. In
this sitcom, the stories focus on four scientists and their lives. The creators also attempt
to create a sense of diversity and equality within their show by bringing in female
scientist characters and other diverse cultural elements.
•

Specific Setting

Time: The Big Bang Theory aired on CBS between the 24th September, 2007 and
the 16th May, 2019. Each episode is about 18-22 minutes long, each season contains
between 17-24 episodes and each episode aired on CBS every week in a period
spanning from late September to May of the following year. During the original run
of the series, every episode was broadcast on Monday evening.
Place of sommunication: films and TV programmes are made for the general
public, so is The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007-2019). The show can be watched on
public channels (CBS), social media (YouTube, Amazon Prime, Sohu etc.), and on
DVD.
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Time of communication: the show has been available to public audiences since
its general release on the 24th September, 2007. Even though the show finished in 2019,
it can still be found on various platforms, such as YouTube, Amazon Prime, Netflix
etc. There is no indication that the show will be banned or that there will be viewing
limitations for the intended target audience in the near future.
•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of a film or a TV series is a production team which
mainly structured by the production company, distribution company, director and
writer, and actors and actresses. The Big Bang Theory was produced by Warner Bros.
Television and is distributed by CBS Television Distribution. Many directors have
produced episodes throughout the show’s twelve seasons; however most of the
episodes are directed by Mark Cendrowski and Anthony Rich.
Addressee: the target audience group of The Big Bang Theory is 14 years old
and over according to the rating from the Motion Picture Association of America Film
Rating System (MPAA). In the UK, the target audience group is 12 years old and over,
according to the rating from the BBFC.
Frozen
•

Topic

Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013) is an American 3D computer-animated musical
fantasy film produced by Walt Disney Animation Studios (Anaheim, 2013). The film
is inspired by the fairy tale The Snow Queen (1845), written by Hans Christian
Andersen. It tells the story of a brave princess who sets out on a heroic journey
accompanied by a rugged mountain man, his reindeer and a living snowman, who all
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help her to find her estranged sister, whose magical powers have frozen the kingdom
in an eternal winter (IMDb, n.d.-b). According to Selbo’s (2014) film genre categories,
Frozen can be categorised as adventure film, which are exciting stories that often
feature new and challenging experiences for the central characters (Selbo, 2014, p.54).
Since the film is based on the story of a princess who undertakes a tough journey and
overcomes many difficult situations to in order to find her sister, this movie more than
meets the description of an adventure story. As many of the sequences in the film are
funny and light-hearted, having been clearly designed to amuse the audience, it can
also be described as a comedy. It is also a musical, as the characters frequently break
into song throughout the film. Musical films are defined as a cinematic form that
emphasizes song and dance routines in a significant way, often combining music with
elaborate choreography. Others, however, simply use songs to communicate the
characters (p.61).
•

Specific Communicative purpose

The main purpose of the film is to convey the strength of love. The Snow Queen
in the original story is a villain. Her magic and spells make her kingdom suffer from
the extreme cold all year long. The adapted story retains her magic and power, and still
frames these things as being dangerous, but chooses to portray the Snow Queen Elsa
as a sympathetic and loving character rather than a villain. She keeps herself far away
in a mountain in order to prevent herself from hurting others. Her love for her sister
Anna, and for the people in her kingdom, finally helps her to control her magic powers
and to bring sunshine and warmth back to her kingdom. Except for highlighting the
strength of love, the narrative of this film is also designed to entertain as it is targeted
at a young audience (拥有奋斗目标, 2018).
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The expression of stance of a film or TV programme mainly depends on its topic
and content- its field of discourse. In the film Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013), the
expression of stance is based on the story “The Snow Queen”. Even though the film is
adapted from the fairy tale, the script has changed vastly from the original story but
still conveys a particular ideology of film narrative.
•

Specific Setting

Time: Frozen premiered on 19th November, 2013 in Hollywood, California. The
film was released to general audiences on the 27th November, 2014 in the US, the 6th
December, 2014 in the UK and the 5th February, 2014 in the mainland China.
Place of communication: films and TV programmes are made for the public
audience, so is Frozen. The film could be watched in cinema upon its release in late
2013 and early 2014. Nowadays, the film can be viewed on public film channels
(CCTV-6), online platforms (YouTube, Netflix, Amzon Prime etc.) and on DVD.
Time of communication: The film has been available to public audiences since
its general release in 2013. There are no indications that the film will be banned or that
there will be viewing limitations for the intended target audience in the near future.
•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of a film or a TV series is a production team which
mainly involves the production company, distribution company, director and writer,
and casting team. Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013) was produced by Walt Disney
Animation Studios and distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. The film
was directed by Chris Buck and Jennifer Lee; the story was written by Chris Buck,
Jennifer Lee and Shane Morris, and adapted into a screenplay by Jennifer Lee.
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Addressee: the target audience group of the film is people of all age groups in
both the UK and the US, according to the rating from the Motion Picture Association
of America Film Rating System (MPAA) and BBFC; however, parental guidance is
suggested for children watching the film.
Downton Abbey
•

Topic

Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015) is a British period drama that aired on
ITV in the United Kingdom between 2010 to 2015. It contains six seasons and 52
episodes, which tell the stories of the Crawley family and their domestic servants as
they coexist together within the titular Downton Abbey. The stories all take place
between 1912-1926 (Mirror, 2010). The show is a relatively detailed historical drama,
which aims to represent the dress, the social conventions and the culture of the British
past – depicting events from the advent of the First World War to the mid-1920s. The
IMDb classified this show as drama and romance (IMDb, n.d.-a).
•

Specific Communicative purpose

As Downton Abbey is a historical show, everything in the programme attempts
to duplicate that period in history as accurately as possible. One of the specific
purposes of the show is to remind the public of the social conventions that existed in
the past, specifically by highlighting the difference that existed between the working
class and the upper class in the early 1900s (ShuiMuDing, 2012).
The expression of stance: The script for each episode was created separately.
They were inspired by actual events that took place during the period. For example,
the show starts with a reference to the sinking of the Titanic and World War I which
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plays a major role in later seasons. However, the scripts have overt expression of stance
that stands for the story itself. In this case, Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015) is
set in the post-Edwardian era. The creator focuses mostly on the lives of those within
the household, both the nobility and the servants, and tends to avoid referencing those
living beyond the Grantham estate.
•

Specific Setting

Time: Downton Abbey is a historical drama series that aired on ITV between the
26th September, 2010 and the 25th December, 2015. Each episode is between 47-93
minutes long, each season contains regularly 7-9 episodes and each episode aired on
ITV every week from late September to Christmas Day every year. Most of the
episodes (except for the Christmas episodes, which aired on Christmas Day) were
broadcast on Sunday evenings.
Place of sommunication: films and TV programmes are made for the general
public, so is Downton Abbey. The show can be watched on public channels (CBS),
social media (YouTube, Amazon Prime, Sohu etc.), and on DVD.
Time of communication: the show has been available to public audiences since
its general release on the 24th September, 2007. Even though the show finished in 2019,
it can still be found on various platforms, such as YouTube, Amazon Prime, Netflix
etc. There is no indication that the show will be banned or that there will be any
viewing limitations for the target audiences in the future.
•

Participants

Addresser: the addresser of a film or a TV series is a production team which
mainly includes the production company, distribution company, director and writer,
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and actors and actresses. Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015) is a collaborative
production that is produced by ITV Studios, Carnival Films and WGBH-TV, the
distribution company is the ITV. The scripts were created by Julian Fellowes, Shelagh
Stephenson and Tina Pepler. Each episode of this TV series was directed by a different
director.
Addressee: the target audience group of the Downton Abbey is mainly focused
on those over the age of 12, according to the rating from the BBFC. Some of the
episodes, however, are deemed suitable for all age groups. In the US, the programme
is deemed suitable for all age groups, though with the caveat that the episodes should
be viewed with parental guidance.
3.2.3 The contextual characteristics of fansubbing STs
Having summarised the situational characteristics of the featured case studies,
this thesis will now apply Hasan’s framework for the analysis of contextual
configuration to the fansubbing translation STs. Using Biber’s framework of the seven
situational characteristics, I previously outlined which situational characteristics are
must-occur elements in the ST and which are can-occur elements. Applying Hasan’s
framework to the six ST cases presents something of a problem, therefore, as all seven
situational characteristics are must-occur elements for each source text. Every ST has
a topic, communicative purposes (general and specific), a setting, a production
circumstance, participants and participants’ relations among them, and a mode. Hasan
states that “a contextual configuration is a specific set of values that realises field, tenor
and mode” (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.55). To recap, Hasan’s framework involves
the following elements:
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Table 3-11: Hasan’s Contextual Configuration
1) the must-occur elements

Obligatory elements

2) the can-occur elements

Optional elements

3) where the elements must occur
4) where the elements can occur
5) the frequency that the elements can occur

Sequence
Iteration

Since the elements necessary for defining a source text must perform the same
function as Hasan’s obligatory elements, optional elements, sequence and iteration, it
may be necessary to build on her framework in order to define the generic features of
a source text. All the situational characteristics within Hasan’s framework are mustoccur elements. However, in summarising the previous case studies, I found that some
STs have the same characteristics while others do not. Thus, I propose to modify
Hasan’s framework in the following way:
Table 3-12: Contextual Characteristics
the must-occur elements

Obligatory
elements

the must-occur-same elements

the can-occur elements

Optional elements

the can-occur-same element

where the elements must Sequence
occur

where the element must occursame

where the elements can occur

where the element can occur-same

the frequency that
elements can occur

The frequency that the elements
can occur-same

the Iteration

With the change I proposed, the must-occur-same elements are the obligatory
elements for the text, the can-occur-same elements are the optional elements. Every
single ST has a specific set of situational characteristics. Some texts can even share
the same situational characteristics. As this study is interested in providing a macro
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analysis of the STs for translated film and television programmes, it will not utilise all
of the categories identified in Halliday’s theory. For instance, it will not discuss where
the elements must-occur-same, where the elements can-occur-same and the frequency
with which elements occur-same, as these are relevant only for the analysis of
discourse in specific situations.
Must-occur-same characteristics
From the data I have collected for each film and TV case, we may find that all
seven characteristics in Biber and Conrad’s framework have been identified as mustoccur elements in an audiovisual text. Among these situational characteristics,
however, some are the same for all the audiovisual texts while others are specific to
certain texts. The characteristics below are the ones that are shared by all audiovisual
texts.
•

General communicative purpose: Film and TV programmes are a kind of
motion-picture-based communication event designed to spread ideas and
feelings, and to further culture and promote certain aesthetic visions. As
a communication event, film has two basic purposes for the audience:
discovery and communication. Discovery involves the spreading of new
ideas and concepts; for example, a documentary film would present the
audience the deep research on a particular topic and present the audience
with knowledge they may not have possessed before. Communication
relates to sharing feelings, stories and perspectives. Nowadays, film and
TV programmes prioritise more purposes than discovery and
communication. They also have the purpose of entertaining the audience
and the commercial purpose of making profits. As such, the general
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communicative purpose of film and TV programmes can be summarised
as being:
1) For discovery: spreading and sharing ideas (knowledge, conventions,
art etc.),
2) For communication: sharing feeling, stories and perspectives,
3) For entertainment: enriching and delighting receivers’ spiritual lives
4) For commerce: making profits
•

Setting: In the communication events of film and TV programmes, the
addresser (production group) and addressee (audience) do not share
place and time.
The time for producing the films and TV programmes can be
various. From the cases I have selected for this research, the ealiest case
was produced in 1994 and the latest was made in 2019. The place of
communication can also be different, given the different means of
accessing the specific kinds of texts – from viewing films in a cinema
setting to consuming television programmes on the small screen. What
unites all of the featured examples is that the addresser and addressee are
not communicating directly, but rather the viewer is consuming a finished
product that was filmed or animated at a previous point in time.

•

Production circumstance: A film or a TV programme is produced from a
written screenplay that may be adapted from an event, a story or a
published novel, or it is just been created for the show. Those
participating in the production of a television programme or film all
have an adequate amount of time to make improvements to the overall
product – from editing to script revisions and tweaks to the actors’
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performances. The ST of an audiovisual production does not only
include the verbal text in the screenplay, but also the elements of actors
and actresses’ performances and the setting of the story. However, the
elements aside from the verbal elements are also planned and improved
and shot well in advance of the film finally going public to the audience
of addressees.
•

Participants relations: There is barely any interactiveness between
addresser (production team) and addressee (audience) in this case,
because it is difficult to identify the individual participant. In a film and
TV production, a full list is provided that highlights all of those who
were involved in the production at every level of input, from the artistic,
to the technical and financial. This list provides the audience with
information regarding the production team.

•

Mode
Channel: a film or a TV series has multiple channels in the
discourse. In this case, most of the communication is delivered by verbal
speech through face-to-face conversation or conversations via a telephone
call etc. Nevertheless, there is also verbal text within motion pictures that
helps greatly with the discourse and narrative in the TV series - for
instance, written text on a mobile phone, the titles and subtitles on the TV
screen or a newspaper included within a scene etc.
Medium: both spoken and written language are included.
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Can-occur-same characteristics
There are also some situational characteristics that are can-occur-same in an
audiovisual text, but that do not necessarily feature in all audiovisual texts.
•

Topic: each film or TV programme addresses a particular topic, and
these are usually different for each project. Film and TV genres help to
categorise different topics systemically, however, diverse topics can
appear even in works that exist in the same genre. In the selected cases,
for instance, both The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016)
and The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994) are crime/legal
dramas. However, there are profound differences when it comes to their
specific topics. The Good Wife tells the story of a female lawyer who
fights for her life after her husband’s scandal, while The Shawshank
Redemption is about a man who attempts to escape from prison after
being jailed for a crime that he did not commit.

•

Specific communicative purpose: every film and TV programme has a
specific communicative purpose. It may be promoting gender equality or
simply commemorating a person or an event. It can vary depending on
the topic which is being addressed and the circumstances surrounding
the film or programme’s production. The communicative purpose can be
the same for works produced within the same genre, but it can also vary
depending on the specific aims of the project.

•

Participants: all films and TV programmes have addressers and
addressees. The addressers would be the team involved in producing the
project, which includes the producer, the director, the editor, the casting
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team and others. Normally, multiple projects do not have exactly the
same addressers, as production teams tend to involve a specific set of
people working on one project. However, there are exceptions to this
rule. For instance, the Night at the Museum franchise includes three
films that have essentially been produced by the same production group.
The addressee is the target audience group that that has been determined
by the rating of the film or programme. Depending on the topic and
content of the film and TV programme, its target audience will be
different. For example, the film Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013) is targeted
at audiences of all age groups, but it is suggested that parental guidance
may be required for younger viewers; the TV programme The Good
Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016) is not suitable for an audience
that is under 14 years old. At the same time, there are many films and
TV series belong to the rating group of PG or 12A in the UK.
There are elements within the situational characteristics of an audiovisual text
that can occur, but are not required for it be a successful communication event.
•

On-looker: this term refers to a group of people who can be the
participants in the communication event, but only as outside observers.
For audiovisual texts, the term on-looker is a fairly vague concept as
there is no clear boundary between addressees and on-lookers. Onlookers can be listed among the addressees - for example, this would
include people who heard about a film but have never watched it. Onlookers are not must-have elements for a successful communication
event.
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•

Participants relations: The situational characteristic of “participant
relations” can be broken down into three subheadings – the social roles
of the participants, their relationship to one-another and the knowledge
that the addresser/addressee share. As there is no interaction between the
addressers and addressees following the release of an audiovisual
production, it is not necessary to take these factors into account.

3.3 Conclusion

This chapter mainly focused on the genre analysis of the ST, established what
the ST for a fansubbing translation work is and what the contextual configuration, and
the contextual characteristics of a fansubbing ST is. My hypothesis (H1) is the ST for
a fansubbing work is not only comprised of the verbal elements in a film or TV
programme, but rather that other elements in human communication must be
accounted for as well – for instance, the subtleties of meaning that come from
paralanguage. In addition to this, I argue that each audiovisual text has unique
contextual characteristics.
From defining the ST for an audiovisual translation work, I found that it is widely
argued that non-verbal elements (paralanguage) in an audiovisual material should be
taken into consideration in the translation process. By applying Halliday’s concept of
context of situation, it proved that understanding the context of situation in the ST is
crucial for subtitling translation. Seeing film and TV programmes as a general
category, I found out what the contextual features are were featured in the STs
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involved in fansubbing translation. This provided a clear and solid case for the analysis
of the equivalence of the TTs, which is addressed in the following chapter. Here, what
is necessary to address with the understanding of the ST of audiovisual translation, is
that an effective translation is not limited to translation of the verbal text of the ST, but
it involves translation of the contextual elements in the ST and realisation of
equivalence at the situational and cultural level. In order to analyse the ST as a text, I
introduced Halliday’s concept of the context situation and used it as the umbrella
framework for this study. To analyse the field of discourse, tenor of discourse and
mode of discourse, I brought in Biber and Conrad’s theoretical framework of analysing
the situational characteristics. Biber and Conrad’s work proposed seven characteristics
for discussing the field, tenor and mode of discourse. From the analysis of the seven
situational characteristics, I determined what are the must-occur elements are for a
fansubbing translation ST and what the can-occur elements are as well. The mustoccur and can-occur concepts for analysing contextual configuration were derived
from Hasan’s work, and complimented with reference to Halliday’s concept of the
context of situation. Using these theoretical frameworks, I began analysing the
situational characteristics of audiovisual texts based on the cases that have been
selected for this study. Then, I came to a conclusion regarding the characteristics which
must-occur and that can-occur in audiovisual texts, based on these findings. They
indicate that the must-occur elements in audiovisual texts such as films and TV
programmes are dialogues and characters. However, the performance, the addition of
contextual on-screen notes relating to costumes and music and the translation of lyrics
served as optional elements for translators.
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The findings also show that fansubbing STs have their particular contextual
features. They have to have
o the same general communicative purpose, involving the spreading and
sharing of ideas (knowledge, conventions, art etc.); the intent to share
feelings, stories and perspectives; the ability to delight receivers and
to enrich their spiritual lives. Ultimately, they also aim to make a
profit.
o the absence of a specific setting, as the addressers and the addressees
never share the same space and cannot communicate directly with
one-another.
o the same production circumstance, as both the scripts and the
performances are planned and revised before the final product is
shown to the public.
o the addresser is always the production group and addressees are
always categorised by their age group.
o no direct interaction between the addresser and the addressee
o the same modes that are mainly verbal speech-oriented, both spoken
and written language are included in the discourses.
After defining what the ST is for the fansubbing translation, we can see that the
constraints of translating audiovisual texts mainly arise from their mode of discourse,
the medium and the channel. The contextual characteristics of fansubbing translation
STs will be compared with that of the TTs introduced in the following chapter, in order
to determine what other possible constraints influence the production of a fansubbing
text. The next chapter focuses on the genre analysis of TT.

Chapter 4: An Analysis of the Fansubbing
Target Texts

Introduction

The previous chapter set out an analysis of the STs used for fansubbing
translation work. It discussed what the ST for a fansubbing work is and explored the
generic features of a fansubbing translation ST by analysing its situational
characteristics and contextual configuration. This chapter concentrates on the TT
produced by the fansubbing translation production in general, and finds out whether
we can see fansubbing translation work as a new genre of text by comparing fansubbed
work with professional translation. If so, what are the differences between the TT for
a fansubbing translation and that of a professional translation? What are the differences
between the contextual characteristics of a fansubbing TT and a fansubbing ST, and
do the dissimilarities create any translation constraints in the translation process? My
second hypothesis of this study is H2 - fansubbing translation activity can be seen as
a new genre of communication event, which is divided into two parts in this chapter:
1) fansubbing translation can be identified as a new genre of communication event and
that fansubbing translation activity is unique because of its addressers and its
communicative purposes; 2) the contextual characteristics for a fansubbing translation
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TT is different from that of its ST, and this may cause constraints for fansubbers when
translating the work.
This chapter contains three sections. The first is a review of the existing studies
on fansubbing translation activities and key theoretical concepts and assumptions
resulting from the analysis of the TT for a fansubbing work. In this section, main
theoretical concepts, such as Halliday’s concept of the context of culture and the
constraints impacting the translation process are introduced and established as the
methodology which will be used in the case analysis in later sections; also, existing
studies on fansubbing communities and their works of translation are discussed in this
review. The second section is a case study analysing the TTs for both fansubbing
translation and professional translation work. The cases are analysed by applying the
methodology and the theoretical framework that are summarised in the first section:
the context of culture and the translation constraints. The third section of this chapter
presents a conclusion regarding the contextual characteristics of both the TTs for
fansubbing work and professional work. Based on the findings, I draw a conclusion as
to whether my hypotheses have been proven.

4.1 Literature Review- Existing studies on fansubbing translation activities
and key theoretical concepts and assumptions on the analysis of the TT for
a fansubbing work

In the previous chapter, the key concepts of situational characteristics and
contextual configuration were introduced, as was the framework for analysing these
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features within a text. The theories outlined included Halliday’s systemic functional
grammar (SFG) and context of situation (Halliday & Hassan, 1989), Biber and
Conrad’s (2009) genre and register analysis and framework for the analysis of
situational characteristics and Hasan’s concept of contextual configuration. Together,
these works provided a fundamental theoretical framework for the genre analysis of
STs. These frameworks used in the last chapter will also be applied to the coming
analysis of TTs in order to explore the genric features of fansubbing translation. In this
section, I will explore what fansubbing translation is and what the TT for a fansubbing
work is, before providing a theoretical framework for the analysis of fansubbing TTs.
Section 4.1 contains three subsections. Firstly, the existing studies of fansubbing
are introduced. Understanding the emergence and development of fansubbing in the
world and in China is crucial for the analysis of fansubbing translation in the latter
chapters. This part discusses the translation styles which feature in worldwide
fansubbing and the reasons that fansubbing first emerged and then thrived in China.
Fansubbing studies on Japanese animation, Singaporean fansubbing group Viki,
Italian fansubbing translation studies, Czech and Polish fansubbing translation studies
and Thai fansubbing are discussed in this part, along with the issues that fansubbing
activities are facing: namely, commercial, copyright and censorship issues. In order to
provide a better understanding of the Chinese fansubbing process, the section also
provides details on Chinese film and TV censorship and explains how Chinese
fansubbing groups work in China. The studies in this section help with the analysis of
the context of culture in Chinese fansubbing. Secondly, the concept of the context of
culture is introduced by demonstrating its connection to the context of situation.
Context of situation describes the immediate circumstances surrounding a
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communication event, while context of culture has a larger scope that considers that
cultural value of the interaction. Thirdly, the method for the analysis of the TTs
produced by both fansubbing translation and professional translation will be drawn
from the literature review. It will utilise both context of situation and context of culture.
4.1.1 Existing studies on fansubbing and fansubbing conmmunity
This section analyses the overall cultural environment surrounding fansubbing
translation activity and production. Fansubbing did not originate in China. Instead, the
practice began with Japanese anime fans and was then employed by fan translators in
countries all over the world. This section starts with the introduction of the worldwide
fansubbing, introducing the emergence of fansubbing and specific translation styles,
before discussing the legal and commercial issues that have been encountered by these
fansubbing communities. The scope of the discussion is then narrowed down to China,
detailing the emergence of Chinese fansubbing and how censorship and study overseas
have affected the development of Chinese fansubbing.
4.1.1.1 Worldwide fansubbing
The producers of fansubbing, fans who have formed into groups in order to
collaboratively translate their favourite foreign language programmes into their native
languages, are commonly referred to as fanusb groups or fansubbing groups (He, 2014,
p.310). In contrast to general audio-visual translation, fansubbing aims to raise the
profile of a particular property that fans are enthusiastic about by making it accessible
to wider audience within their own linguistic community (Bogucki, 2009, p.49). There
are many fansubbing groups online producing fansubs in different languages every
day. In order to explore fansubbing as a general trend, I reviewed research on Japanese
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anime fansubbing, Viki’s fansubbing, and Italian, Iranian, Swedish, Romanian, Czech
and Polish, and Thai fansubbing. When combined with the aforementioned Chinese
fansubbing, these examples can be used to discuss the general global strategies that
have been employed in fansubbing. Specifically, it can be determined whether
worldwide fansubbing translations have similar styles or use similar translation
strategies when translating different languages, and establish what their motivations
are when translating.
The emergence and development of fansubbing and their translation styles
Fansubbing has now existed as a practice for 40 years. The earliest fansubbingrelated activities can be traced back in the1970s (Leonard, 2005, p.284). The first
anime fan club was founded by Patten in July 1975 in order to share Japanese anime
that had been recorded from broadcast television. In 1977, the fan club, including
Patten, founded a separate club named the Cartoon/Fantasy Organization (C/FO) to
watch Japanese anime on a regular basis (p.286). The earliest fansubbing, the subtitling
of Japanese anime productions, appeared in the 1980s (He, 2014, p.310). In the early
1990s, anime fans in the United States and the United Kingdom were able to watch
only a handful of officially licensed Japanese films and television programmes. These
examples, however, represented only 5% of the Japanese anime that was produced in
Japan at that time. In order to access more anime, fans started to translate and subtitle
by themselves, which marked the very beginning of fansubbing (OtaKing77077,
2008). Over time, the stylistic features of anime fansubbing translation has changed.
More recently, fansubbers have attempted to retain as many Japanese elements in their
translation as possible – for instance, by including Japanese words and honorifics
(OtaKing77077, 2008) in their translated texts. Also, anime fansubbers often add
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additional explanatory notes to the screen in order to explain certain elements of
Japanese culture. In early times, fansubbers used to focus on how to make the
translation more accessible to English-speaking people by smoothing the textual
features, but recently they have come to focus more on demonstrating their knowledge
of Japanese culture to the audience (OtaKing77077, 2008). This change of translation
methods through the history of fansubbing can be described as a shift from a tendency
towards domestication to one of foreignisation (Venuti, 2008). The latter tendency is
also described by Nornes (1999) as abusive translation, which emerged in fansubbing
in 1990s as “a new form of subtitling which is by nature positively abusive” (p.448).
In contrast to this, Nornes considers conventional subtitling to be ‘corrupt’ as it
smooths over the original textual features and “pretends to bring the audience to an
experience of the foreign” (p.449).
As Japanese anime has become popular all over the world, fansubbing groups
have also emerged in countries other than the UK and US. ViKi is a communitypowered or ‘crowdsourced’ Internet platform allowing “anyone to discover and enjoy
the best of world TV and movies in their own language” and aiming to “translate to
spread love”(Dwyer, 2012, pp.217-218). The term crowdsourcing is a portmanteau
combining “crowd” and “outsourcing”. It is a sourcing model in which individuals or
institutions gather ideas and services from an open and public group of Internet users
(Estellés-Arolas & González-Ladrón-de-Guevara, 2012). ViKi offers free subtitling
products in over 200 languages, based on media content from around the world
(Dwyer, 2016). The volunteers’ passion for particular TV programme or movie genre
is one of their biggest motivations (Dwyer, 2012). Its fansubbing translation often
deploys a creative array of colours, fonts and styles and foreignising textual strategies.
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Unexpectedly, it also provides translator notes and glossaries. Anime fansubbing can,
therefore, have a markedly different look and feel than a professional, mainstream
audiovisual translation. Viewing these characteristics of Viki that Dwyer (2016)
identified, and the lengths to which the translators have gone in order to make the texts
more accessible for foreign viewers, one may argue that fansubbing can offer valuable
translations of equal quality to those produced by professionals.
Massidda (2015) examined fansubbing in Italy. This research has been criticised
for its small corpus size (Ferriol, 2016). As the qualitative analysis is the only method
used in her research, her use of only three episodes did not prove to be convincing for
readers. Ferriol (p.328) believes that the corpus size is not large enough to yield usable
results and that more examples needed to be taken into consideration. Since qualitative
analysis is also a part of the methodology in my research of Chinese fansubbing
translation, the corpus size was carefully taken into consideration in order to ensure
that the number of segments is both convincing for readers and manageable for the
research plan. Putting aside the shortfall in the methodology, Massidda concludes that
Italian fansubbers’ works tends to remain scrupulously faithful to the source text, even
if it is not necessary sometimes. Italian fansubbers believe that faithfulness to the
original dialogue must be paramount, a trait which could undermine their capacity to
adapt the original dialogues to suit the target language and to produce a more fluent
translation.
Similar to Italian fansubbers, Iranian fansubbers tend to be very faithful to the
ST when translating taboo language in English films into Persian (Khoshsaligheh et
al., 2018, p.675). In Iranian fansubbing translation of taboo languages, fansubbers
apply various strategies such as maintaining, substituting, mitigating, deleting and
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amplifying in their translation process (pp.669-673). However, Khoshsaligheh et al.’s
quantitative analysis shows that overall, Iranian fansubbers are more source language
oriented, as they attempt to retain as many taboos as possible. These translation
activities are seen as a case of resistance to the country’s current social and ideological
norms, which were founded in “the post-revolution state in Iran” and are “based on
conservative Islamic religiosity as its ideology”. Many people in Iran may not
consciously go against this ideology, however, they will still watch officially banned
fansubbed products, which can be regarded as being against the state-supported
ideology. Iranian fansubbing translation activities are thus recognised as activism and
as acts of resistance against conservative practice.
In Pedersen’s (2019) research on Swedish fansubbing, 10 randomly selected
English films and 16 subtitled versions were analysed in order to compare the
translation quality based on the FAR (functional equivalence, acceptability and
readability) model created by Pedersen (2017) himself. The FAR model assesses
translation quality in the areas of functional equivalence, acceptability and readability.
He found that Swedish fansubbing translations tend not to be creative and are lower in
quality, as they do not adhere to translation norms and have a low fidelity to the ST
compared to professional translations. This is clearly contrary to what is thought to be
a general tendency of fansubbing as we have seen above, and Pedersen argues that this
is because fansubbing is still a marginal phenomenon in Sweden, a country where
professional subtitling has a long established tradition (p.73).
Martin (2018) also assessed the translation quality between professional
translations, amateur translations and fansubbing translations, but in this case, in
Romania, by focusing on the translation of bawdy puns in the American TV drama,
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Sex and the City (Star, 1998-2004). Her study didn’t succeed in proving amateur and
fansubbing translations are more daring than the professional translations. However,
her analysis showed that all of the featured translations had put in great deal of effort
into translating puns and found that the relation between the media, subtitling and
fansubbing in the Romanian context is worth further research (Martin, 2018, p.38).
Fansubbers’ motivations may vary sometimes according to Ćwiek-Rogalska,
Hoły-Łuczaj and Łuczaj’s (2014) research on Czech and Polish fansubbing translation.
A questionnaire survey was conducted to identify fansubbers’ motivations for
undertaking translation activities, and compared Czech and Polish fansubbers using
four criteria: identity, motivation, cultural background and subtitling technical skills.
The researchers established that the fansubbers were alike in all regards, except for
their motivations as translation producers. The Czech fansubbers were more
altruistically motivated and the Polish fansubbers were deemed more self-centred. For
instance, the Polish fansubbers were doing subtitling in order to improve their
language skills (Holy-luczaj & Cwiek-rogalska, 2014, p.192). The study does not
discuss the qualities of their translations in details, which is a major consideration in
the discussion of Chinese fansubbing in this thesis. However, motivation, or the
purpose of producing a translation, is part of my research goal of identifying
fansubbing translation events as a new genre. When seeing fansubbing translation
activity as a communication event, communicative purpose is one of the key
situational characteristics that has to be taken into account in the analysis (Biber &
Conrad, 2009). Compared to professional translators, it can be assumed that fansubbers
are normally holding relatively different motivations (or communicative purposes) of
translating. The communicative purpose of Chinese fansubbing translation is
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specifically illustrated in Section 4.2 in this chapter. As such, this research into Czech
and Polish fansubbers will prove useful as a point of comparison.
Thai fansubbers seem to share the similar purpose with Polish fansubbers when
translating Korean programmes into Thai, as they wish to practice their language skills
and to enlarge their vocabularies (Lakarnchua, 2015, p.41). It is interesting to note that
Thai fansubbers sometimes do not translate from Korean to Thai directly; 87.5% of
Thai fansubbers have to rely on English as a middle language and translate the English
subtitles of Korean productions into Thai (p.41). Wongseree, O’Hagan and Sasamoto
(2019) also studied Thai fansubs of the Korean TV programme “Running Man”, in
which Thai fansubbers were seen as “sign makers” and their translation was identified
as an alternative mechanism to the professional translation due to their processes of
reproduction and recontextualisation of the global media. The study used Actor
Network Theory (ANT) as the analysis method. ANT is an approach to social theory
where every factor in the social and natural world is understood to exist in constantly
shifting relationship networks. The analysis drew on empirical data that was collected
from a questionnaire survey and interviews with Thai fansubbing communities. The
study concludes that Thai fansubbers are “sign makers” as they translate the impact
captions (i.e., various colours, fonts and sizes that are normally inserted on the screen
by TV directors or editors in order to attract audience’s attention) from the Korean TV
programmes. This is a translation of the paralanguage (visual non-verbal element) in
the audiovisual text in order to best match the situation in the original ST. It can also
be understood as an example of abusive translation (Nornes, 1999). The authors point
out that the creative way Thai fansubbers exploit semiotic resources is closely related
to the trust and support they have earned from their fans within the fansubbing
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communities. According to Wongseree, O’Hagan and Sasamoto (2020), fansubbing
communities, in the Thai context, have a specific focus on interrelationship between
fansubbers and digital technologies. Using the ANT approach, they found that the
relationship between non-human contributors (digital technologies) and human
contributors (fansubbers) fosters the collaboration of the ongoing fansubbing
translation practice.
From the cases above, worldwide fansubbing can be discussed from two
perspectives. Comparing the fansubbing translation styles, foreignisation is more
popular with the fansubbers of Japanese anime, Viki fansubbers, Italian and Iranian
fansubbers as a translation strategy. Considering the motivation of fansubbing, Viki
and Czech fansubbers are more altruistically motivated as they enjoy participating in
the translation activities. However, Polish and Thai fansubbers tend to be more selfcentred, as their goal is principally to improve their language skills; Swedish
fansubbers are in a relatively marginal position and their translation quality and styles
can vary widely. Both translation style and motivation will be used within this study
to analyse Chinese fansubbing.
Commercial, Copyright and censorship issues of fansubbing
As fansubbing has grown as a practice, more and more issues have begun to
emerge, like the legal issues surrounding the supporting, organising and disseminating
of translated texts. Fansubbing as a practice of translation has already captured the
attention of translation scholars, and so a growing body of academic work now
approaches this research topic from a variety of angles addressing, for example,
copyright and censorship issues, commercial issues, fan culture and fan communities.
Some fansubbing groups may have been built in a well-run system, while others may
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still wander in the grey zone because of legal factors. This section explores the social
environment of fansubbing all over the world by focusing on three particular aspects:
commerce, copyright and censorship.
•

Commercial issues
The very beginning of fansubbing, Japanese anime fansubbing, was a “strictly

non-commercial” translation activity (Lee, 2014, p.244). Fansubbing was a totally
voluntary activity at that time and fansubbers were people who invested their time and
efforts on the translation activities in order to share anime with other fans. A New
Ethical Code for Digital Fansubbing proposed by the Anime News Network (2003)
states that,
Fansubbers should operate in a manner which minimizes
impact on the commercial interests of anime-producing
companies as it is in the best interests of anime fandom that
these companies be healthy and create more anime.
Nowadays, there are still some fansubbing groups sticking to the noncommercial way of running the sharing platform, but there are also groups seeking and
accepting voluntary donations in order to keep their server operating (Lee, 2014,
pp.244-245). In contrast to the early anime fansubbing groups, ViKi is a profit-based
fansubbing community that not only features paid advertisements but also has a
payment system for users, which offers a premium experience. For example, if a user
would like to watch ViKi production without advertisement, a $3.99 per month pass
fee is required (Dwyer, 2016). Dwyer (2012) introduces ViKi’s fansubbing business
model and states that this model has made an important contribution to the
internationalization of audiovisual translation practices by seeking to “monetorise a
large percentage of its Asian content through commercial DVDs distributed by a
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Korean broadcaster” (Pérez-González, 2012, p.19). ViKi is a fansubbing video
streaming website that mainly focuses on translating Korean drama, but also translates
TV shows and movies from all over the world.
Even though Japanese anime fansubbing and ViKi have many differences
compared with Chinese fansubbing groups – for example, ZiMuZu, the fansubbing
group case outlined in this thesis – the way that they organize their volunteer
fansubbers, deal with copyright issues and seek to gain a financial benefit from the
website, provides examples of successful models which are useful to compare with
Chinese fansubbing. It is worth noting that nowadays Chinese fansubbing has also
built in ways to gain financial support for operating its services, but the translation
activity still remains voluntary.
•

Copyright and censorship issues
In order to address copyright issues, we have to return to the origin of

fansubbing, Japanese anime fansubbing, where the fan activity of translating and
sharing has been described as infringing the rights of Japanese content producers, and
referred to as piracy (He, 2014a). He states that fansubbing, in most countries, is still
an illegal activity, even though fansubbers defend fansubbing as “a particular type of
non-commercial translation subtitling process” (He, 2014b, p.1021). Fansubbers argue
that their fansubbing activities benefit the original copyright owners, as they serve as
free advertisements. The copyright owners, meanwhile, insist that fansubbing
activities have a negative impact on “the willingness of foreign licensers to license
their audiovisual works” and on “their homeland sales” (He, 2014a, p.317). Lee (2013)
also discussed the copyright issue by explaining the types of infringing fan activities.
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He says that giving one purchased copy of a product to another person is not a problem,
but that making it available to millions of people to share is another matter.
Copyright infringement is one the most significant factors affecting fansubbing
productions, as the process is not legal in most countries. In addition, the content of
fansubbing productions – the specific images, dialogue elements and plots featured in
each - and the way that fansubbers share these productions via certain dedicated
websites or social media, has been challenged by the censorship authorities in several
nations. In Italy, expressions of humour in certain TV shows have been adapted and
softened during the fansubbing process in order to better align with the standards of
Italian censorship and avoid legal attention (Massidda, 2015, p.99). In the United
States, Japanese anime fansubbing productions also need to go through a severe
censorship process and adapted to fit in with American moral and cultural sensibilities,
such as filtering violence and sexual content to adapt to the local language evvironment
(He, 2014b, p.1027). However, Chinese film and TV censorship is very different from
that in the U.S. and other countries, as censorship in China is more concerned with the
political issues that are shown in certain audiovisual productions. The Chinese film
censorship system was based on the Regulations on the Administration of Films (The
Regulation on Administration of Films, 2001) which were issued by the State Council
of China on December 25th, 2001. The rules entitle the film censorship committees to
cut films during the process of censoring. The main purpose of film censorship is to
scrutinize the ideology that the film is advocating. The ideological content review
includes four points: firstly, no divulging of state secrets, or showing anything which
may harm or damage national pride or security; secondly, no inciting ethnic hatred;
thirdly, no advocating of obscenity, gambling, violence or the abetting of crime;
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finally, no preaching superstition or heresy. For example, Chinese director Wen
Jiang’s Second World War comedy-drama Devils on the Doorstep (《鬼子来了》/guǐ
zi lái le/) (Jiang, 2000) was banned in China because the committee believes that
Chinese people were depicted as being excessively ignorant and numb in the film. The
official reason for banning the film was that the ideology featured in it was wrong. The
censorship issue is not only a barrier for Chinese film and TV productions, but it also
serves as a obstacle for the exhibition of foreign films and TV programmes, which is
closely related to the emergence and development of Chinese fansubbing. Chinese
Film and TV Censorship is specifically discussed in the following subsection, entitled
“The emergence of Chinese fansubbing”.
From the study of fansubbing activity and community, we can then draw the
following conclusions, which are broadly supported by O’Hagan (2009).
(1) Collaboration with technology allows fans to build purposeful task groups
and create works comparable to professional productions. For example, Viki is a
successful fansubbing group case that shows that fansubbing productions can be
equivalent in quality to those produced by professionals (Dwyer, 2016). It is important
to note, however, that Viki is a very successful fansubbing group in almost every
respect with an extraordinary number of productions and contributors: it provides over
125 million subtitles in 157 languages; it has a very large labour pool of volunteers
which consists of around 100,000 non-professional fansubbers; up to 500 volunteers
may be working as a group to contribute to one episode production (Dwyer, 2012).
However, Viki is notably an exceptional case. Most fansubbing groups around the
world are in a much smaller size. They may just translate from one language or one
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genre of audiovisual production, may have different (non-commercial) motivations,
and between those groups, the translation quality and popularity with audience vary.
(2) Fansubbers can expose the translated product to a wider target audience,
which may cause legal issues.
(3) Fansubbers have strong motivational factors.
(4) Domain-knowledge possessed by fans may in some cases compensate for the
lack of formal translator training (O’Hagan, 2009, pp.101-102). The quality of
fansubbing translation can be different between different fansubbing groups (DíazCintas & Sanchez, 2006), but for fansubbers, the lack of formal translator training may
be compensated for by their understanding and knowledge of the audiovisual material
in question (for example, the understanding of its context and genre).
This summary has been provided by the literature of fansubbing detailed above.
The notion of fansubbing translation events as a new genre is further addressed in later
chapters.
4.1.1.2 The emergence of Chinese fansubbing
Fansubbing first emerged in order to further spread and share Japanese anime
productions throughout the Western world, but what brought it to China? The
appearance of Chinese fansubbing is attributable to the rapid development of the
Internet and technology, the increasing number of people studying and working
overseas, and the limited number of foreign film and TV programmes being imported
into mainland China. In China, there are strict regulations regarding the exhibition of
overseas films and TV programmes. The differences in cultural values, traditional
customs, life concepts and other aspects determines that very few film and TV
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productions could meet the broadcasting standards (Liu, 2016). Censorship in China
plays an important role in limiting the dissemination of film and TV programmes,
firstly, because of its strict censoring process, and secondly, its incomplete nature –
censorship in China does not come with a classification system.
Chinese Film and TV censorship
Because of the strict film and TV censorship in China, film and TV programme
production and exhibition cannot fully meet the Chinese audience’s needs (Zhang,
2013). The Chinese film and TV censorship system is based on the Regulations on the
Administration of Films (The Regulation on Administration of Films, 2001), which
were issued by the State Council of China on December 25th, 2001.
The rules laid down in the Regulations on the Administration of Films and TV
programmes strictly manage the content of films and TV programmes, and give rights
to the film and TV programme censorship committees to cut the films during the
censoring process. For example, the film Titanic (Cameron, 1997) passed the Chinese
film censorship with modifications, as it involved scenes of nudity (Wei, 2012). The
official reason for the modification was that full frontal nudity is not appropriate to be
shown in cinema, as it can be seen as a form of obscenity (Ma, 2012).
There are eight chapters in The Regulations on the Administration of Films and
TV Programmes (The Regulation on Administration of Films, 2001), which are
summarised in the table below:
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Chapter

Content Summary

Chapter 1

the aims, main ideas, functions and the departments involved in the administration of
films

Chapter 2

the regulations for producers
It contains the restrictions that producing companies should follow, how to start the
censoring process, what producers should do after the first censoring process, what
producers should do after the production either passed or failed the censoring process,
and the regulations regarding Chinese-foreign film and television co-productions.

Chapter 3

the specific regulations for Chinese film and TV programme censorship, which will be
outlined later

Chapter 4

the regulations for film and TV programmes being imported from abroad or exported,
the regulations governing the submission of Chinese productions to foreign film
festivals and the foreign productions that may participate in Chinese film festival

Chapter 5

the rules of the conditions that film and TV production companies and broadcasting
institutions should have and the regulations that they must follow

Chapter 6

the subsidy system for the Chinese film and TV industry, including the funding
available from the national financial department for the film and TV industry and the
programmes that national funding will typically support

Chapter 7

the detailed rules of sanctions against infringements

Chapter 8

the way the government implements the annual inspection system for film and TV
programme-making permits, producing and distributing permits and opening permits

Among these chapters, the second and third chapters have regulated the content
of films and TV programmes, which is one of the key factors that led to the emergence
and development of Chinese fansubbing.
The censoring procedure is processed by the Chinese film and TV censorship
committee. The censorship committee has thirty-six members. Every film and TV
production has to be censored by the committee before it can be shown in cinema or
on public channels, and the censorship committee will decide whether the film or TV
production can be shown or not. The censorship committee is made up of officers of
the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the
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People’s Republic of China, but also from different professions. For example,
Dongtian Zheng is a professor of the school of directing in the Beijing Film Academy,
Yang Yu is a reputable Chinese director, and Hong Yin is a professor at Tsinghua
University (Zhang, 2012). Additionally, there are other members from different
professions. The censoring process the committee follows is the Chinese film and TV
censorship. The specific terms are created based on the fourteenth article of the
Regulations on the Administration of Films and TV Programmes (2001) (see Appendix
2). Films and TV productions should be cut or modified when they violate any of the
guidelines.
The grounds for modification demands are wide-reaching, including distortion
of Chinese history and civilisation; disparaging of People’s Liberation Army; the
presentation of a decadent view of life and values, advocation of religious extremism;
the mistreatment of animals; advocation of drug taking, excess drinking or other bad
habits, pornography and obscene content and the violation of laws and regulations (The
Regulation on Administration of Films, 2001).
According to the Service Instruction of Film and TV Production and Exhibition
Censoring Procedure (电影审查制度 [Film Censoring Process], 2006), when a film
or TV production is completed, it is first self-censored by producers and other
production staff members before it is submitted to the Chinese film censorship
committee. Once a film or TV production finishes going through censorship by the
censorship committee and an examination report is issued, the producers have to
modify the film or TV production in accordance with the modification requests set out
in the examination report within 30 days. The resubmission undergoes a second round
of the censoring process, and if an opening permit is issued by the censoring
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committee, the film or TV production can be shown in the cinema or on public TV
channels. However, if the film or TV production failed in the second round of the
censoring process, it will have to be modified again by the producers, unless they
decide to give up on showing the film or TV production in China. Generally speaking,
most films and TV productions are granted a permit after the first modifications, but
some films may encounter an unexpected barrier at a later stage. For example, the film
Silver Ornaments (《银饰》/yín shì/) (Huang, 2005) had successfully passed the
official censoring process, but at the première ceremony, the producers accidentally
screened two scenes with sexual parts exposed, which should have been cut after the
first round of censorship. This gave rise to fierce critiques and comments from the
general public, and Silver Ornaments was eventually banned by the Chinese film
censorship committee and could no longer be shown in Chinese cinemas (Wangftang,
2005). The reasons why most films or TV productions are banned or cut mainly
involve sexual content, superstition and violence, because such topics are considered
not to be suitable for the general public, particularly teenagers (Wangftang, 2005). This
can be said to be the same in western countries, but their classification systems
categorise films and TV programmes according to the suitability for different age
groups, which still allow for the release of films and TV programmes that feature more
typically adult content. Without such a classification system, more productions run the
risk of being banned in China.
Sometimes a film or TV production will also be banned because it is nonmainstream. The film The Pickpocket (《小武》/xiǎo wǔ/) (Jia, 1998) was banned in
China, because it told a story about the real life of a thief. Since theft is an illegal and
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shameful behaviour, the film did not attract a large audience in Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan, and was finally banned in China (WuYa, 2017).
The same censorship is not only applied to film production in China, but also to
film exhibition (Wu, 2014). This strict nature of Chinese censorship system, as noted
previously, forms one of the reasons for the rise of fansubbers’ activities.
•

Lack of classification system
Along with the creation of Chinese film and TV censorship, the Chinese film

and TV classification system has been widely debated. Film and TV classification is
part of the censorship systems employed in many countries; it sets the suitable film
and TV suggestions for each audience group (TuJieDianYing, 2018). The film and TV
classification system is mainly designed to educate parents about the content of each
piece of media, ensuring that every film or programme is suitable for its intended age
group and will not negatively impact a young person’s emotional development,
worldview or behaviour. The system plays the role of guiding the audience towards
watching films and TV programmes. Many countries, such as the United States, the
United Kingdom and Japan, all have a proven and effective film classification system.
In some countries, the film classification system is not legally binding, but it is
internally binding in the industry (Zhang, 2012). The systems guide the audience and
gives options to them in order to ensure that they can make an informed decision about
the media that they will consume (FeiYu, 2018). It is significant that mainland China
does not have a classification system. The vice-director of the State Administration of
Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the People’s Republic of China, Shi
Zhao, on behalf of the department, stated that the “Chinese film and TV industry is not
suitable for advancing the classification system, because the film and TV management
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is not good enough2”, adding that, “theoretically, the film classification system can
ensure the needs of audiences of different age groups, but film and TV classification
system is not a very successful way to control that3” (Guo, 2010). She goes on to argue
that, even in countries with strict censorship rules, people will continue to find ways
to access inappropriate and restricted forms of media. This is especially the case in
China, since there are no rules for regulating teenagers watching films and TV
programmes in cinemas and public channels at home (Guo, 2010). Film classification
is a standard system. Guo continues to explain that it is designed for protecting children
and adolescents, but that it cannot be fully effective. Also, it is difficult to distinguish
between sex and pornography, violence and the visceral. The boundaries between such
definitions are hard to set (Guo, 2010).
Compared to other regulations in China, the film and TV censorship system is
still very new. The fact that China has not yet implemented a classification system
means that the Chinese film and TV censorship system is incomplete. Also, while
certain restrictions included within the Chinese censorship system may seem
reasonable, others are more politically driven and are enforced arbitrarily. These strict
prohibitions are the reason why Chinese audiences only can receive a limited number
of films and TV programmes from other countries. All the films and TV programmes
that are shown in cinemas and public channels must be suitable for all age groups, and
so this does create a barrier that effectively shuts out many good foreign films and TV
programmes. For example, Titantic (Cameron, 1997) was censored heavily and many

These quotations are my own translations of Guo's original text: “中国电影市
场上目前还不适宜推进电影分级制。”
3
My translation of the original Chinese text: “电影的分级可以保证不同年龄、
不同层次观众的需求。但是在实践中目前还没有看到非常成功的经验。”
2
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parts of the film were cut before being shown in China and the Saw (Wan, 2004) film
series was banned because of the presentation of gore and gratuitous violence.
However, programmes targeting younger viewers including Disney films and TV
series, such as Growing Pains (Marlens, 1985-1992), relatively easily pass through
censorship and are shown in China.
Technology and the introduction of oversea resources
In addition to strict censorship, the more frequent movement of Chinese citizens
abroad as well as the development of the Internet and technology contributed to the
development of Chinese fansubbing translation.
•

The third wave of study overseas
Since the internal reforms and opening-up of China in 1978, the country has been

undergoing the third wave of Chinese students studying in the West (the first wave
taking place between 1872 and 1884, and the second between 1915-1925; Yang,
2000). Many young students responded to Deng Xiaoping's call to study abroad, which
started the largest surge of overseas study that has ever been seen in Chinese history
or even in the history of the world. This wave of overseas study not only greatly
surpassed the previous two in terms of its relative numbers, but also presented some
new features such as the increase of governmental financial support, increased
awareness about studying abroad among the general public, and the cultural
transmission that comes with the studying abroad (Zhang, 2016).
With the continuous growth in and standardization of self-funded overseas study
education after 1990, the number of self-funded overseas students rose rapidly and
became an important part of the wave of overseas study over the past 30 years. Taking
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Beijing as an example, there were 285 students taking the first TOEFL exam (a
requirement for overseas studies) in 1981, which rose to 8,000 in 1985 and 18,000 in
1986. In 1989, there were more than 40,000 examinees nationwide. The rising number
of students studying abroad has greatly impacted China's process of reforms and the
opening-up of the country. Many students came back to China with advanced Western
knowledge and technologies, which helped greatly with the economic growth of the
country. Having lived abroad for several years, those students brought back other
countries’ cultures to China and, as a result, Chinese people’s understanding of the
world at large has broadened and deepened.
Chinese online fansubbing communities started to grow amongst these
educational and social changes. The “F6 Forum” was the first fansubbing group that
produced and shared videos with English-to-Chinese subtitles. The first TV
programme they translated was the well-known American sitcom Friends (Crane &
Kauffman, 1994-2004). After the “F6 Forum”, many English fansubbing groups, such
as “YYeTs” (known as “ZiMuZu” now), “TLF” and “YDY” appeared and are still
popular to this day (Li, 2013). These groups whetted the appetite of Chinese audiences
who were not satisfied with the Chinese censor-approved media, and in return those
audiences boosted the popularity of fansubbing. This popularity was also fostered by
the proliferation of the Internet and new technologies.
•

The Information Age
The current phase of the information age began with the appearance of the

Internet in 1989. From 2000 onwards, the Internet started playing a more and more
central role in people's lives (Li, 2013) and it is now a ubiquitous infrastructure which
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can be accessed by various methods including smart phones, tablets and PC in order
to gain the relevant knowledge and information that people need.
In the late 20th century, overseas dramas, including dramas produced by the
Americans, Koreans and the Japanese, were mainly introduced into China through
video cassettes or DVDs, and quickly gained large audiences. This changed with the
emergence of the internet, which brought overseas films and television into mainland
China and began a new era of media consumption (Li, 2013). Within a few years, the
number of Chinese Internet users had increased rapidly. Considering the limited
number of overseas film and TV productions that can be shown on official platforms,
some netizens (Internet users) interested in overseas cultural works started to make use
of the Internet in order to spread content in private, and the online subtitle translation
groups emerged at that moment. Since then, audiences in mainland China who used to
watch overseas films and TV programs through official platforms or on DVD have
quickly turned to the Internet, turning it into a new platform for resource sharing and
exchange. After 2003, new changes appeared in the communication environment of
overseas film and TV productions. With the rapid development of the Internet in
mainland China and the decrease in broadband pricing, the main market for overseas
film and TV productions has shifted to Internet transmission. Fansubbers have played
a significant role in promoting the spread of overseas films and TV productions
(Zhang, 2013). Although overseas films and a small number of TV programmes are
still shown in cinemas and on public channels today, the Internet has become the
primary means of accessing foreign media. Generally speaking, the rapid development
of the internet, which provides more options for films and TV programmes and at the
same time lowers the cost for the audience, is the main reason why more and more
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people prefer streaming or downloading resources online to owning DVDs. In 2015,
the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television issued a
notice reiterating the relevant regulations on the administration of online foreign films
and TV series. According to the regulation, all video websites that want to post and
share foreign films and TV series must wait until the whole season is shown before the
translation and relevant clearance can be obtained. In this case, the subtitle group plays
a very important role in the dissemination of overseas dramas, although from a legal
perspective, the translation and dissemination of these dramas is illegal.
The emergence of fansubbing in China is related to the cultural environment to
a great extent. From the impact of Chinese film and TV censorship, to the relative lack
of available foreign films and television programmes in China and the corresponding
appearance and development of Chinese fansubbing communities, it is undeniable that
the growth of fansubbing is attributable to the culture surrounding the media in China.
As such, any analysis of fansubbing has to start with its context of culture. What
enables fansubbers’ survival in China? What makes fansubbing different from
professional translations? To answer these questions, it is necessary to understand a
central concept underpinning the text analysis, the context of culture.
4.1.2 Fansubbing translation as a new genre- the concept of the context of
culture
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the notions of the context of situation and the context
of culture are closely related to each other. The two concepts were first introduced by
Malinowski (1923) in early 1920s. Later, Halliday (2014) stated that the relationship
between system and text is a “cline of instantiation” (p.28), which helps to distinguish
the context of situation and the context of culture. The overall contextual potential and
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the particular instance are the two poles of the cline, which is defined by system and
text. An intermediate pattern of a type of instances is between the two poles (see Figure
4-1). If we are analysing a single text (the context of situation), for example, it means
we start from the instance pole; then we gather together texts which are similar to the
original text and identify the patterns that they all share, which is the type of instances
(text type) that we are defining. Through identifying the text type, we move from the
text pole to the system pole, where the texts change systematically according to the
different nature of the contexts (the context of culture) in which the texts are featured
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.29).

Figure 4-1: The cline of instantiation (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.28)

The contextual potential of a community is referring to the culture of the
community, that is what defined by Halliday as the context of culture. The context of
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culture reflects our understanding of culture as a higher-level system, or an
environment of meaning where different semiotic systems operate at the same time.
The various semiotic systems include language, paralanguage, and other human
systems of meaning. Among those, paralanguage includes facial expression, tone,
gesture etc.; other human systems of meaning refer to forms of expression that are not
verbal, for example, drawing, architecture and dancing (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014,
p.33). Malinowski believes that every institution is an isolate of culture. It is difficult
to describe the overall contextual potential of a culture; however, describing the
institutions and the situations within the culture is manageable and helps greatly with
understanding its overall potential. For example, it is not easy to describe the overall
culture of my home city Jinan; however, I can identify the situations specific to
different institutions in the city – for instance, the situation in school, in an open
market, or in a restaurant etc. These are the elements that contribute to the culture of
the city in general.
Then how does one define the context of culture? The context of situation refers
to the immediate environment of a communication event. It is a part of the “context of
culture”. According to Halliday (2014, p.33), we do not have a systematic and
comprehensive framework to describe the context of culture yet; however, a method
can be borrowed from the framework for the analysis of the context of situation, in
which the context should be analysed in terms of its field of discourse, tenor of
discourse and mode of discourse 4 . Apart from borrowing the framework for the
analysis of the context of culture, we also have to apply Biber and Conrad’s theoretical
framework for the specific analysis of the context of culture for fansubbing translation.

4

see section 3.1.3.2 The context of situation
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In order to distinguish the contextual characteristics for a fansubbing translation work
from a professional translation work, and also compare the contextual characteristics
for a fansubbing translation work to its ST, we have to take the same situational
parameters of variation into consideration in order to ensure that the findings are
comparable. The following section describes the step by step method for the analysis
of a fansubbing translation work in general.
4.1.3 Methodology for the analysis of TT
Halliday’s framework for the analysis of the context of situation5 (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p.33), and Biber and Conrad’s theory for the analysis of the
situational characteristic can be summarised in the table below:
Table 4-1: Framework for the Analysis of the Context of Culture
Halliday’s the
Context of
Situation

Halliday’s
Functional Meaning

Biber & Conrad’s Situational
Characteristics (2009)
Topic
General/ Specific/ Social status
Communicative purpose

The context of culture

Field of
discourse

Experiential/
ideational meaning

General/ Specific/ Factuality/ Expression of
stance
Setting
How time and location relate to participants/
Where/ When
Production circumstances
Live/ recorded etc.
Participants
Addresser/ Addressee/ On-lookers

Tenor of
discourse

Interpersonal
meaning

Participants relations
Their interaction/ Their social roles/ Their
relationships/ The knowledge they share

Mode of
discourse

5

Textual meaning

Mode
Medium/ Channel

See section 3.1.3.2 The context of situation
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To ensure that the method for analysing the TT of a translation work is consistent
with the previous analysis of the STs used in translation work, I will continue to apply
Hasan’s framework for identifying the generic features of both fansubbing translation
works and professional works. By comparing the contextual characteristics for both
texts, I will come to a conclusion as to whether fansubbing can be seen as a new genre.
Hassan’s concept of contextual configuration is the description of a particular type of
situation. It is key to state the structural unity of a text. Thus, understanding contextual
configuration and its features would help greatly with predicting the text structure
(Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.56). Hasan’s theory of contextual configuration was
discussed in section 3.1.4. The situational characteristics of the fansubbing translation
work are further analysed based on Hasan’s model below:
1) the must-occur elements

Obligatory elements

2) the can-occur elements

Optional elements

3) where the elements must occur

Sequence

4) where the elements can occur
5) the frequency that the elements can occur

Iteration

In summary, the steps involved in analysing the contextual characteristics of TTs
for both fansubbing translation work and professional translation work, which will
feature in the next section, are outlined below:
Step 1- introduce fansubbing translation and professional translation in China,
define what they are and explain why the analysis is based on fansubbing translation
and professional translation in general rather than on specific film and TV cases, as in
the last chapter;
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Step 2- follow Biber’s framework of the situational characteristics of register and
genre analysis, describe each characteristic of fansubbing translation work and
professional translation work: the topic, the communicative purpose, the production
circumstances, the setting, the participant (group), the participants’ relations, and the
mode;
Step 3- from the findings of the situational characteristics of all the fansubbing
and professional translation works, I will determine the characteristics that are mustoccur-same and those that are can-occur-same;
Step 4- compare the TT contextual characteristics for a fansubbing translation
work to that of a professional translation work, identify the similarities and
dissimilarities between the two; compare the contextual characteristics of the ST and
the TT of a fansubbing translation work, identify the similarities and dissimilarities;
Step 5- making a conclusion as to whether my subhypotheses of this chapter have
been proved: 1) we can see fansubbing translation as a new genre, 2) the contextual
characteristics of the TT and ST for a fansubbing work is different, which may cause
constraints in the translation process.

4.2 Case Study

In this section, I apply the theoretical framework that was introduced in the last
section – Halliday’s (2014, p.33) context of culture and context of situation, Biber and
Conrad’s (Biber & Conrad, 2009, p.44) situational characteristics, and Hasan’s (1989,
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p.56) contextual configuration – to the analysis of the TTs for both fansubbing
translation work and professional translation work. My subhypotheses in this chapter
are 1) fansubbing translation can be identified as a new genre of a communication
event, and the main quality that makes fansubbing translation activity unique is its
addresser and its communicative purposes; 2) the contextual configuration for a
fansubbing translation TT is different from its ST, and that this may cause constraints
for fansubbers when translating the work. The findings from this section test whether
these subhypotheses are true.
Fansubbing translation work involves the creation of a translation TT for a
foreign film or TV programme, which has been translated by fans for the enjoyment
of other fans. A Chinese fansub is the video production of a translated foreign film or
TV programme featuring Chinese subtitles. These fansubs are normally shared by fans
via the Internet. Fansubs cover a wide range of films and TV programmes, which cover
all different genres and topics. Professional translation work is the creation of a
translation TT for a foreign film or TV programme, which has been translated by
professional translators for clients (film or media institutions) before then being
delivered to a public audience. Professionally translated films and TV programmes
appear in one of two general forms: dubbing and subtitling. The translated video
productions are then aired in cinemas or on public channels on TV. Professional film
and TV translations are very limited, as foreign film and TV programmes have to go
through a rigorous censoring process before being sent to the translation studios. Since
fansubbing translation work is based on subtitling, I am only considering professional
subtitling translation in this study.
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Chapter 3 analysed six cases of original English films and TV programmes by
examining their situational characterises. I would call this approach “film and TV
programme-oriented case analysis”. Chapter 3 analysed the situational characteristics
of the subtitlers/translators of those audiovisual materials. I would call this approach
“producer-oriented case analysis”. Here, the term “producer” corresponds with Biber
and Conrad’s (2009) terminology, rather than the title often used in audiovisual
productions (such as “a TV producer”). There are two cases in this section: the TT
created by fansubbers, and that by professional translators.
4.2.1 The situational characteristics of the TT for a fansubbing work
Topic
As I have briefly mentioned above, fansubbing is “translation for fans by fans”
(Díaz-Cintas & Sanchez, 2006).
A fansub is a fan-produced, translated, subtitled version of a
Japanese anime programme (p.37) …
It would be no exaggeration to state that fansubs are nowadays
the most important manifestation of fan translation, having
turned into a mass social phenomenon on Internet, as proved
by the vast virtual community surrounding them such as
websites, chat rooms, and forums (Díaz-Cintas & Sanchez,
2006, pp.37-38).
The TT for a fansubbing translation work, therefore, is a fan-produced,
translated, subtitled version of a foreign film or TV programme.
In China, fansubbing translation work covers a wide range of foreign languages
and productions. If the keyword “字幕组” (/zì mù zǔ/ “fansubbing group” in Chinese)
is entered into the search bar on Sina Weibo (one of the biggest social media platforms
in China), 6,268 results related to “字幕组” show up immediately. At the time of
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writing, 49 fansubbing groups have been verified by Sina Weibo (Blue V label
account), which verifies the authority of these accounts and the content that they post
(SinaWeibo, 2021a). There are 342 fansubbing groups that are verified and also
branded by Sina Weibo (yellow or red V label account), which is not only a
verification, but also a reward for their popularity and level of influence (SinaWeibo,
2021b). Due to the large number of groups, it is difficult to find out exactly how many
languages have been translated overall. For example, 纪录片之家字幕组 (/jì lù piān
zhī jiā zì mù zǔ/ fansubbing group for documentary film collection) translates
documentary films from a large number of countries, whearas 晖色字幕组 (/huī sè zì
mù zǔ/ Hui Se fansubbing group) translates films and TV programmes featuring one
specific Japanese actor, Suda Masaki (すだ まさき), and thus translates only from
Japanese. SUBPIG 猪猪日剧字幕组 (/zhū zhū rì jù zì mù zǔ/ Zhu Zhu Japanese
fansubbing group) also translates from Japanese to Chinese only, while 阿尔法小分
队法语组 (/ā ěr fǎ xiǎo fēn duì fǎ yǔ zǔ/ alpha force French fansubbinbg group) is
devoted to subtitling of French media into Chinese. The data on Sina Weibos shows
that the most popular content is translated from English, Korean and Japanese.
In this research, the film and TV programme cases are selected from the work of
字 幕 组 (/zì mù zǔ/ ZiMuZu) (YYeTs, 2021). ZiMuZu, which literally means
“fansubbing group” in Chinese, was originally known by the name YYeTs 人人影视
(/rén rén yǐng shì/ Ren Ren player) until it was shut down by the Chinese government
in November 2014 because of legal issues, an incident which came to its fans as a huge
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shock and was described by them as “the end of an era” (Un658, 2014). The group,
however, continued its activity by quickly changing their name and creating a new
DNS (domain name server). The name “ZiMuZu” will be used in the rest of this thesis,
although due to its lasting influence, both the old and new names are still found in their
film libraries. ZiMuZu translates films and TV programmes from the US, the UK,
Japan, Korea, Thailand and certain other European countries. Among all these
translation productions, their translations for English films and TV series are the most
authoritative, well-known and popular with their audience (Hua, 2021). The following
titles were chosen as cases for this research from ZiMuZu’s fansubbing productions.

Film cases

TV series cases

The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, The Good Wife (Rodriguez
1994)
Robinson, 2009-2016)

&

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007(Levy, 2014)
2019)
Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013)

Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015)

The TT for a fansubbing work is the subtitle segments that are positioned on the
screen. The main part of the TT, the dialogues among the characters, are positioned on
the lower part of the screen:
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Picture 4-1. Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013, 00:07:54)

Subtitles of lyrics in the audiovisual production are normally placed at the upper part
of the screen or bottom of the screen if there are no other verbal elements that need to
be translated at the same time in the sitution, with the symbol “♪” or “*” at the
beginning and end of each segment:

Picture 4-2. The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2017): Season 10 Episode 15 [00:19:51]
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Fansubbers sometimes add notes to the segments in order to explain the situation
further. These notes are normally positioned on either the upper portion or the side of
the screen, depending on what is taking place on the screen at that point in time:

Picture 4-3. Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2012): Season 3 Episode 4 [00:15:41]

There are also some graphic elements that need to be translated, such as a text message
on the phone or a newspaper headline. The translation for these elements is normally
positioned next to the source text itself, with the same font, colour, size and style as
the ST’s appearance:
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Picture 4-4. Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2011): Season 2 Episode 5 [00:29:18]

The main subtitle segments at the bottom of the screen strictly follow subtitling
standards by remaining on screen only for the duration of the translated
sentence/phrase in question. However, the added notes that are positioned at the top or
sides of the screen may last longer sometimes, depending on the amount of information
being translated. Subtitling standards and the fansubbing video production process are
discussed specifically in the later section- production circumstances.
Communicative purpose
In this section I discuss the communicative purpose of fansubbing translation
from two angles: the fans’ purpose for delivering and the fans’ purpose for receiving.
Since all fansubbers’ translation or editing work is voluntary, they must have a reason
other than financial compensation for putting a great deal of time and effort into
translating this media and those reasons are discussed here.
•

the purpose for delivering
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The fansubbing group ZiMuZu states that the purpose of their activities is “分享
，学习，进步” (sharing, learning and improving [my translation]) (Zhang, 2013).
These three aspects are discussed here as shared characteristics of fansubbing groups.
The creators of ZiMuZu were originally a group of Chinese students studying in
Canada. The original reason for building the fansubbing group was purely the sharing
of a variety of audiovisual productions. All the videos on the ZiMuZu website are free
for users to download. Any profit generated by the commercial advertisements that
feature on the webpage is used to maintain the running of the website only (人人影视

正式关闭, 2014). The sharing of media is the primary motivation for fansubbers. Ryan
and Deci’s concept of intrinsic motivation, which they proposed in the 1970s, can
provide some scientific support in this matter (O’Hara, 2017) . In 1971, Deci
conducted an experiment that involved two groups of participants solving a Soma cube
puzzle in three different sessions. In the initial session, the students were simply asked
to solve the puzzle within an allotted time, ostensibly as part of a test concerning
problem solving. The second session then introduced a complicating element,
however, as while the two groups were asked to solve the puzzle, Group 2 was paid
for the successful completion for their puzzle while the first group was not. In the third
session, the element of payment was removed once again and so both groups had to
complete the test without being compensated. Deci found that those who had been paid
were very easily distracted and liable to drift towards doing something else. The Group
1 participants, who had not been paid at any stage, proved to be more focused and
intent on continuing on the puzzle. The conclusion Deci obtained from the experiment
is that money can change one’s intrinsic motivation, which is more likely to be
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sustained if one has a genuine and persistent interest in the activity at hand. Deci’s
intrinsic motivation is what fansubbers feel for their fansubbing translation work. They
are motivated by their genuine enthusiasm for foreign media and by the desire to share
it with a wider audience.
Learning is also a motivating factor for both fansubbers and the audience. The
translation process is a way for them to learn more subtitling skills and improve their
language in different register. Most fansubbers can easily handle a daily conversation
in English, so they can competently translate conversational English. However, it is a
more complex undertaking for a fansubber to translate a more specialised texts such
as a legal drama. He or she may need to carry out a lot of research concerning the legal
terms in the SL. Not only will they have to check the translation for these terms, but
they may need to watch legal dramas and other media in the TL in order to establish
the common practices/expressions depicted in legal scenes – for example, how a judge
rules in a case or how a lawyer conduct their cross examinations etc. Or taking The
Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007-2019) as an example, the creator of the show has a
scientific consultant in order to make the characters’ dialogue – and certain instances
of background text – more authentic. The fansubbers may therefore need to familiarise
themselves with specific scientific terms and/or theoretical arguments, before then
establishing the terms used in English. The processes when translating different genres
of films and TV programmes, for fansubbers, definitely provide excellent
opportunities for learning more about the language and, potentially, to also acquire
knowledge of different subject areas. With this intrinsic motivation, fansubbers can be
said to enjoy expanding their language skills as much as they enjoy the shows
themselves.
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Improving cannot be discussed without learning since learning is literally a
must-have condition for improving. The interaction between learning and improving
is effectively a win-win situation, as those elements that have been learned in the
process of translating will highly benefit the translation of future texts. Taking legal
dramas once again as an example, fansubbers learn legal terms and expressions when
translating a show and then share them with fans. They may then receive feedback
from fans who are actual legal practitioners working within the field. This expanded
knowledge can then be used, in turn, to improve the quality of future translations. For
a legal TV series like The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016), or on other
on-going shows like The Good Fight (King et al., 2017) – which is a spin-off and
sequel of The Good Wife – fansubbers have plenty opportunities to practice the
knowledge they have learnt and to apply this to upcoming episodes. The translation
quality for each episode is therefore certain to improve over time. This echoes what
Polish and Thai fansubbers state as their reasons of translating (Luczaj et al., 2014;
Lakarnchua, 2015).
As mentioned earlier, each fansubbing group has its own characteristics.
Motivation is one factor. Historically, fasnsubbing started because of the fans’
motivation of sharing Japanese anime with other enthusiasts. Fansubbers from Viki
believe that what motivates them the most is their passionate connection to particular
TV programmes and film genres (Dwyer, 2012). In contrast to this, as mentioned
previously, Polish and Thai fansubbers tend to be more self-centred, with their primary
motivation being to improve their English skills (Luczaj et al., 2014; Lakarnchua,
2015). The motivation of Chinese fansubbers, to share, to learn and to improve,
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therefore fuses all of these characteristics, as their intent is not only to share the media
in question but to also improve linguistically.
•

the purpose for receiving
As the previous chapter 6 outlined, films and TV programmes in the present also

aim to make a profit, rather than simply focusing on communication and discovery.
Fansubbing translation, however, is a purely voluntary activity, and so the commercial
element is not relevant to either the makers or consumers of fansubbing. Then, the
communicative purpose for the general public when watching film and TV
programmes can be summarised as being: (1) to discover ideas (knowledge,
conventions, art etc.), (2) to have new feelings, stories and perspectives communicated
to them by a piece of media, (3) to be entertained and delighted by a piece of media.
It would also be worth taking the purpose of “learning” into account. “Learning”
is not only a motivation and purpose for fansubbers producing fansubs, but also for
fans watching fansubs (DaCongLaoShi, 2012). Watching English films and TV series,
according to fans, helps to develop their listening skills and can also be of some benefit
to their speaking skills. Some films and TV series are highly recommended as tools
for enhancing one’s understanding of English. For example, the film Forrest Gump
(Zemeckis, 1994) is deemed to be highly useful, as the characters speak at a relatively
slow speed and use comparatively simple sentences. Also, the subject matter of the
film is relatively positive and engaging, which ensures that the film will hold the
viewer’s attention – further contributing to their language learning (Liu, 2015).

6

See Section 3.2 Case study
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A survey of audience satisfaction on fansubbing translation, as mentioned in
Chapter 2, shows that 84% of the 947 respondents agree or strongly agree that they
watch fansubs for entertainment. By contrast, 62% of the participants agree or strongly
agree that they watch fansubs for educational purposes (English learning).
Setting
The setting of a fansub is the same as the communication events of film and TV
programmes, the addresser (fansubbers or fansubbing groups) and addressee (fans) do
not share the time of communication before the first sharing; however, there may be
interactions between fansubbers and fans in the period after the file is first shared and
before the re-sharing (see fansub producing protocol in “production circumstances”).
They do not share the place of communication during the whole process.
Time: the ST for a fansubbing translation is taken from a particular film or TV
series. The scripts for each of the cases cited in this study were written at different
times and, correspondingly, the final audiovisual productions were produced and
released in different years. The picture below shows when the featured films were
released and when the TV series that have been utilised were first broadcast. Here I
have to clarify that fansubbing translation production for films normally comes out
after the films have been shown in cinemas, normally around a month after their initial
release date in China - or perhaps longer, depending on film itself. However,
fansubbing production for TV programmes takes place as soon as the original episode
has aired in the US or the UK. There is a degree of competition between the various
fansubbing groups; that is, they compete to see who can provide the episode of a given
show first and with good quality subtitles. For example, a few minutes after a new
episode of the The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2007) would air, people in the US could
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download different formats of AVI (audio video interleave). It would then take up to
30 minutes to send the file back to the members of the fansubbing group based in
China, where it would then be translated, proofread and edited. Within 4 hours, the
new episode was then shared on the fansubbing group’s online platforms and ready for
fans to download. Quality control is carried out in different ways within the fansubbing
community. In the few days after the file is first shared, fansubbers will double check
their production, correct the errors in the first version, and make more versions with
different formats (Petergy, 2008). This is notably a different kind of quality assurance
method compared to the professional world, in which an accomplished work is almost
always required at the first delivery. There may be interactions between fansubbers
and fans in the few days before the file is re-shared; fans may leave comments on the
fansubbing group’s websites and fansubbers may incorporate fans’ feedback in order
to improve the quality of their work (Petergy, 2008). This is an example where the
addressees (fans) join the communication event after the addressers (fansubbers) have
finished their production process.
Generally speaking, fansubbers like to translate recently released or aired films
and TV programmes to attract contemporary audiences; however, there are also
exceptional cases. For instance, The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994), was
released in 1994 when Chinese fansubbing translation had not yet become a common
practice. The fansubbed version of The Shawshank Redemption was produced in 2009,
along with subtitles for many other classic films and TV programmes, after several
fansubbing groups had begun to form.
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Place of communication: just like films and TV programmes, fansubs are made
for public audiences and fans. A fansubbing production can be watched online or
downloaded from the fansubbing groups’ websites as soon as it is ready. Most
fansubbers do their fansubbing work from home or anywhere they may prefer. Fans
can watch the fansub from anywhere that allows them to access to the internet. The
addressers and addressees therefore do not share the same place of communication.

[American TV series] Young Sheldon On-going series

Instruction: ZiMuZu original translation/ subtitle renews to
S03E16
Original name: Young Sheldon
Region: The United States
Premiere date: 2017-09-26 Tue

Language: English
Broadcast channel: CBS

Genre: Comedy
Translation: ZiMuZu
Creator: Chuck Lorre/ Steven Molaro
Director: Jon Favreau
Main cast: Iain Armitage/ Annie Potts

Picture 4-5: ZiMuZu Website
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[American TV series] Young Sheldon
7650 Views

Source

downloading

Online watching APP MP4 Chinese subtitled

3 Days ago
1 Week Ago
2 Weeks ago

Picture 4-6: ZiMuZu resource page

Time of communication: the online sources may remain as long as the website
continues to operate. For example, all of the sources from the YYeTs website were
lost after it was shut down. However, once downloaded, the fansubbed materials can
be kept for as long as the user wishes to retain the file.
Production circumstance
A fansub is an edited version of the original audiovisual production. There are
very systematic protocols for the fansub producing process. The protocols tend to
differ between one fansubbing group and another, as each group creates protocols that
match their own style. The protocols for the fansubbing group (ZiMuZu) examined in
this study will be detailed below in order to better understand the translation
production circumstance. The information stated below was obtained from ZiMuZu’s
website (YYeTs, 2021).
1) Obtaining the original audiovisual source from overseas
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This part of the process was briefly addressed in the above section
regarding the time of communication. The original videos are downloaded
and sent back to fansubbers in China within 30 min after its premiere in
its producing region. The file is normally sent back to China along with a
set of intralingual subtitles provided by Fansubber 1, who originally
downloaded the video. The intralingual subtitles are vitally important at
this stage, as they effectively provide the SL script for the fansubbers who
will proceed with the translation later.
2) Adjusting SL subtitle time code
The fansubber who is in charge of receiving the original video and
SL subtitle file is Fansubber 2, who is normally the director for a team
that is in charge of translating a specific programme. Fansubber 2 will
send the original video and SL text to Fansubber 3, who will provide the
timeline for the subtitles. Each segment of the SL subtitling has to be in
keeping with the programme’s timeline, and Fansubber 2 has to double
check that each segment’s appearance corresponds to the plot in the video.
3) Assigning tasks
After Fansubber 3’s editing and correction on the subtitle time
shifts, Fansubber 2 divides the SL subtitle text into 3 or 4 parts depending
on the length of the episode. Then, a further three fansubbers – fansubbers
4, 5 and 6 – are tasked with carrying out the actual translation. The original
video is then sent, along with the accompanying SL text, to these
fansubbers.
4) Producing the TL subtitles
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For Fansubbers 4, 5 and 6, the translation does not just involve
replacing the portion of the SL text that they were assigned with Chinese.
They can only translate their assigned parts after acquainting themselves
with the story by watching the whole episode. In order to produce good
quality fansubbing translation, they are not only required to be accurate
on a textual level, but also to pursue equivalence on a situational or
cultural level. Thus, many elements apart from the verbal text itself have
to be taken into account. Most translators, in this step, also have to practice
the technical skill of adding subtitle segments to the video.
5) Proofreading
After completing the translation, Fansubbers 4, 5 and 6 will send
their work to Fansubber 7, who is the proofreader in the fansub producing
process. Fansubber 7 has to go through the translation of each segment
and, firstly, check and correct any mistakes in the translation. Secondly,
they ensure that the translation style is uniform. Thirdly, they will ensure
that the subtitles in the TL match the timings for the subtitles in the SL.
Vitally, they have to ensure that the timings for the subtitles match the
dialogue as it is being spoken. Since English and Chinese are vastly
different, sometimes a long English sentence may be translated into a
short Chinese sentence or vice versa. The timeline for the subtitles must
then be double checked before compression.
6) Post-production, video conversion and sharing
Fansubber 7, after proofreading and correcting, will then send the
files back to Fansubber 2 who will compress the video and share it on
their fansubbing group website, Sina Weibo or any other media platform
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they happen to be using. This is the point at which fans may watch the
episode.
7) Re-edit and re-sharing
In the following days after first sharing, this team will double check
their production in order to make sure that there are no mistakes. They
will also produce a few more versions, like a Chinese traditional version,
and versions of different video formats for the fans’ downloading
convenience.
The whole process takes about 5 to 10 people depending on the size and
complexity of the episode. Fansubbing is a highly collaborative work with strict
protocols. Each person involved has to finish his or her work in a short time while
maintaining a high level of quality.
Participants
Addresser: fans
Addressee: fans
The addressers in a fansubbing translation activity is a group of fans who are
interested in watching foreign films and TV series. They can normally speak and apply
English at a level that is at or above fluency; and they have the intrinsic motivations
of sharing the films and TV series they like with other fans. Most of the fansubbers are
young people, aged between 23 and 28 and with various occupations, as I explained in
Chapter 2 using the results of the survey that I conducted in China. The majority of
fansubbers are undergraduate and postgraduate students from universities in China and
all over the world. There are also professionals who are familiar with English and
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Western culture (Zhang, 2013, p.30) participating in the fansubbing process. Generally
speaking, fansubbers are young people based in economically developed cities in
China or abroad, they normally have an above high-school level or higher educational
background, which ensures that their English skills are at a suitable level. There are
two key reasons for fansubbers being younger people. When the government of P.R.
China was founded in 1949, around 80% of the population was illiterate. The
government established English as the first foreign language in 1964, and English then
became a core element in the college graduation examination in 1987 (Zhang, 2013,
p.31). The emergence of Chinese fansubbing translation took place around the year
2000, which possibly stems from the government’s attention to English education. In
addition, most fansubbers work in fansubbing groups while they are students.
University life allows them to have more spare time to work in the fansubbing
community; many of them may leave the community once they become busy with
work or they come to start a family.
The addressees can be classified using the rather vague term “fans”, because it
is hard to identify their age group, gender or occupation. According to a survey of
fansubbing audiences conducted in 2014, 61.43% of the 70 participants were women
and the rest were men. The fansub audiences were mainly in the age group 18-25
(72.86%), some in the age group 26-30 (18.57%), and around 8.5% of the participants
were under 18 or over 40 (英美剧字幕组受众使用情况调查, n.d.). According to my
own survey on fansub audience satisfaction in 2017 (see Chapter 2), the result shows
that most audiences (73% of the 947 participants) are between 18-22, 10% of whom
are under 18, and 11% are between 23-25. We can see that there is an increasing
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portion of the audience for fansubs is under 18, along with audience members who are
university undergraduate students (age 18-22) and postgraduate students (age 23-25).
Participants’ relations
Different from the communication event of films and TV programmes, where no
interaction between the addresser (the film/TV programme producer) and the
addressees (viewers/audience) exists, fansubbed films and TV programmes offer
another participant relationship between the addressers (fansubbers) and the
addressees (fans).

As I discussed in the section relating to the production

circumstance, the final step in the protocol of producing a fansub is to re-edit and reshare. In the process of re-editing and re-sharing, fans can also participate in the
communication event by giving feedback and helping fansubbers to identify possible
errors. On the fansubbing group’s website, each film and TV programme has a
comment section where fans can leave their reviews, comments and feedback on the
fansubbing productions. For example, a fan may leave a comment for the new
fansubbing episode of the Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015) by saying “时间轴
与场景在 15 分钟左右的时候对不上” (the timecode does not match the scene at
around 15 min [my translation]). The fansubbers may post another version of the
episode several hours later with a subtitle “时间轴已校正，抱歉给您的观影带来不
便” (the timecode has been corrected, sorry for the inconvenience [my translation]).
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The sources are not available for downloading

Picture 4-7: ZiMuZu comment page

We can then argue that there is particular interactiveness beween the addresser
and the addressee in the fansubbing translation activity. The interaction normally
happens after the first version is shared with the fans, and before the re-edited version
is released.
Mode
Channel: in the audiovisual material for a fansubbing translation work, most of
the linguistic content is delivered in the form of verbal speech. For example: the
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conversations between characters. Nevertheless, there is also verbal text within the
motion pictures that helps greatly with the discourse and narrative in the film.
However, the TT in a fansub is only present in one channel, which is written subtitling
shown as segment in the lower part, upper part or on either side of the screen.
Medium: in most fansubbing translation productions, both spoken and written
languages are included, as the ST is present in both the channel of speech (phonic) and
written (graphic) text. The language medium of fansubbing translation has to match
the original medium in the ST. For example, in crime and legal films and TV series,
like The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994) and The Good Wife (Rodriguez &
Robinson, 2009-2016), there may be more written language than in other genres,
especially during courtroom sequences. Fansubbers may use more spoken language
when translating the film Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013), since the ST is more concerned
with daily conversation between the characters.
Here, a general explanation about the channel and medium of fansubbing
translation TTs has been offered. In Chapter 3, the mode of fansubbing translation ST
is specifically discussed with reference to particular cases.
4.2.2 The situational characteristics of the TT for a professional work
Topic
In contrast to the TT for a fansubbing translation work, the TT for a professional
translation work is a professionally produced set of subtitles for a foreign film or TV
programme. A professional subtitling studio offers a variety of subtitling services and
has a management team designed to ensure that every project is of a high enough
standard to be handed to the client (Jade, 2017).
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In China, foreign language films were originally named “翻版片” (/fān bǎn piān/
re-produced film [my translation]) or “ 翻译 片 ” (/fān yì piān/ translated film [my
translation]). Nowadays, people call them “译制片” (/yì zhì piān / translated and reproduced film [my translation]) (Zhu, 2012). Broadly, 译制片 refers to foreign films
with translated subtitles or re-dubbed vocal elements. In the narrow sense, it refers
specifically to dubbed foreign films. Before the emergence of Chinese fansubbing,
most foreign films only had a dubbed version when they were shown to public in
China. The reason for this can be attributed to language education in China – as was
noted previously, English language based education was only implemented in China
after 1987 (Zhang, 2013). Additionally, most people in China are not used to reading
subtitles when watching audiovisual programmes. Since the government of P.R. China
was founded in 1949, four major dubbing studios were established: Bayi Film Dubbing
Studio founded in 1954, Changchun Film Dubbing Studio (1955), Shanghai Film
Dubbing Studio (1957) and Beijing Film Dubbing Studio (1973). With the
development of the Internet and technology, and as an increasing number of foreign
films and TV programmes have been imported into China, more and more professional
translation institutions have emerged in the industry and begun providing professional
subtitling services. These companies include 天译时代 (/tiān yì shí dài/ Tianyi Times)
and 新语丝翻译 (/xīn yǔ sī fān yì/ Synchros). On 百度百聘 (/bǎi dù bǎi pìn/ Baidu
Baipin), one of the popular job search websites in China, 5585 licensed translation
studios are currently registered (Baipin, n.d.). The professional subtitling for foreign
films and TV programmes is mostly produced by these studios. In this thesis, I will
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only use the broad sense of 译制片, and only the professional subtitling is taken into
consideration.
In this study, only the three film cases have professionally subtitled versions.
Specific translation cases are selected from the films in order to compare the
professional translation style with that of the fansubbing groups. What is worth
mentioning is that one of the TV programme cases in this thesis, Downton Abbey
(Fellowes, 2010-2015), has been broadcast on the national public channel CCTV-8
since 2013. However, the version is dubbed by voice casts from The Central Academy
of Drama, and this is the only officially licenced version available to Chinese
audiences.

Film cases
The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont,
1994)
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb
(Levy, 2014)
Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013)

Communicative purpose
This section will discuss the communicative purpose for a professional subtitle
translation activity by considering two aspects, the same two aspects that were
considered for fansubbing translation work: the purpose for delivering the translation
and the purpose for an audience receiving the translated films and TV series.
•

the purpose for delivering
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A professional translator is “one who practices translation as a professional
service”. The term carries the following connotations: (1) A professional translator
provides translation services for clients. (2) The translator receives compensation from
the service that he or she provided. (3) The translator has to be trained in professional
translation skills. (4) He or she should have certain qualifications to prove his or her
translation skills. (5) The translator should also have knowledge of particular fields.
(6) He or she must obey a series of written and unwritten professional ethical norms
(Invguy, 2003). As a professional translator, the purpose of providing translation
services may be various. They may share the same purposes as fansubbers do, such as
their interest in the media, delivering a work with cultural value, or improving their
translating skills etc. However, the main difference in the situation between fansubbers
and professional translators, is that the latter makes a living by providing their
translation services but the former does not.
•

the purpose for receiving
The purpose for the audience watching the professional translation work is the

same as the purpose for an audience watching film and TV programmes. This is the
official way for Chinese audiences to watch a foreign film or TV programme. The
general purpose of film and TV programmes was outlined in the previous case 7 .
Therefore, I will adopt the communicative purpose for viewing film and TV
programmes in general in this analysis of the communicative purpose of professional
translation activities.

7

See section 3.2.2 Situational Characteristics of the selected cases
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Film and TV programmes as communication events have two basic purposes:
discovery and communication (Mercer, 1953). Making a profit is a more a concern of
the product’s distributors and producers than a motivation for the audience to watch a
given production. Then, we can summarise that the communicative purpose for the
general public watching film and TV programmes are: (1) to discover ideas
(knowledge, conventions, art etc.), (2) to encounter new feelings, stories and
perspectives, (3) to entertain themselves, as the product enriches their lives.
Learning, as with those engaging with fansubbed material, is also one of the key
purposes for an audience watching a professionally translated film or TV series.
Watching English films and TV series, according to the audience, helps them to
practice their English listening skills and helps to improve their speaking skills as well.
A survey of audience satisfaction on fansubbing translation shows that 79% of 947
participants agree or strongly agree that they watch fansubs for entertainment; 64% of
the participants agree or strongly agree that they watch fansubs for educational
purposes (English learning), this ratio is bigger than that of participants who watch
fansubbing translation work for educational reasons; also, 56% of the participants like
watching professional translation productions because they are normally released early
in cinemas.
Setting
The setting of a professional translation work is the same as the communication
events of film and TV programmes; the addresser (professional translators) and
addressee (audiences) do not share the time and place of communication.
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Time: The STs for professional translation work that are being considered in this
section are taken from the aforementioned three films. The original scripts for the three
films were written in different years and the films were then released in different years.
The picture below shows the times when the films were released and the date of their
eventual release in China (CCTV-6, 2008). The release dates in China indicate the time
required for the professional translation processes to be completed. Of the case studies
featured in this project, only the films have professionally subtitled versions. The Good
Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016) and The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 20072019) have not been officially imported into China.
Film cases

Release date

Release
China

The Shawshank Redemption

22 September 1994

2 August 2008

Night at the Museum: Secret of the 19 December 2014
Tomb

4 January 2015

Frozen

5 February 2014

10 November 2013

date

in

In contrast to fansubbing translation production, films that are translated by
professional studios come out in cinemas very soon after the premier. Unlike
fansubbers, who continue to check-on and edit the film after it has been released to the
public, professional translators have no further involvement in the project after their
role is completed. At the same time, we can see that there is no shared time of
communication between professional translators and the audiences.
Place of communication: the same as films and TV programmes, professional
translation works are produced for a public audience and fans. A professionally
translated production can be watched in a cinema or purchased on DVD as soon as it
comes out, or it may also be shown on public channels. What may be worth clarifying
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here is that the professional subtitles may differ between the cinema released versions
and the DVD versions, though both will have been translated by licensed translation
studios. For example, 佳片有约 (/jiā piān yǒu yuē/ A Date with Film [my translation])
is a TV programme on the national film channel CCTV-6 in China. It is a TV
programme that aims to introduce and spread good films and culture from all over the
world. It broadcasts on CCTV-6 every Saturday evening at 22:00; starting with an
introduction regarding the background of a specific film, before addressing the context
of its production. The entire film is then broadcast (CCTV, n.d.). There are many filmrelated programmes on different public channels in China. Audiences do therefore
have ready access to certain professionally translated films. Most professional
translators do their translation and subtitling work in the translation studio they work
for. The addressers and addressees don't share the place of communication.
Time of communication: Professionally translated productions are normally
shown in cinemas for roughly one month, or even longer depending on the popularity
of the given film. Thus, the communication event that takes place in the cinema only
lasts for the time period that the film is on. However, sometimes a good film may
return to the cinema many years after its premiere. For example, the film Titanic
(Cameron, 1997) was first released in China on the 3rd of April 1998. A 3D version
was then re-released in 2012. However, those who chose to purchase the film on DVD
will have continuous access to it, long after its theatrical run has ended. The films that
are shown on public film channels may only be broadcast once, or they may be shown
again in the future, depending on the preferences of the channel.
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Production circumstance
A professionally translated film is a re-edited version of the original audiovisual
production. The professional translators only play the role of translator in the film reediting process, although they have a sufficient amount of time to translate and
improve the quality of their translations prior to the film’s release. There are very strict
protocols for the professional studios for producing an officially translated version of
the film. The protocols maybe slightly differ slightly from one professional translation
studio to another, but the core procedures remain the same (Xiao, 2017).
1) Producing subtitles for censoring process
Before a film or a TV programme is imported to China, the CFGC
(China Film Group Corporation) has to provide subtitles for the pre-censoring
process. All of the sensitive information in the films and TV programmes has
to be marked for reference. For instance, curse words and sexual elements in
a conversation. This is the first censoring process that will decide whether the
film or TV programme can be imported or not.
2) Agree to import the film
After a film or TV programme has passed the first censoring process,
the CFGC will assign the film to one of the professional translation studios,
for example, the Bayi Film Dubbing Studio, for translation.
3) Translating and re-producing
o After the producer of this translation and re-production project
receives the original tape and the related documents from the film’s
production company, the first task for the producer is to create a
translation and re-production team for this film. The team normally
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includes professional translators (who work for the studio), a
dubbing director, an audio director and a voice casting group.
o The film package will be handed to the translators first. It normally
takes one week for a film to be translated. The translators are
required to produce simple and easy-to-read translations for the
dubbing director. They are not required to produce the finished
translations at this stage. Then the translation will be handed to the
dubbing director.
o The dubbing director will start by proofreading the translated
subtitles, making the expressions suitable for voiceover depending
on the scenes and stories. This stage will take roughly three days to
finish.
o Then the voice casting team will work on the dubbing. They are
normally allowed to complete the dubbing process within five days.
The dubbing director will then carefully examine the film again,
correcting the errors and adjusting sensitive elements such as
swearwords. At this stage, the director has the right to make minor
deletions from the film, which are to be written down and kept in a
record. The director also has the right to make suggestions regarding
further editing before it is shown in public.
4) Final censoring process
After the director has finished the re-edit process, the film will then be
sent back to the censor committees for the final censoring process. If it passes
the final screening, a date can be arranged with the original production
company for the premiere in China. If the censor committees are required to
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make more modifications, the translation and re-production process will start
over again.
The whole translation and re-production process for a professional translation
studio takes roughly one month to finish. This is one of the reasons why the film
premiere dates in China are later than in other countries. In the translation and reproduction process, each member of the re-production team has enough time to revise,
edit or improve his or her own work before it is finally shown to the public.
Participants
Addresser: the translation and re-production team
Addressee: general audience
The addresser of a professionally translated film production is not the translators
themselves. Every foreign film’s exhibition has to go through the strict censoring
process, and two versions (subtitled and dubbed) are made for the final broadcast in
the cinema and the release to DVD. Thus, we can establish that the addresser is the
professional translation and re-production team of the film. The addresser team for one
of the selected film cases in this study, Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy,
2014), is shown in Table 4-2:
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Table 4-2 Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb Translation and Reproduction
Team (Lu, 2015)
Film Exhibition Reference No. [2014]48
Translation and Reproduction studio: Shanghai Film Dubbing Studio
Dubbing Director: Dan Zeng
Translator: Qiyong Gu
Audio Director: Peide Yang
Voice cast:
Larry Daley

Lei Wu

Teddy Roosevelt

Yuzhu Cheng

Jedediah

Wei Qu

Octavius

Pingzhi Hu

…

…

The addressee of the professional studio production does not refer to particular
individuals or a particular group of people. The addressee, in this instance refers to the
film’s potential audience, the general public. As was mentioned earlier in this chapter
(see section 4.1.1.2 the emergence of Chinese fansubbing), the Chinese film and TV
censorship system does not have a classification system for films and TV programmes.
This means all of the media that is shown in cinemas and on public channels has to be
suitable for all audiences. Thus, audiences of all age groups are the addressees of a
professionally translated film.
Participants relations
Following the last section, which identified the addressers and addressees of a
professionally translated film, we can see that there is a particular translation and
reproduction team for every exhibited foreign film in China and that the members of
these teams are identifiable. The addressee, on the contrary, could be anyone who has
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the access to the film. Considering the analysis of the setting and the production
circumstances, we can then conclude that there is hardly any interaction between the
addresser and addressee of a professionally translated film.
People may question if the translation of a TV series may involve different
protocols, as each episode is broadcast on a weekly basis. In China, a TV programme
can only can be shown on public television after the entire series has been edited and
translated. For example, the dubbed version of Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015)
was broadcast on a national, drama-centric channel called CCTV-8 in 2013. All of the
episodes in the season were censored, translated, and reproduced before the first
episode was shown on TV. Thus, there is still no interaction between the addresser and
addressee.
Mode
Channel: The TT for a professionally translation work, as a communication
event, is mostly based on linguistic content delivered as verbal speech. Nevertheless,
there is sometimes also verbal text contained within the sequences that may help
greatly with the discourse and narrative in the film. In this study, even though
professional translation and reproduction teams normally provide two versions for
foreign films (subtitled and dubbed), I will only utilise the subtitled versions in this
analysis. Thus, the TT for a professionally translated subtitled film only presents in
one channel, which is written subtitling.
Medium: in most professional translation productions, both spoken and written
languages are included. Generally speaking, spoken language tends to be more
informal compared to written language. However, as was noted previously,
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professional translators tend to use a language similar to written language that is more
formal or neutral than spoken language, which is generally more informal and
colloquial. This is because, in China, professional translations bear the feature of Wu
Tai Qiang (舞台腔 “stage tone”), which is a dramatic and exaggerated way of speaking
used on the stage by actors and actresses. As a result, professional subtitles struggle to
convey the accurate mood of the original dialogue (Wang, 2017, p.182). As the ST is
present in the channels of both speech (phonic) and written (graphic) text, the language
medium of professional translation has to match the original medium of the ST. For
example, in the animated musical Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013), the translation of the
lyrics has to match the lyric style in Chinese, which must also correspond to the length
of the lyrics in English. As an added complication, the last Chinese character for each
translated lyric needs to rhyme.
Here, I am concentrating on providing a general explanation for the channel and
medium of professional translation TTs. In Chapter 5, the comparison between the
fansubbing translation TT mode and the professional translation TT mode is discussed
with reference to particular cases.
4.2.3 The contextual characteristics of the TT for a fansubbing/professional
work
Having established the situational characteristics of the TT for a fansubbing
work and for a professional work, I will now apply Hasan’s framework for the analysis
of the TT’s contextual characteristics to both types of translation work. I will adopt the
framework that I applied in the previous chapter when analysing the ST for a
fansubbing translation work to analyse the TTs for fansubbing/professional translation
work.
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Are the contextual features of ST applicable for defining the contextual features of
TT?
Acoording to the findings in Chapter 3, I established that there are must-occursame elements and can-occur-same elements in the ST for a fansubbing translation
work. The must-occur-same elements are: the communicative purpose, the setting, the
production circumstance, the participants’ relations, and the mode. The can-occursame elements include the topic, the specific purposes, and the participants.
From the analysis of the situational characteristics in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 for
both fansubbing and professional translation work, we can see that the findings that
obtained from Chapter 3 are applicable in the analysis of the TTs for fansubbing and
professional

translation

work.

The

must-occur-same

and

can-occur-same

characteristics are the same as those that were previously established for an ST in a
fansubbing translation work.
Can we define fansubbing translation as a new genre?
According to Hasan’s concept of contextual configuration, we can now
demonstrate whether fansubbing translation can be seen as a new genre by comparing
its obligatory elements with that for a professional translation work.
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Table 4-3: Contextual Characteristics of Fansubbing and Professional Translation
Must-occur-same

Fansubbing translation

Professional translation

Can-occur-same
Topic

Communicative
purpose

Same 
Different ×

General topic

General topic

Fan-produced translated
version of films or TV
programmes subtitles

Professional
translted
produced version of films or
TV programmes subtitles

Specific purpose

Specific purpose

Depending on films or TV
programmes

Depending on films or TV
programmes

For delivering

For delivering

Sharing/
Improving

Learning/

×



×

Compensation


For receiving

For receiving

Discovery/
communication/
entertainment/ education

Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ education

Setting

Addresser and addressee
share time but not place of
communication

Addresser and addressee do
not share time and place of
communication

×

Production
circumstance

Revised/ edited/ improved

Revised/edited/improved

×

Participants

Addresser: fans

Addresser:
translators

×

Addressee: fans

Addressee: fans/audience



Participants
relation

Addresser and addressee
have interaction

Addresser and addressee do
not have interaction

×

Mode

Channel:
subtitling

written

type

Channel:
subtitling

type



Medium:
written

spoken

and

Medium: spoken and written
but more written

×

Re-edit/ re-improve
professional

written

In Table 4-3, the white rows indicate the must-occur-same elements in the
contextual configurations for both fansubbing translation TTs and professional
translation TTs, the grey rows then indicate the can-occur-same elements. In order to
explore whether we can view fansubbing translation as possessing unique contextual
characteristics, we have to compare the must-occur-same elements in the figure. It
shows that only the purpose for addressees receiving the translation work and the
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channel of the communication are the same. The purpose for fansubbers and
professional translators producing their translation production, the setting, the
production circumstance, the participants’ relation and the mode are different between
fansubbing and professional translation activities. Thus, it would be reasonable to
conclude that the difference in contextual characteristics supports my assertion that
fansubbing translation may be viewed as a new genre of communication event.
4.2.4 The contextual characteristics of the ST and TT for a fansubbing work
Now that I have defined fansubbing translation as a new genre of communication
activity, I will next analyse its translation style by examining particular cases in detail.
In order to analyse the translation style of a fansubbing work, we have to understand
the difference between the contextual characteristics for both the ST and the TT for a
fansubbing work and find out whether the differences between the two create
constraints in the translation process. The differences of the contextual characteristics
– in other words, the shifts in textual features between the ST and the TT – appear
frequently both in fansubbing and professional transitions (Pérez-González, 2014,
p.14). This suggests that there are many translation constraints in the translation
process of audiovisual translation. However, in this chapter, the shifts in contextual
characteristics are examined from a relatively general perspective. For example, the
channel of the ST mainly contains verbal elements and occasionally text on screen;
but there’s only one channel for the TT, which is written subtitles.
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The above screenshot shows a text case from The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2008). In
the original audio conversation, the character in the picture, Kripki, cannot pronounce
“r” sounds. Instead, Kripki pronounces “r” as “w”. That’s why the “robot” sounds
exactly like “wobot”. As a noun, “robot” is not a difficult word to translate for
translators. But the key challenge in this case is how to translate Kripki’s speech
impediment into written text in order to maintain the comedic effects. The shift of
channel finally leads to the format change from verbal language to written language,
which is a big challenge for all subtitle translators. In the next chapter, these kind of
translation constraints in audiovisual translation are specifically discussed.
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Table 4-4: Contextual Characteristics of Fansubbing ST and TT
Must-occur-same

Fansubbing translation TT

Fansubbing translation ST

Can-occur-same
Topic

Communicative
purpose

Same 
Different ×

General topic

General topic

Fan-produced
translated
version of films or TV
programmes subtitles

The
verbal
text,
paralanguage and other
human language from the
films or TV programmes

Specific topic

Specific topic

Depending on films or TV
programmes

Depending on films or TV
programmes

For delivering

For delivering

Sharing/
Improving

Learning/

×



×

Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ profit

Discovery/ communication/
entertainment


For receiving

For receiving

Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ education

Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ education

Setting

Addresser and addressee
share time but not place of
communication

Addresser and addressee do
not share time and place of
communication

×

Production
circumstance

Revised/ edited/ improved

Revised/edited/improved

×

Participants

Addresser: fans

Addresser:
company

production

×

Addressee: fans

Addressee: fans/audience
but divided into different age
groups

×

Addresser and addressee do
not have interaction

×

Re-edit/ re-improve

Participants
relation

Addresser and
have interaction

addressee

Mode

Channel:
subtitling

written

type

Channel: verbal speech,
written text occasionally on
screen

×

Medium:
written

spoken

and

Medium:
written



spoken

and

Table 4-4 shows that there are several differences between the must-occur-same
elements. However, not all the different must-occur-elements would create constraints
during the translation process. The setting, production circumstance and relationship
between the participants would not have much influence on the translation style. The
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communicative purpose and the mode impact upon the translation styles to a great
extent. The communicative purpose explains fansubbers’ translation style. Fansubbers
are not translating for professional purposes, and so their translation style tends to be
freer and more creative as they are not constrained by their clients’ instructions;
professional translators, on the contrary, are well trained and qualified. They also,
crucially, carry a set of standardised translation norms in their mind at all times and so
their translations are more likely to be conservative and faithful to the original source.
For example, below is a text case from Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013).

ST

TT (fan)

Ten will get you this and no more.

10 块只能买根胡萝卜

BT
10 only can buy you the carrots.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Ten will get you this and no
more.

好吧 10 块只能给你这个 别的

OK. 10 only can get you this,
noting else.

不行
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The tables above show two different translations of the same ST: “Ten will get you
this and no more.” The translation provided by fansubbers is short and clear, however,
the translation shift is obvious. “This” in the ST is translated to the indicator “胡萝卜”
(carrots); “只” (only) is added for completing the sentence without “and no more”
which is deleted in the fansubbing TT. The professional version has translated every
word in the ST. It also adds “好吧” (ok) at the beginning of this sentence and “只”
(only) to highlight that the buyer only has enough to purchase some carrots in the ST.
At the same time, “and no more” (别的不行) has also been translated in the TT. Both
versions reproduce the situation of the scene, and both are readable to the audience,
although we can see a clear difference in the language features in the TTs, as the
professional translation is more precise and faithful to the ST.
The difference of mode (channel and medium) is the main reason that caused
translation constraints for fansubbers translating audiovisual productions. A change
from a speech-oriented text to subtitling can create challenges for fansubbers and
professional translators alike. How do we know if the uniqueness of contextual
characteristics only exists between fansubbing STs and TTs, or whether the
professional translation TTs and STs also retain their own contextual characteristics?
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Table 4-5: Contextual Characteristics of Audiovisual ST and Professional TT
Must-occursame
Can-occur-same
Topic

Communicative
purpose

Setting

Production
circumstance
Participants

Participants
relation
Mode

Professional translation

Fansubbing translation ST

Same 
Different ×

General topic
Professional
translted
produced version of films
or
TV
programmes
subtitles
Specific purpose
Depending on films or TV
programmes
For delivering
Compensation
Discovery/
communication/
entertainment
For receiving
Discovery/
communication/
entertainment/ education
Addresser and addressee
do not share time and
place of communication
Revised/edited/improved

General topic
The verbal text, paralanguage
and other human language
from the films or TV
programmes
Specific topic
Depending on films or TV
programmes
For delivering
Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ profit

×

For receiving
Discovery/ communication/
entertainment/ education



Addresser and addressee do
not share time and place of
communication
Revised/edited/improved



Addresser: professional
translators
Addressee: fans/audience

Addresser:
production
company
Addressee: fans/audience but
divided into different age
groups
Addresser and addressee do
not have interaction
Channel: verbal speech,
written text occasionally on
screen
Medium: spoken and
written

×

Addresser and addressee
do not have interaction
Channel: written type
subtitling
Medium: spoken
and written but more
written






×

×


Table 4-5 shows that only one obligatory element of a professional translation
TT is different from its ST. Written subtitles are radically different to the spoken word.
However, what if this study were also to consider the dubbed version of the
professional translation TT? Would the change of channel remove the element of
uniqueness between professional translation TTs and STs? This question will not be
discussed in this thesis, as its focus is purely limited to subtitled translations. However,
this question could be addressed in future studies regarding this topic.
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The translation constraints that are caused by the differences between the
contextual configuration and the translation style of the film and television
programmes featured in this study are specifically discussed in Chapter 5.

4.3 Conclusion

This chapter discussed the generic features of the TT for a fansubbing translation
work. In order to identify the TT for a fansubbing translation work as a new genre, I
compared the contextual configuration of fansubbing translation TTs with that of a
professional translation TT. My subhypotheses in this chapter were that fansubbing
translation can be identified as a new genre of a communication event, and that the
main factors that make fansubbing translation activity unique are its addresser and
communicative purposes. The second hypothesis was that the contextual
characteristics for a fansubbing translation TT is different from its ST, and that this
may cause constraints for fansubbers when translating the work.
Instead of concentrating on a particular TT by utilising a specific case, this
chapter instead focused on an analysis of TTs in the general context of culture. A
general background was provided towards the beginning of the chapter in order to
explain the cultural context of fansubbing worldwide and particularly in China. As
fansubbing emerged around the 1980s, it is still a relatively new topic for scholars. The
discussion of the emergence and development of worldwide fansubbing provided us
with a better understanding of Chinese fansubbing, which appeared around late 1990s
and developed rapidly in the early 2000s. Based on the wide scope of fansubbing
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translation’s cultural background, I brought in Halliday’s concept of the context of
culture, which is a modified version of the context of situation. The context of culture
helped with the analysis of fansubbing translation TTs from a general perspective,
which means that the TT is examined at a cultural level rather than a discourse level
(the TT for a particular film or TV programme) or on a situational level (the TT for a
particular story within a film or a TV programme). The TT for a fansubbing translation
work has its particular generic features. In order to identify the uniqueness of its
contextual characteristics, I adopted Biber’s sociolinguistics perspective on situational
characteristics and Hasan’s framework for the analysis of contextual configuration, in
the same fashion to the way it was implemented in Chapter 3.
In order to explore whether we can see fansubbing translation as a new genre, I
compared the situational characteristics of fansubbing translation TTs to that of a
professional translation TT. According to Hasan’s framework, texts with the same
contextual configuration should have the same obligatory elements. The findings
indicate that there are two shared elements among the five obligatory elements:
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Table 4-6: Contextual Characteristics of Fansubbing and Professional Translation
Professional
translation

Same 

Obligatory
elements

Fansubbing
translation

Communicative
purpose

For delivering
For delivering
Sharing/
Learning/ Compensation
Improving

×

For receiving

For receiving



Discovery/
communication/
entertainment/
education

Discovery/
communication/
entertainment/
education

Different ×

Setting

Addresser
and
Addresser and ×
addressee share time but addressee do not share
not
place
of time and place of
communication
communication

Production
circumstance

Revised/
edited/ Revised/edited/improv
improved
ed
Re-edit/ re-improve

Participants
relation

Addresser
addressee
interaction

Mode

Channel: written type Channel: written type 
subtitling
subtitling

×

and Addresser
and ×
have addressee do not have
interaction

Medium: spoken and Medium: spoken and ×
written
written
but
more
written

We can see from Table 4-6 that the two same obligatory elements are actually
the sub-element of the communicative purpose and the mode. The differences between
the other obligatory elements determine the uniqueness of the contextual
characteristics of a fansubbing translation TT.
In order to analyse the constraints in the fansubbing translation process, I also
compared the fansubbing ST’s contextual characteristics with those of the TT. The
finding shows that the ST and the TT keep the uniqueness of their contextual
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characteristics. However, the TT for a professional translation work shares many
similarities with the ST’s contextual configuration.
As I have demonstrated that fansubbing translation as a communication event
can be seen as a new genre, and I have argued that the translation style is closely related
to the different contextual characteristics in genres, the next chapter will focus on the
specific text analysis of both fansubbing and professional translation in the selected
film TV programme cases. It will use Halliday’s SFG to explore the difference in the
translation styles between fansubbing and professional translation.

Chapter 5: An Analysis of Fansubbing
Translation- Translating the Situation and
Culture

Introduction

The popularity of Chinese fansubbing translation practice stems not only from
the cultural and social context surrounding the practice, in the form of the strict film
and TV censorship that limits access to foreign media, but also the creative translation
style employed by fansubbers. This chapter focuses on specific scenes within our
previously mentioned fansubbing case studies in order to fully explore the style of
fansubbing translation practice. My fourth hypothesis in this research is H4 fansubbing translation practice tends to pursue equivalence at the situational level
rather than on the level of words and sentences, which is divided into 2 subhypotheses
in this chapter: 1) Chinese fansubbers have developed a new style of translation; 2)
this new style of translation can be understood as translating the situation and culture
surrounding the scenes in question.
The rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first part is a literature
review exploring the key theoretical concepts regarding translation constraints,
translation strategies and film situational analysis. The main theoretical frameworks
underpinning the research method are introduced in this section. The second section is
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the text analysis. The fansubbing translation cases featuring specific situations in
selected films and TV programmes are discussed using the method summarised in the
first section. The cases are discussed through an analysis of the features of rank,
meaning and situation/culture, and it will be determined whether their translations have
achieved a translation equivalence at the situational/cultural level. The last section is
the conclusion of the chapter. The Chinese fansubbing translation style is discussed
generally in this section, and the level of translational equivalence is also critically
evaluated.

5.1 Key theoretical concepts on translation constraints, translation
strategies and film situational analysis

Chapters 2 and 3 briefly mentioned that audiovisual translation practice, as a
special form of translation, encounters particular kinds of translation constraints. In
order to minimise the translation constraints and provide a high-quality translation
production, fansubbers use a set of translation strategies offering methods for
translating words, sentences and texts. This chapter will consider the translation text
as a situational communication event and will look for equivalence between the SL
and the TL. In doing so, as discussed in Chapter 1, I will use Catford’s (1965) concept
of equivalence as a criteria for examining the degree of equivalence. Namely,
equivalence in translation is deemed to have been achieved when the situational
substance of the ST is successfully conveyed to the TT. Also, the analysis will factor
in additional theory regarding the situations surrounding the ST and TT as audiovisual
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materials. This chapter contains four sub-sections. First of all, the translation
constraints of audiovisual translation, which is also the constraints of fansubbing
translation, are discussed. The constraints are introduced mainly from the perspective
of genre: Orts (2010) and Biel’s (2017) perspective on considering the communicative
purpose and social conventions in translation process, Catford’s (1965) translation
shift, Newmark’s (1988) theory regarding translation problems and Hervey and
Higgins’ (2002) translation compromises are introduced in this section. In order to
observe the translation constraints involved in the fansubbing, translation strategies
are discussed in the second section. Venutis’s (2008) concepts of domestication and
foreignization, Newmark’s cultural issues in translation, Hervey and Higgins’
translation strategies, and Catford’s work regarding equivalence at the situational level
are mainly demonstrated in this session. This is then followed by a discussion of
Chatman’s (1978) theory on narratives in fiction and film. His theory provides this
study with its particular focus on situational analysis in film stories, which helps to
understand the equivalence achieved by conveying situational substances in the
fansubbing translation process. The final section is the conclusion, which summarises
the findings of the chapter. The discussion will focus on the issue of whether the
translations succeeded in achieving equivalence. As was stated above, the concept of
equivalence to be used in this chapter is based on Catford’s theory that the TT is
equivalent to the ST if and only if it manages to convey the situational substance of
the ST.
5.1.1 Translation Constraints in the audiovisual translation process
Genre is “the stratified discourse of a very specific and specialised community”
(Orts, 2010, p.320), which is one of the reasons for translation constraints. The generic
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features are shown in both the text’s internal and external structures. The generic
features also indicate communicative functions/purposes and the social conventions
that influence its presentation (p.320). The specific features of a given genre can very
slightly from one culture to another. For example, medical prescriptions in China may
be different from those found in England; therefore, the generic conventions are
mainly culture-oriented. The same genre may exist in different cultures but is often
structured or composed in a different way based on the cultural context. The translation
constraints/problems, when observed from the genre study’s perspectives, can be
identified as being caused by four factors: generic structures, conventions,
expectations across languages, and culture (Biel, 2017, p.155). In Chapters 2 and 3, I
analysed the fansubbing cases from a general perspective of genre theory. It confirmed
that changing the participants in the translation activity, changing the communication
function/purpose or using a different mode may cause the translation to shift into
another genre. In this chapter, I analyse the fansubbing cases from the perspective of
genre of discourse/narrative, so that more specific elements that may create constraints
in the translation process can be considered. These include cohesive devices,
conjunctions, tolerance of repetition, routine formulaic phrase in patents, referencing
patterns, or personal forms of address in school books etc (Biel, 2017, p.155).
The emergence of translation constraints brought about by the culturally specific
qualities of certain narratives is not an issue that is exclusive to fansubbing translation
or audio-visual translation. Translation is a process based on texts, in which one
substitutes “a text in one language for a text in another” (Catford, 1965, p.1). Catford
uses the notion of a “shift” to define “departures from formal correspondence in the
process of going from the source language to the target language” (p.73), and the
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notion of a “translation shift” refers to what is caused by translation
constraints/problems. The shift in textual features between the source language
(English) and the target language (Chinese) happens very often when analysing both
fansubbing and professional translations (Pérez-González, 2014, p.114). However,
translation practice is not solely concerned with the linguistic elements contained
within the source text; the contextual elements also have to be taken into consideration.
According to Newmark (1988, p.9), translation problems are defined based on
language structure levels. In descending levels, translations are critiqued by going
from the completed text to a paragraph, a sentence, a word group, a word, cultural and
institutional terms and finally proper names. Metaphor, according to Newmark, is a
translation problem that may occur at all levels. Hervey and Higgins (2002, p.2)
discussed translation approaches by focusing on “how to translate” rather than on
detailed translation theory and linguistics. They believe that translation is a process
that is full of compromises, and compromise in translation indicates that the final TT
normally suffers from different kinds of translation losses (p.34). Translation losses,
or translation shift, is the main problem in the translating process. The challenge
presented by translation shift was also previously addressed by Catford (Catford, 1965,
p.73). Catford outlined two levels of translation shift: level shift and category shift.
Level shift refers to a change that occurs when an SL item at one linguistic level is
rendered into a TL item at a different level (for example, grammar vs lexis). Category
shift refers to an “unbounded” or “rank-bound translation”. In the latter, the shifts can
move freely between different ranks (such as sentence, clause, word group, word and
morpheme). Catford believes that the issues created when pursuing equivalence in the
translation process cause the translation shift.
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Titford (1982) proposed the seminal concept of “constrained translation” with
regard to audiovisual translation. He maintained that the practice of translating
subtitles is limited “essentially from the constraints imposed on the translator by the
medium itself " (p.113). This concept of constrained translation has been widely
adopted by scholars in multisemiotic translation, such as comics translation (Zanettin,
2018) or various other forms of multisemiotic translation (Mayoral et al., 2002). Based
on the concept, in subtitling, Gottlieb (1992) identified two types of constrains in
subtitling translation: formal (quantitative) and textual (qualitative). Formal
constraints refer to the space and time factors in subtitling (the size of the screen and
the audience’s reading speed). These constrains require the subtitler to produce concise
and linguistically simple translations. Textual constraints, on the other hand, derive
from the fact that subtitling layers itself on top of existing communication, such as
audible conversion. This imposes subtitling-specific constraints such as the “feedback
effect” (Gottlieb, 1992, p.165). The feedback effect is a phenomenon where the
audience notices the disparity between the subtitle and the actual utterance in the film
or TV programme (if the audience’s listening comprehension of the SL is high enough).
Gottlieb points out that feedback effects are normally felt negatively by both the
subtitler and the audience, but he also highlights that they can be used positively. For
example, the subtitler can expect that the interpretation of the subtitle will, in certain
cases, be assisted by the underlying audible elements. These kinds of positive
constraints are what I will focus on in my analysis of cases in this chapter.
Within audiovisual translation studies, other significant translation issues exist
because certain elements in the texts could be more problematic when written as
subtitles than in other types of texts (Díaz-Cintas, 2004). For example, extra-linguistic
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cultural references, also known as cultural-bound terms, are references to items that
are tied up with a country’s culture, history or social context, and they are very likely
to cause translation challenges for translators (Pedersen, 2005). In addition, spoken
language as a variable in AVT is another translation challenge. According to Bogucki
(2004), it closely relates to the situation and environment. It is also inseparable from
the socio-cultural and geographic makers of the speech, which can affect the
translation when dealing with grammar, syntax, lexicon, and phonology. He says
subtitling shows the most significant constraints in audiovisual translation because it
is a cross-medium activity that translated spoken-form languages into the written form
(Bogucki, 2004). Bogucki (2004) suggests a three-tier model of the constraints in
subtitling: the meta-constraint is the principle of relevance which exists and performs
separately from the other constraints; the translation norms and conventions create a
second tier of subtitling constraints; and the technical limitations represent the last tier
(p.78). This research aims to examine fansubbing with regard to the second tier, i.e.,
fansubbers’ norms and conventions.
5.1.2 Key theoretical concepts on translation strategies
Translation strategies are the methods that translators use in the translation
process in order to minimise translation problems or challenges when translating a text
(Owji, 2013). Translation theory provides ways for examining the factors that affect
the problem-solving. Based on the translation problems caused by the constraints that
have been introduced in the previous section, this section now establishes the general
theoretical framework for the analysis of fansubbing translation strategies.
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Domestication and Foreignisation
Domestication and foreignization are methods in translation referring to the
degree to which translators make a text conform to the target culture. The concept has
been widely used in translation in order to provide both linguistic and cultural guidance
(Yang, 2010), especially if the reader is from a different cultural context from the
source language (SL). Venuti’s (2008) concept of domestication and foreignization
deals with “the question of how much a translation assimilates a foreign text to the
translating language and culture, and how much it rather signals the differences of that
text”. According to Venuti (2008), translators should view the translation process
through the prism of culture, with a specific focus on retaining the source language’s
cultural distinctiveness. It would then be the translator’s responsibility to preserve both
the meaning and the foreignness of the language used in the ST when creating their
TT.
What is produced from foreignization is “something that cannot be confused
with either the source-language text or a text written originally in the target language”,
as the translation contains a “use of language that resists easy reading according to
contemporary standards- that will make visible the intervention of the translator”
(Neubert & Shreve, 1992). Venuti (2008) views foreignization, and its capacity to
retain a sense of the original culture, as a positive thing, as it is an effort to restrain the
ethnocentric violence of translation. In other words, the foreignizing method can
restrain the violently domesticating cultural values of the English-language world
(Munday, 2016, p.147). In summary, the foreignization advocated by Venuti is
pursuing a non-fluent or estranging translation style designed to make visible the
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presence of the translator by highlighting the foreign identity of the ST and protecting
it from the ideological dominance of the target culture.
Venuti’s advocation for foreignization contrasts the findings of my research, as
will be shown in section 5.2. My findings will show that fansubbing translation
practice tends to do the opposite, making a foreign text more familiar and processible
for the target audience. Chinese fansubbers are more likely to use domestication rather
than foreignization in their translation practice. In order to study fansubbing’s
translation and identify their new style of translation as a genre, the concepts of
domestication and foreignization in translation are important for understanding
fansubbing’s translation style. However, Venuti’s argument is important for this study
as an observation method of general trends of fansubbing. In this thesis, fansubbing
translation is analysed and classified using a model I devised specifically for this study.
Cultural issues in translation
Venuti’s domestication and foreignization can be recognised as two overarching
strategies (or methods or approaches) of translation, which can also be described as
target language biased (TL) translation and source language (SL) biased translation.
Newmark (1988, p.45), on the other hand, devised eight translation methods for
solving or minimizing the problems caused by different language structures at a lower
linguistic level than Venuti’s dichotomous model.
According to Newmark, the SL-biased translation is interlinear translation,
which means that the TT does not necessarily respect the TL’s grammar, but that the
TT has grammatical units that are close to the grammatical units of the ST. The TLbiased translation is free translation, which refers to the overall correspondence
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between the textual units of the ST and those of the TT. Between SL-biased and TLbiased translations, the degrees of translation freedom are variable (Newmark, 1981).
The literary content and the loyalty to the ST format are the most import factors to be
considered in the method of foreignization and the readability of the text is considered
to be a secondary priority. On the other hand, the content of the ST is the most crucial
factor in domestication, and both the loyalty to the ST format and the text’s readability
could be of a secondary priority. Newmark (1988, p.45) summarised eight translation
strategies that span over SL-biased and TL-biased translations:
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Table 5-1: Newmark’s Translation Methods
SL Emphasis
It is often used as interlinear
translation. TL would be put
right below SL. The SL
word order remains the same
and words are translated
singly by their most
common meanings, without
considering the context.
Cultural words are normally
translated literally.

Wordforword

Literal

The
grammatical
constructions of the SL are
converted to their nearest TL
equivalents, but the words
are translated singly, out of
context.

Faithful Reproduces the SL with
precise
contextual
meaning
within
the
constraints of the TL
grammatical structures. It
transfers cultural words but
is faithful to the intentions
and text-realisation of the
SL author.

TL Emphasis
This is the freest form of
translation. The themes,
characters and plots are
normally
retained,
though the SL culture is
converted to the TL
culture and the text is
written by translator.

It reproduces the SL
without the manner or the
form of the original. Free
translation is more like
paraphrase the original
spoken language and,
subsequently, can often be
much longer.
It reproduces the SL
message of the original
but tends to make tiny
changes of meaning by
using colloquial and
idiomizing expressions.

Adaptation

Free

Idiomatic

Semantic The only difference This both preserves Communicative
from faithful translation
is
that
semantic
translation
must
consider more of the
aesthetic value.

the exact contextual
meaning of the SL
and ensures that the
content
and
language is still
readable to the target
audience.

Newmark’s model is based on linguistic studies. In contrast to the perspective of
translation studies, Hervey and Higgins (2002) identified two poles for solving cultural
issues in translations: source-culture bias and target-culture bias, as well as five
degrees of translation strategies for dealing with cultural issues: exoticism, calque,
cultural borrowing, communicative translation and cultural transplantation (Hervey &
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Higgins, 2002, p.33). As mentioned in the above section, the concepts of domestication
and foreignization deal with translating of both language and culture. Therefore, it is
applicable to both the language-bias model (Newmark) and the culture-bias model
(Hervey &Higgins). The scale below (Figure 5-1), which was designed specifically for
this research, combines Newark’s language bias and Hervey and Higgins’s cultural
issues in translation:

Figure 5-1: Cultural issues in translation (Newmark, 1988, p.45; Hervey & Higgins, 2002, p.33; Venuti,
2008)

According to Hervey and Higgins (2002, pp.34-37), exoticism is the extreme
option that marks cultural foreignness in the process of translation. This method
normally retains the grammatical and cultural features from the ST with minimal
adaptation. In contrast, cultural transplantation is the other extreme option, which is
more like an adaptation, with the ST having been effectively re-written to conform to
the setting of the target culture. For the middle degrees, calque is a form that displays
some aspects of foreignness in the TT but still uses expressions that consist of TL
words arranged in a way that is still acceptable to the TL’s syntax. Cultural borrowing
is the process that transfers ST expressions verbatim to the TT, but still retains their
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exotic elements. Communicative translation is mostly adopted for prominent
translation problems such as clichés, idioms, proverbs etc., which are identifiable in
the TL.
Both Newark’s work and Hervey and Higgins’ theory are commonly used in
translation studies. It is worth discussing further how both of their theories will be
applied to my analysis of fansubbing translation. Examining the two frameworks
outlined in the scale above, it is clear that some of the translation strategies’ definitions
are different while some are similar. For example, word-for-word translation and
exoticism are defined from two subject angles. Word-for-word is demonstrated from
a linguistic perspective, but exoticism is defined from a cultural perspective. Though
they come from different subject areas, the concepts of adaptation and cultural
transplantation are demonstrably similar. However, translation methods, such as wordfor-word and exoticism, are rarely used in either fansubbing or professional translation
practice. Thus, it is necessary to build a new framework based on Newmark and
Hervey and Higgins’ theories, and AVT textual features.
Having examined a series of specific subtitled films and television series, all
translated by Chinese fansubbers, I noticed that the textual features could be
summarised as: colloquial expression, metaphor, literary allusion and normal
expression. Below are four selected cases that demonstrate these textual features:
Colloquial expression - The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994) 0:07:11.34
ST

TT (Fan)

TT (Pro)

-Yes, sir.

-是的

是的 大人

-You feel you've been
rehabilitated?

-你改过自新了吗?
BT: - Yes
- You’ve been rehabilitated?

你觉得自己改造好了吗
BT: Yes, my lord.
You feel you’ve well-reformed?
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Colloquial expression includes the use of idioms, popular internet-oriented words, and
commonly used informal expressions. In this case, in The Shawshank Redemption, the
ST interaction takes place within a prison. It is a conversation between a prisoner, Red,
and the officers about his early release. In the fansubbing translation, the word "sir" in
ST has been omitted as well as "you feel". However, in the professional translation,
not only has every single word in the ST been translated, but also the process "have
been rehabilitated" has been translated as "have well-reformed". Additionally, "sir"
has been translated into "大人", which means "lord" or "master". Based on Halliday's
(1989) lexical density (see section 5.1.4 step 3) to analyse the spoken and written
language, we can see that the fansubbing translation has a lower density than the
professional translation, which means that the fansubbing version is more colloquial
than the professional.
Metaphor – The big Bang Theory (Prady, 2009) S3E23 0:11:15.39
ST

TT (Fan)

BT

When you say "Mistake," Do
you mean a fortunate mistake,
like the discovery of penicillin?

你说"错误" 是塞翁失马那种

Is the “mistake” you said the
“Sai Weng lost horse” kind of
mistake? Like the discovery of
penicillin?

吗? 就比如发现青霉素

Metaphor mostly refers to conceptual metaphor, which is defined as the understanding
of one conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain. Fansubbers like to
replace Western metaphors with specifically Chinese proverbs and idioms that are
often radically different to those used in the ST. In the case above, "塞翁失马那种(错
误 )"

(BT: “Sai Weng lost horse” kind of mistake) is not in the ST. However, this

Chinese proverb actually means a loss or a setback (or a mistake) may turn out to be a
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blessing in disguise. It has the similar implication as “the discovery of penicillin” in
the ST.
Literary allusion – Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2013) S4E06 0:12:24.44
ST

TT (Fan)

BT

I like that Rudolph Valentino.

我很喜欢鲁道夫·瓦伦蒂诺

I like Rudolph Valentino so
much [The main actor of The
Sheik]

[《沙漠情酋》的主演]

Literary allusion contains entire notes that fansubbers and translators have added to
the TT for the sake of further explanation; for example, notes explaining specific
aspects of western culture, song names from the background music etc. The literary
allusions in fansubbing translation occur very often. As the case from Downton Abbey
shows above, apart from translating the ST, fansubbers have also added additional
contextual information that may be of use to the audience – specifically, who Rudolph
Valentino is in this case. Sometimes, literary allusion may also provide the opportunity
to show off the extent of their knowledge in the translation activity.
Normal expression - Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy, 2014) 0:52:53.00
ST

TT (Fan)

TT (Pro)

Dada say Laaa no eat.

大大说莱昂不能吃
BT: Dada says Leon can’t eat

爹爹说莱亚不许吃
BT: Diedie says Laya don’t eat

Normal expression refers to the expressions that are without these three textual
features. Most segments from the selected cases are translated using normal
expressions, which are not very different from the professional version. In the sample
from Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb, the ST is from a character, Laaa, who
cannot speak properly. “Dada” was translated using transliteration in both versions.
“大大” is pronounced exactly like “dada”, and “爹爹” is pronounced like “die’die”.
Both have the meaning of “dad” in Chinese. Similarly, “Laaa” is translated into “莱昂”
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(BT: Leon) and “莱亚” (BT: Leia). “No eat” is a relatively vague expression, which is
translated as “ 不能吃 ” (BT: can’t eat) and “ 不许吃 ” (BT: don’t eat). However, the
syntax in both versions is exactly the same.
The textual features discussed above would cause the following translation
problems: cultural awareness, situationality, intertextuality and grammatical problems.
In order to deal with these translation problems, I devised a framework of translation
strategies, which will be used in my analysis in this chapter (Figure 5-2):

Figure 5-2: Translation strategy model

In this model, the definitions of literal translation, faithful translation and
semantic translation have been adopted directly from Newmark’s definition of
translation strategies. The communicative translation in this model contains
Newmark’s definition of communicative translation and idiomizing translation. Free
translation in this model, additionally, contains Newmark’s definition of free
translation and adaptation. Based on this model, fansubbing and professional
translation cases are categorised, and also the translations are evaluated as readable,
usable, accurate or creative.
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5.1.3 Chatman’s story and discourse and Manfredi’s SFG approach in
translation studies
Jakobson’s model (see section 3.1.3.1) on functions of language provides a solid
framework for understanding communications, though he also contributed greatly to
literary studies. Jakobson’s concept of “literariness” aims to distinguish literary texts
from non-literary texts. This is accomplished through “defamiliarization”, as literary
texts make the language unfamiliar to the readership compared with ordinary language
(Ekegren, 2002, p.44). His perspective that “literary science is not literature but
literariness” helps to understand the relationship between the various uses of language,
in which the contrast uses shift accordingly with the change of contexts (Baldick, 2001,
p.141). Later, in 1960, Jakobson (p.353) introduced the poetic function of language,
which further developed the idea of “literariness” and explained that the phonetical
and syntactical linguistic elements differ between literary and non-literary texts. The
six functions of language8 were then defined to distinguish the difference.
It is necessary to bring Jakobson back in this section because his notion of
“literariness” is an important part of the theoretical basis of Chatman’s (Chatman,
1978, p.17) theory on narratology. Chatman’s model of narratology divides narrative
texts into two parts: story and discourse. Story is derived from the elements of the
event (the actions and happenings) and existents (characters and setting) (p.19). The
narrative is defined as the structure of the text. However, in order to decide whether
narrative is a semiotic structure that is independently meaningful, another important
theoretical model – Hjelmslev and Whitfield’s (1953) semiotic model of language –

See Section 3.1.3.1 Jakobson’s functions of language & Halliday’s systemic
functional grammar
8
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was also a fundamental theoretical framework in Chatman’s (1978, p.22) theory.
According to Hjelmslev and Whitfield, a sign is a function between two forms: the
content form and the expression form. His semiotic model of language mainly focuses
on the differentiations: content-expression and form-substance. Content (thought) and
expression (speech/sound) can be paralleled with de Saussure’s differentiation
between signifié (conceptual order) and significant (phonic order) (Thibault, 1997,
p.59). However, there are other differentiating factors- form and substance. Substance
of content is a purport viewed from languages, it specifies the way in which a particular
language form its purport (Hjelmslev & Whitfield, 1953, p.51). Therefore, a contentsubstance depends on the “form” process in a language. The form of content is defined
only in relation to the sign function in order to interact between a content and an
expression (p.54). The substance of the expression is the sequence of sounds produced
by someone speaking in a specific language and it only exists because of its
relationship to the form of the expression. Thus, the form of the expression is also a
sound sequence that is a particular language chosen from the total range of possible
human vocalizations.
Some concepts in Hjelmslev and Whitfield’s semiotic model of language can be
paralleled with Chatman’s theory, and some new elements that have been added to the
theory of narratology. Story is the content; discourse is the expression; events and
existents are forms of content. Discourse (expression) is divided into two aspects:
structure of narrative transmission (expression-form), and manifestation (substance of
expression) (Chatman, 1978, p.26). Chatman’s framework of narratology for the
analysis of story and discourse is the main theoretical basis for the analysis of the genre
of narratives in the films and TV cases considered in this research. The analysis starts
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with the features of story and discourse, and aims to explore whether the text has
achieved equivalence with the stories contained within the films and TV series
themselves.
Responding to Halliday’s context of situation and Biber’s situational
characteristics that were mentioned in the Chapter 3, I have created Fig. 5-2 to better
illustrate how the framework works. Chatman’s theory is based on media products,
films and fictions; his theory helps to understand the situations in a film or TV
programme.
Table 5-2: Chatman’s Story & Narrative and the Context of Situation
Biber’s
Situational
Characteristics

Halliday’s
context of
situation

Actions

Topic/ Purpose

Field of
discourse

Happenings

Production
circumstance

Setting

Setting

Characters

Participants

Chatman’s Narrative Text

Event
Story
Existents

Participants’
relations

People, things, etc.

Narrative
Text

Structure
of
transmission

Tenor of
discourse

narrative

Verbal
Cinematic
Discourse
Manifestation Balletic
Pantomimic
Etc.

Mode

Mode of
discourse

The context of situation is the immediate environment. Therefore, more cultural
elements need to be accounted for by those included within the context of situation.
Not only the “part of the film”, but also the total social and cultural environment of the
film and the audience:
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any actual context of situation, the particular configuration of
field, tenor, and mode that has brought a text into being, is not
just a random jumble of features but a totality- a package, so
to speak, of things that typically go together in the culture
(Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.46)
Based on Halliday’s SFG, Manfredi (2008) proposed a method which combined
SFG with an insight from translation studies. He says that translation can be analysed
using its rank, meaning and context (p.33). The concept of ‘rank’ refers to the ‘rank
scale’ in Halliday’s SFG, and so rank here is recognised as the unit of the translation
text. Halliday says that language is structured in compositional hierarchies, which is
the rank.
Table 5-3: Compositional Hierarchies in English (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014,
p.21)
Domain

Compositional hierarchy

In sound:

Tone group ~ foot (rhythm group) ~ syllable (~ hemisyllable) ~
phoneme

In writing:

Sentence ~ sub-sentence ~ word (written) ~ letter

in verse (spoken):

Stanza ~ line ~ foot (metric) ~ syllable

In grammar:

Clause ~ phrase/ group ~ word ~ morpheme

Manfredi proposed to add a higher level, “paragraph”, to the “writing”
(graphological) category, since Catford (1965) indicates that translation shifts
normally occur up and down in the hierarchies in an unbounded translation rather than
a rank-bound translation (p.25), and Halliday says that translation equivalence is
normally valued more in the higher ranks.
Meaning in Manfredi’s (2008, p.38) framework refers to the functional meanings
in SFG, which is the ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning and textual meaning.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the ideational meaning refers to the transitivity analysis,
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where the processes, participants and circumstances are analysed. The interpersonal
meaning refers to the mood type, where the mood clauses are discussed (imperative,
interrogative and declarative). The textual meaning is the theme and rheme of the
discourse and the cohesion in between (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.83).
Table 5-4: Three Lines of Meaning in the Clause (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p.83)
Metafunction

Clause as…

System

Structure

Textual

Message

Theme

Theme ^ Rheme

Interpersonal

Exchange

Mood

Mood [subject+finite]+Residue [predicator
(+complement)(+adjust)]

Ideational

Representation

Transitivity

Process + participants (+circumstances),
e.g. Process + Actor + Goal

Context in Manfredi’s framework refers to the same concept as that in Halliday’s
SFG – that is, the context of situation and the context of culture. Manfredi proposed
that the context should be achieved in two levels: the level of culture-specific items,
and the level of text-type conventions. The text-type convention is the contextual
configuration discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
5.1.4 Methodology for the analysis of translating situation
In this chapter, the framework for the analysis of the texts is mainly based on
Halliday (2014) and the concept of the context of situation. Manfredi’s (2008) work
provides a reference case for applying SFG to the analysis of functional meanings in
translation studies. However, Manfredi’s text analysis is aiming to provide a betterquality translation according to the findings from the ST analysis; while in this study,
I use SFG in the analysis of both STs and fansubbing TTs and discuss their equivalence
at the level of the functional meanings, the situation or culture. The method for the text
analysis in the rest of this chapter is designed as below:
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Step 1- Case brief: a brief case introduction is provided. The brief includes the
source of the text (the film or TV programme from which it was obtained) – which
episode the segment appears in and/or what time it appears at – and the situational
context of the immediate environment. Then, the ST is presented in the section.
Step 2- Situational Characteristics. The ST is then analysed by applying Biber’s
(2009) sociolinguistic framework of the situational characterist relating to situational
characteristics 9 . This framework was previously used in Chapters 2 and 3 for
identifying the contextual features of the ST and TT of a fansubbing work in a cultural
context. Now, it will be applied to the framework for the analysis of the immediate
environment in the specific situations in the audiovisual products. Each ST is analysed
based on its topic, communicative purpose, setting, production circumstance,
participants, the participants’ relations and mode. The translation constraints can then
be concluded from the analysis of the situational characteristics.
Step 3- Translation problems and translation strategies. Using the constraints I
identified from my analysis of the scenes’ situational characteristics, I then discuss the
translation problems and translation strategies from a translation studies perspective,
specifically by using the scale I created using Newmark (1988) and Hervey and
Higgins’ (2002) translation strategies. The texts are analysed based on the translation
unit in this study - that is, referring to each segment of the subtitles. Every single
subtitle is labelled with a translation strategy based on the translation problem and the
way that the translator has tried to minimise the problem.

9

See section 3.1.3.4 SFG & Genre and register analysis
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In the analysis of situational characteristics, especially the mode of the ST,
Halliday’s (1989) theory is applied in the analysis of the spoken or written language
in the texts. He proposed that the spoken or written language in a sentence is based on
the lexical density of the sentence, that is, the ratio of the lexical words in the sentence.
Lexical words refer to the words that give the sentence its meaning and provide
information to the text. Lexical density is decided by the amount of lexical words in a
sentence (total words amount). A formula can be applied when identifying lexical
density:

Lexical density =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠
∗ 100
The total number of words

This is used to identify the spoken and written language in the text analysis.
This step, in general, provides an overview of the analysis of the translation
practice.
Step 4- Translating the functional meanings. As mentioned earlier, the
functional meaning of the ST and TT are derived from its ideational meaning
(transitivity analysis), interpersonal meaning (mood type analysis), and textual
meaning (theme and cohesion analysis). The equivalence between the ST and TT is
what I will concentrate on in this section.
Ideational meaning
Transitivity analysis is what we do in order to obtain the ideational meaning. The
process type in each segment is analysed based on its participants (subject) and
processes (verb); the interaction between the participants and the process determine
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what process type it is. According to Halliday (2014, pp.224-332), six process types
are included when analysing the process type:
Actor

Process: material

Goal

Circumstance

I

went to

the library

for study

The material process describes the event as it happens. The process involves
physical actions, with a “doing verb” in the sentence. The doer in the process is the
“actor” and the second participant who receives the action is the “goal”.
Senser

Process: mental

Phenomenon

I

feel

motivated

Different from the material process, which refers to “what is going on” in the
external world, the mental process indicates what is going on in the characters’ minds.
Verbs like “like” “think” “believe” are all referring to the internal mind process.
Carrier

Process: relational

Attribute

I

Am

a student

Then relational process sets up a relationship between the concepts in a sentence.
Carrier

Process: verbal

Target

I

Explained

my subject

The verbal process indicates the actions in a text. It is an intermediate process
between material and mental process.
Carrier

Process: verbal

Behaviour

Circumstance

I

went

shopping

last night

The behavioural process is different from the verbal process because it highlights
the semantic context of the behaviour that is happening.
Carrier

Process: existential

Existent

Circumstance

There

is

an apple

On the table
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The existential process can be identified by the subject “there” in the sentence.
Normally, there is only one participant in the clause that is the object that presents.
The process type of each ST and TT segment is discussed and compared. In the
text cases, the participants are underlined, the process is marked in bold and the
circumstances are in italics. If the TT’s process type is different from the ST, I will
then explore the reasons why and evaluate whether it has realised equivalence on a
functional level.
Interpersonal meaning
The interpersonal meanings in the texts are the ones that influence the
participants. The meaning is analysed through the mood type, which concerns the
clause as an exchange and how grammatical differences affect the interactions between
the participants. The subject (underlined), finite (bold) and modal adjunct in each
segment are the factors that determine whether it is a declarative, imperative or an
interrogative sentence. The declarative sentence is normally a sentence in which the
addresser provides information to the addressee; the interrogative sentence involves
the addresser asking for information from the addressee and the imperative normally
starts with a verb and the addresser demanding, commanding or requesting information
from the addressee.
If the TT mood type is different from that in the ST, I then look into the
equivalence of the speech act, discuss whether the ST and TT have the same
representative, directive, commissive, expressive or declarative meaning. Sometimes,
even if the mood type of the ST and the TT are the same, I may still compare the
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modulation based on the finite and mood adjuncts in the sentence in order to see the
equivalence between them.
Textual meaning
The theme and rheme, and the cohesion are identified and discussed when
analysing the textual meaning of each segment. The themes (underlined) are marked
in ST and TT, and cohesive devices (bold) are identified in the text.
The theme is always the clause-initial element that provides the context for
developing the message in a clause. Cohesion is the resource that connects each
sentence to a text, which then creates the texture unity. The theme and cohesion in
both the ST and the TT are compared to see if they are the same composition in the
sentence and whether they have the same referential meaning. If not, I then look into
the reason for the grammar and semantics in the sentence, and see if the shift of the
theme or cohesion in the translation process has resulted in any shift in its propositional
content.
Step 5- Translating the context of situation or the context of culture. This step
brings us back to the situational and cultural environment that the ST originally came
from. The context of the happening (field of discourse), the deeper analysis of the
characters’ relationship (tenor of discourse) and the role language has to play (mode
of discourse) is discussed. Along with explaining the characters’ performance and the
setting in the scene, based on Chatman’s (1978) narratology in film and fiction, the
immediate situation is discussed in a broader sense in the film or TV programme. The
TT is then brought into the situational or cultural environment and assessed as to
whether it has realised equivalence at the situational or cultural level.
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5.2 Text Analysis
In this section, I apply the methods outlined above to a series of text cases
selected from the films and TV series highlighted in this study. The cases that are
selected in this section typically present the textual features of fansubbing translation
that were discussed in Section 5.1.2 Cultural Issues in Translation: colloquial
expression, metaphor and literary allusion. “Trial in a courtroom” in The Shawshank
Redemption (Darabont, 1994), and “Anna and Kristoff” in Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013)
are selected to highlight the use of colloquial expression; “Penny embarrasses Sheldon”
in The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2008), and “Xiangliu” in Night at the Museum: Secret
of the Tomb (Levy, 2014) are chosen to discuss literary allusion and “Lord Grantham
loves Downton” in Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010-2015) and “Court call” in The
Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2010) are selected illustrate the use of metaphor.
Where professional translations are available (The Shawshank Redemption, Frozen
and Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb), the cases are compared with the
professional translation to test the fourth hypothesis of this thesis: H4 - fansubbing
translation practice tends to pursue equivalence at the situational level rather than on
the level of words and sentences. Each case is analysed using its rank and meaning,
and then is examined as to whether it has obtained translational equivalence at the
situational level or cultural level.
5.2.1 Trial in a courtroom- The Shawshank Redemption (Darabont, 1994)
Case brief
This is a sequence from one of previously referenced case studies, The
Shawshank Redemption. The sequence in question starts at 0:02:04.74 and ends at
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0:02:41.31. It is a cross-examination scene at the very beginning of the film that
explains why Andy Dufresne is being sentenced to life in jail. The text is the crossexamination between the prosecutor and Dufresne.

Picture 5-1: Dufresne in The Shawshank Redemption

ST (The Shawshank Redemption 0:02:04.74)
Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the confrontation you had
with your wife the night she was murdered.
Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she was glad I knew,
that she hated all the sneaking around. And she said that she
wanted a divorce in Reno.
Prosecutor: What was your response?
Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one.
Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I see you in Reno.”
Those were your words according to your neighbours.
Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t remember. I was upset.
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
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Topic: The Shawshank Redemption is a crime and legal film that tells a story of
Andy Dufresne, an innocent man, who was sentenced to life in jail. He never gives up
hope and finally breaks free from the prison. The situation being discussed takes place
during the opening of the film. A cross-examination in a trial is ongoing in a
courtroom; Andy Dufresne is questioned by the prosecutor who wants to prove that he
is guilty of murder.
Communicative purpose: In this situation, both the addresser and addressee have
very specific purposes for the communication event in the immediate environment.
The prosecutor presents many questions, pieces of evidence and invites witnesses into
the court in order to prove that Dufresne is guilty of murdering his wife and her lover.
Andy Dufresne is in court presenting his own testimony and arguing that he is
innocent.
Setting: The participants in the situation share the exact same time (real-time
conversation) and place (in a courtroom). This kind of communication is specific to a
trial setting and will not be repeated in other situations.
Production circumstance: This situation in court is a prepared but real-time
conversation. Both the prosecutor and Dufresne have had time to prepare for their
prosecution and defence. They are required to prepare statements, give testimony, and
provide witnesses to support their different legal positions. However, the conversation
in the situation remains real-time, as the addresser and addressees’ cross examining
takes the form of real-time argument.
Tenor of discourse
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Participants: The addresser is the prosecutor; the addressee is Andy Dufresne
himself, and the on-lookers10 are the audience in the courtroom, the jury, Dufresnse’s
lawyer, the judge and the other court staff.
Participants’ relations: In this situation, the prosecutor and Andy Dufresne are
prosecutor and defendant, opposing one-another in the courtroom. This relation
between the participants directly results in the difference of communicative purposes.
Mode of discourse
Mode: The setting of the courtroom and the topic of the trial decide the mode of
the situation. Both the addresser and the addressee talk to each other using verbal
speech. The medium that is used in the courtroom tends to be formal/written language,
which is delivered in a phonic spoken channel.
Translation problems and translation strategies
Based on each subtitle segment in this situation, I analyse the case using a
translation studies perspective first. The fansubbing translation of this case is shown
in Fig.4-5. We can see from the figure that four out of six segments are translated with
faithful and semantic translation strategies. Seg.1 is almost a word-for-word
translation, with an adjustment of the grammar to make the sentence readable. Segs.2,
3, and 6 contain the major translation shifts when producing the TT. In the second
segment, for example, “It was very bitter” is translated as “我们吵得很凶”. “It” is the
subject in the ST sentence referring to the “confrontation” that the prosecutor asked

“On-lookers” in this Chapter refer to diegetic on-lookers, part of the situation
of the story. The viewers of the films or the TV programmes are the addressees of the
communicative situation of the audiovisual production, which can also be understood
as “on-lookers”. However, in this Chapter, the viewers are not discussed as on-lookers.
10
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about in the Seg.1, so the ST is “the confrontation was very bitter”. In the TT, the
subject is changed to “我们” (BT: we). This becomes clearer when the sentence is
separated into its component parts:
ST: It [subject] was [transitive] very [adverbial] bitter
[object]
TT: 我 们 (we) [subject] 吵 得 (argued) [transitive] 很 凶
(fiercely) [adverbial]
The sentence structure has a major change in Seg.2. The emotion is expressed in
different words; however, the semantic meaning of the sentence remains the same.
There are also two segments that are translated by using communicative translation,
which ensures that the contextual meaning of the SL sentence is carried over into the
TL as the new expression makes it comprehensible to the readers. In Seg.4, there is a
major deletion in the translation. The phrase “I told her”, which was present in the ST,
is missing in the TT. However, the answer to the prosecutor’s question in Seg.3, the
translation “我拒绝离婚” (BT: I refuse to divorce [my translation]) conveys the ST’s
functional meaning in this situation.
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Table 5-5: Trial in a Courtroom- Fan
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Translation
Strategy

1

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the 检察官：德福瑞恩先生， 请你描述 Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please Literal
confrontation you had with your wife
describe the confrontation with your
命案当晚和妻子争吵的情形
the night she was murdered.
wife the night she was murdered.

2

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said 德福瑞恩：我们吵得很凶。她说不 Dufresne: We had a terrible argument. Semantic
she was glad I knew, that she hated all
She said she was not afraid of me
the sneaking around. And she said that 怕我知道 ，她讨厌偷偷摸摸。她还 knowing all these, she hated sneaking
around. She also said she wanted a
she wanted a divorce in Reno.
说想去雷诺办离婚。
divorce in Reno.

3

Prosecutor: What was your response?

4

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant 德福瑞恩：我拒绝离婚
one.

5

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before 检察官：“你别想活着去雷诺市”，你 Prosecutor: “You never think about Communicative
I see you in Reno.” Those were your
going to Reno while you’re alive”, your
的邻居作证你说过这句话.
words according to your neighbours.
neighbour testified you said this.

6

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t 德福瑞恩：也许吧，我气炸了，记 Dufresne: Maybe, I was so mad, I can’t Semantic
remember. I was upset.
remember clearly.
不清楚。

检察官：你怎样回答？

Prosecutor: What did you answer?

Semantic

Dufresne: I refuse to divorce.

Communicative
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In order to establish the difference in approach between fansubbing translation
and professional translation, we have to look at a comparable version provided by a
professional translation studio. We can see from Fig. 4-6 that most segments that are
translated by professional translators remain faithful to the ST. Professional translators
tend to be as faithful as possible, while still maintaining the aesthetic value of the TT.
Once again, using Seg.2 (Seg.8 in Table 5-6) as an example:
ST: It [subject] was [transitive] very [adverbial] bitter
[object]
TT: (那场争吵) (That confrontation) [subject] 很 [adverbial]
激烈 (very bitter) [object]
We can see that even though the subject in the TT translation is omitted, the sentence
structure remains the same as that in the ST. In the answer to the prosecutor’s question,
the TT also provides an effective response for the situation. The professional translator
uses literal translation in Seg.2, and fansubbers use semantic translation for a different
but acceptable way of delivering the functional meaning in the situation.
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Table 5-6: Trial in a Courtroom- Pro
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Translation
Strategy

7

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the 检察官：杜弗瑞先生，请你描述一下案 Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please Literal
confrontation you had with your wife the
describe the argument with your wife
发当晚你和你太太之间的那场争吵。
night she was murdered.
on the night of the crime.

8

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she 德福瑞恩：很激烈，她说很高兴被我发 Dufresne: Very bitter. She said she’s Literal
was glad I knew, that she hated all the
happy that I found out, she doesn’t like
sneaking around. And she said that she 现，她不喜欢偷偷摸摸的。然后她提出 sneaking around. Then she said she
wanted to divorce as soon as possible
wanted a divorce in Reno.
去雷诺尽快办理离婚手续。
in Reno.

9

Prosecutor: What was your response?

10

检察官：你怎么回答的？

Prosecutor: what did you answer?

Faithful

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one. 德福瑞恩：我说我决不同意。

Dufresne: I said I strongly disagree.

Faithful

11

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I 检察官：“去雷诺之前 我要你先下地
see you in Reno.” Those were your words
狱”，这是你当时的原话，杜弗瑞先
according to your neighbours.
生，你的邻居愿意为此作证。

Prosecutor: “Before going to Reno, I Semantic
want you to go to hell first”, these are
your original words. Mr. Dufresne,
your neighbour would like to testified.

12

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t 德福瑞恩：他们愿意的话这就作吧 我 Dufresne: If they want to then let them Semantic
remember. I was upset.
testify. I can’t remember what I said.
已经想不起来了
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Table 5-7: Trial in a Courtroom- Fan vs. Pro
Prosecutor: “I’ll see 检察官：“你别想活着
you in hell before I see
you in Reno.” Those 去雷诺市”，你的邻居
5
were
your
words 作证你说过这句话.
according to your
neighbours.
11 Prosecutor: “I’ll see
you in hell before I see
you in Reno.” Those
were
your
words
according to your
neighbours.

Prosecutor: “You never
think about going to Reno
while you’re alive”, your
neighbour testified you
said this.

“Before
检察官：“去雷诺之前 Prosecutor:
going to Reno, I want you
我要你先下地狱”，这 to go to hell first”, these
是你当时的原话，杜弗 are your original words.
Mr.
Dufresne,
your
瑞先生，你的邻居愿意 neighbour would like to
testified.
为此作证。

The biggest translation constraint in this situation happens in Seg.5, where
fansubbing and professional translators provide two very different versions for the
same ST.
The ST segment in Table 5-7 is a quotation that the prosecutor uses in court. The
original situation, according to the ST, happened during a “bitter confrontation”, as
established by the context from the previous segments. Therefore, within the original
setting of the ST, the speaker, Mr. Dufresne, was very likely to be angry, distressed
and to speak irrationally. “See you in hell” in the ST is a metaphor that shows
Dufresne’s absolute unwillingness to grant a divorce. The TT “你别想活着去雷诺市”
(BT: You never think about going to Reno while you’re alive [my translation]) is
considered to be functional in the original setting of the confrontation, because the
purpose of the sentence is delivered. However, the ST is used as evidence in court and
quoted by the prosecutor in a relatively flat tone. Is it still suitable to translate the
situation (the original confrontation between Dufresne and his wife) in the film
situation (courtroom cross-examining)? In order to discover its suitable mode type, the
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ST segment has to be brought back to the dialogue and the scene. The dialogue
happened during a cross-examination between the prosecutor and Mr. Dufresne in
court, which is a government institution with the authority to adjudicate legal disputes
between parties. A courtroom is a solemn place and the people who take part in the
speech in court (prosecutors, lawyers, criminals, suspects, the judge and the jury)
normally use formal language and argue their cases based on legal documents or
evidence. Therefore, the fact that the prosecutor uses a flat tone to present the
neighbour’s testimony as evidence is considered to be acceptable and appropriate.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
In order to explore the ideational meaning of the discourse, we have to start with
the view of transitivity. The process type for each segment in the ST and TT are
discussed in order to discuss the degree of equivalence between the two texts.
In the ST, “describe” was the first verb in an imperative sentence that the
prosecutor used in his question; the second material process is the prosecutor’s
repetition of the testimony. We can see that the majority of the processes are verbal,
which is a description of the actions - the verbs “said”, “told”, “say” and “remember”
are being used to describe the “confrontation”. The material process occurs twice in
the situation. It indicates “what is happening” in the immediate situation. The relational
process presents how things are “being” in a situation. The verbs “was” and “were”
are used in the situation to describe the “confrontation” that happened in the past. The
mental process occurs once with the verb “hate” when describing Dufresne wife’s
distaste for “sneaking around”.
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As shown in Fig. 4-8 and Fig. 4-9, the grey zones are the sentences that have a
different process type from that of the ST. There is only one sentence in Fig. 4-9 that
has been translated by the professional translators and does not share the same process
type with the ST.
9

Prosecutor: What was your
response?
Relational

检察官：你怎么回答的？
Verbal

Prosecutor: What did you
answer?
Verbal

The ST is a relational process where there is a relationship set up between “what” and
“your response”. In the professional TT, the text is a verbal process which highlights
the function of the verb “回答” (BT: answer [my translation]). There is a shift from the
relationship to an action. However, the responses to both questions are the same. This
is the only translation shift in the process type in the professional translation. In the
fansubbing version, there are more shifts in the TT process type. I use the same case
in Seg.2 to demonstrate the change of the process type.
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Table 5-8: Process Type- Trial in a Courtroom (Fan) (Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.

1

2

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the
confrontation you had with your wife the night she
was murdered.

检察官：德福瑞恩先生， 请你描述命案当晚和
妻子争吵的情形

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please describe the
confrontation with your wife the night she was
murdered.

Material

Material

Material

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she was glad
I knew, that she hated all the sneaking around. And
she said that she wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：我们吵得很凶。她说不怕我知道 ，
她讨厌偷偷摸摸。她还说想去雷诺办离婚。

Dufresne: We argued fiercely. She said she was
not afraid of me knowing all these, she hated
sneaking around. She also said she wanted a
divorce in Reno.

Relational/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Verbal/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Verbal/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Prosecutor: What was your response?

检察官：你怎样回答？

Prosecutor: What did you answer?

Relational

Verbal

Verbal

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我拒绝离婚

Dufresne: I refuse to divorce.

Verbal

Material

Material

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your words according to your
neighbours.

检察官：“你别想 活着 去雷诺市”，你的邻居作
证你说过这句话.

Prosecutor: “You never think about going to Reno
while you’re alive”, your neighbour testified you
said this.

Material/ Relational

Material/ Material

Material/ Material

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t remember.
I was upset.

德福瑞恩：也许吧，我气炸了，记不清楚。

Dufresne: Maybe, I was so mad, I can’t remember
clearly.

Verbal/ Verbal/ Relational

Mental/ Verbal

Mental/ Verbal

3

4

5

6
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Table 5-9: Process Type- Trial in a Courtroom (Pro) (Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.
7

8

9

10

11

12

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the
confrontation you had with your wife the night she
was murdered.

检察官：杜弗瑞先生，请你描述一下 案发当晚
你和你太太之间的那场争吵。

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please describe the
argument with your wife on the night of the crime.

Material

Material

Material

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she was glad
I knew, that she hated all the sneaking around. And
she said that she wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩： 很激烈 ，她说很高兴被我发现，她
不喜欢偷偷摸摸的。然后她提出去雷诺尽快办
理离婚手续。

Dufresne: Very bitter. She said she’s happy that I
found out, she doesn’t like sneaking around. Then
she said she wanted to divorce as soon as possible
in Reno.

Relational/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Relational/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Relational/ Verbal/ Mental/ Verbal

Prosecutor: What was your response?

检察官：你怎么回答的？

Prosecutor: How did you answer?

Relational

Verbal

Verbal

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我说我决不同意。

Dufresne: I said I strongly disagree.

Verbal

Verbal

Verbal

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your words according to your
neighbours.

检察官：“去雷诺之前 我要你 先 下地狱”，这是
你 当时的 原话，杜弗瑞先生，你的邻居愿意为
此作证。

Prosecutor: “Before going to Reno, I want you to
go to hell first”, these are your original words. Mr.
Dufresne, your neighbour would like to testified.

Material/ Relational

Material/ Relational/ Material

Material/ Relational/ Material

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t remember.
I was upset.

德福瑞恩：他们愿意的话这就作吧 我已经想不
起来了

Dufresne: If they want to then let them testify. I
can’t remember.

Verbal/ Verbal/ Relational

Mental/ /Verbal

Mental/ /Verbal
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2

Dufresne: It was very bitter.

德福瑞恩：我们吵得很凶。

Dufresne:
fiercely.

Relational

Verbal

Verbal

We

We can see from Seg.2 that the change of subject in this sentence results in the change
of the process type. The “it” in the ST refers to “the confrontation”; the verb “was”
builds up the relationship between the subject and the object and “very bitter” therefore
describes “the confrontation”. In the TT, the subject “我们” (BT: we) cannot be built
in a relational process to deliver the same meaning; the verb “吵” (BT: argue) allows
the sentence to reproduce the meaning by presenting an action. Like Halliday said
“every language accommodates, in its grammar, some systematic construction of
relational processes” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Even though there is a shift in
the process type, the propositional content can still be expressed and the functional
meaning in the situation is effectively conveyed in the target language.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
The interpersonal meaning is mainly explored by the mood type. Whether the
sentence is an imperative, interrogative or declarative delivers the interpersonal
meaning in the text. The mood type for each segment in the case is discussed in this
section.
We can tell from Table 5-10 and 5-11 that the mood type among the ST, TT and
the BT I provided are the same, except for Seg.1 and Seg.7 (same ST). The ST features
an imperative sentence which, in the TT has been transformed into a declarative
sentence. The reason that caused the shift of mood type is that a subject 你” (BT: you)
has been added to the sentence to make sure that it delivers the propositional content

argued
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successfully and is acceptable to the readers. By deleting the subject, the readers still
can understand the meaning of the sentence; however, it is not particularly accurate,
especially for a situation like a cross-examination in the courtroom. It is worth
mentioning here is that the same subject is added to both the fansubbing and the
professional translation.
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Table 5-10: Mood Type- Trial in a Courtroom (Fan) (Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.

1

2

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the
confrontation you had with your wife the night she
was murdered.

检察官：德福瑞恩先生， 请你描述命案当晚和
妻子争吵的情形

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please describe the
confrontation with your wife the night she was
murdered.

Imperative

Declarative

Imperative

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she was glad
I knew, that she hated all the sneaking around. And
she said that she wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：我们吵得很凶。她说不怕我知道 ，
她讨厌偷偷摸摸。她还说想去雷诺办离婚。

Dufresne: We argued fiercely. She said she was
not afraid of me knowing all these, she hated
sneaking around. She also said she wanted a divorce
in Reno.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Prosecutor: What was your response?

检察官：你怎样回答？

Prosecutor: What did you answer?

WH-interrogative

WH-interrogative

WH-interrogative

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我拒绝离婚

Dufresne: I refuse to divorce.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your words according to your
neighbours.

检察官：“你别想活着去雷诺市”，你的邻居作
证你说过这句话.

Prosecutor: “You never think about going to Reno
while you’re alive”, your neighbour testified you
said this.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t remember.
I was upset.

德福瑞恩：也许吧，我气炸了，记不清楚。

Dufresne: Maybe, I was so mad, I can’t remember
clearly.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

3

4

5

6
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Table 5-11: Mood Type- Trial in a Courtroom (Pro) (Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.
7

8

9

10

11

12

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, describe the
confrontation you had with your wife the night she
was murdered.

检察官：杜弗瑞先生，请你描述一下 案发当晚
你和你太太之间的那场争吵。

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne, please describe the
argument with your wife on the night of the crime.

Imperative

Declarative

Imperative

Dufresne: It was very bitter. She said she was glad
I knew, that she hated all the sneaking around. And
she said that she wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩： 很激烈 ，她说很高兴被我发现，她
不喜欢偷偷摸摸的。然后她提出去雷诺尽快办
理离婚手续。

Dufresne: Very bitter. She said she’s happy that I
found out, she doesn’t like sneaking around. Then
she said she wanted to divorce as soon as possible
in Reno.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Prosecutor: What was your response?

检察官：你怎么回答的？

Prosecutor: How did you answer?

WH-interrogative

WH-interrogative

WH-interrogative

Dufresne: I told her I would not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我说我决不同意。

Dufresne: I said I strongly disagree.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your words according to your
neighbours.

检察官：“去雷诺之前 我要你 先 下地狱”，这是
你 当时的 原话，杜弗瑞先生，你的邻居愿意为
此作证。

Prosecutor: “Before going to Reno, I want you to
go to hell first”, these are your original words. Mr.
Dufresne, your neighbour would like to testified.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Dufresne: If they say so. I really don’t remember.
I was upset.

德福瑞恩：他们愿意的话这就作吧 我已经想不
起来了

Dufresne: If they want to then let them testify. I
can’t remember.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative
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Returning again to the specific segment in the scene that was addressed in our
analysis of translation problems and strategies, the discussion will now move on to the
analysis of the segment’s modality. In Seg.11, the ST’s “I’ll see you in hell before I
see you in Reno” is translated into two very different versions by fansubbers and
professional translators. The modality of a sentence is decided by its mood adjunct.
The mood adjunct in the fansubbed translation contains “never”, which is a relatively
high modulation to show how angry Dufresne was when he confronted his wife in the
original situation. However, the adjunct “first” in the sentence “I want you to go to
hell” in the professional translation is a relatively low modulation. However,
considering the situation is set in a courtroom during the prosecutor’s cross
examination and this sentence is quoted as evidence by the prosecutor, it is worth
considering whether the modulation needs to be very high.
Fansubbing 你

别想 (never)

活着 (alive)

去 (go to)

雷诺市 (Reno)

Predi-

Complement

-cator

Object

(you)
Subject

Mood
Adjunct

Professional 去雷诺之前
(before
Reno)

go

我 (I)

要 (want)

你 (you)

to

Complement

先下

地狱

(go firstly
to)
Subject

Predi-

Object

-cator

Complement

Adjunct

• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
In this session, the rheme and theme, and the cohesion in the translation texts are
discussed. Do the theme and rheme remain the same in the TTs? Is there any translation
shift in translating the cohesion?
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Table 5-12 shows the theme and cohesion in fansubbing translation. The theme
is the same in most of the segments, however, we can see the clear shift of themes in
Segs.2, 3, and 5 mainly because the grammar in Chinese is different from that in
English. For example, in Seg.3, the WH-interrogative theme “what” does not exist in
Chinese grammar, a shift of theme to “你” (BT: you) occurs in the sentence and refers
to the person who is receiving the question. We can see that the same theme shift
occurs in the professional translation as well (see Seg. 9 in Table 5-13), due to the
change of grammar. There is a clear difference between the fansubbing and
professional translations regarding the theme shift. In Seg.5 and 11 (same ST), the
fansubbing and the professional translation both translate the theme “I” in the ST into
two different TTs. In the fansubbing version, the sentence is translated based on its
semantic meaning. “See you in hell” means a status of being dead, which is being used
as a metaphor in the sentence to show Dufresne’s anger and determination. The
fansubbing TT expresses its semantic meaning by translating it into “never think about
(doing something) alive”. The shift of subject and theme, therefore, occurs in the
sentence. In the professional translation, the ST theme “I” remains in the sentence as
the actor of the process. However, the complement “before going to Reno” is placed
at the beginning of the sentence because of the nature of the expression in Chinese.
The complement theme then becomes the theme of the sentence. The fansubbing and
professional translations use different sentences in translating the same ST; however,
the proposition they have delivered remains the same.
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Table 5-12: Theme and Cohesion- Trial in a Courtroom (Fan)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne,
describe the confrontation
you had with your wife the
night she was murdered.

检察官：德福瑞恩先生，

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne,
please
describe
the
confrontation with your
wife the night she was
murdered.

Dufresne: It was very bitter.
She said she was glad I knew,
that she hated all the sneaking
around. And she said that she
wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：我们吵得很

3

Prosecutor: What was your
response?

检察官：你怎样回答？

Prosecutor: What did you
answer?

4

Dufresne: I told her I would
not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我拒绝离婚

Dufresne:
divorce.

检察官：“你别想活着去

5

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in
hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your
words according to your
neighbours.

Prosecutor: “You never
think about going to Reno
while you’re alive”, your
neighbour testified you said
this.

Dufresne: If they say so. I
really don’t remember. I was
upset.

德福瑞恩：也许吧，我气

1

2

6

请你描述命案当晚和妻子
争吵的情形

凶。她说不怕我知道 ，她
讨厌偷偷摸摸。她还说想
去雷诺办离婚。

雷诺市”，你的邻居作证
你说过这句话.

炸了，记不清楚。

Dufresne:
We
argued
fiercely. She said she was not
afraid of me knowing all
these, she hated sneaking
around. She also said she
wanted a divorce in Reno.

I

refuse

to

Dufresne: Maybe, I was so
mad, I can’t remember
clearly.
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Table 5-13: Theme and Cohesion- Trial in a Courtroom (Pro)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.
7

8

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne,
describe the confrontation
you had with your wife the
night she was murdered.

检察官：杜弗瑞先生，请

Prosecutor: Mr. Dufresne,
please
describe
the
argument with your wife on
the night of the crime.

Dufresne: It was very bitter.
She said she was glad I knew,
that she hated all the sneaking
around. And she said that she
wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：很激烈，她说

你描述一下案发当晚你和
你太太之间的那场争吵。

很高兴被我发现，她不喜
欢偷偷摸摸的。然后她提
出去雷诺尽快办理离婚手

Dufresne: Very bitter. She
said she’s happy that I found
out, she doesn’t like
sneaking around. Then she
said she wanted to divorce as
soon as possible in Reno.

续。
9

Prosecutor: What was your
response?

检察官：你怎么回答的？

Prosecutor: What did you
answer?

10

Dufresne: I told her I would
not grant one.

德福瑞恩：我说我决不同

Dufresne: I said I strongly
disagree.

Prosecutor: “I’ll see you in
hell before I see you in
Reno.” Those were your
words according to your
neighbours.

检察官：“去雷诺之前 我

11

意。

要你 先 下地 狱 ” ，这 是你
当时的原话，杜弗瑞先
生，你的邻居愿意为此作

Prosecutor: “Before going
to Reno, I want you to go to
hell first”, these are your
original
words.
Mr.
Dufresne, your neighbour
would like to testified.

证。
12

Dufresne: If they say so. I
really don’t remember. I was
upset.

德福瑞恩：他们愿意的话
这就作吧 我已经想不起来

Dufresne: If they want to
then let them testify. I can’t
remember.

了

The cohesion in both versions of the translations is the same with that of the ST
in the majority of the segments. We can see that most of the cohesive resources are the
reference and ellipsis. For example, when the prosecutor asked Dufresne about the
confrontation with his wife in the ST, the reference “it” for “the confrontation” and
“she” for “wife” are used several times in his responses. In the fansubbing and
professional TTs, the same cohesive resources also occur at the same place in order to
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ensure that texture remains consistent across all three versions. However, in the
segment below, we can see a difference in translating the cohesion:

2

8

Dufresne: It was very bitter.
She said she was glad I knew,
that she hated all the sneaking
around. And she said that she
wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：我们吵得很

Dufresne: It was very bitter.
She said she was glad I knew,
that she hated all the sneaking
around. And she said that she
wanted a divorce in Reno.

德福瑞恩：很激烈，她说

凶。她说不怕我知道 ，她
讨厌偷偷摸摸。她还说想
去雷诺办离婚。

很高兴被我发现，她不喜
欢偷偷摸摸的。然后她提
出去雷诺尽快办理离婚手

Dufresne:
We
argued
fiercely. She said she was not
afraid of me knowing all
these, she hated sneaking
around. She also said she
wanted a divorce in Reno.
Dufresne: Very bitter. She
said she’s happy that I found
out, she doesn’t like sneaking
around. Then she said she
wanted to divorce as soon as
possible in Reno.

续。

In Seg.2, the ST “it” is a reference to “the confrontation” in the previous
segment. The fansubbing TT has changed the sentence from a relational process to a
verbal process, thus there is a cohesion shift from the “confrontation” to “吵” (BT:
argue). In the professional translation, an ellipsis is used as the cohesive resource. The
phrase “the confrontation”, which was present in the ST, is missing in the TT. The TT
“很激烈” (BT: very bitter) is supposed to mean “(争吵)很激烈” (BT: “[the argument]
was very bitter” [my translation]), however “ 争吵 ” (BT: the argument) acts as an
ellipsis in the sentence, though it does not affect the proposition content of the sentence.
The sentences in the fansubbing and professional translations are different, however,
this does not affect the propositional meaning of the expression in the situation.
Translating the context of situation
I would like to consider the situation of the ST and the situations that are
presented in both the fansubbed and the professionally translated target texts.
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As was noted previously, the film tells the story of Andy Dufresne who is
sentenced to life in prison for a crime he did not commit. This scene at the very
beginning of the film sets the tone for the following story. The situation case I selected
is a very sad and helpless moment for Dufresne, because all of the evidence in
courtroom implies that he is a murderer even though he is actually innocent of the
crime. During the cross-examination, the prosecutor is confident, powerful and
convincing; he is on the side of justice and right. Thus, when he states his case against
Dufresne, who he believes to be an incredibly brutal criminal, his tone is cold and
strong. Dufresne, on the contrary, is weak and helpless. He just went through a tough
fight with his wife, having been cuckolded by her, and was then arrested for a serious
crime that he did not commit. At the opening of the film, he is unable to think and
react as a normal person. He is hesitant, helpless and has almost given up fighting for
himself when he hears the neighbour’s testimony.

The acting is deliberately

understated in the scene. The prosecutor is standing in front of Dufresne and asking
questions, while Dufresne is sitting in the witness stand answering questions. His
delivery is flat and unemotional, hinting at his tired, resigned state.
The fansubbing translation tends to consider more of the TL readers. Their
translation shows more flexibility by changing the lexis and grammar in each segment.
Fansubbers prefer to use their TL bias expression to immerse their audience in the
situation. For example, the case below shows obvious differences in the modulation:
ST: I’ll see you in hell before I see you in Reno.
TT (fan): 你别想活着去雷诺市
(BT: You never think about going to Reno while you’re alive)
TT (pro): 去雷诺之前 我要你先下地狱
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(BT: Before going to Reno, I want you to go to hell first)
The fansubbing translation is reproducing the emotional intensity of Dufresne’s
confrontation with his wife, while the professional translation is a faithful translation
of the situation in the courtroom scene. The scene in the film is recognised as the
immediate situation for the translators, however, whether the past situation being
referenced in the current scene is worth taking into consideration is an interesting point
that should be studied further.
5.2.2 Anna and Kristoff- Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013)
Case brief
This is a case from one of the selected film cases, Frozen. This is a 40-second
scene that starts at 0:39:25.42 and ends at 0:40:04.83. It is a short conversation between
Princess Anna, the sister of Queen Elsa, and Kristoff, an ice harvester and
deliveryman, which happens in a barn that is found by Anna on her way to look for
the Queen Elsa. The text is a dialogue in which Anna says she wants Kristoff to take
her to the North Mountain.
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Picture 5-2: Anna and Kristoff in Frozen

ST (Frozen 0:39:25.42)
Anna: Nice duet.
Kristoff: Oh, it's just you. What do you want?
Anna: I want you to take me up the North Mountain.
Kristoff: I don't take people places.
Anna: Let me rephrase that...
Take me up the North Mountain...
Please.
Look, I know how to stop this winter.
Kristoff: We leave at dawn...
And you forgot the carrots for Sven.
Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. I'm sorry. I didn't...
We leave now. Right now.
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
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Topic: Frozen (Buck & Lee, 2013) is an American 3D computer-animated
musical fantasy film produced by Walt Disney Animation Studios (Anaheim, 2013).
The film tells the story of a brave princess, Anna, who sets out on a heroic journey to
find her estranged sister, whose magical powers have frozen the kingdom in an eternal
winter (IMDb, n.d.-b). The situation that is being discussed happens when Anna has
just started her journey and is trying to persuade Kristoff, a rugged ice man, to come
with her. The conversation happens after Kristoff has been turned down by the shop
owner because he couldn’t afford the essentials he needs. Anna kindly brings
everything he needs in the situation and wants him to go on the journey to the North
Mountain with her.
Communicative purpose: Anna, in this situation, has a clear purpose which is to
persuade Kristoff, or even to bribe him by paying for his essentials, to take her to the
North Mountain. Kristoff is not so keen to go with her, but he does want the winter to
stop, which Anna said she could do.
Setting: The participants in the situation share exactly the same time (a real-time
conversation) and place (in a barn).
Production circumstance: In this situation, Anna and Kristoff are having a realtime conversation. They just met in the shop, and Kristoff, in this situation, did not
know that Anna would approach him for help.
Tenor of discourse
Participants: The addresser is Anna, who started the conversation and brought
up the request; the addressee is Kristoff; the on-looker is Kristoff’s reindeer Sven.
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Participants’ relations: Anna and Kristoff are strangers. In this situation, they
just met each other and Kristoff agreed to accompany her to the North Mountain.
Mode of discourse
Mode: This is a real-time conversation and both the addresser and the addressee
talk to each other using verbal speech. The medium used in this situation is
informal/spoken language and it is delivered in a phonic spoken channel.
Translation problems and translation strategies
When analysing each segment in this situation, we can see from the Table 5-14
and 5-15 that most segments in both the fansubbing and the professional translations
are using literal and faithful translation as their translation strategies. In the fansubbing
version, 3 out of 7 segments are using literal translation; another 3 out of 7 are using
faithful translation; and 1 segment, Seg.4, is using semantic translation. In the
professional version, we can see in Table 5-14 that 1 out of 7 is using literal translation;
3 out of 7 are using faithful translation; 2 out of 7 are using semantic translation and
one is using communicative translation. If the data is simply compared, it seems that
the professional translation is slightly “freer” in this case. However, the key point to
note in this situation is that the fansubbing translation is more colloquial than the
professional one. Also, we can see from the BT of the professional translation that
there are some added elements and translation shifts at the word level. This will be
discussed later.
To gauge the level of colloquialism in this case, a calculation is be done.
Halliday’s (1989) lexical density is used here:
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Lexical density =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠
∗ 100
The total number of words
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Table 5-14: Anna and Kristoff- Fan
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Translation
Strategy

1

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：不错的二重唱

Anna: Nice duet.

Literal

2

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.
What do you want?

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.
What do you want?

Literal

Anna: I want you to take me to the
North Mountain.

Literal

你想怎么样

3

Anna: I want you to take me up the North 安娜：我想让你带我去北山
Mountain.

4

Kristoff: I don't take people places.

克里斯托弗：我不做向导的

Kristoff: I don't do guide work.

Semantic

5

Anna: Let me rephrase that...
Take me up the North Mountain...

安娜：我重说一遍吧

Anna: Let me say again
Take me to the North Mountain

Faithful

Please.
Look, I know how to stop this winter.

带我去北山
拜托你

Please
I know how to stop the cold winter.

我知道如何停止寒冬
6

Kristoff: We leave at dawn...
And you forgot the carrots for Sven.

7

克里斯托弗：我们明早出发
而且你忘了斯温的胡萝卜

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. I'm sorry. I 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 我不是故意的
didn't...
我们现在就走 马上走
We leave now. Right now.

Kristoff: We leave in the morning

Faithful

And you forgot Sven’s carrots
Anna: Sorry. Sorry. I didn't mean to
We leave now. Leave now.

Faithful
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Table 5-15: Anna and Kristoff- Pro
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

8

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：唱得不错

Anna: Nice singing

9

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你要干嘛

10

Anna: I want you to take me up the 安娜：我想要请你带我上北山
North Mountain.

11

Kristoff: I don't take people places.

12

Literal

What do you want?

Faithful

克里斯托弗：我可不是什么车夫

Kristoff: I’m not a chauffeur.

Semantic

Anna: Let me rephrase that...

安娜：那我换个说法吧

Faithful

Take me up the North Mountain...
Please.

你得带我上北山

Anna: Let me rephrase
You have to take me up the North
Mountain

Look, I know how to stop this winter.

求你了

Kristoff: We leave at dawn...
And you forgot the carrots for Sven.

14

Semantic

Anna: I would like you to take me up the
North Mountain.

听着 我知道怎么结束寒冬
13

Translation Strategy

克里斯托弗：天亮出发
你好像忘了给斯特买胡萝卜

Please
Listen, I know how to stop the cold
winter.
Kristoff: Leave at dawn
You seem to have forgotten to buy Sven
carrots

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. I'm sorry. I 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 对不起 我不是故 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. Sorry. I didn't mean
didn't...
to
意的
We leave now. Right now.
We leave now. Leave now.
我们现在就出发 马上走

Communicative

Faithful
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Since the syntax in Chinese TT and English is different, the lexical density will be
compared in both Chinese TT and English BT between the fansubbing and
professional translations. The underlined parts in Table 5-14 and 5-15 are the lexical
items.
Fansubbing translation:

Lexical density (fan TT) =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 (35 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
∗ 100
The total number of words (62 in total)

Lexical density of fansubbing TT is 56.45%

Lexical density (fan BT) =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 (35 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
∗ 100
The total number of words (66 in total)

Lexical density of fansubbing BT is 53.03%
Professional translation:

Lexical density (pro TT) =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 (42 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
∗ 100
The total number of words (69 in total)

Lexical density of professional TT is 60.87%

Lexical density (pro BT) =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 (40 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
∗ 100
The total number of words (72 in total)

Lexical density of professional BT is 55.56%
From the results we may determine that, irrespective of whether we are discussing the
TT or the BT, the number for the fansubbing translation is lower than the professional
translation. Based on the grammatical data, it can be concluded that, in this case, the
fansubbing translation is more colloquial than the professional translation.
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The main translation shifts are seen in the 4th, 5th and 6th segment. In the 4th
segment:
ST: I [subject] don't take [verb] people [object] places
[complement].

TT (fan): 我 [subject] 不做 [verb] 向导 [object] 的
BT (fan): I [subject] don't do [verb] guide work[object]
TT (pro): 我 [subject] 可不是 [link verb] 什么车夫 [object]
BT (pro): I [subject] ’m not [link verb] a chauffeur [object].
The sentence structure between the TTs of fansubbing and professional translations
are actually the same. What they both deleted – the complement “places” – does not
affect the meaning of the sentence. The fansubbers translate the ST’s “take people
places” into “做向导” (BT: do guide work [my translation]). “Guide work” means
showing people around. It does not literally mean “take people places”, but delivers
the meaning. It is a case of semantic translation. The professional translation has a
slightly bigger translation shift in this case compared to the fansubbing version. The
verb “don’t take” is translated as a link verb “可不是” (BT: am not [my translation]),
therefore the object is also changed from the simple object “people” to the professional
“车夫” (BT: a chauffeur [my translation]). A chauffeur takes his/her employer to
places, which matches with the meaning of the ST; however, there is a level of implicit
meaning that a chauffeur provides a transport service, which adds an implicit meaning
to this translation.
In the 5th ST segment, there is also a syntax change in the fansubbing and
professional translation:
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ST: Let [verb] me [subject] rephrase [verb] that [object]
TT (fan): 我 [subject] 重说 [verb] 一遍 [complement] 吧
BT (fan): Let [verb] me [subject] say [verb] again [adverbial]
TT (pro): 那 [adverbial] 我 [subject] 换个 [verb] 说法 [object] 吧
BT (pro): Let [verb] me [subject] rephrase [verb]
What Anna said in the ST, “let me rephrase that”, does not actually mean that she
wants to “rephrase” what she said in the 3rd segment “take me up the North Mountain”.
Actually, she wants to simply emphasize that she is, unquestionably, going to get what
she wants. The fansubbing translation focuses more on the context and the meaning.
However, the professional translation concentrates on the literal meaning of the ST.
In the 6th ST segment, we can see an added element in the TT of professional
translators.
ST: And you [subject] forgot [verb] the carrots [object] for Sven
[complement]

TT (fan): 而且你 [subject] 忘了 [verb] 斯温的胡萝卜 [object]
BT (fan): And you [subject] forgot [verb] Sven’s carrots [object]
TT (pro): 你 [subject] 好像 [verb] 忘了 [verb] 给斯特买胡萝卜
[object]

BT (pro): You [subject] seem [verb] to have forgotten [verb] to buy
Sven carrots [object]

In this scene, the TT “the carrot for Sven” is translated as “斯温的胡萝卜” (BT:
Sven’s carrots [my translation]) in the fansubbing translation. It can be regarded as a
faithful translation. Apart from delivering the meaning of the ST, the professional
translation adds “好像” (BT: seems to [my translation]) in the sentence. After adding
this element, the tone of the sentence has changed from a simple statement to a slightly
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doubtful one. I argue that this addition to the subtitle is not appropriate in this situation.
This is because, when Kristoff said “And you forgot the carrots for Sven”, the
paralanguage in the situation, including his bodily expression and his tone of voice,
shows clearly he is in a relaxed but assertive manner, even with a slight attitude of
being demanding and picky as Anna did not manage to get everything he wanted. This
paralanguage contradicts the addition of “好像” (BT: seems to). For this reason, it can
be understood that the fansubbers’ solution of faithful translation is more effective.
In general, the fansubbing translation in this case can be considered as more
colloquial, and the meaning is conveyed more sufficiently than the professional
translation.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
Transitivity analysis is the key to understanding the ideational meaning. The
process type of the ST, and of both the fansubbing and professional TTs, are compared
in this part to discuss whether there are any shifts in the process types and if the shifts
of the process types lead to the shift of meaning in the situation.
This is a situation in which Anna made a request to Kristoff, asking him to take
her to the North Mountain in Tables 5-16 and 5-17, all three process types appear in
this situation, and there is one relational process as well. The relational process
describes how things are in the situation, which includes the link verb “is”; the mental
process describes the things that happen in our mind, which includes the verbs “want”
“know” and “forgot”; the material process indicates what is happening, in which the
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verb “take” is included, and the behavioural process includes the act of “leaving”
taking place.
In the fansubbing translation, in Table 5-16, there is one shift of the process type
between the ST and TT, which occurs in Seg.4.
The material process “I don't take people places” is translated into a behavioural
process “我不做向导的” (BT: I don't do guide work [my translation]):

I

don't take people

Places

Actor

Process: material

Goal

我

不做

向导的

I

don't do

guide work

Behaver

Process: behavioural

Behaviour

In this segment, “take people places” is translated to “做向导” (BT: do guide work [my
translation]). The change of the verb causes the change of the process type. In looking
at the meaning of the sentence, we can see “做向导” is the task of taking people around,
which delivers the meaning of “take people places”. Thus, the change of the process
type does not cause an unacceptable shift of meaning in this case.
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Table 5-16: Process Type- Anna and Kristoff (Fan)
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

1

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：不错的二重唱

Anna: Nice duet.

2

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你想怎么样

What do you want?

Relational/ Mental

Relational/ Mental

Relational/ Mental

3

Anna: I want you to take 安 娜 ： 我 想 让 你 带 我 去 Anna: I want you to take me to the
me up the North Mountain. 北山
North Mountain.
Mental

4

Kristoff: I don't
people places.
Material

5

Mental

Mental

take 克 里 斯 托 弗 ： 我 不 做 向 Kristoff: I don't do guide work.
导的

Behavioural

Behavioural

Anna: Let me rephrase 安娜：我重说一遍吧
that...

Anna: Let me say again

Behavioural

Behavioural

Behavioural

Take me up the North 带我去北山
Mountain...

Take me to the North Mountain

拜托你

Please

Material

Material

Please.
Material

6

Look, I know how to stop 我知道如何停止寒冬
this winter.

I know how to stop the cold winter.

Mental

Mental

Kristoff: We leave at 克 里 斯 托 弗 ： 我 们 明 早 Kristoff: We leave in the morning
dawn...
出发
And you forgot Sven’s carrots
And you forgot the carrots 而 且 你 忘 了 斯 温 的 胡 萝
for Sven.
卜
Behavioural/ Mental

7

Mental

Behavioural/ Mental

Behavioural/ Mental

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 我不是 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. I didn't mean to
I'm sorry. I didn't...
故意的
We leave now. Leave now.
We leave now. Right now. 我们现在就走 马上走
Behavioural

Behavioural

Behavioural

In the professional translation, in Table 5-17, the shift of process type occurs
with the same ST segment “I don't take people places”. However, in this version, the
material process is translated into a relational process:
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I

don't take people

places

Actor

Process: material

goal

我

可不是

什么车夫

I

am not

a chauffeur

Behaver

Process: behavioural

Behaviour

In the professional version, “take people places” is translated into a profession “车夫”
(BT: a chauffeur). A chauffeur is obliged to take his/her employer to wherever the
employer wants, and this concept is adopted in this translation to describe taking
people places. The relational process with the verb “可不是” (BT: am not) is used to
build the link between “我” (BT: I) and “车夫” (BT: a chauffeur). The TT also delivers
the meaning of the ST, but the shift does not only occur in the process type but also in
the meaning expressed in the ST.
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Table 5-17: Process Type- Anna and Kristoff (Pro)
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

8

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：唱得不错

Anna: Nice singing

9

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你要干嘛

What do you want?

Relational/ Mental

Relational/ Mental

Relational/ Mental

10

Anna: I want you to take me 安娜：我想要请你带我上
up the North Mountain.

Anna: I would like you to take me
up the North Mountain.

Mental

Mental

北山

11

Mental

Kristoff: I don't take people 克里斯托弗：我可不是什
places.

Kristoff: I’m not a chauffeur.

Material

Relational

么车夫

12

Anna: Let me rephrase that... 安娜：那我换个说法吧

Anna: Let me rephrase

Behavioural

Behavioural

Behavioural

Take me up the North 你得带我上北山
Mountain...

You have to take me up the North
Mountain

Please.

Please

Material

13

Relational

求你了

Material

Look, I know how to stop 听着 我知道怎么结束寒冬
this winter.

Listen, I know how to stop the cold
winter.

Mental

Mental

Mental

Kristoff: We leave at dawn... 克里斯托弗：天亮出发
And you forgot the carrots
你好像忘了给斯特买胡萝
for Sven.

Kristoff: Leave at dawn
You seem to have forgotten to buy
Sven carrots

Behavioural/ Mental

Behavioural/ Mental

卜

14

Material

Behavioural/ Mental

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 对不起
I'm sorry. I didn't...

Anna: Sorry. Sorry. Sorry. I didn't
mean to

We leave now. Right now.

We leave now. Leave now.

Behavioural

我不是故意的

我们现在就出发 马上走

Behavioural

Behavioural

The TTs of Seg.4 and 11 are translated from the same ST. Between the
fansubbing and professional version, the process type is also different. Fansubbers
translated the material process to a behavioural process while professional translators
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translated it to a relational process. They both deliver the meaning of the ST and are
acceptable and usable translations; however, the shift of meaning also occurs in both
TTs.
Apart from Seg.4 and 11 in Table 5-16 and 5-17, the rest of the segments have
the same process types in the TTs as translated from the STs.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
The interpersonal meaning in this situation is a little complicated. As introduced
earlier, Anna is a princess, but at the same time, she is the addresser in this situation
who is making a request to an ice harvester Kristoff. The dual identity of Anna would
make it possible that both interrogative and imperative sentences may occur in this
situation.
In the fansubbing translation, shown in Table 5-18, the mood types in the ST
segments are translated to the same mood types in the TT. However, there are a few
shifts in the professional translation.
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Table 5-18: Mood Type- Anna and Kristoff (Fan)
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

1

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：不错的二重唱

Anna: Nice duet.

2

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你想怎么样

What do you want?

Declarative/ Interrogative

Declarative/ Interrogative

Declarative/ Interrogative

3

4

5

Anna: I want you to take me 安娜：我想让你带我去北山
up the North Mountain.

Anna: I want you to take me to
the North Mountain.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Kristoff: I don't take people 克里斯托弗：我不做向导的
places.

Kristoff: I don't do guide
work.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Anna: Let me rephrase that... 安娜：我重说一遍吧

Anna: Let me say again

Take me up the North 带我去北山
Mountain...

Take me
Mountain

Please.

Please

拜托你

Imperative

6

Imperative

the

North

Imperative

Look, I know how to stop 我知道如何停止寒冬
this winter.

I know how to stop the cold
winter.

Declarative

Declarative

Kristoff:
dawn...

We

Declarative
leave

at 克里斯托弗：我们明早出发
而且你忘了斯温的胡萝卜

And you forgot the carrots
for Sven.
Declarative
7

to

Declarative

Kristoff: We leave in the
morning
And you forgot Sven’s carrots
Declarative

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 我不是故 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. I didn't
I'm sorry. I didn't...
意的
mean to
We leave now. Right now.

我们现在就走 马上走

We leave now. Leave now.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

In Table 5-19, the shifts of the mood type mainly occurs when Anna, having
failed to persuade Kristoff after the first attempt, tries to use a harsh tone instead. In
the ST, the harsh tone is mainly delivered using imperative sentences. For example,
“Let me rephrase that” and “Take me up the North Mountain...”. However, these
imperative sentences are translated into declarative sentences in the professional TT:
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Let me

rephrase that

Subject

那我

换个

说法吧

Then I

change

Saying

Subject

Finite

The BT in the table is translated using literal translation. If the ST is translated wordfor-word, the sentence will be a declarative sentence (in SFG, a sentence starting with
“let” is regarded as a declarative sentence starting with a verb). The change of the
mood type makes the tone less harsh than it is in the ST. The same change happens in
the following segment:
Take

up the North Mountain…

me

Finite Subject

你

得

带我上北山

You

have to take me up the North Mountain

Subject Finite
Even though “得” (BT: have to [my translation]) is used in this sentence to make it
sound intense, the tone is still not as harsh as it is in the ST. A command is nonnegotiable; a statement is comparatively less strong than that.
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Table 5-19: Mood Type- Anna and Kristoff (Pro)
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

8

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：唱得不错

Anna: Nice singing

9

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你要干嘛

What do you want?

Declarative/ Interrogative

Declarative/ Interrogative

Declarative/ Interrogative

10

11

Anna: I want you to take me 安娜：我想要请你带我上北山
up the North Mountain.

Anna: I would like you to
take me up the North
Mountain.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Kristoff: I don't take people 克里斯托弗：我可不是什么车 Kristoff:
places.
chauffeur.

I’m

not

a

夫

Declarative
12

14

Declarative

Anna: Let me rephrase that... 安娜：那我换个说法吧

Anna: Let me rephrase

Imperative

Imperative

Declarative

Take me up the North 你得带我上北山
Mountain...

You have to take me up the
North Mountain

Please.

Please

Imperative

13

Declarative

求你了

Declarative

Declarative

Look, I know how to stop 听着 我知道怎么结束寒冬
this winter.

Listen, I know how to stop
the cold winter.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Kristoff: We leave at 克里斯托弗：天亮出发
dawn...
你好像忘了给斯特买胡萝卜
And you forgot the carrots
for Sven.

Kristoff: Leave at dawn
You seem to have forgotten
to buy Sven carrots

Declarative

Imperative/ Declarative

Imperative/ Declarative

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 对不起 我不 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. Sorry. I
I'm sorry. I didn't...
didn't mean to
We leave now. Right now.
Declarative

是故意的

我们现在就出发 马上走

Declarative

We leave now. Leave now.
Declarative

The shift of the mood type in the professional translation does not affect
delivering the meaning of the ST overall. However, the change of the tone does not
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perfectly match the situation presented in the ST. See below the analysis of the textual
meaning and the translation of the context of situation.
• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
To explore the textual meaning of the selected case, understanding the theme
and cohesion of the text is important. The theme and cohesive devices in the ST, and
those in both the fansubbing and professional TTs, are analysed in this session.
The topic of this situation is a request to travel to the North Mountain. The
“North Mountain” is a potential cohesive device in this case. In the ST, the cohesive
devices are “want” “want” “North Mountain” “places” “North Mountain” “leave” and
“leave”. These cohesive devices are successfully translated into the TT in the
fansubbing translation, see Table 5-20. There is a slight shift in the cohesion in Seg.4.
The cohesive device “places”, which linked to the “North Mountain” in Seg.3, is
translated to “ 向导 ” (BT: guide [my translation]) in the TT. There is a direct link
between “places” and the “North Mountain” in the ST. There is also a clear connection
between the ST and TT through the link between the phrase “take people places” and
“向导” (BT: guide). This is because the job of a “向导” (BT: guide) is to take people
places and show them around. Thus, the shift of the cohesive device in fansubbing
translation does not cause any shift of meaning.
The shift of theme has occurred several times in the fansubbing translation. In
Seg.2, the modal particle “oh” is omitted in the TT, which leads to a different theme
for the sentence but delivers the meaning correctly. In Seg.5, “look” in the ST is also
omitted in the TT and the theme is subsequently changed. However, the omissions do
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not affect the functional meaning of the sentences. The meaning in ST is delivered
sufficiently in the TT.
Table 5-20: Theme and Cohesion- Anna and Kristoff (Fan)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

1

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：不错的二重唱

Anna: Nice duet.

2

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你想怎么样

What do you want?

3

Anna: I want you to take me 安娜：我想让你带我去北山
up the North Mountain.

Anna: I want you to take me to
the North Mountain.

4

Kristoff: I don't take people 克里斯托弗：我不做向导的
places.

Kristoff: I don't do guide work.

5

Anna: Let me rephrase that... 安娜：我重说一遍吧

Anna: Let me say again

Take me up the North 带我去北山
Mountain...

Take me
Mountain

Please.

Please

Look, I know how to stop 我知道如何停止寒冬
this winter.

I know how to stop the cold
winter.

拜托你

6

Kristoff:
dawn...

We

leave

at 克里斯托弗：我们明早出发
而且你忘了斯温的胡萝卜

And you forgot the carrots
for Sven.
7

to

the

North

Kristoff: We leave in the
morning
And you forgot Sven’s carrots

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 我不是故 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. I didn't
I'm sorry. I didn't...
意的
mean to
We leave now. Right now.

我们现在就走 马上走

We leave now. Leave now.

In the professional translation, a change of the cohesive device occurs for the
same ST, in Seg.11. The cohesive device “places” is changed to “车夫” (BT: chauffeur
[my translation]). Different from the fansubbing version “向导” (BT: guide), “车夫”
(BT: chauffeur) has relatively less chance to link to the “North Mountain” in the
previous segment. However, the translation “ 我 可 不 是 什 么 车 夫 ” (BT: I’m not a
chauffeur [my translation]) does show a stronger gesture of saying “no” in the
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situation, and a chauffeur is meant to take people where they want to go. As such, the
link between the Seg.11 and the previous segment remains effective.
Similar to the shifts of the theme in the fansubbing translation, the modal particle
“oh” is deleted from Seg.9 (which is translated from the same ST as Seg.2) and leads
to the change of the theme. There is a relatively bigger shift of theme in Seg.12, which
is caused by the change of the mood type as well. The ST is an imperative sentence
that starts with a verb “take”, and the professional translator chose to use a subtle tone
by changing it to a declarative sentence starting with a subject “ 你” (BT: you). As
discussed above, the shift of the theme does not cause a big shift in meaning, but
certainly changes the tone of the sentence.
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Table 5-21: Theme and Cohesion- Anna and Kristoff (Pro)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

8

Anna: Nice duet.

安娜：唱得不错

Anna: Nice singing

9

Kristoff: Oh, it's just you.

克里斯托弗：是你啊

Kristoff: It's you.

What do you want?

你要干嘛

What do you want?

10

Anna: I want you to take me 安娜：我想要请你带我上北 Anna: I would like you to take
up the North Mountain.
me up the North Mountain.
山

11

Kristoff: I don't take people 克里斯托弗：我可不是什么 Kristoff: I’m not a chauffeur.
places.
车夫

12

13

14

Anna: Let me rephrase that... 安娜：那我换个说法吧

Anna: Let me rephrase

Take me up the North 你得带我上北山
Mountain...

You have to take me up the
North Mountain

Please.

Please

求你了

Look, I know how to stop 听着 我知道怎么结束寒冬
this winter.

Listen, I know how to stop the
cold winter.

Kristoff: We leave at 克里斯托弗：天亮出发
dawn...
你好像忘了给斯特买胡萝卜
And you forgot the carrots
for Sven.

Kristoff: Leave at dawn
You seem to have forgotten to
buy Sven carrots

Anna: Oops. Sorry. Sorry. 安娜：抱歉 抱歉 对不起 我 Anna: Sorry. Sorry. Sorry. I
I'm sorry. I didn't...
didn't mean to
We leave now. Right now.

不是故意的

我们现在就出发 马上走

We leave now. Leave now.

There are two other cohesive devices in this case that are not directly linked to
the text itself, but largely related to the context of the whole film. Firstly, “Stop the
winter” in Seg.5 and 12 is linked to the context of the story of Frozen, and it is also
the main reason Anna started this journey to find her sister Elsa. It also becomes part
of the reason that Kristoff agrees to take Anna to the North Mountain. Another reason
that Kristoff said yes to Anna, which is also another cohesive device that links to the
context, is Sven’s carrot. When Anna first asked Kristoff to take her to the North
Mountain, Kristoff didn’t want to go. In the film, after Segments 4 and 11, where
Kristoff said no, Anna threw a big bag full of Kristoff’s essentials to him as
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compensation in order to persuade him. “And you forgot the carrots for Sven” in the
ST is linked to the action that Anna bought Kristoff what he needed. These two
cohesive devices are conveyed successfully in both the fansubbing and professional
translations.
Translating the context of situation
As mentioned in the textual meaning analysis, this selected situation is closely
related to the context of the whole story. The context of “stopping the winter” is the
driving motivation for the film’s characters and ultimately brings about the
reconciliation of the two sisters at the end of the story. In this particular situation, it is
also one of the main reasons that persuades Kristoff to take Anna up to the North
Mountain. Exploring the whole story, we can see Anna is a fun, brave princess. She is
determined to go on this journey and stop the endless winter from desolating the whole
kingdom. Anna’s personality decides her tone in this situation, polite but strong; there
are requests, but also commands at the same time. Kristoff, on the other hand, is a
kind, honest and slightly rough ice harvester. His roughness makes him say no when
Anna asks him the first time, but his kindness makes him say yes finally.
In this selected case, the fansubbing translation is actually less free than the
professional translation, according to the results provided by the translation strategies.
We can see from the analysis that the professional version has some added elements
in the translation. For example, “And you forgot the carrots for Sven” is translated as
“你好像忘了给斯特买胡萝卜” (BT: You seem to have forgotten to buy Sven carrots [my
translation]). “好像” (BT: seems to) is an addition in the TT, which does not exist in
the ST. Is it an effective addition and does it help with translating the situation?
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Actually, when Kristoff said “And you forgot the carrots for Sven”, he was quite laid
back. His tone was lifting up a little bit, and it sounded like he was being picky and
not perfectly satisfied with Anna’s sincerity of buying him the essentials. Considering
the paralanguage of the immediate scene, I would say, as I explained earlier, this
addition does not contribute in this case to explaining the situation.
5.2.3 Penny embarrasses Sheldon- The Big Bang Theory (Prady, 2008)
Case brief
This is a case from one of the previously referenced TV programmes, The Big
Bang Theory. This case is from Season 2, Episode 18. The selected situation starts at
0:04:00.89 and ends at 0:04:34.77. It is a conversation between Sheldon and Penny in
Penny’s flat. Sheldon found that Penny is trying to start a business making blossom
hair clips in her apartment, and Penny wants to know if there is any way to make the
production process more efficient. The text case starts with Penny asking Sheldon if
he knows how to improve her producing efficiency.
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Picture 5-3: Sheldon in The Big Bang Theory

ST (The Big Bang Theory 0:04:00.89)
Penny: And you know about that stuff?
Sheldon: Penny...
I'm a physicist.
I have a working knowledge of the
Entire universe and everything it contains.
Penny: Who's Radiohead?
[Sheldon’s face twitches]
Sheldon: I have a working knowledge of the important things
in the universe.
Good luck.
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
Topic: The Big Bang Theory is an American television sitcom that aired on CBS.
The show focuses on five main characters – four scientists and a beautiful waitress –
who gradually develop an unlikely friendship (Strauss, 2008). The topic of the show
still concentrates on the lives of the geeky scientists and their comparative lack of
social skills vs. Penny’s comparatively outgoing nature and grounded common sense
(Pierce, 2007). The situation is a conversation between Penny and Sheldon. When
Penny seeks help from Sheldon, his arrogance creates the main conflict in the scene.
The way Penny embarrassed him made the very normal situation funny.
Communicative purpose: In this situation, both the addresser and the addressee
have very specific purposes for the communication event in the immediate
environment. Penny’s original purpose is to seek help on how to build a more efficient
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process for her production line, and so she asked Sheldon if he knew how to build one.
Sheldon responds to Penny by highlighting that he has working knowledge of
everything. His arrogance introduces Penny’s other purpose, which is to embarrass
and humble Sheldon by asking him about an area he has no knowledge of – popular
culture. The comedy element comes from the conflict in the situation.
Setting: In the situation, the participants in the situation share the exact same
time (a real-time conversation) and place (Penny’s flat). The communication only lasts
for that specific moment.
Production circumstance: This conversation is written as a spontaneous, realtime exchange. In the story, both the addresser and addressee are supposed to have had
no time to prepare for the conversation.
Tenor of discourse
Participants: The addresser is Penny; the addressee is Sheldon and there are no
on-lookers in the situation.
Participants’ relations: Penny and Sheldon are neighbours and friends. Penny is
a waitress in a restaurant and Sheldon is a talented scientist working at Caltech. The
big differences resulting from their respective professions and life experiences ensures
that the participants do not share much common knowledge, which is another source
of conflict in the situation.
Mode of discourse
Mode: The setting of the conversation decides the mode of the situation. Both
the addresser and the addressee talk to each other through verbal speech. Penny tends
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to use spoken language in dealing with a conversation with her friend in this casual
situation. However, Sheldon’s statement of his knowing-everything has a relatively
higher lexical density than Penny’s language. Halliday (1989) proposed that the lexical
density ratio in a written language is higher than that in a spoken language.
Translation problems and translation strategies
Table 5-22: Penny Embarrasses Sheldon
Seg.

ST
you
that

TT

BT

Translation
Strategy

佩妮: 你知道怎么做
吗

Penny: Do you know
how to do it?

Semantic

1

Penny: And
know about
stuff?

2

Sheldon: Penny...

谢尔顿: 佩妮

Sheldon: Penny

Literal

3

I'm a physicist.

我可是物理学家

I AM a physicist

Semantic

4

I have a working
knowledge of the
entire universe and
everything
it
contains.

拥有整个宇宙及其
所有事物的相关知
识

Owning the whole
universe’s knowledge
and everything that is
related to it

Semantics

5

Penny:
radiohead?

佩妮: 电台司令[乐队
名]是谁

Penny: Who is the
Radiohead
[Band
name]?

Communicative

囧囧囧囧囧

[Embarrasment
gloom]

Free

Who's

6

and

7

Sheldon: I have a
working knowledge
of the important
things in the universe.

谢尔顿: 我有宇宙重
要事物的相关知识

Sheldon: I have the
knowledge
of
the
important things in the
universe.

Semantics

8

Good luck.

祝你好运

Wish you good luck

Faithful

In this case, the most challenging part would be how to translate a verbal speech
into a written text. For example, in Seg.3, the challenge is to translate the tonicity of
the sentence:
ST: I'm a physicist.
TT: 我可是物理学家。 (BT: I AM a physicist)
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When Sheldon says “I’m a physicist”, he highlights “physicist” by putting stress on it.
In the fansubnbing translation process, which has a shift from verbal speech to the
written form segment, a character “可” (/kě/) is added to the sentence to highlight the
content that follows. The character “可” here is an adverb. It does not have a specific
meaning on its own, but rather it highlights the content in the sentence. Even though
it is not possible to translate the tonicity into a subtitle, the TT still delivers the
sufficient propositional content of the ST.
In addition, the facial expression in this situation gave fansubbers a unique
opportunity to use subtitles to highlight the comical elements of the story. We can see
in the ST that there is no response after Penny asks “Who's Radiohead?”, as Sheldon’s
response jumps directly to “I have a working knowledge of the important things in the
universe.” What is in between Seg.5 and Seg.7 is the performance from the actor.
Sheldon’s face was initially petrified because he could not answer the question, then
his face started twitching because he does not know the answer at all. After that
embarrassing moment, he adjusted his emotions and then said, “I have a working
knowledge of the important things in the universe.” An audience who just read the
subtitle or listened to the dialogue would have missed the crucial information here,
because Sheldon’s facial expression presents his embarrassment and helplessness in
that moment. Fansubbers translate the facial expression by using a popular Internet
word “ 囧 ” (/jiǒng/) and repeat it five times in order to highlight Sheldon’s
embarrassment at that moment. “囧” is a pictographic character. As was explained in
Chapter 3, it looks just like a human face with closed and slanted eyes to illustrate
sadness/distress and an open mouth to imply speechlessness. With this translation, the
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audience would capture the meaning of Sheldon’s facial expression both visually and
verbally.
Furthermore, there is also an additional informational note added in Seg.5.
Intertextuality is often used in fansubbing translations to explain the ST’s content or
expressions that may confuse the readers. In this segment, “Radiohead” is an English
rock band, which is a culture-specific item within the western world that may not be
very well known to Chinese audiences. The note “[乐队名]” (BT: band name [my
translation]) provides the audience with the context regarding “Radiohead” and helps
the audience to understand the dialogue.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
In order to examine the ideational meaning of the discourse, I start with the view
of transitivity in the text, analysing the process type for each segment in the ST and
TT and comparing the equivalence in between.
Table 5-22 shows that three out of nine segments in the ST are material
processes. The material process refers to “what is going on” in the situation. The verbs
in these segments are “know”, “have” and “have”, which indicate that the event relates
to asking questions and the content is then present in the answers. Two relational
processes occur in this situation with the verbs “am” and “is”. The processes are in
present tense, written as a spontaneous, real-time exchange. There is also one mental
process in the ST with the verb “wish” the end of the embarrassing moment in the
situation.
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In the TT, the process types all remain the same. The verbs in the process types are
the same composition in both languages. However, in Seg.5, the order of the sentence
composition is changed due to the different grammar being used in the Chinese
translation to make the expression more acceptable to the readers.
Table 5-23: Process Type- Penny Embarrasses Sheldon
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.
1

2

3

4

5

ST

TT

Penny: And you know
about that stuff?

佩妮: 你知道怎么做吗

Penny: Do you know
how to do it?

Material

Material

Material

Sheldon: Penny...

谢尔顿: 佩妮

Sheldon: Penny

N/A

N/A

N/A

I'm a physicist.

我可是物理学家

I AM a physicist

Relational

Relational

Relational

I have a working
knowledge of the entire
universe and everything
it contains.

拥有 整个宇宙及其所有
事物的相关知识

Owning the whole
universe’s knowledge
and everything that is
related to it

Material

Material

Material

佩妮: 电台司令[乐队名]
是谁

Penny: Who is the
Radiohead
[Band
name]?

Relational

Relational

囧囧囧囧囧

[Embarrassment
gloom]

Mental

Mental

Sheldon: I have a
working knowledge of
the important things in
the u niverse.

谢尔顿: 我有 宇宙重要
事物的相关知识

Sheldon: I have the
knowledge
of
the
important things in the
universe.

Material

Material

Material

Good luck.

祝你好运

Wish you good luck

Mental

Mental

Mental

Penny:
Radiohead?

Who's

Relational
6

7

8

BT

and
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Seg.6, as mentioned earlier, presents the biggest challenge in this text.
Fansubbers translate Sheldon’s facial expression as “囧囧囧囧囧”, which can be
understood as a mental process here. “囧” can be seen as a phenomenon in this
situation, and the senser and process are omitted. If it was Sheldon’s line in the
situation, it could be “[I feel] embarrassed”, though the [I feel] has been omitted.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
The interpersonal meaning is mainly conveyed by the mood type. Whether the
sentence is imperative, interrogative or declarative determines the interpersonal
meaning in the text. There are two shifts in the mood type in this case.
In Seg.1, the ST is a declarative sentence but is spoken in a rising tone. It is then
translated into an interrogative sentence in the TT. The grammar in English and
Chinese interrogative sentences is different. In English, an interrogative sentence
normally starts with an interrogative word; in Chinese, the interrogative words can be
various and are not necessarily placed at the beginning of a sentence. The ST sentence
is grammatically a declarative sentence; however, it has the function of an
interrogative sentence. The fansubbers then skipped the grammar and function conflict
and translated it into an interrogative sentence directly.
ST: And \ you know about that stuff /
TT: 你知道怎么做吗？ (BT: You know how to do it? [my
translation])
(\ failing tone; / rising tone)
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Table 5-24: Mood Type- Penny Embarrasses Sheldon
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.
1

2

3

4

5

ST

8

BT

Penny: And you know about
that stuff?

佩妮: 你知道怎么做吗

Penny: Do you know how to
do it?

Declarative

Interrogative

Interrogative

Sheldon: Penny...

谢尔顿: 佩妮

Sheldon: Penny

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

I'm a physicist.

我可是物理学家

I AM a physicist

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

I have a working knowledge
of the entire universe and
everything it contains.

拥有整个宇宙及其所有
事物的相关知识

Owning the whole universe’s
knowledge and everything that
is related to it

Declarative

Imperative

Imperative

Penny: Who's Radiohead?

佩妮: 电台司令[乐队名]
是谁

Penny: Who is the Radiohead
[Band name]?

Interrogative

Interrogative

Interrogative

囧囧囧囧囧

[Embarrasment and gloom]

Declarative

Declarative

Sheldon: I have a working
knowledge of the important
things in the u niverse.

谢尔顿: 我有宇宙重要事
物的相关知识

Sheldon:
I
have
the
knowledge of the important
things in the universe.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Good luck.

祝你好运

Wish you good luck

Declarative

Imperative

Imperative

6

7

TT

In Seg.4, the ST’s declarative sentence is translated into an imperative sentence.
In the situation, Sheldon delivers the lines from Seg.3 and Seg.4 in a row and without
a pause in the middle; however, it is divided into two segments of subtitles that show
on the lower part of the screen, which makes this case interesting. The biggest
difference between the ST and TT is the omission of the subject “I”. The ST is a
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complete sentence, but the subject is omitted in the TT because the last segment states
“我可是物理学家” (BT: I AM a physicist [my translation]).

ST: I [subject] have [predicator] a working knowledge
[object] of the entire universe and everything it contains
[complement].
TT: (我) [subject] 拥有 [predicator] 整个宇宙及其所有事物
的 [complement] 相关知识 [object]
BT: (I) [subject] Owning [predicator] the whole universe’s
knowledge [object] and everything that is related to it
[complement]
The omission of the subject changes the theme of the sentence to a verb “拥有” (BT:
own). This shift in the mood type in the fansubbing translation may be a coincidence
in this situation, but the modulation changing from “have” to “拥有” (BT: own) does
highlight Sheldon’s arrogance in the situation, which then stimulates Penny’s
antipathy causing her to challenge Sheldon.
• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
In this session, the rheme and theme, and the cohesion in the translation texts are
discussed. As shown in Table 5-25, all of the themes and cohesions remain the same
in the TT except Seg.4. As was noted in the analysis of the interpersonal meaning, the
change of themes leads to a change in the mood type as well.
ST: I [subject] have [predicator] a working knowledge
[object] of the entire universe and everything it contains
[complement].
TT: (我) [subject] 拥有 [predicator] 整个宇宙及其所有事物
的 [complement] 相关知识 [object]
BT: (I) [subject] Owning [predicator] the whole universe’s
knowledge [object] and everything that is related to it
[complement]
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The ellipsis of the subject “我” (BT: I) in the sentence does not change the
propositional content in the conversation, because the subject is mentioned in the
segment before and after. On the contrary, it points out Sheldon’s over-confidence
vividly. Even though there is a theme shift between the ST and TT in this case, the
propositional content in the segment is conveyed successfully.
From the cohesion analysis, we can see that the reference sources are exophoric,
which points outwards to the environment. In Sheldon’s responses, he refers to “a
working knowledge of the entire universe and everything it contains” instead of
answering straightforwardly whether he could help Penny or not. The cohesion here
helps to highlight Sheldon’s ego by bringing in the concept of the “universe” to make
Penny’s interests seem trivial by comparison.
Table 5-25: Theme and Cohesion- Penny Embarrasses Sheldon
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT

BT

1

Penny: And you know about
that stuff?

佩妮: 你知道怎么做吗

Penny: Do you know how to
do it?

2

Sheldon: Penny...

谢尔顿: 佩妮

Sheldon: Penny

3

I'm a physicist.

我可是物理学家

I AM a physicist

4

I have a working knowledge
of the entire universe and
everything it contains.

拥有整个宇宙及其所有事
物的相关知识

Owning
the
whole
universe’s knowledge and
everything that is related to
it

5

Penny: Who's Radiohead?

佩妮: 电台司令[乐队名]是
谁

Penny:
Who
is
the
Radiohead [Band name]?

囧囧囧囧囧

[Embarrasment and gloom]

6
7

Sheldon: I have a working
knowledge of the important
things in the u niverse.

谢尔顿: 我有宇宙重要事物
的相关知识

Sheldon:
I
have
the
knowledge of the important
things in the universe.

8

Good luck.

祝你好运

Wish you good luck
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Translating the context of situation
In the show The Big Bang Theory, Sheldon is known for his exceptionally high
IQ, his know-it-all attitude and his near-total inability to handle normal interpersonal
interactions. Penny, by contrast, does not have a prodigious intellect, but is aware of
other people’s emotions and is socially confident. The conflict between these two
characters sets up the background for the scenario which is taking place. While Penny
shows some understanding of Sheldon’s lack of social skills, she still has some
expectation that he will interact with her in a friendly, normal, helpful fashion. This,
however, is a foolish expectation. Not only is Sheldon incapable of interaction with
people normally, but he is also very proud of his own intellect - he will praise himself
if other people do not. The conflict in the situation, therefore, arises after Penny asks
Sheldon if he knows how to improve the efficiency of her manufacturing process. The
specific points of conflict in the situation, firstly, then involve Sheldon’s arrogance
and his later embarrassment at not knowing “Radiohead”, which proves to be a blow
for his ego.
Sheldon’s reaction to the unknown “Radiohead” is shown through the actor’s
performance. The twitch on his face expresses his embarrassment and shame vividly
in the situation. It delivers the awkwardness of an arrogant person being questioned
right after he bragged about his knowledge reserve. The fansubbers could have left it
blank there and let the audience watch the character’s performance instead. But the
added segment of “囧囧囧囧囧” realises the purpose of spicing up the story, especially
for the sake of comedy. This is a typical case that shows that fansubbing translation
concentrates more on the general situation rather than on the verbal element
exclusively.
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5.2.4 “Xiangliu”- cat the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy, 2014)
Case brief
This is a scene from a selected film case Night at the Museum: Secret of the
Tomb. The scene selected starts from 0:46:33.87 and ends at 0:46:35.96 in the film. It
happens in the British Museum, where Larry and his group met “Xiangliu” on their
way to the Egyptian room. This case includes a short conversation between Larry and
Lancelot, figuring out what the “living” exhibit is in the Chinese Temples.

Picture 5-4: Larry in Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb

ST (Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb
0:46:33.87)
Larry: Get back!
Lancelot: It’s a dragon.
Larry: No, it's not a dragon.
It's a...
It's a Xiangliu.
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Mythical snake demon.
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
Topic: Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb (Levy, 2014) is a comedy and
fantasy adventure film. It tells a story of a New York museum security guard named
Larry Daley, who journeys to London in order to return a sacred Egyptian relic before
it loses its magical powers. The situation being analysed is a short scene which
includes a brief interaction between Larry and Lancelot after they find “Xiangliu”. In
this situation, the characters try to figure out what “Xiangliu” is.
Communicative purpose: Both the addresser and addressee have the same
specific purpose in this communication event in the setting. They want to find out what
the dragon-like living exhibit is and how to pass by it to get to the Egyptian room.
Setting: The addresser and addressee share exactly the same time and place in
the selected case. They are both in the Chinese Temple in the museum and in front of
the “Xiangliu” living exhibit and are having a real-time conversation.
Production circumstances: This conversation is written as a spontaneous, realtime exchange. The participants, in the scene and the story setting, have not preprepared the conversation.
Tenor of discourse
Participants: The addresser is Lancelot, the living wax statue of the legendary
Knight of the Round Table; and the addressee is Larry, the security guard from the
American Museum of Natural History. The on-lookers are the rest of the group – a
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selection of living exhibits including the giant skeleton of a triceratops, former US
president Theodore Roosevelt, American cowboy Jedediah Strong Smith, the Roman
Emperor Octavius, Xiangliu and several ancient wild animals etc.
Participants’ relations: In this situation, Larry and Lancelot can be regarded as
teammates as they are on the same journey and sharing the communicative purpose.
Mode of discourse
Mode: Both participants take part in the conversation using verbal speech. The
medium used in the situation is informal/spoken language and it is delivered in a
phonic spoken channel.
Translation problems and translation strategies
In both fansubbing and professional translations, the most frequently used
translation strategies are literal and faithful translation. This is particularly true of the
professional version. As shown in Table 5-26, 4 out of 5 segments use literal
translation and one uses faithful translation. What is noteworthy here is the 4th ST
segment, "It's a Xiangliu", which is translated using quite different strategies between
the fansubbing and professional translations.
This case is selected as a typical case of fansubbing using literary allusion in the
translation process. The most signification translation challenge that both fansubbers
and professional translators may face in this case is the inclusion of "Xiangliu" in the
4th ST segment, which is a culture specific item (CSI):
ST: It's a Xiangliu
TT (fan): 那是相柳 (中国上古凶神 为大禹所杀)
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BT (fan): It's a Xiangliu (The ancient Chinese monster that was killed by
Yu the Great)

TT (pro): 那是相柳
BT (pro): It's a Xiangliu
Culture-specific items (CSI) is
textually actualised items whose function and connotations in
a ST involve a translation problem in their transference to a
TT, whenever this problem is a product of the nonexistence of
the referred item or of its different intertextual status in the
cultural system of the readers of the TT. (Aixela, 1997, p.58)
In this case, with the exception of the literary allusion in the bracket, the fansubbing
translation and the professional translation are exactly the same “那是相柳”, and they
are almost the word-for-word translations of the ST. Even though “ 那是相柳 ” is a
correct translation, it does not solve the translation problem here, which is to explain
what "Xiangliu" is to the audience. The literary allusion used by fansubbers provides
a brief introduction of "Xiangliu" by saying "(中国上古凶神 为大禹所杀)" (BT: The
ancient Chinese monster that was killed by Yu the Great [my translation]), which helps
the audience to understand what "Xiangliu" is immediately.
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Table 5-26: “Xiangliu”- Fan
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Translation
Strategy

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Literal

a

兰斯洛特：一条
龙

Lancelot: A dragon.

Faithful

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

拉里：不，那不
是龙

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

Literal

It's a...

那是…

It's....

4

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳 (中国上
古凶神 为大禹所
杀)

It's a Xiangliu (The ancient
Chinese monster that was
killed by Yu the Great)

Communicative

5

Mythical
demon.

神话传说中的蛇
妖

The snake demon from
mythology

Faithful

1

Larry: Get back!

2

Lancelot:
dragon.

3

It’s

snake

Table 5-27: “Xiangliu”- Pro
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

Translation
Strategy

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Literal

a

兰斯洛特：是一条
龙

Lancelot: It’s a dragon.

Literal

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

拉里：不是，那不
是龙

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

Literal

It's a...

那是…

It's....

4

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳

It's a Xiangliu

Literal

5

Mythical
demon.

古代神话传说中的
蛇妖

The snake demon from
ancient mythology

Faithful

1

Larry: Get back!

2

Lancelot:
dragon.

3

It’s

snake

This literary allusion is an added element, which is used to minimise the risk of
the audience’s not understanding the mythical origins of the Xiangliu creature.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
The process type analysis is the key to understanding the ideational meaning. In
this case, the process types will not only be compared between the ST and the
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fansubbing and professional TTs, but the section will also include a comparison
between the TTs produced by fansubbers and professional translators.
In this conversation, in which the characters are trying to figure out what the
dragon-like exhibit is, the process type in the ST and in both the fansubbing and
professional translations is a relational process. There is only one behavioural process
in the very first segment, where Larry says "get back!". In English, "is" and "is not"
are frequently used to express relational processes, showing relations between the
carriers and attributes. They are translated to "是" “不是” with the equivalence at word
and situation level in both the fansubbing and professional TTs.
Table 5-28 demonstrates that, with the exception of Seg.2, all of the process
types featured in the fansubbing translation TT are the same as those in the ST. In
Seg.2, “it's a dragon” is translated into an elliptical sentence "一条龙" (BT: a dragon)
where "it's" is omitted. Because of the loss of the carrier "it" and the relational process
verb "is", the TT is considered to have no process type. Even though there is a shift of
the process type in this segment, i.e., from ST- relational process to TT- no process
type, the translation still delivers the intended meaning of the situation.
In this case, the translation problem analysed earlier was how to introduce the
concept of "Xiangliu" to the audience. In the fansubbing translation, the literary
allusion is added to the TT. However, as the analysis of the process type shows, the
added literary allusion does not cause any shift in the process type. It simply adds
information about the attribute in the brackets.
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Table 5-28: Process Type- “Xiangliu”(Fan)
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.
1

2

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Larry: Get back!

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Behavioral

Behavioral

Behavioral

兰斯洛特：一条龙

Lancelot: A dragon.

拉里：不，那不是龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

那是…

It's....

Relational

Relational

Relational

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳 (中国上古凶神
为大禹所杀)

It's a Xiangliu (The ancient Chinese
monster that was killed by Yu the
Great)

Relational

Relational

Relational

神话传说中的蛇妖

The snake demon from mythology

Lancelot:
dragon.

It’s

a

Relational
3

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.
It's a...

4

5

Mythical
demon.

snake

In the professional translation of this case, there is no shift of the process type in
the professional translation.
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Table 5-29: Process Type- “Xiangliu” (Pro)
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.
6

7

ST

BT

Larry: Get back!

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Behavioral

Behavioral

Behavioral

兰斯洛特：是一条龙

Lancelot: It’s a dragon.

Relational

Relational

Relational

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

拉里：不是，那不是龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

那是…

It's....

Relational

Relational

Relational

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳

It's a Xiangliu

Relational

Relational

Relational

古代神话传说中的蛇妖

The snake
mythology

Lancelot:
dragon.

8

TT (pro)

It’s

a

It's a...

9

10

Mythical
demon.

snake

demon

from

ancient

Process type is decided by the verb featured in the sentence. Because the
fansubbing translation omitted the carrier and the verb, Seg.2 of the fansubbing
translation and Seg.7 of the professional translation – which are the translations of the
same ST – are the only pair that has different process types. However, as discussed
above, this does not affect the meaning in this situation.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
The analysis of the process type of this case shows that most of the segments of
both the ST and the TT are relational processes. It can be concluded from this analysis
that the text is an informative text. Having the speech role of “giving information”, it
can be predicted that this case mainly consists of declarative sentences.
Table 5-30 shows that, all segments of the ST are declarative sentences, except
Seg.1, which is an imperative sentence. There is no mood type shift in the fansubbing
translation, except Seg.2. In Seg.2, the ST “It’s a dragon” is translated into “一条龙”
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(BT: a dragon [my translation]). As discussed in the section relating to process type,
the deletion of the carrier “it” and the verb “is” has removed the process type of the
sentence. In mood type analysis, the deletion causes the same result that the TT of
Seg,2 has no mood type. The deleted “it” is also the participant in the mood type, and
“is” is the finite. Without the participant and finite, the mood type is removed.
Table 5-30: Mood Type- “Xiangliu” (Fan)
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.
1

2

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Larry: Get back!

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Imperative

Imperative

Imperative

兰斯洛特：一条龙

Lancelot: A dragon.

拉里：不，那不是龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

那是…

It's....

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳 (中国上古凶神
为大禹所杀)

It's a Xiangliu (The ancient Chinese
monster that was killed by Yu the
Great)

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

神话传说中的蛇妖

The snake demon from mythology

Declarative

Declarative

Lancelot:
dragon.

It’s

a

Declarative
3

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.
It's a...

4

5

Mythical
demon.
Declarative

snake

Even though the mood type is removed in Seg.2 in the fansubbing translation, it
does not affect the meaning of the TT as the information can be obtained from the
context.
In the professional translation (Table 5-31), the same mood type as the ST is
used in the TT. There is no mood type shift in this case.
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Table 5-31: Mood Type- “Xiangliu” (Pro)
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.
6

7

ST

BT

Larry: Get back!

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

Imperative

Imperative

Imperative

兰斯洛特：是一条龙

Lancelot: It’s a dragon.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

拉里：不是，那不是龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

那是…

It's....

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳

It's a Xiangliu

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

古代神话传说中的蛇妖

The snake
mythology

Declarative

Declarative

Lancelot:
dragon.

8

TT (pro)

It’s

a

It's a...

9

10

Mythical
demon.

snake

Declarative

demon

from

ancient

• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
Following the analysis of the interpersonal meaning, this informative text
focuses on the topic of “Xiangliu”, or the exhibit of the “dragon”. This key topic can
be understood as serving as a cohesive device in this case. As shown in Table 5-32,
the cohesive devices are “dragon” in Seg.2, “it” and “dragon” in Seg.3, “it” and
“Xiangliu” in Seg.4, and “snake demon” in Seg.5. There is also one hidden cohesive
device in Seg.1, which is the sentence “Get back!”. The sentence is what the character
said when he saw the dragon-like exhibit. The cohesive devices in ST are delivered
successfully in the TT.
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Table 5-32: Theme and Cohesion- “Xiangliu” (Fan)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

1

Larry: Get back!

2

Lancelot:
dragon.

3

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

It’s

a

BT

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

兰斯洛特：一条龙

Lancelot: A dragon.

拉里：不，那不是龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

那是…

It's....

那是相柳 (中国上古凶神
为大禹所杀)

It's a Xiangliu (The ancient Chinese
monster that was killed by Yu the
Great)

神话传说中的蛇妖

The snake demon from mythology

It's a...
4

It's a Xiangliu.

5

Mythical
demon.

snake

There is a shift in theme in the fansubbing translation in Seg.2, as the process
type and mood type were removed in the TT. The ST “It’s a dragon” is translated into
“一条龙” (BT: a dragon). In the ST, “It’s” is the theme of the sentence; however, it is
omitted in the TT, thus the theme in the TT is “一” (BT: A/ One). The shift of the
theme in the translation does not affect delivering the meaning. The translation is still
acceptable in this situation.
In the professional version, there is also a slight shift in the theme of Seg.2. The
ST is translated as an elliptical sentence, omitting the subject “it” (BT: “Is a dragon”
[my translation]). The theme of this segment is shifted from “it” to “是” (BT: is) in this
case.
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Table 5-33: Theme and Cohesion- “Xiangliu” (Pro)
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (pro)

BT

拉里：往后退

Larry: Get back!

兰斯洛特：是一条龙

Lancelot: It’s a dragon.

Larry: No, it's not a
dragon.

拉里：不是，那不是
龙

Larry: No, it's not a dragon.

It's a...

那是…

9

It's a Xiangliu.

那是相柳

It's a Xiangliu

10

Mythical
demon.

古代神话传说中的蛇
妖

The snake
mythology

6

Larry: Get back!

7

Lancelot:
dragon.

8

It’s

a

snake

It's....

demon

from

ancient

Both the fansubbing and the professional translations have a shift in the theme
in this case. However, as discussed above, the omitted parts (“It’s” in the fansubbing
translation and “it” in the professional version) are implied by the other elements of
the situation. The shifts of the theme do not cause the shift of meaning in this case.
Translating the context of situation
This selected situation is a very short episode in the whole film. As an adventure
and fantasy film, conquering difficult situations forms the key narrative of the story.
The selected situation posed a tricky situation to Larry because “Xiangliu” is an exotic
exhibit whose nature and powers are unknown to him. Even with help from the group
of famous exhibits from the museum, Larry is still the only actual human in the story,
and he is undoubtedly the leader of the group.
In this situation, Lancelot is the addressee. He is part of the conversation, but the
same as the on-lookers, the rest of the group; they are the information receivers. Larry,
in turn, is the one who gives the information in the situation. The purpose of the
situation is to provide information about “Xiangliu”. In the fansubbing translation, the
function of information provision is served by the literary allusion “(中国上古凶神 为
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大禹所杀)”

(BT: The ancient Chinese monster that was killed by Yu the Great). The

professional translation conveys the literal meaning. However, the audience may
wonder what “Xiangliu” is while they watch this scene.
5.2.5 Lord Grantham loves Downton- Downton Abbey (Fellowes, 2010)
Case brief
This case is taken from another of our selected TV programmes, Downton
Abbey. This case is taken from Season 1, Episode 1 and the selected situation starts at
0:35:27.38 and ends at 0:35:47.07. It is a conversation between the Dowager Countess
of Grantham and her son, the Earl of Grantham, in the living room before dinner. The
episode starts with the sad news of the Titanic, on which the heir of the Earl of
Grantham has possibly died, and the whole family is working together to find a
practical way to secure the future of Downton Abbey, the property of the Grantham
family. In this scene, the Earl of Grantham has previously met with his lawyer
regarding the issue of possible heirs and his mother, the Dowager Countess, is now
waiting to hear the update and to offer her suggestions on this matter. However, the
conversation does not go very well, which leads to the Dowager Countess to question
her son’s regard for Downton.
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Picture 5-5: Earl of Grantham in Downton Abbey

ST (Downton Abbey 0:35:27.38)
Dowager Countess of Grantham: Don't you care about
Downton?
Earl of Grantham: What do you think?
I've given my life to Downton.
I was born here and I hope to die here.
I claim no career beyond the nurture of this house and the
estate.
It is my third parent and my fourth child.
Do I care about it? Yes, I do care!
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
Topic: Downton Abbey is a British historical period drama television series. The
show tells the story of the wealthy Crawley family and takes place in their ancestral
home of Downton Abbey between 1912-1926 (Mirror, 2010). The situation is a
conversation between the Dowager Countess of Grantham (“the Dowager” in the rest
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of the analysis) and her son, the Earl of Grantham (“the Earl” in the rest of the analysis)
in the living room before dinner. The Earl is doing everything he can to work out the
best plan for Downton Abbey’s future, after hearing that they have lost the property’s
future heir in the Titanic accident. However, the Earl’s mother, the Dowager, questions
him about the strength of his devotion to the family property. A conflict then emerges
from this discussion and leads to an argument between the characters.
Communicative purpose: In this situation, both the addresser and the addressee
have very specific purposes for the communication event in the immediate
environment. The Dowager is trying to help her son to choose the best heir for his title
and the future owner of the Downton Abbey. This is a crucial decision for the whole
family, given the practical and financial decisions involved. The Earl, of course, is
worried and doing the best he can. When he is questioned by his own mother, the
Dowager, about whether he cares about Downton, he is angry and defensive. His
purpose is to fight back and explain his fondness for, and dependence upon, Downton
Abbey.
Setting: The participants in the situation share the exact same time (a real-time
conversation) and place (in the living room). The communication only lasts for this
specific moment.
Production circumstance: This conversation is written as a spontaneous, realtime exchange. Both the addresser and addressee did not have time to prepare for the
conversation.
Tenor of discourse
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Participants: The addresser is the Dowager, the addressee is the Earl and there
are no on-lookers in the situation.
Participants’ relations: The Dowager and the Earl are mother and son. They are
very close to each other, despite their outward emotional reserve. Because they are
almost the closest persons in their lives, the Earl cannot bear to be misunderstood and
questioned. His mother should have known his true feelings instead of questioning
him, especially on such an undoubtedly serious issue. The close relationship and the
unnecessary query created the conflict in the situation.
Mode of disourse
Mode: The scene setting of the conversation decides the mode of the situation.
This historical TV series is set between 1912-1926, when the language featuring in
people’s everyday speech was different from the present day. Both the addresser and
the addressee talk to each other through verbal speech in an emotional way. The upper
classes tended to use written language rather than spoken language in their
conversations during this period in history.
Translation problems and translation strategies
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Table 5-34: Lord Grantham Loves Downton
Seg.

ST

TT

BT

Translation
strategy

1

Dowager: Don't you
care about Downton?

老夫人: 你就一点
都不在乎唐顿吗

Dowager: Don’t you care
about Downton at all?

Semantic

2

Earl: What do you
think?

伯爵: 您觉得呢

Earl: What do you think?

Faithful

3

I've given my life to
Downton.

我这一生的精力都
倾注在唐顿庄园上

My whole life has been
devoted
to
Downton
Abbey

Semantic

4

I was born here and I
hope to die here.

我生于斯 也希望
死于斯

I was born here and I hope
to die here as well

Communicative

5

I claim no career
beyond the nurture of
this house and the
estate.

我毕生的事业就是
振兴这份家产

All my life career is to
prosper this property

Communicative

6

It is my third parent
and my fourth child.

这大半辈子我含辛
茹苦 呕心沥血

For most of my life, I
endure all the hardship and
make my utmost effort on
it

Free

7

Do I care about it?
Yes, I do care!

我在乎吗 我当然
在乎

Do I care? Of course I care!

Semantic

This translation text has very obvious translation shifts on the levels of semantics
and grammar. The biggest translation challenge in this case is to translate the 1900s
English language style into the Chinese language style used in a similar era. For
example, in Seg.4 “here” in the ST is translated as “斯” which means “here” in classical
Chinese. Classical Chinese is a traditional style of Chinese language that is different
from the modern one. The use of “ 斯 ” in the translation here added a poetic and
traditional element to the text immediately. The reproduction of the language used in
a similar era to the show is designed to bring the reader into the situation in the scene.
This case shows that even though equivalence is not achieved at the word level or
sentence level, it can still be actualised at the text level or situational level. For
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example, the ST below feature’s the Earl’s description of Downton’s importance to
him.
ST: It is my third parent and my fourth child.
TT: 这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕心沥血
BT: For most of my life, I endure all the hardship and make
my utmost effort on it
He only has two parents and three children (three daughters), but Downton’s influence
on him has been so profound and he values it so highly that he essentially views it as
another family member. However, the TT firstly adds a temporal adverbial at the
beginning “这大半辈子” (BT: for most of my life [my translation]) to highlight how
long the Earl has been devoted to Downton. Two Chinese idioms are then used to
describe the time and energy he has devoted to Downton. “含辛茹苦” literally means
“sucking the sour and eating the bitter”, it is a metaphor describing people enduring
all kinds of hardships in order to achieve a goal. “呕心沥血” literally means “vomit the
heart and losing blood”, it is a metaphor describing a very strenuous effort, comparable
to working one’s heart out. The two idioms in the TT do not achieve any equivalence
with the ST at the word and sentence level, however they do describe the love the Earl
has for Downton Abbey and the extreme efforts that he has gone to in order to ensure
its survival - which is equal to the love, care and devotion he has shown his own
children. The use of idioms has the same impact as using classic Chinese, which is to
give the expressions a poetic quality and to make the ST understandable to the TL
audience. The TT here can be seen as achieving equivalence on the situational level or
at a cultural level.
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Among the seven segments, there is one segment that uses literal translation,
three of them are using semantic translation, two employ communicative translation
by bringing formal and classic Chinese into the translation and one uses free translation
to abandon the meaning of the ST in order to pursue equivalence at the situational level.
The general translation style is TL biased. The translation is not only readable but also
creative. It brings the English historical drama into the Chinese environment.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
In order to examine the ideational meaning of the discourse, I start with the
analysis of transitivity in the text, analysing the process types for each segment in the
ST and TT and comparing the equivalence in between the two.
The process types in the ST are various. There are five mental processes where
the verbs “care”, “think”, “hope”, “care” and “care” are being used in the sentence to
deliver the processes in the minds of both the Dowager and the Earl. The material
process occurs twice with the verbs “have given” and “claims”, which indicate the
Earl’s efforts to maintain Downton. There is one verbal process where the verb “was
born” is used to claim the actions in the texts. The relational process occurs once with
the verb “is”, showing Downton’s importance to the Earl.
All of the mental processes are translated successfully from the ST. “Care” is
translated into “在乎”, “think” to “觉得” and “hope” to “希望”, which has achieved the
equivalence at the word level. Additionally, “was born” was also translated into “生于
” in the behavioural process, and “have given” was translated into “ 倾注 ” in the
material process. The rest of them are translated into different process types in the text.
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The transitivity analysis in Table 5-35 shows that the TTs in Seg.5 and 6 have a
different process type from the that of the ST.
Table 5-35: Process Type- Lord Grantham Loves Downton
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ST

TT

BT

Dowager: Don't you care
about Downton?

老夫人: 你就一点都不在乎
唐顿吗

Dowager: Don’t you care
about Downton at all?

Mental

Mental

Mental

Earl: What do you think?

伯爵: 您觉得呢

Earl: What do you think?

Mental

Mental

Mental

我这一生的精力都倾注在
唐顿庄园上

My whole life has been
devoted to Downton Abbey

Material

Material

Material

I was born here and I hope to
die here.

我生于斯 也希望死于斯

I was born here and I hope to
die here as well

Behavioural/ Mental

Behavioural/ Mental

Behavioural/ Mental

I claim no career beyond the
nurture of this house and the
estate.

我毕生的事业就是振兴这
份家产

All my life career is to
prosper this property

Material

Relational

Relational

It is my third parent and my
fourth child.

这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕
心沥血

For most of my life, I endure
all the hardship and make my
utmost effort on it

Relational

Behavioural

Behavioural

Do I care about it? Yes, I do
care!

我在乎吗 我当然在乎

Do I care? Of course I care!

Mental/ Mental

Mental/ Mental

Mental/ Mental

I've given
Downton.

my

life

to

In Seg.5, the change of the subject in the TT caused the shift in the process type.
ST: I [actor] claim [material process] no career [goal] beyond
the nurture of this house and the estate [circumstance].
TT: 我毕生的事业 [carrier] 就是 [relational process] 振兴这份家
产 [attribute]
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BT: All my life career [carrier] is [relational process] to
prosper this property [attribute]
In the ST, “I” is the actor that performs the material process “claims” to the goal
“no career” under the circumstance “beyond the nurture of this house and the estate”.
The subject “I” in the ST is no longer the subject in the TT. “我毕生的事业” (BT: my
life career [my translation]) takes the place of a subject, and it is built with “是” (BT:
is) in a relationship with “振兴这份家产” (BT: prosper this property [my translation]).
Even though there is a shift of the process type in this segment, the propositional
content is delivered using an expression that is acceptable for the audience.
In Seg.6, the relationship between the carrier “It” (referring to the Downton
Abbey) and “my third parent and my fourth child” is built with the verb “is”. In the
TT, the process type is translated to a verbal process, which indicates the actions the
Earl has undertaken to prove his love for Downton Abbey rather than comparing it
with his closest family members. The TT in Seg.6 does not achieve the equivalence on
a process level, but does so on a higher level of situation or culture.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
As Table 5-36 shows, because the Earl is making statements about his devotion
to Downton, only two mood types feature in the text: interrogative and declarative.
The TT employs exactly the same mood type as the ST. However, the two mood types
are being used to show strong emotion in the situation in both the ST and the TT.
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Table 5-36: Mood Type- Lord Grantham Loves Downton
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ST

TT

BT

Dowager: Don't you care
about Downton?

老夫人: 你就一点都不在乎
唐顿吗

Dowager: Don’t you care
about Downton at all?

Interrogative

Interrogative

Interrogative

Earl: What do you think?

伯爵: 您觉得呢

Earl: What do you think?

Interrogative

Interrogative

Interrogative

我这一生的精力都倾注在
唐顿庄园上

My whole life has been
devoted to Downton Abbey

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

I was born here and I hope to
die here.

我生于斯 也希望死于斯

I was born here and I hope to
die here as well

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

I claim no career beyond the
nurture of this house and the
estate.

我毕生的事业就是振兴这
份家产

All my life career is to
prosper this property

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

It is my third parent and my
fourth child.

这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕
心沥血

For most of my life, I endure
all the hardship and make my
utmost effort on it

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

Do I care about it? Yes, I do
care!

我在乎吗 我当然在乎

Do I care? Of course I care!

Interrogative/ Declarative

Interrogative/ Declarative

Interrogative/ Declarative

I've given
Downton.

my

life

to

In Seg.1, the conversation starts with a rhetorical question, “Don't you care about
Downton?” It is an interrogative sentence, however, and has the implicit meaning of
“you should care about Downton”. The finite “don’t” shows a high modulation which
causes the conflict in the situation. In the TT, in order to deliver the high modulation
featured in the ST, an adverb “一点” (BT: at all) is added to “不在乎” (BT: don’t care).
The mood adjunct “一点” helps to realise the “asking” but actually “accusing” mood
of the Dowager.
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• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
In the ST of the case, the conversation is surrounded with the topic “care about
Downton”, therefore, “care” and “Downton”, as the cohesive devices, both occur three
times each in the conversation. They also appear an equal number of times in the TT,
where the cohesive devices have been translated successfully. The reference and
ellipsis are also used as the cohesion in the text. For example, in Seg.6, “it” in the ST
refers to “this house and the estate”, which is Downton Abbey. The sentence “I do
care” in Seg.8 omits the “it” which refers to Downton in the situation, but this does
not affect the propositional content.
Table 5-37: Theme and Cohesion- Lord Grantham Loves Downton
(theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT

BT

1

Dowager: Don't you care
about Downton?

老夫人: 你就一点都不在乎
唐顿吗

Dowager: Don’t you care
about Downton at all?

2

Earl: What do you think?

伯爵: 您觉得呢

Earl: What do you think?

3

I've given my life to
Downton.

我这一生的精力都倾注在唐
顿庄园上

My whole life has been
devoted to Downton Abbey

4

I was born here and I hope
to die here.

我生于斯 也希望死于斯

I was born here and I hope to
die here as well

5

I claim no career beyond
the nurture of this house
and the estate.

我毕生的事业就是振兴这份
家产

All my life career is to
prosper this property

6

It is my third parent and my
fourth child.

这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕心
沥血

For most of my life, I endure
all the hardship and make my
utmost effort on it

7

Do I care about it? Yes, I
do care!

我在乎吗 我当然在乎

Do I care? Of course I care!

In the TT, most of the cohesive devices are translated sufficiently from the ST
at the word level. However, Seg.6 is an exception.
ST: It is my third parent and my fourth child.
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TT: 这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕心沥血
BT: For most of my life, I endure all the hardship and make
my utmost effort on it
In the ST, “it” is the reference cohesion to “this house and the estate” in Seg.5.
However, the TT has a translation shift not only at its sentence level but also at its
semantic level. The cohesive device in the TT is the “这大半辈子” (BT: for most of my
life [my translation]), which connects to “I’ve given my life to Downton” in Seg.3. “
这大半辈子”

is also the theme of the sentence, and so it is put at the beginning of the

sentence to highlight the time the Earl has dedicated to Downton.
The themes in the TT have achieved equivalence at the word level in most of the
segments. In Segments1 and 7, the shift of theme is caused by the differences in
grammar between English and Chinese. There are not many WH-interrogative-themes
in Chinese, so the interrogative words “呢” and “吗” are being used to create functional
interrogative sentences.
Translating the context of situation
In the first episode of Downton Abbey the story starts with the heart-breaking
news of the sinking of the Titanic, which took the life of the heir of the Downton
Abbey. The heir is the Earl’s nephew, who was going to marry his oldest daughter
Lady Mary and inherit the property and title of the Earl of Grantham. The Earl has
three daughters and none of them can be the rightful heir, because of their sex and the
laws of inheritance. Thus, the nephew’s death is a major blow for the family. In order
to solve the heir issue, the Grantham family has to find out who the rightful heir is and
hopefully arrange their marriage to Lady Mary, so that the honour and the property
will still remain in the Grantham family. The argument happened after the Earl told
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the Dowager that they cannot do anything, except give the land and titles associated
with Downton to the next rightful heir, no matter who he is.
The dowager is a traditional, harsh and imperious lady, trapped in the values of
the past. A moment a few minutes prior to the selected sequence showed her rejection
of using modern lights rather than candles, which foregrounded her traditional
attitudes and natural stubbornness. On the other hand, she is a loving person. She loves
her family as well as Downton. Her strictness will not allow her son, the Earl, to simply
wait for a rightful heir. Instead, she would like him to actively find a solution to keep
Downton in the immediate family. That’s why she asked the Earl the rhetorical
question which made him angry.
The Earl is a traditional and decent person in the story. He is kind and loving, as
well as being a typical nobleman. Even when he is worried and being pushed and
questioned, he is able to control his temper and maintain his sense of decency. Even
when he defends himself in the situation, the language he uses is still polite and
appropriate. However, the strength behind his words is the key ingredient in the
situation.
This is the first episode of the entire show. The audience will not yet have a full
understanding of the characters, as their family circumstances and personalities have
not yet been properly introduced. If the ST “It is my third parent and my fourth child”
was translated literally, the audience may be confused about the meaning. However,
the central meaning of the line is to express his love for Downton and the effort that
he has devoted to it. Even though the TT “这大半辈子我含辛茹苦 呕心沥血” (BT: For
most of my life, I endure all the hardship and make my utmost effort on it [my
translation]) does not achieve equivalence at the word, sentence or even the text level,
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it explained the Earl’s propositional content sufficiently in the scene. In addition, the
use of the Chinese idioms is designed to highlight the era of the story. The expression
in the TT shows the literary elements, which helps the audience to understand and
experience the situation more precisely. The translation is way beyond the equivalence
at the word level, sentence level or text level. I would consider it is even going beyond
the situational level, because what reaches a level of equivalence here is the cultural
elements in England and China.
5.2.6 Court call- The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2010)
Case brief
This selected situation is from one of the TV programme cases, The Good Wife.
It takes place in Season 2, Episode 13 and starts at 0:07:32.41and ends at 0:07:41.20.
The two characters in the story are Will (a lawyer, boss of the main character Alecia)
and Tammy (a sport news reporter who is involved in a romantic relationship with
Will). The situation takes place after Will received a phone call and was consequently
about to leave, despite the fact that he and Tammy were becoming intimate in the
moments prior to the call. The short conversation here is a jokelike complaint, which
is typical of Will’s character. This is, however, a disappointment for Tammy every
time.
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Picture 5-6: Tammy in The Good Wife

ST (The good Wife 0:07:32.41)
Tammy: You know what I think? I think you're gay.
I think your gay lover phones every time
we're about to have sex and calls you away.
Will: Oh, yeah?
I'll have you two over for dinner sometime.
Situational characteristics
Field of discourse
Topic: The Good Wife (Rodriguez & Robinson, 2009-2016) is an American legal
and political drama series. The series is built around the life of a female lawyer named
Alicia Florrick. After her husband was involved in a scandal, she was forced to start
working again after having been a housewife for over 10 years. The selected situation
is a short conversation between Will, Alicia’s boss at the law firm, and Will’s partner,
Tammy, when they were becoming intimate before being disrupted by a call to court.
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Communicative purpose: In this situation, the addresser uses a jokelike
complaint in order to express her disappointment of being disrupted in a subtle way.
The addressee replies with a joke to comfort her.
Setting: The participants in the situation share the exact same time (a real-time
conversation) and place (Tammy’s living room). The communication only lasts for
this specific moment.
Production circumstances: This conversation is written as a spontaneous,
unpredictable real-time exchange.
Tenor of discourse
Participants: The addresser is Tammy and the addressee is Will. There is no onlooker in this situation.
Participants’ relations: Tammy and Will are partners involved in a romantic
relationship. Tammy is a sports journalist and Will is a lawyer and a named partner of
the law firm.
Mode of discourse
Mode: The addresser and addressee in this situation communicate via verbal
speech. The medium in this conversation is informal/spoken language and it is
delivered in a phonic spoken channel.
Translation problems and translation strategies
This case is selected as one of the typical cases of fansubbing using idioms/
proverbs in their translation. This is a short conversation with 5 segments. Seg.1 and
Seg.4 use faithful translation, Seg.5 is translated with semantic translation, and Seg 2
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and seg.3 are translated with communicative translation. The translation challenge
exists mainly around Seg.2 and Seg.3 in this case.
Table 5-38: Court call
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Translation
Strategy

1

Tammy: You know
what I think? I think
you're gay.

塔米：知道吗 我
猜你是同性恋

Tammy: You know, I
guess you're gay

Faithful

2

I think your gay lover
phones every time

我们每次做爱前

Every time before we have
sex

Communicative

3

we're about to have
sex and calls you
away.

你的基友就来电
话调虎离山

Your gay lover phones to
lure the tiger off the
mountain

Communicative

4

Will: Oh, yeah?

威尔：是吗

Will: Yeah?

Faithful

5

I'll have you two over
for dinner sometime.

那下次咱仨吃顿
饭

Then we three have a meal
together next time.

Semantic

The ST for Seg. 2 and Seg.3 can be translated into Chinese by simply using
literal or faithful translation, which will be, “我觉得你的基友情人每次都赶在咱们做爱前
来电话把你叫走” (BT:

I think your gay lover calls you away every time before we have

sex [my translation]). This delivers the meaning of the ST faithfully. The part worth
discussing in the ST is “calls you away”. Fansubbers translate it as “来电话调虎离山”
(BT: phone to lure the tiger off the mountain [my translation]) rather than a literal
translation “ 来 电 话 把 你 叫 走 ” (BT: calls you away [my translation]). The literal
meaning of “ 调虎离山 ” is to lure a tiger off the mountain. It is a Chinese proverb
describing a strategy of luring an enemy away from where they are in order to create
an advantage over them for another purpose. Originating from an ancient Chinese tale,
it is a well-known and commonly used proverb in modern China. Fansubbers use this
proverb in this case instead of a literal translation in order to achieve three effects.
Firstly, the translation explains the situation (a jokelike complaint mixed with the
feeling of disappointment) vividly with a creative solution. Secondly, the translation
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implies that stopping him from leaving is impossible, as if he were being lured away
in the fashion of the tiger in the story. Thirdly, it makes the TT sound more literary.
Translating the functional meanings
• Ideational meaning: field of discourse
To examine the ideational meaning in this case, I start by looking at the
transitivity of the text. The process type of each segment will be analysed and
compared with the ST in order to analyse any transitive shifts.
The process types in the ST are all mental processes, apart from one material
process. The verbs in the mental processes are “know” and “think”, to deliver the
thoughts in Tammy’s mind throughout the situation. There is one material process
where the verb “have” is used, which indicates Will’s plan of inviting Tammy and the
fictitious “gay lover” for dinner.

Table 5-39: Process Type- Court call
(Participants underlined; Process in bold; circumstances in italics)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Tammy: You know what
I think? I think you're
gay.

塔米：知道吗 我猜你是
同性恋

Tammy: You know, I guess
you're gay

Mental

Mental

Mental

2

I think your gay lover
phones every time

我们每次做爱前

Every time before we have sex

3

we're about to have sex
and calls you away.

你的基友就来电话调虎离
山

Your gay lover phones to lure the
tiger off the mountain

Mental

Behavioural

Behavioural

4

Will: Oh, yeah?

威尔：是吗

Will: Yeah?

5

I'll have you two over for
dinner sometime.

那下次咱仨吃顿饭

Then we three have a meal
together next time.

Material

Material

Material

1
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In the Seg. 1 and Seg.5, the process type of the TTs is the same with the ST, and
the mental process verbs are translated faithfully into the TT. "Know" is translated to
"知道", "think" to "猜". Segments 2 and 3 are mental processes in ST, but have been
translated into behavioural process in the TT:
ST: I [senser] think [mental process] your gay lover phones
every time we're about to have sex and calls you away
[phenomenon].
TT: 我们每次做爱前 [circumstance] 你的基友 [behaver] 就来
[behavioural process] 电话调虎离山 [Behaviour]
BT: Every time before we have sex [circumstance], your gay
lover [behaver] phones [behavioural process] to lure the tiger
off the mountain [behaviour]
It shows from the above that the senser “I” and the mental process “think” is
deleted in the TT. However, the meaning of the rest of the sentence is translated
faithfully into TT. If one were to take the mental processes out of the ST and to reanalyse the process type:
ST: I [senser] think [mental process] your gay lover [behaver]
phones [behaviourial process] every time we're about to have
sex and calls you away [circumstance].
Then the sentence has become a behavioural process in TT. However, if we link this
segment to Seg.1 where Tammy said “I think” twice, the behavioural process can be
recognised as a part of the previous mental process. Therefore, even the mental process
in the ST is not equivalently translated into a mental process in the TT, the ST meaning
in this situation is still functionally delivered in the TT.
• Interpersonal meaning: tenor of discourse
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In this short conversation, two mood types are included and successfully
translated. Tammy uses interrogative sentence to ask Will the rhetorical question “You
know what I think?”, then uses declarative sentence to tell him her thought.

Table 5-40: Mood Type- Court call
(Participants underlined; Finite in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

Tammy: You know what
I think? I think you're
gay.

塔米：知道吗 我猜你是
同性恋

Tammy: You know, I guess
you're gay

Interrogative/
Declarative

Interrogative/ Declarative

Interrogative/ Declarative

2

I think your gay lover
phones every time

我们每次做爱前

Every time before we have sex

3

we're about to have sex
and calls you away.

你的基友就来电话调虎离
山

Your gay lover phones to lure
the tiger off the mountain

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

4

Will: Oh, yeah?

威尔：是吗

Will: Yeah?

5

I'll have you two over for
dinner sometime.

那下次咱仨吃顿饭

Then we three have a meal
together next time.

Declarative

Declarative

Declarative

1

Even though the process types between the ST and TT are different in the
ideational meaning, the mood type in each segment has been sufficiently translated.
• Textual meaning: mode of discourse
In this conversation, a clear cohesive device is “gay”, which Tammy says in the
Seg.1. This concept is then expressed in a few different ways in the following
segments. “Gay”, in Seg.1, is translated into “ 同性恋 ” (BT: same-sax love); “gay
lover”, in Segments 2 and 3, is translated into “基友” (BT: gay friend [my translation])
and “you two”, in Seg.5, is translated into “咱仨” (BT: we three [my translation]). In
Seg.5, in the ST “I’ll have you two”, “you two” refers to Tammy and the so-called
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“gay lover”. In the TT, it is translated into “咱仨” (BT: we three [my translation]),
which refers to Will, Tammy and the “gay lover”. Even though there is a translation
shift in the sentence, and the cohesive device is translated differently, it is still
functionally equivalent.

Table 5-41: Theme and Cohesion- Court call (theme underlined; cohesion in bold)
Seg.

ST

TT (fan)

BT

1

Tammy: You know what
I think? I think you're
gay.

塔米：知道吗 我猜你是
同性恋

Tammy: You know, I guess
you're gay

2

I think your gay lover
phones every time

我们每次做爱前

Every time before we have sex

3

we're about to have sex
and calls you away.

你的基友就来电话调虎离
山

Your gay lover phones to lure
the tiger off the mountain

4

Will: Oh, yeah?

威尔：是吗

Will: Yeah?

5

I'll have you two over for
dinner sometime.

那下次咱仨吃顿饭

Then we three have a meal
together next time.

There’s a shift of the theme in each segment. For example, in Seg.1, the ST
theme “you” is deleted in the TT and the theme in TT is a verb “知道” (BT: know). As
a result, the ST “You know what I think?” is translated into an elliptical sentence “知
道吗” (BT:

you know? [my translation]). However, the second half of this segment, “I

think you're gay”, is translated word-for-word. The theme shift of the first half does
not affect the meaning of the whole segment. In Segments 2 and 3, because of the shift
of the process type, the mental process “I think” was deleted in the TT, which directly
leads to the shift of the theme in these two segments. As discussed in the sections about
process type and mood type, the deleted “I think” can be made up from the “I think”
in Seg.1. Therefore, the theme shift in Seg.2 and Seg.3 do not affect the meaning of
the sentence either.
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Translating the context of situation
In The Good Wife, the character Will is not only a successful and elite lawyer,
but also Alicia’s law school colleague, a good friend who fights to give Alicia a job,
and a person who truly loves Alicia. Tammy is a sport journalist. She met Will after
he saw and truly realised that Alicia went back to her husband, Peter, who was just
clear of all charges and took his State's Attorney position back. In fact, Tammy and
Will never overtly agree to be in an official relationship in this show. However,
Tammy says later in the show that she is deeply in love with Will.
The selected situation is one of many in which Will and Tammy meet to have a
“fun time”. Based on the context above, we can understand that Tammy is not someone
Will cares for seriously – clearly not as much as Alicia, or as much as his work. In the
scene, the TV shows an American football match, which is Will and Tammy’s
common interest. They are lying on the floor, under the duvet. Giggles can be heard
from under the duvet when the phone call from Alicia comes in. Will comes out of the
duvet immediately and shushes Tammy as he answers it. It is a call from work, but
more importantly, from Alicia. There are many scenes in the show where Alicia
accidentally interrupts Will when he is doing something very important and he always
responds to her immediately.
The conversation being examined here starts from this point. Tammy has a very
fun and open personality. Even though she likes Will very much, she knows work is
more important for him. She is frustrated but she cannot stop him from leaving. This
is when she makes the joke examined above. The analysis shows that the main
translation shift is in the translation of “calls you away” in Seg.3. A literal translation
in Chinese is, “来电话把你叫走” (BT: call you away [my translation]). However, it is
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less literary than “来电话调虎离山” (BT: phone to lure the tiger off the mountain [my
translation]). By using this proverb, implicit meaning is added to this segment. As was
explained above, it is a proverb that comes originally from an ancient tale about the
art of war. The use of the proverb adds the connotation that the phone call was a
deliberate plan. It strengthens the expression of her disappointment by insinuating
jokingly that the phone call came in as if it were planned. It is another case in which
the fansubbing translation focuses more on the context of the situation than on words
or just parts of the sentence.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter analysed six specific cases in fansubbing translation, as well as
professional translations of the same cases where they were available. My
subhypotheses in this chapter were that: 1) Chinese fansubbers have developed a new
style of translation; 2) this new style of translation can be understood as translating the
situation and culture.
The selected cases were discussed based on Halliday’s concept of the context
of situation. In order to explore the equivalence of the functional (ideational,
interpersonal, textual) meanings between the ST and TT, I carried out a transitivity
analysis in order to discover the ideational meaning, a mood analysis to identify the
interpersonal meaning and a theme and cohesion analysis to investigate the textual
meaning. Even when there are translation shifts in the process type, mood type and
theme and cohesion in the translations, the propositional content in the specific
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situation is more important. When analysing the texts, I not only focused on the
equivalence of the functional meanings using the SFG, but also examined the
translation problems and strategies from a perspective of translation studies, which
helped to approach the translation style from two different angles.
The analysis of the texts discovered that most of the segments in the audiovisual
text can be translated with literal, faithful and semantic translation despite the
constraints deriving from their mode of discourse. In other words, the translation
constraints that are caused by the change of channels (from spoken form conversation
to written form segments) in the communication can be minimised through the use of
SL-biased translation strategies. However, my analysis found that fansubbers tend to
use communicative translation strategies to better convey the situational
characteristics. These include the translation of paralanguage, such as translating facial
expressions or using literary allusions. These examples can be understood as strategies
to translate situations and culture. The analysis suggests that these strategies form a
new style of translating in Chinese audiovisual translation. This finding supports my
subhypotheses 1) and 2) in this chapter.
Where the cases were compared with professional translations (Trail in a
courtroom, Anna and Kristoff, and “Xiangliu”), this tendency was clearly evident.
Where fansubbers used communicative translation strategies, professionals tended to
use literal and faithful translation strategies. This finding also supports my
subhypotheses 1) and 2). That said, there was one exception where, in the case of
Frozen, fansubbers used faithful translation while professionals used communicative
translation. However, I argued that, in this particular case, the professional’s
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communicative translation was not appropriate when the paralanguage in the situation
was analysed together with the linguistic expressions.
By considering the findings above, therefore, it would be reasonable to say that
the hypotheses are proven correct. However, admittedly, there is a limitation to this
claim, because the number of cases analysed is limited. To further examine the
fansubbing translation style, a corpus-driven analyses will be necessary. A much larger
number of texts will need to be analysed to confirm the consistency of the new style
of fansubbing. This was beyond the scope of this study, but it will create a possible
avenue for future research.
However, the analysis of the selected examples using Halliday’s SFG has shown
that the linguistic method of analysing subtitle translation is a valid and productive
method to examine the equivalence between ST and TT at the situational and cultural
level. This is where this study makes a methodological contribution to knowledge.

Chapter 6: Conclusion

6.1 A summary of research aims and research methods
This thesis has examined the genre and style of the Chinese fansubbing
translation, which has grown rapidly since the year 2000. This thesis was guided by
four questions: [1] How has fansubbing translation production been received by the
general public? [2] What is the ST for a fansubbing work? And, specifically, what are
the generic features of the STs for fansubbing translation works? [3] What is the TT
for a fansubbing translation work? Can we see fansubbing translation activity as a
communication event that has resulted in the creation of a new genre? And, if yes,
what conventions have they developed for the production of fansubbing translation?
and [4] In comparison to professionally produced subtitles, what styles have
fansubbers developed to improve the effectiveness of their translations?
To answer the research questions, the thesis pursued the following steps:
(1) it investigated how fansubbing translation production has been received by
the general public in China, using a questionnaire survey (Chapter 2)
(2) it explored what the ST for a fansubbing translation work is, and found out
the unique contextual characteristics of the fansubbing translation ST by examining
six specific cases, involving a selection of English-language TV dramas and films
(Chapter 3)
(3) it compared fansubbing translation with professional translation by analysing
the situational characteristics surrounding their TTs (Chapter 4)
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(4) it discussed the style of fansubbing translation by examining six cases of
fansubbing translation and further compared three of these with their corresponding
professional translations (Chapter 5)
To achieve these aims, I used approaches drawn from three disciplines: translation
studies, applied linguistics and media studies. This interdisciplinary approach shaped
the overall theoretical framework that underpinned this research, as is outlined below.
Firstly, in order to investigate the popularity of fansubbing translation amongst
Chinese fans, and their level of satisfaction with the medium (Research Question 1), a
questionnaire survey was conducted. Jenkin’s works (2006; 1992) on fan culture
helped me to frame fansubbing and fan activities using a media studies approach. This
survey on audience satisfaction with Chinese fansubbing translation is a pioneering
investigation into the popularity of Chinese fansubbing in the contemporary time. The
data collected in the survey has shown that fansubbing is very popular amongst
educated young people in China. The findings were presented in Chapter 2.
Next, the ST and TT of fansubbing audiovisual materials were examined.
Chinese fansubbing groups are unique networks of fans and amateur translators. It is
important for this kind of research to understand how the human dynamics within these
groups are reflected in their translations, and an examination of genre enables us to
understand these dynamics. Genre may be defined as the sharing of certain structural
or textual features among a group of similar texts (Halliday & Hassan, 1989, p.52).
Contextual configuration refers to the types of situations which are specific to works
within a given genre. Examining the contextual characteristics is a crucial step to
further define the contextual configuration, that is, the situation and generic feature of
the type of text (pp.52-56). In order to identify the contextual characteristics of the ST
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and TT for fansubbing translation, I found that theories from translation studies were
not enough. This is because investigation of translation shifts, not just at the textual
level but also on the situational and cultural levels, requires a comprehensive and
detailed linguistic analysis model. For this reason, Halliday’s (1989) concept of
context of situation and his SFG (Systemic Functional Grammar) were adopted to
frame the analysis of both the STs and TTs in fansubbing translation. In addition, in
order to look deeper into the situation of fansubbing systematically in the analysis of
the ST, Hasan’s (1989) concept of contextual configuration was used. Biber’s (2009)
sociolinguistic framework of situational characteristics was also useful in the analysis
of the contextual characteristics. These theoretical concepts enabled me to look at
audiovisual translation activities as social situations. This approach was particularly
useful in the examination of fansubbing, because fansubbers' unique social position
could clearly be identified in this way.
These concepts and analysis methods helped to achieve the second and third
Research Questions. Chapter 3 examined the generic features of fansubbing
translation’s STs (Research Question 2), and Chapter 4 examined those of fansubbing
translation’s TTs (Research Questions 3). And finally, in Chapter 5, the TTs of
fansubbed and professional translations were compared (Research Questions 4). Here,
theoretical frameworks from translation studies and applied linguistics were applied.
From a translation studies perspective, Newmark’s (1988) SL-biased and TL-biased
translation strategies models, and Hervey and Higgins’s (2002) source-culture-bias
and target-culture-bias translation strategies model, were used to devise my own
translation strategy analysis model, which was used in the analysis of translation texts.
From an applied linguistics perspective, Halliday’s (2014) SFG was used for the
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analysis of the functional meanings of both the ST and the TT. In addition, Chatman’s
(1978) theory of story and discourse helped to understand the situations depicted in
the specific scenes selected from the chosen English-language films and TV dramas.

6.2 Research findings
By answering the research questions outlined above, the main findings of this
study can be summarised as follows.
Firstly, the questionnaire survey results showed that fansubbing is very popular
among young audiences in China. The participants were university students, which
means that the respondents had a reasonable or high command of English. This enabled
me to be confident about their understanding of the quality of fansubbing translation.
The survey found that Chinese fansubbing translation is very popular with the
audience. It also suggested that: the motivations for watching Chinese fansubbing are
different from watching professional translation productions; that the audience is
actively using online platforms to access fansubbing translation productions; that the
audience's awareness about legal issues surrounding fansubbing translation activities
is low; that the audience are receptive to the fansubbing translation style and that the
majority agree that it should be used to translate a wider range of audiovisual
productions. These findings provided the background information regarding the
current perception of Chinese fansubbing, which led to the question: why is Chinese
fansubbing so popular? This question was explored in the main part of this thesis,
through the genre and style analysis of the fansubbing translation.
Secondly, the study identified the unique contextual features of the STs and TTs
featured in fansubbing work. Fansubbing translation STs were examined, and all the
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verbal elements within the audiovisual products were classed as ‘must-occur’
elements. The paralanguage, including facial expressions and gestures, were found to
be ‘can-occur’ elements. All of the fansubbing STs examined in this study were found
to have these contextual features. For example, they are all professionally edited
products and their addressers and addressees do not have interactions at any stage
during or after the production process. From the analysis of the fansubbing translation
work, in contrast, I found that fansubbing translation is different from professional
translation in respect of its communicative purpose, setting, production circumstance,
the participants involved in the process and the relations between them. Because of
these differences, I consider fansubbing translation to be a new genre of translation,
compared to traditional professional audiovisual translation.
Thirdly, the analysis of fansubbing translation and professional translation
through the framework of Halliday’s SFG revealed that equivalence at the situational
and cultural level is what Chinese fansubbers strive to achieve in their translation. The
analysis showed that, even when there are translation shifts in the process type
(ideational meaning), mood type (interpersonal meaning) and theme/rheme and
cohesion (textual meaning) in the translations, the propositional content in that specific
situation is more important than the equivalence on the level of functional meaning,
and that equivalence at the situational and cultural level can achieve this most
effectively. Apart from applying SFG in the translation text analysis, the translation
strategy models offered by Venuti (2008), Newmark (1988) and Hervey and Higgins
(2002) helped to examine the translation shifts at the word and sentence levels. The
analysis showed that fansubbers tend to use more target-culture biased strategies in
their translations. Professional translators, on the contrary, prefer more faithful
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strategies in their productions. Altogether, this chapter demonstrated how fansubbing
and professional translations differ in their styles. The textual style of Chinese
fansubbing translation can be summarised as being that, even when translation shifts
occur in the functional meanings between STs and TTs, the meaning at a situational
and cultural level still remains the same.

6.3 Contribution to knowledge
The primary contribution of this research is methodological. The text analysis
method used in this thesis is interdisciplinary (translation studies and applied
linguistics). In studies relating to audiovisual translation, the use of SFG is uncommon.
In this thesis, ideational meaning (process type), interpersonal meaning (mood type)
and textual meaning (rheme/theme and cohesion) from the framework of SFG have
been used to analyse the STs and TTs of each segment in the selected fansubbing and
professional translation cases (Chapter 3 and 4). Further, in order to examine the
textual shifts in the translations, a new classification model adapted from translation
studies was developed and used (Chapter 5). Here, Catford’s (1965) concept of
translation equivalence and Venuti’s (2008) dichotomous concept of domestication
and foreignization were drawn on as the key theoretical frameworks. Then Hervey and
Higgins’s (2002) and Newmark’s (1988) classification models of translation strategies
were adapted to devise a new model. The novelty of this approach lies in the use of
SFG in combination with the analysis of translation strategies. The analysis and the
findings showed that SFG is a useful and practical model for providing an in-depth
analysis of audiovisual translation texts, and that it can be considered as an effective
and rigorous approach for the analysis of translation where situational characteristics
are important.
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The findings of the text analysis offer new qualitative data about Chinese
fansubbing, which is another contribution of this research. No fansubbing texts had
been analysed using the methods described above, including Chinese fansubbing texts.
The findings provide in-depth, qualitative observations of Chinese fansubbing texts
for the first time, which highlight the importance of contextual features in the
audiovisual translation process.
This research also offers a practical contribution. It was observed that, in the
process of translating an audiovisual production, fansubbers are concerned not only
with the script and the verbal elements, but also with other contextual elements
surrounding the original materials. That is, apart from the verbal elements in the ST,
fansubbers also prioritised translating the paralanguage (non-verbal elements) and
maintaining equivalence at the situational and cultural level as crucial elements in the
translation process. The research also found out that the fansubbing audience is
receptive to these features. These findings can be used for current and future
fansubbers and professional translators as new guidelines for translation. The
translation strategies observed and explained in “traditional” translation studies have
provided an established framework of translation solutions, which help translators to
deal with potential translation problems. The findings of this research can be used as
additional solutions not only by fansubbers but also by professional translators.

6.4 Research limitations and future studies
This research examined six examples of audiovisual translation from English
into Chinese: three cases of fansubbing translation and three comparison cases of
fansubbing and professional audiovisual translation. Amongst the several theoretical
frameworks and analysis models used in this research, Halliday’s SFG was the most
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prominent one. The chosen method enabled me to carry out an in-depth analysis of
fansubbing and professional audiovisual translation texts using an interdisciplinary
approach. Because of the depth of the analysis, however, the research could cover only
a limited number of cases. By covering a larger number of cases, and even analysing
works produced by different fansubbing groups, we may be able to identify a wider
range of translation strategies within the fansubbing community. Additonally,
fansubbing is a new type of translation which is constantly evolving. Media formats
on the internet also constantly evolve. The examination of newer cases may also
identify emerging translation strategies and styles within the medium of fansubbing.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Chinese Version Questionnaire

中国字幕组翻译 - 受众反馈调查

自 2000 年以来，西方电影电视剧和字幕组翻译越来越受中国观众的追捧和喜爱。本研究以字幕组的英中翻译作
为研究对象，并具体分析中国字幕组是如何在翻译英文电影电视剧时逐渐形成了自身独特的翻译风格，探索这种新风
格的翻译对 2000 以来的英中翻译发展的影响。本问卷旨在探寻中国观众对英文电影电视剧和中国字幕组的评价。
字幕组翻译：

由字幕组志愿者影迷自发翻译的英文电影电视剧，其影音资源通常分布于网络平台。

官方字幕翻译：

由官方译制厂或者译制公司专业翻译人员翻译的英文电影电视剧，其影音资源通常会在电
影院，公共电视频道 播出，并出产 DVD 制品进行出售。

说明：请依照您的观点从列出选项中进行选择，请在您选择的数字上标注“×”，例如，①

➢

您的个人信息：

➢

个人英文水平评价：
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➢

个人观看英文电影电视剧的目的：

➢

字幕组翻译与官方翻译的对比：
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➢

关于字幕组的其他问题

➢

字幕组及相关法律问题：

非常感谢您的参与！
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Appendix 2: Guidelines of the Administration of Films and TV Programmes

• Distort Chinese civilization and history; seriously violate Chinese historical fact; twist
or modify the history of other countries; disrespect other nations’ culture and customs;
damage the reputation of revolutionary leaders, heroes and important historical
celebrities; tamper with characters sourced from either Chinese of international classic
literature.
• Maliciously disparage the People’s Liberation Army, armed police, public security and
judiciary.
• Promote a negative or decadent view of life or endorse a negative worldview and
values; render or deliberately exaggerate benighted to the nation or social evils.
• Advocate religious extremism; stir up conflicts between different religious sects or
between religious and non-religious people.
• Advocate destroying the ecological environment, mistreating animals or the eating of
nationally protected animals.
• Advocate taking drugs, excessive drinking, smoking and other bad habits.
• Violate the related laws and regulations.

Note: The restrictions also apply to media featuring violent or obscene content, such as:
Films and TV programmes with pornographic content, fornication, rape, prostitution
and sexual perversion; media which displays the male and female sex organs and other hidden
body parts and films with vulgar dialogue, songs, background music or sound effects.
Films and TV programmes that feature murder, violence, terror, in a fashion that
confuses the values of good and evil and justice and injustice; media which explicitly depicts
criminal acts by showing specific details of the crime; strong, visceral scenes of murder and
plots that feature violence, drugs or gambling; films include prisoner abuse and torture; plots
with over-horrifying pictures, and inappropriate dialogs, background music and sound effects.
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Appendix 3: Research Ethics Review Checklist

Form UPR16 Research Ethics Review Checklist

